
TOM’S TROUBLE —by Gil

NOBOBY WANTsT| WHY DONT YOU TAKE
IRONIZED YEAST?

that's WHAT
BUILT ME UP

® 2 MONTHS LATER

Posed by professional models

New pounds for

skinny figures
—quick!

Thousands gaining 5 to 15 lbs.

and husky strength in a few weeks
with amazing new double tonic

DOCTORS for years have prescribed yeast to
build up health. But now with this new dis-

covery you can get far greater tonic results than
with ordinary yeast— regain health, and also put
on pounds of firm flesh—and in a far shorter time.

Not only are thousands quickly gaining good-
looking pounds, but also clear ruddy skin, new pep.

Concentrated 7 times
This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast, is made
from special brewers' ale yeast imported from Eu-
rope, richest yeast known, which by a new process is

concentrated 7 times

—

made 7 times more powerful.

But that is not all! Thismarvelous, health-building
yeast is ironized with 3 kinds of strengthening iron.

Day after day, as you take Ironized Yeast, watch
flat chest develop, skinny limbs round out attrac-
tively, new health come— you’re a new person.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may be, this

new Ironized Yeast should build you up in a few
weeks as it has thousands. If not delighted with
results of very first package, money back instantly.

Special FREE offer!

To start you building up your health right away, we
make this absolutely FREE offer. Purchase a package
of Ironized Yeast at once, cut out the seal on the box
and mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We
will send you a fascinating new book on health, ‘‘New
Facts About Your Body”. Remember, results guaranteed
with very first package—or money refunded. At all drug-
gists. Ironized Yeast Co., Dept. 506 A, Atlanta, Ga.
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INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
“The Universal University’ BOX 4901-F, SCRANTON, PENNA.

Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of your booklet, “Who Wins
and Why,” and full particulars about the subject before which I have marked X:

Architect
Architectural Draftsman

O Building Estimating
D Wood Millworking

Contractor and Builder
Structural Draftsman
Structural Engineer
Inventing and Patenting

D Electrical Engineer
Electric Lighting
Welding. Electric and Gas
Heading Shop Blueprints

Business Management
Office Management

U Industrial Management
Traffic Management
Accountancy

D Coat Accountant

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Telegrapn Engineer
Telephone Work
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machinist Toolmaker
Patternmaker
Heat Treatment of Metals
Bridge Engineer
Bridge and Building Foreman
Gas Engines Diesel Engines
Aviation Engines
Automobile Mechanic

Plumbing Steam Fitting
Heating Ventilation
Sheet Metal Worker
Steam Engineer
Steam Electric Engineer
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Refrigeration
R. R. Locomotives
R. R. Section Foreman
R. R. Bridge and Building
Foreman

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
C. P. Accountant Service Station Salesmanship
Bookkeeping First Year College
Secretarial Work Business Correspondence
Spanish

_
French Lettering Show Cards Signs

Salesmanship Stenography and Typing
Advertising Civil Service Mail Carrier

Air Brakes R. R. Signalman
HighwayfEngineering
Chemistry Pharmacy
Coal Mining Engineer
Navigation Air Conditioning
Boilermaker
Textile Overseer or Supt.
Cotton Manufacturing
Woolen Manufacturing
Agriculture Fruit Growing

O Poultry Farming Radio
Marine Engineer

Railway MaO Clerk
Grade School Subjeeta
High School Subjects
College Preparatory
Illustrating
Cartooning

Name —~~~ — — ip .Address

City State ."."..............".Occupation

If you reside in Canada, tend this coupon to the International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal, Canada
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Winl250
SEND ONLY THE COUPON BELOW
and tv e u’ill t v 1 1 you ho u Y O U c a n qn al i f y to —

or Buick Sedan and * 1
, 2501? Cash!

and 55

HERE’S a lot off cash for some one. Would you like to
have it? I am going to give it away. We want to advertise

our business quickly and get wide distribution for our products.
Someone, maybe you, will receive new Buick Sedan and
$1,250.00 cash extra for promptness or if you win 1st prize
and prefer all cash you get $2,250.00. Duplicate prises paid
in case of ties.

Surely you would like to have this magnificent prize. Then
fill In the coupon below and you can easily qualify for
the opportunity to win as much as $2,250.00.

This is our unique way of advertising. We want people
everywhere to know us and to share in this great distribution

of money. Besides the first grand prize, $2,250.00 including
promptness, there are 59 other big cash prizes. The second
grand prize is $750.00 cash, third grand prize is $300.00 cash
and many others. Thousands of dollars more In Special
Cash Rewards which we will tell you all about when we get
your answer. This is your opportunity. Answer today—
qualify for your share of this money that must be given away.
No subscriptions to buy or sell. No more puzzles to solve.
There is nothing hard to do to qualify to win the Buick
Sedan, but you must act quick to make the most of this
opportunity. Just mail the coupon if you find 5 of the hidden
faces. Do It NOW!

Can You Find 5 Faces?
It is fun to look for the hidden faces in the trees,

clouds, etc., in the picture at the right. Are your eyes
sharp enough to find them? Some look straight at you,
some are upside down—others are sidewise. It is not
as easy as some people may think, but don’t give up
—keep looking and you may find them. When you
do, mark thorn and send your answer right
away. Quick!
Many people have received big cash prizes from

companies with whom I have been associated. Some
have received several thousand dollars. Names
gladly furnished on request. Answer today and see
for yourself If you can win the first prize. Oh
Boyl what you could do with $2,250.00 all in cash at
one time. I will be glad to pay it to you if you arc
adjudged the winner.

Hurry—mark the 5 faces you find, send your answer
quick. You may be the one to receive the $2,250.00
prize.

Send No Money, ^Just Mail Coupon
foil

1**1

Jewess

JW * f^50

Dept. 51
I 1912 Grand Avenue,
I Des Moines, Iowa.

I have found 5 faces in the enclosed picture and
g
I want to win. Tell me how I stand.

or *

Remember, send not one penny with this k1

coupon—all you do now is to find 5 faces, if G. F. STAYTON, President
you can, and mail the coupon. We will answer
you right away and tell you how you stand.

The money to pay every prize is on de-
posit in a big strong Des Moines bank.
Get your share of $4,305.00 in cash prizes,
besides thousands of dollars in Special
Cash Rewards. Sixty grand prizes in alL
All prizes will be paid promptly. Hurry!
Just mark the faces you find and send
with coupon right away. Some one wins—maybe you. Send your answer and
see for yourself if you win first prize.
DON’T DELAY! • . . Mail your an-
swer today.

I My name.
I

! Address . .

.

I City.
L»—

. State.

,

J
Please mention this magazine when answering advertisements
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AMAZING NEW
23 FEATURE
Home Gym Outfit and Training Coarse
You nave over half on this big home gym outfit and a
Ing coarse of physical culture. Big Husky “Hercul__
10 Cable Muscle Builder Exerciser. 200 Lbs. Resist*

Rowing Machine
‘

''egulation Hea
Completely D
Hand Balancing Tricks.

Famous.
lO Feats of Strength,"

‘ thenTou

mm

Vitality and Power. Illustrated Secrets of Jiu*Jitsu. 20
.Wrestling Holds. Regular Course "KowTo

Get Big I

of Chest
:les. New

Hen Only**, facta you i

j-,-. . r Husky Legs. Special J
**30 Day Training Schedule** that tella you what to do each I

day .‘All Tfcia—For Only S2.96. Act quickly before offer e
plres. Send your name and address. We’ll ship ever

thing out
postman onl
charges. <*

with order.

EARN ACCOUNTING
MW ot home W ^ ot o froction the usual cost

VIEW developments In business are creating n
1 doosly broadened opportnnities for men who know accounting. Train
yourself now in spare time for these attractive new openings. Learn by
proved method, with identical lecture notes, practice sets, problems and
solutions developed by Northwestern University and used in 100 colleges.
Graded lessons for Home Study; elementary to advanced accounting, includ-
ing costs, audits. Thousands have learned this practical, low-cost way;
splendid C. P. A. preparation.

Sand for this FREE BOOKLET/"How to
Train for New Opportunities in Accounting, ’

’ with _
full details of this great courseCand easy [payment, II
Write now to Tho Ronald Press Company, If ,

“
Pept^1784^E^6t>^t^e^r^ N.Y.fI ACC0UHTJHQ

J

NOW YOU CAN HAVE A NEW SKIN
IN 3 DAYS* TIME!

GET THIS FREE
—and learn that what was considered impossible before—the re-

moval of pimples, blackheads, freckles, tan, oily skin, large pores,

wrinkles and other defects in the outer skin—can now be done harm-
lessly and economically at home in three days' time in many in-

stances, as stated by legions of men and women, young and old.

It is all explained in a new treatise called

"BEAUTIFUL NEW SKIN IN 3 DAYS”
which is being mailed absolutely free to readers of this magazine.
So worry no more over your humiliating skin and complexion or

signs of aging if your outer skin looks soiled and wom. Simply
send your name and address and name the skin blemishes which
trouble you most to MARVO BEAUTY LABORATORIES, Dept.
381-A, No. 1700 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and you will re-

ceive this new treatise by return mail in plain wrapper, postpaid
and absolutely free. If pleased, tell your friends about It.

BIG ENTERTAINER
180 Jokes and Riddles. 34

Magic Tricks and Games. 73

Tfcasts. 15 Tricks with Cards.

60 Money-making Secrets. 10

Funny Readings. 3 Mono-
logues. 21 Puzzles and Prob-
lems. 5 Comic Recitations.
Checkers and Chess. Domi-

noes. Fox and Geese. 9 Men Morris. Spanish Prison Puzzle.
Game of Anagrams. All for I5e. 710 page novelty catalog lOe.

JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept 782B, RACINE, WIS.

,DONT BE CUT
Until You Try This

Wonderful Treatment
for pile suffering. If you have piles in any
form write for a FREE sample of Page’s

Pile Tablets and you will bless the day that you
read this. Write today. E. R. Page Co.,
2315-D Page Bldg., Marshall, Mich.

PILESA for oile suffer!

ENJOY LIFE
Men -Women - Don’t act old. Feel young again,
full of pep, energy and ambition --better than 20
years ago I Free your system from poisons that
slow you up. “Step out" and “do things." Take
genuine Para-Mate. Harmless, no injurious
drugs or dope. A natural aid. “Steps" you
right un. Used by thousands. Endorsed by Doc-
tors and Scientists. 8end $1.00 for 60 day supply

of Para-Mate and tablets, postpaid, with Brochure of Personal Facta.
C. O. D. if desired. Quick, sure results or money back.

KAT0NE CO. Dept. 57 BALTIMORE. MD.

SILENT DEFENDER
Used by police officers, detectives,
sheriffs, night watchmen and others
as a means of self-protection. Very
effective. Easily fits the band, the
fingers being grasped in the four
holes. Very useful in an emergency.
Made of aluminum, very light Handy
pocket size. PRICE 25e eaeh. 2 for

45e. 710 page eatalog of novelties,

tricks, jokes, firearms, books, ete., lOe.

JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. 782B, RACINE. WIS.

SfNSATlONAlCARBINESAl£ Model 93-
Marlin Carbine

20” barrels, full mag., offered at this astounding low price. Brand new factory
guarantee guns, not seconds, in the popular calibers 30/30 and 32 Win. Spec.
Also 93 C. S. Sporting Carbine, half mag. and No. 93 Rifle 24" barrel, full

mag. ORDER TODAY $23.83
GENUINE U. 8. ARMY SLING STRAPS, 154" (Brand New) postpaid 85e ea.
U. S. ARMY KRAG. CARBINES 30/40 cal. used, fine condition $13.45
WINCHESTER S. 8. MUSKET, re-chambered for 22 Hornet, brand new $17.85
CARL ZEISS FIELD GLASSES. 8 x 40 used. One condition $ 7.95
BAUSCH A LOMB BINOCULARS. 6 x 30 Marine type EE. used, fine condition $18.88

HUDSON SPORTING GOODS CO. (FREE—Catalog SAW CoUo, Rifieo, |Giants, ete.) K-S2 Warren St., Naw Yortt

Please mention this magazine when answering advertisements
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DRIVING THE ONE YOU
COVE INTO THE ARMS
OF ANOTHER?
Let "Sex Harmony**

teach you how easy it h
to^wjo and bold your

FORMERLY ?

:5<
NOW ONIV

Banish Fear
Prevent Disease

End Self Denial

Stop Worrying

Conquer Ignorance

Overcome Shame

JW'AYwith false modesty! At last a tarn-
• * ous doctor has cold all the secrets of
sex io frank, daring language. No prudish
beating about the bush, no veiled hints,

bat TRUTH, blazing through 576 pages
of straightforward facts.

Love is the most magnificent ecsttuy In
the world . . . know how to hold your
loved one... don’t glean half-truths from
unreliable sources.Nowyou canknowhow
to end ignorance.. .fear...and self denial!

/WORE THAN 100 VIVID PICTURES
The 106 illustrations leave nothing to

the imagination . . . know bow to over-
come physical mismating . . -. know what
to do on yourwedding night to avoid the
torturing results of ignorance.

Everything pertaining to sex is discussed
in daring language. All the things you
Slave wanted to know about your sex life,

information about which other books only
vaguely hint, is yours at last.

Some will be offended by the amazing
frankness of this book and its vivid illus-

trations, but the world has no longer any
use for prudery and false modesty.

A FAMOUS JUDGE
SAYS THAT MOST
DIVORCES ARE CAUSED
BY SEX IGNORANCEI
Normal, sex-suited

young people are torn
apart because they lack
sex knowledge.

THIS BOOK NOT SOLD TO MINORS

MAN SHOULD KNOWWHAT EVERY
Tha Sexual Esbrcca Hew to Retain VMJHy
Secrets of the Hooeynoon Sexual Starvation
Mistakes of EarlyMarriata Glands and Sat knrtaet
Homosexuality To Gain Greater Dcttti*
Venereal Diseases The Truth About Abuse

WHAT EVERYWOMANSHOULD KNOW
Joys of Perfect Mating Hew to Attract and Hold
What to AHow a Lover Men

to do Sexual Slavery of Woman
Intimate Feminine Hygiene Esscntiofs of Happy
Prostitution Marriage
Birth Control Chart The Sex Organs

HOMOSEXUALITY...SEX ABNORMALITIES
Do you know .boot the astounding world
of "halfsexes”?Theyurave thecompanion*
ship of their own sex. ..their practices ere
unbelievable to the normal mlnd...yet you
should understand them.

Money beck at once If you arc not satisfied I

876 DAMNS RAGES

FREE! NEW BOOK' ‘

"WHY BIRTH tONTRMT"

Tiis startling book discusses
birth control in an entirely

new way— Tells you many
things about a much discussed
subject. “Why Birth Control**
— will be a revelation to you—
Sent free to all thosewho order
“Sex Harmony and Eugenics’*
at the reduced price $2.98.

PIONEER PUBLISHING CO.
Radio City L

• 170 Sixth Are.. New York. N.Y.1

Don't be b slave to ignorance and fear.

Enjoy the rapturous delights Of the per*
feet physical love!
Lost love . . . scandal . . . divorce . . . can

often be prevented by knowledge. Only
the ignorant pay the awful penalties of
wrong sex practices. Read the facts, clearly,

startlingly told ... study these illustra-

tions and grope in darkness no longer.
You want to know . . . and you should

Jfnow everything about sex. Sex is no longer
.a sin ... a mystery h . . it is your greatest
power for happiness.Youowe it to yourself
... to the one you love, to tear aside the cur-
tain ofhypocrisy and learn the naked truth

!

ATTRACT THE OPPOSITE SEXI
Know bow to enjoy the thrilling experi-

ences thae are your birthright . . • know
fcow to attract the opposite sex . . . how
to hold love.

There is no longer any need to pay the
awful price for one moment of bliss. Read
the scientific pathological facts cold so
bravely by Dr. Rubin. The chapters on
venereal disease are alone worth the price
of the book.

SEND NO MONEY MAIL COUPON TODAY

PIONEER PUBLISHING CO.
0«6L 557. 1170 Sixth Aye- New York, N. V.

Please send me, “Sdfc Harmony and Eugenics* * in plain
wrapper. I will pay the postman 12.98 (plus postage) on
delivery. If I am not completely satisfied. I can return
the book and the entire purchase price will be refunded
immediately. Also send me. FREE OF CHARGE, your
book on “Why Birth ControlV

Name«,

„Address_
Order*from Foreign Countries SJ.#> in advomss

Please mention this magazine when answering advertisements
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PRICB
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TRUCK TIRES
81x« TIre» Tabes
S0x5f4.25 11.96
94x6 4.29 1.00
82x6 9.99 2.76
82x6 7.99 2.76
86x6 9.99 8.96
84x7 9.99 8.86
86x8 11.45 8.96
40x8 12.29 4.16

AH TUBES GUARANTEED Bund New
SEND ONLY SI DEPOSITf 3 t n U U n k I 9 A m t r w » • i

on #Bch tire. (On each Truck Tire send a
*'

*t). We ship balance C. O. D.,
t discount for full cash with

I orJer?Any tire failing to give II months
service wiU be replaced, at halfprice.

GOODWIN TIRE ogj.

& RUBBER COMPANY lm
ISMS. MCMGAN AVE. CHICAGO. Al-
rnrr "ray-o-vaC” lantern
rKCC With Ord«r for 2 Tiro*

•SA* £55oT^SnSS^TES^
Cannot bo replaced M a *“*

bBa nTiiE^tT

WANTED MEN
MANAGE POTATO
CHIP STORES . . .

We furnish everything—help ftmtnea »nH
cate you. No experience needed. Trea___
dous profits. Sensational introductory starting
plan. No house- to-bouae canvassing. Wan-
derful opportunity. Bush name for free book
of Profit Facts—today!

L0K6-EAKIMS COMPANY
§49-S. HJfh Street SpriogfieM. Okie

ELECTRICITY
’ for a real Job ft 12 1

toy booka'or liama' «li'»e*n«l wort on rfltl

riectrical maatiwy. Warn while learning
Free TMwttmn employment
aerrtoe. Write today for free
book and P»£ToMonnAw

PAY AFTER
TRAIN1NC

MARVELOUS NEW LAMP
CXJTS ELECTRIC BILLS

Science has produced this Mushroom light bulb

which fiscs the ITlrnnination of a 150 watt lamp
yet xmm only 100 watts of current. Cuts electric

Mils 36%. Ooaranteed ter 10H burning hour*.“ “i to MO watt.

SN watt lamp. reg. price $1. 25. you sell for 85c. Casts

yes 45c. Send 2fefar ample and money-making sakf
Ptea

* DEPT. DC 84. BASTERUTE CO.
lit E. 23rd 8L New Yert

Classified
Advertising

Patents and Lawyers

PATENTS—Reasonable terms. Free Book and advice. L. F.
Randolph. Dept. 513. Washington. D. G.

Old Money Wanted

OLD MONEY WANTED. $5.00 to $2500.00 each paid for old

coins . Buying catalogue 10c. Bob Cohen. Muskogee. Okla.

Song, Poem Writers

SONG—POEM—MELODY WRITERS. 50-50 collaboration. Real

opportunity by popular writer. 88. Herring. Franklinpark. 111.

Bow-legs Straightened

WITHOUT INTERRUPTING daily routine. Inexpensive. Write.

Mew York Surgical Appliance. 132 Lexington Avenue. New York.

Card Tricks

"PLAY POKER". By an old card sharp. Suggestions, tricks,

rules, hunches, 50c. Regis, 13? Peterboro St., Boston. Mass.

Old Coins Wanted

UP TO $20.00 PAID for Indian Head Cents; Half Cents $125.00;

Large Capper Gents $500.00, etc. Send dime for list. Romano

8, Springfield, Mass.

Detectives Wanted—Instructions

DRTBCTTVRS EARN BIO MONEY. Work home or travel.

Detective particulars free. Experience unnecessary. Write. George

Wagoner. M4>A Broadway. New York.

Please mention this magazine when answering advertisements
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You'll have BARRELS OF FUN

S
UPPOSE you suddenly found you could play easily
on your favorite musical instrument ! Think of

the fun you would have—how much in demand you
would be ! Do you know that now you can do this
in a surprisingly short time?

Thousands who never played music until a few
months ago, are getting thrills of enjoyment from
a talent they never knew they had.

By this simple new short-cut method you can ac-
tually begin to play any popular instrument without
knowing one note from another!
The secret of the U. S. School of Music system

is simplicity. The lessons come to you by mail.
They consist of complete, printed instructions, simple
diagrammatic pictures, and all the music you need.
No grinding routine. Study when you feel like it

—

at home. In an almost unbelievably short time you
find that you are actually playing! Jazz, musical
comedy hits, movie theme-songs, even classics—you
play them all—as easily as you now whistle or sing
them

!

FREE PROOF
If social popularity and

increased income appeal to
you—send today for FREE
Demonstration Lesson with
illustrated book describing
the now famous U. S. School
of Music “print-and-picture”
method of learning.

Just mail the coupon.
Then judge for yourself

you receive free lesson and descriptive ma-
S. School of Music, 3595 Brunswick

LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE

Piano Violin
Guitar Saxophone
Organ Ukulele

Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion

Or Any Other Instnunent

when
terial. U.
Bldg., New York City.

1 U. 8 SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

|
3595 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Bend me your amazing free book, "How You Can Master Music I

I

in Your Own Home," with inspiring message by Dr. Frank
|

Crane; also Free Demonstration Lesson. This does not put me
under any obligation.

|

Name |

Address

L
Have you

Instrument Instrument?.

UIGM POWERED TELESCOPE
GENUINE BROWN3COPES AT AMAZING PRICES

Most powerful in America for the money! dna
16 power long range telescope. Can see moon's craters
or time on pocket watch a block away. 6 sections. ft

j|
ftg

Approx. 3 ft. long. Fine lenses. Brass bound. iSS**|iey I’
Can be used as powerful microscope. _ . _
vol . magn. 612X. Only $1.69post- ^ ‘ _ Special Super
paid C. O. D. 24c extra. Power 30X Telescope.

n co Similar to above but more powerful.
Guaranteed to see 900 times larger in sur-

face and 80 times cloeer. 81 mm. objective 4 power-
ful lenses. Large field. Includes powerful microscope

feature. Only $1.98 postpaid.

BROWNSCOPE CO. Dept. SS 234 Fifth Ave.f N. Y.

BALD NO LONGER!
Mr. A. S. R. of New York City write*:
"1 had 3 bald spots the size of a half-
Collar. I used Japanese Oil for 3 months
•nd now my bsld spots art entirely
Covered With hair."
JAPANESE OIL. the—^

—

used by thousands for baldness, ia»
dandruff and scalp itch. Price 60c.
(1. All druggists

7
.

fhtaul Raefr C.., 56 W. 45A Si, PtpL SS, HY.L

FREE'
tccW

ac. Ecooom, 8ize
' ABOUT THE

$1260?TO $2100 YEAR
Men —Women
— 1 8 to SO y FRANKUN INSTITUTE

/ Dept. Cl 93, Rochester, N.Y*

Many Early . / Gentlemen: Rush FREE list of

Examinations /-Sr Government big pay positions.

Expected ^
with A»!**iM * hours, work, raca-

MailCoupon «itton.

Today- / Nam®

Tell me how to get a po-

SURE Address .

.
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Kidneys Cause
Much Trouble

Says Doctor
Use Successful Prescription to Clean out Acids and

Purify Blood—Beware Drastic Drugs

Tour blood circulates 4 times a minute through
9 million tiny, delicate tubes in your kidneys,
which may be endangered by drastic drugs, mod-
ern foods and drinks, worry and
exposure. Be careful. Dr. Walter
K. George, many years Health
Commissioner of Indianapolis,
Ind., says : “Insufficient Kidney
excretions are the cause of much
needless suffering with aching
back, frequent night risings, itch-

ing, smarting, burning, painful
joints, rheumatic pains, headaches
and a generally rundown ex-
hausted body. I am of the opinion
that the prescription Cystex cor-

rects a frequent cause of such
conditions (Kidney or Bladder Q r- r, Getrge
dysfunctions). It aids in flushing
poisons from the urinary tract and in freeing the
blood of retained toxins.” If you suffer from
functional Kidney and Bladder

jiniinnj

Cystex
disorders don’t waste a minute.
Get the doctor’s prescription
Cystex (pronounced Siss-tex). p
Formula in every package. Starts
work in 15 minutes. Gently
soothes and cleans raw, irritated
membranes. It is helping mil- E
lions of sufferers and is guar- H
anteed to fix you up or money -

back on return of empty package.
”

Cystex costs only 3c a dose. At
all drug stores.

Over 500 Knockouts
Goa Martel's world famoofi, complete boxing, copy.
richted fighting and training course published today, sent yon

on approval . How could he dare unless it was the
world’s beet? Besides you cot Ills copyrighted knock-
out punches that enabled him to knock oat over 600
men all within a rounds and become world’s knockout

record holder, famous developer of champions and on-
defeated amateur lightweight champion of the world. Since

CARNERA
his fighting system at Gus Wilson’s camp 2 years ago,

PRIMO
won 29 fights, 21 by knockouts and the heavyweight championship of
the world.

5 COURSES FREE TO YOU
IF YOUJ CANNOT ACCOMPLISH ALL OF THE FOLLOWING:

Double your strength, reach, speed and punching power . . Stand on a
handkerchief without being hit, as he taoght Griffo . . Avoid all blows
without parry, side step or breaking
ground . . Possess a knockout in either

hand . . Save you one-half on eating

and gain strength . . Reduce or gain
weight at desired poundage . . If a 8 inch
movement does not make all leads and
counters go harmlessly by . . Then
the .6 courses: Fighting, Boxing, Train-

ing, Physical Culture, Muscular De-
velopment, etc. are all

FREE TO YOU
Send only 25 cents to pay postage, sun-
dries, etc. and get the greatest fighting
record of any man that ever lived and all
of the above to be sent you on approval.
Full course $1.26.

Fill in. tear off and mail at once.

GUS MARTEL, World’s Knockout Record Holder,

Dept. 305. 198 Broadway, New York City
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Mr. R. O. Murphy, Box 500, Stillwater, Minn, who
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strange as it may seem, this is the time to treat and
prevent hay-fever. Adv.
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everything for ONLY TEN CENTS—a booklet giving you full
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THE SKYLARK!
For six long years, readers of science-fiction have talked about

the “Skylark” stories.

They have been called the greatest science-fiction ever written.

There were two, you remember, both pointing toward a culminating

story—which never appeared.

There’s been some demand that they be reprinted, but there’s no

thrill in reading what is already past and done.

We want to pioneer (that’s what science-fiction is—pioneering),

and I believe that Astounding Stories has been blazing a new trail

ever since it came under the Street & Smith banner.

I have asked each of you to interest one new reader in our maga-

zine. That was to enable me to justify and continue the progressive

pace of the last nine months.

Now I’m asking you again, this time so that no one may miss the

treat for which you’ve watched and waited through six long years!

THE SKYLARK OF VALERON, by Edward E. Smith, Ph. D.,

starts in the August issue of Astounding Stories!

This is the NEW and culminating story, a crashing climax, tower-

ing head and shoulders above its predecessors.

Don’t let any one mislead you. Astounding Stories does not use

reprints. Order your copies to be held by your dealer every month,

because THE SKYLARK OF VALERON will never be reprinted.

It will appear ONCE, starting in the August, 1934, issue.

I’m giving you plenty of warning to reserve your copies. And
now is the time to tell all_ your friends to buy Astounding.

Do I seem to be rubbing it in and bragging? I don’t mean to.

But I am deadly serious about asking you to help me to help our

magazine hold the pace it is setting—and just as serious about giving

your friends the chance to read THE SKYLARK OF VALERON
instead of regretting that they missed it.

We have not resorted to trickery of any kind to keep our readers.

We have worked hard, believe me, to build a standard. We have
sought the best in super-science and have given it to you. We have
done research. In “Lo!” we give you the outstanding fact-book of

super-science phenomena of the last decade. We are building variety

of appeal where some thought there was nothing new.

“Sidewise in Time” in this issue is new; a new conception; some-

thing to think about.

As to enlarging Brass Tacks. Many requests have been made.
I’ll try. Maybe we can get more words on each page if we change our
body type. I’ll keep faith with you, never fear, so long as you keep
faith with me in my request.

But I think I’ve proved my good faith through this announcement
—don’t you?

The Editor.
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FOREWORD.

L
ooking back, it seems

strange that no one but Pro-
-A fessor Minott figured the

thing out in advance. The indica-

tions were more than plain. In
early December of 1934 Professor

Michaelson announced his finding

that the speed of light was not an
absolute—could not be considered

invariable. That, of course, was one

of the first indications of what was
to happen.

A second indication came on Feb-
ruary 15th, when at 12:40 p. m.,

Greenwich mean time, the sun sud-

denly shone blue-white and the

enormously increased rate of radia-

tion raised the temperature of the

earth’s surface by twenty-two de-

grees Fahrenheit in five minutes.

At the end of the five minutes, the

sun went back to its normal rate of
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IN TIME Thought=variant
by Murray Leinster

radiation without any other symp-
tom of disturbance.

A great many bids for scientific

fame followed, of course, but no
plausible explanation of the phe-

nomenom accounted for a total lack

of after disturbances in the sun’s

photosphere.

For a third clear forerunner of the

events of June, on March 10th the

male giraffe in the Bronx Zoological
Park, in New York, ceased to eat.

In the nine days following, it

changed its form, absorbing all its

extremities, even its neck and head,

into an extraordinary, egg-shaped
mass of still-living flesh and bone
which on the tenth day began to di-

vide spontaneously and on the

twelfth was two slightly pulsating

fleshy masses.

A day later still, bumps appeared
on the two masses. They grew, took
form and design, and twenty days
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after the beginning of the phe-
nomenons were legs, necks, and
heads. Then two giraffes, both male,
moved about the giraffe inclosure.

Each was slightly less than half the

weight of the original animal. They
were identically marked. And they
ate and moved and in every way
seemed normal though immature
animals.

An exactly similar occurrence was
reported from the Argentine Re-
public, in which a steer from the

pampas was going through the same
extraordinary method of reproduc-

tion under the critical eyes of Ar-
gentine scientists.

Nowadays it seems incredible that

the scientists of 1935 should not

have understood the meaning of

these oddities. We now know some-
thing of the type of strain which
produced them, though they no
longer occur. But between January
and June of 1935 the news services

of the nation were flooded with
items of similar import.

For two days the Ohio River
flowed upstream. For six hours the

trees in Euclid Park, in Cleveland,
lashed their branches madly as if in

a terrific storm, though not a breath

of wind was stirring. And in New
Orleans, near the last of May, fishes

swam up out of the Mississippi

River through the air, proceeded to

“drown” in the air which inexplic-

ably upheld them, and then turned
belly up and floated placidly at an
imaginary water level some fifteen

feet above the pavements of the city.

But it seems clear that Professor
Minott was the only man in the

world who even guessed the mean-
ing of these—to us—clear-cut indi-

cations of the later events. Pro-
fessor Minott was instructor in

mathematics on the faculty of Rob-
inson College in Fredericksburg,

Va. We know that he anticipated

very nearly every one of the things

which later startled and frightened

the world, and not only our world.

But he kept his mouth shut.

Robinson College was small. It

had even been termed a “jerkwater”

college without offending anybody
but the faculty and certain sensitive

alumni. For a mere professor of

mathematics to make public the

theory Minott had formed would
not even be news. It would be taken
as stark insanity. Moreover, those

who believed it would be scared. So
he kept his mouth shut.

Professor Minott possessed cour-

age, bitterness, and a certain cold-

blooded daring, but neither wealth
nor influence. He had more than a

little knowledge of mathematical
physics and his calculations show
extraordinary knowledge of the laws
of probability, but he had very little

patience with problems in ethics.

And he was possessed by a particu-

larly fierce passion for Maida
Haynes, daughter of the professor

of Romance languages, and had prac-

tically no chance to win even her

attention over the competition of

most of the student body.

So much of explanation is neces-

sary, because no one but just such a

person as Professor Minott would
have forecast what was to happen
and then prepare for it in the fash-

ion in which he did.

We know from his notes that he
considered the probability of disas-

ter as a shade better than four to

one. It is a very great pity that we
do not have his calculations. There
is much that our scientists do not

understand even yet. The notes

Professor Minott left behind have
been invaluable, but there are ob-

vious gaps in them. He must have
taken most of his notes—and those

the most valuable—into that un-

guessed-at place where he conceiv-
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ably now lives and very probably

works.

He would be amused, no doubt, at

the diligence with which his most
unconsidered scribble is now ex-

amined and inspected and discussed

by the greatest minds of our time

and space. And perhaps—it is quite

probable—he may have invented a

word for the scope of the catas-

trophe we escaped. We have none

as yet.

There is no word to describe a

disaster in which not only the earth

but our whole solar system might
have been destroyed; not only our

solar system but our galaxy ; not

only our galaxy but every other

island universe in all of the space

we know; more than that, the de-

struction of all space as we know
it; and even beyond that the de-

struction of time, meaning not only

the obliteration of present and fu-

ture but even the annihilation of the

past so that it would never have

been. And then, besides, those other

strange states of existence we
learned of, those other universes,

those other pasts and futures—all

to be shattered into nothingness.

There is no word for such a catas-

trophe.

It would be interesting to know
what Professor Minott termed it to

himself, as he coolly prepared to

take advantage of the one chance

in four of survival, if that should be

the one to eventuate. But it is easier

to wonder how he felt on the eve-

ning before the fifth of June, in

1935. We do not know. We can-

not know. All we can be certain of

is how we felt—and what happened.

I.

IT WAS half past seven a. m. of

June 5, 1935. The city of Joplin,

Missouri, awaked from a comfort-

able, summer-night sleep. Dew glis-

tened upon grass blades and leaves

and the filmy webs of morning
spiders glittered like diamond dust

in the early sunshine. In the most
easternly suburb a high-school boy,

yawning, came somnolently out of

his house to mow the lawn before

schooltime. A rather rickety fam-

ily car roared, a block away. It back-

fired, stopped, roared again, and
throttled down to a steady, waiting

hum. The voices of children

sounded among the houses. A col-

ored washerwoman appeared, strid-

ing beneath the trees which lined

this strictly residential street.

From an upper window a radio

blatted: “

—

one, two, three, four!

Higher, now!—three, four! Put
your weight into it!—two, three,

four!" The radio suddenly

squawked and began to emit an in-

sistent, mechanical shriek which
changed again to a squawk and then

a terrific sound as of all the static of

ten thousand thunderstorms on the

air at once. Then it was silent.

The high-school boy leaned

mournfully on the push bar of the

lawn mower. At the instant the

static ended, the boy sat down sud-

denly on the dew-wet grass. The
colored woman reeled and grabbed
.frantically at the nearest tree trunk.

The basket of wash toppled and
spilled in a snowstorm of starched,

varicolored clothing. Howls of ter-

ror from children. Sharp shrieks

from women. “Earthquake! Earth-

quake!” Figures appeared running,

pouring out of houses. Some on£

fled out to a sleeping porch, slid

down a supporting column, and
tripped over a rosebush in his pa-

jamas. In seconds, it seemed, the

entire population of the street was
out-of-doors.

And then there was a queer, blank

silence. There was no earthquake.

No house had fallen. No chimney
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had cracked. Not so much as a dish

or windowpane had made a sound

in smashing. The sensation every

human being had felt was not an

actual shaking of the ground. There

had been movement, yes, and of the

earth, but no such movement as any

human being had ever dreamed of

before. These people were to learn

of that movement much later. Now
they stared blankly at each other.

And in the sudden, dead silence

broken only by the hum of an idling

car and the wail of a frightened

baby, a new sound became audible.

It was the tramp of marching feet.

With it came a curious clanking and
clattering noise. And then a marked
command, which was definitely not

in the English language.

Down the street of a suburb of

Joplin, Missouri, on June 5, in the

year of our Lord 1935, came a file of

spear-armed, shield-bearing soldiers

in the short, skirtlike togas of an-

cient Rome. They wore helmets

upon their heads. They peered

about as if they were as blankly

amazed as the citizens of Joplin who
regarded them. A long column of

marching men came into view, every

man with shield and spear and the

indefinable air of being used to just

such weapons.
They halted at another barked

order. A wizened little man with a

short sword snapped a question at

the staring Americans. The high-

school boy jumped. The wizened
man roared his question again. The
high-school boy stammered, and
painfully formed syllables with his

lips. The wizened man grunted in

satisfaction. He talked, articulat-

ing clearly if impatiently. And the

high-school boy turned dazedly to

the other Americans.

“He wants to know the name of

this town,” he said, unbelieving his

own ears. “He’s talking Latin, like

I learn in school. He says this town
isn’t on the road maps, and he
doesn’t know where he is. But all

the same he takes possession of it

in the name of the Emperor Valerius
Fabricius, emperor of Rome and the

far corners of the earth.” And then
the school-boy stuttered: “He—he
says these are the first six cohorts

of the Forty-second Legion, on gar-

rison duty in Messalia. That—that’s

supposed to be two days’ march up
that way.”
He pointed in the direction of St.

Louis.

The idling motor car roared sud-
denly into life. Its gears whined
and it came rolling out into the
street. Its horn honked peremp-
torily for passage through the
shield-clad soldiers. They gaped at

it. It honked again and moved to-

ward them.

A roared order, and they flung
themselves upon it, spears thrust-
ing, short swords stabbing. Up to

this instant there was not one single
inhabitant of Joplin who did not be-

lieve the spear-armed soldiers were
motion-picture actors, or masquera-
ders, or something else equally in-

sane but credible. But there was
nothing make-believe about their at-

tack on the car. They assaulted it

as if it were a strange and probably
deadly beast. They flung themselves
into battle with it in a grotesquely
reckless valor.

And there was nothing at all

make-believe in the thoroughness
and completeness with which they
speared Mr. Horace B. Davis, who
had only intended to drive down to

the cotton-brokerage office of which
he was chief clerk. They thought
he was driving this strange beast to

slaughter them, and they slaugh-

tered him instead. The high-school

boy saw them do it, growing whiter
and whiter as he watched. When a
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swordsman approached the wizened
man and displayed the severed head
of Mr. Davis, with the spectacles

dangling grotesquely from one ear,

the high-school boy fainted dead
away.

II.

IT WAS sunrise of June 5, 1935.

Cyrus Harding gulped down his

breakfast in the pale-gray dawn. He
had felt very dizzy and sick for just

a moment, some little while since,

but he was himself again now. The
smell of frying filled the kitchen.

His wife cooked. Cyrus Harding
ate. He made noises as he emptied

his plate. His hands were gnarled

and work-worn, but his expression

was of complacent satisfaction. He
looked at a calendar hung on the

wall, a Christmas sentiment from
the Bryan Feed & Fertilizer Co., in

Bryan, Ohio.

“Sheriff’s goin’ to sell out Amos
to-day,” he said comfortably. “I

figger I’ll get that north forty

cheap.”

His wife said tiredly: “He’s been

offerin’ to sell it to you for a year.”

“Yep,” agreed Cyrus Harding
more complacently still. “Cornin’

down on the price, too. But nobud-

dy’ll bid against me at the sale.

They know I want it bad, an’ I ain’t

a good neighbor to have when some-
buddy takes somethin’ from under

my nose. Folks know it. I’ll git it

a lot cheaper’n Amos offered it to

me for. He wanted to sell it t’meet

his int’rest an’ hoi’ on another year.

I’ll git it for half that.”

He stood up and wiped his mouth.
He strode to the door.

“That hired man shoulda got a

good start with his harrowin’,” he
said expansively. “I’ll take a look

an’ go over to the sale.”

He went to the kitchen door and
opened it. Then his mouth dropped

open. The view from this doorway
was normally that of a not espe-

cially neat barnyard, with beyond
it farmland flat as a floor and cul-

tivated to the very fence rails, with
a promising crop of corn as a bor-

der against the horizon.

Now the view was quite other-

wise. All was normal as far as the

barn. But beyond the barn was de-

lirium. Huge, spreading tree ferns

soared upward a hundred feet.

Lacy, foliated branches formed a

roof of incredible density above
sheer jungle such as no man on earth

had ever seen before. The jungles
of the Amazon basin were parklike

by comparison with its thickness.

It was a riotous tangle of living

vegetation in which growth was bat-

tle, and battle was life, and life was
deadly, merciless conflict.

No man could have forced his way
ten feet through such a wilderness.

From it came a foetid exhalation

which was part decay and part lush,

rank, growing things, and part the

overpowering perfumes of glaringly

vivid flowers. It was jungle such as

palaeobotanists have described as ex-

isting in the Carboniferous period;

as the source of our coal beds.

“It—it ain’t so !” said Cyrus Hard-
ing weakly. “It—ain’t so

!”

His wife did not reply. She had
not seen. Wearily, she began to

clean up after her lord and master’s

meal.

He went down the kitchen steps,

staring and shaken. He moved to-

ward this impossible apparition

which covered his crops. It did not
disappear as he neared it. He went
within twenty feet of it and stopped,

still staring, still unbelieving, be-

ginning to entertain the monstrous
supposition that he had gone in-

sane.

Then something moved in the jun-

gle. A long, snaky neck, feet thick
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at its base and tapering to a mere
sixteen inches behind a head the size

of a barrel. The neck reached out

the twenty feet to him. Cold eyes

regarded him abstractedly. The
mouth opened. Cyrus Harding
screamed.

His wife raised her eyes. She
looked through the open door and
»aw the jungle. She saw the jaws
close upon her husband. She saw
colossal, abstracted eyes half close

as the something gulped, and partly

choked, and swallowed She
saw a lump in the monstrous neck
move from the relatively slender

portion just behind the head to the

feet-thick section projecting from
the jungle. She saw the head with-

draw into the jungle and instantly

be lost to sight.

Cyrus Harding’s widow was very
pale. She put on her hat and went
out of the front door. She began to

walk toward the house of the nearest

neighbor. As she went, she said

steadily to herself:

“It’s come. I’m crazy. They’ll

have to put me in an asylum. But
I won’t have to stand him any more.
I won’t have to stand him any
more!”

IT WAS noon of June 5, 1935.

The cell door opened and a very
grave, whiskered man in a curious
gray uniform came in. He tapped
the prisoner gently on the shoulder.

“I’m Dr. Holloway,” he said en-

couragingly. “Suppose you tell me,
suh, just what happened t’you? I’m
right sure it can all be straightened

out.”

The prisoner sputtered: “Why

—

why—dammit,” he protested, “I

drove down from Louisville this

morning. I had a dizzy spell and
—well—I must have missed my road,

because suddenly I noticed that

everything around me was unfamil-

iar. And then a man in a gray uni-

form yelled at me, and a minute later

he began to shoot, and the first thing

I knew they’d arrested me for hav-

ing the American flag painted on my
car! I’m a traveling salesman for

the Uncle Sam Candy Bar Co ! Dam-
mit, it’s funny when a man can’t fly

his own country’s flag
”

“In your own country, of co’se,”

assented the doctor comfortingly.

“But you must know, suh, that we
don’t allow any flag but ouah own
to be displayed heah. You violated

ouah laws, suh.”

“Your laws!” The prisoner stared

blankly. “What laws? Where in

the United States is it illegal to fly

the American flag?”

“Nowheah in the United States,

suh.” The doctor smiled. “You
must have crossed ouah border un-

awares, suh. I will be frank, an’ ad-

mit that it was suspected you were
insane. I see now that it was just

a mistake.”

“Border—United- ” The pris-

oner gasped. “I’m not in the United
States? I’m not? Then where in

hell am I?”

“Ten miles, suh, within the bor-

ders of the Confederacy,” said the

doctor, and laughed. “A queer mis-

take, suh, but theah was no intention

of insult. You’ll be released at once.

Theah is enough tension between
Washington an’ Richmond without
another border incident to upset

ouah hot-heads.”

“Confederacy?” The prisoner

choked. “You can’t—you don’t

mean the Confederate States
”

“Of co’se, suh. The Confederate
States of North America. Why
not?”
The prisoner gulped. “I—I’ve

gone mad!” he stammered. “I must
be mad! There was Gettysburg

—

there was ”

“Gettysburg? Oh, yes!” The
AST—

1
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doctor nodded indulgently. “We
are very proud of ouah history, suh.

You refer to the battle in the war of

separation, when the fate of the Con-

federacy rested on ten minutes’ time.

I have often wondered what would
have been the result if Pickett’s

charge had been driven back. It

was Pickett’s charge that gained the

day for us, suh. England recog-

nized the Confederacy two days

later, France in another week an’

with unlimited credit abroad we
won out. But it was a tight squeeze,

suh!”

The prisoner gasped again. He
stared out of the window. And op-

posite the jail stood an unquestion-

able courthouse. Upon the court-

house stood a flagpole. And spread

gloriously in the breeze above a gov-

ernment building floated the Stars

and Bars of the Confederacy!

IT WAS night of June 5, 1935,

The postmaster of North Center-

ville, Massachusetts, came out of his

cubby-hole to listen to the narra-

tive. The pot-bellied stove of the

general store sent a comfortable if

unnecessary glow about. The eye-

witness chuckled.

“Yeah. They come around the

cape, thirty or forty of ’em in a boat

all o’ sixty feet long with a crazy

square sail drawin’. Round things

on the gunnel like—like shields.

An’ rowin’ like hell ! They stopped
when they saw the town an’ looked

s’prised. Then they hailed us, talk-

in’ some lingo that wa’n’t American.

Ole Peterson, he near dropped his

line, with a fish on it, too. Then he

tried to talk back. They hadda lotta

trouble understandin’ him, or made
out to. Then they turned around an’

rowed back. Actors or somethin’,

tryin’ to play a joke. It fell flat,

though. Maybe some o’ those rich

folks up the coast pullin’ it. Ho!
AST—

2

Ho! Ole says they was talkin’ a

funny, old-fashioned Skowegian.

They told him they was from Leif-

sholm, or somethin’ like that, just

up the coast. That they couldn’t

make out how our town got here.

They’d never see it before! Can
y’imagine that? Ole says they were
wikin’s, an’ they called this place

Winland, an’ says What’s
that?”

A sudden hubbub arose in the

night. Screams. Cries. A shotgun

boomed dully. The loafers in the

general store crowded out on the

porch. Flames rose from half a

dozen places on the water front. In

their light could be seen a full dozen
serpent ships, speeding for the

shore, propelled by oars. From four

of their number, already beached,

dark figures had poured. Firelight

glinted on swords, on shields. A
woman screamed as a huge, yellow-

maned man seized her. His brazen

helmet and shield glittered. He was
laughing. Then a figure in overalls

hurtled toward the blond giant, an
ax held threateningly.

The giant cut him down with an

already dripping blade and roared.

Men rushed to him and they plunged
on to loot and burn. More of the

armored figures leaped to the sand

from another beached ship. An-
other house roared flames skyward.

III.

AND AT half past ten a. m. on
the morning of June 5th, Professor

Minott turned upon the party of stu-

dents with a revolver in each hand.

Gone was the appearance of an in-

structor whose most destructive pos-

sibility was a below-passing mark
in mathematics. He had guns in his

hands now, instead of chalk or pen-

cil, and his eyes were glowing even

as he smiled frostily. The four girls

gasped. The young men, accus-
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tomed to seeing him only in a class-

room, realized that he not only could
use the weapons in his hands, but
that he would. And suddenly they
respected him as they would respect,

say, a burglar or a prominent kid-

naper or a gang leader. He was
raised far above the level of a mere
mathematics professor. He became
instantly a leader, and, by virtue
of his weapons, even a ruler.

“As you see,” said Professor
Minott evenly, “I have anticipated
the situation in which we find our-
selves. I am prepared for it, to a

certain extent. At any moment not
only we, but the entire human race
may be wiped out with a complete-
ness of which you can form no idea.

But there is also a chance of sur-

vival. And I intend to make the
most of my survival—if we do live.”

He looked steadily from one to
another of the students who had
followed him to explore the extra-

ordinary appearance of a sequoia
forest north of Fredericksburg.

“I know what has happened,” said
Professor Minott. “I know also

what is likely to happen. And I

know what I intend to do about it.

Any of you who are prepared to fol-

low me, say so. Any of you who
object—well—I can’t have mutinies!
I’ll shoot him!”
“But—professor,” said Blake

nervously, “we ought to get the
girls home ”

“They will never go home,” said

Professor Minott calmly. “Neither
will you, nor any of us. As soon as

you’re convinced that I’m quite

ready to use these weapons, I’ll tell

you what’s happened and what it

means. I’ve been preparing for it

for weeks.”

TALL TREES rose around the

party. Giant trees. Magnificent
trees. They towered two hundred

and fifty feet into the air, and their

air of venerable calm was at once

the most convincing evidence of

their actuality, and the most im-

probable of all the things which had
happened in the neighborhood of

Fredericksburg, Virginia. The lit-

tle group of people sat their horses

affrightedly beneath the monsters of

the forest. Minott regarded them
estimatingly—these three young
men and four girls, all students of

Robinson College. Professor Minott
was now no longer the faculty mem-
ber in charge of a party of explora-

tion, but a definitely ruthless leader.

At half past eight a. m. on June
5, 1935, the inhabitants of Freder-

icksburg had felt a curious, unani-

mous dizziness. It passed. The sun
shone brightly. There seemed to be
no noticeable change in any of the

facts of everyday existence. But
within an hour the sleepy little town
was buzzing with excitement. The
road to Washington—Route One on
all road maps—ceased abruptly some
three miles north. A colossal, a gi-

gantic forest had appeared magically

to block the way.
Telegraphic communication with

Washington had ceased. Even the

Washington broadcasting stations

were no longer on the air. The trees

of the extraordinary forest were tall

beyond the experience of any human
being in town. They looked like the

photographs of the giant sequoias

on the Pacific Coast, but—well, the

thing was simply impossible.

In an hour and a half, Professor
Minott had organized a party of

sight-seers among the students. He
seemed to pick his party with a

queer definiteness of decision.

Three young men and four girls.

They would have piled into a rick-

ety car owned by one of the boys,

but Professor Minott negatived the

idea
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“The road ends at the forest,” he

said, smiling. “I’d rather like to

explore a magic forest. Suppose
we ride horseback? I’ll arrange for

horses.”

In ten minutes the horses ap-

peared. The girls had vanished to

get into riding breeches or knickers.

They noted appreciatively on their

return that besides the saddles, the

horses had saddlebags slung in

place. Again Professor Minott
smiled.

“We’re exploring,” he said humor-
ously. “We must dress the part.

Also, we’ll probably want some
lunch. And we can bring back
specimens for the botanical lab to

look over.”

They rode forth; the girls thrilled,

the young men pleased and excited,

and all of them just a little bit dis-

appointed at finding themselves

passed by motor cars which whizzed
by them as all Fredericksburg went
to look at the improbable forest

ahead.

There were cars by hundreds
where the road abruptly ended. A
crowd, stared at the forest. Giant

trees, their roots fixed firmly in the

ground. Undergrowth here and
there. Over it all, an aspect of peace

and utter serenity—and permanence.
The watching crowd hummed and
buzzed with speculation, with talk.

The thing they saw was impossible.

It could not have happened. This
forest could not possibly be real.

They were regarding some sort of

mirage.

But as the party of riders arrived,

half a dozen men came out of the

forest. They had dared to enter it.

Now they returned, still incredulous

of their own experience, bearing

leaves and branches and one of them
certain small berries unknown on
the Atlantic coast.

A State police officer held up his

hand as Professor Minott’s party

went toward the edge of the forest.

“Look here!” he said. “We’ been

hearin’ funny noises in there. I’m

stoppin’ anybody else from goin’ in

until we know what’s what.”

Professor Minott nodded. “We’ll

be careful. I’m Professor Minott

of Robinson College. We’re going

in after some botanical specimens.

I have a revolver. We’re all right.”

He rode ahead. The State police-

man, without definite orders for au-

thority, shrugged his shoulders and
bent his efforts to the prevention of

other attempts to explore. In min-

utes, the eight horses and their

riders were out of sight.

THAT WAS now three hours

past. For three hours, Professor

Minott had led his charges a little

south of northeast. In that time

they saw no dangerous animals.

They saw some—many—familiar

plants. They saw rabbits in quan-

tity, and once a slinking gray form
which Tom Hunter, who was major-

ing in zoology, declared was a wolf.

There are no wolves in the vicinity

of Fredericksburg, but neither are

there sequoias. And the party had

seen no signs of human life, though
Fredericksburg lies in farming coun-

try which is thickly settled.

In three hours the horses must
have covered between twelve and
fifteen miles, even through the tim-

ber. It was just after sighting a

shaggy beast which was unquestion-

ably a woodland buffalo—extinct

east of the Rockies as early as 1820

—that young Blake protested un-

easily against further travel.

“There’s something awfully queer,

sir,” he said awkwardly. “I don’t

mind experimenting as much as you
like, sir, but we’ve got the girls

with us. If we don’t start back
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pretty soon, we’ll get in trouble with
the dean.”

And then Minott drew his two re-

volvers and very calmly announced
that none of them would ever go
back. That he knew what had hap-
pened and what could be expected.
And he added that he would explain
as soon as they were convinced he
would use his revolvers in case of a

mutiny.

“Call us convinced now, sir,” said

Blake.

He was a bit pale about the lips,

but he hadn’t flinched. In fact, he’d

moved to be between Maida Haynes
and the gun muzzle.

“We’d like very much to know
how all these trees and plants, which
ought to be three thousand miles
away, happen to be growing in Vir-

ginia without any warning. Espe-
cially, sir, we’d like to know how
it is that the topography underneath
all this brand-new forest is the same.
The hills trend the same way they
used to, but everything that ever
was on them has vanished, and some-
thing else is in its place.”

Minott nodded approvingly.
“Splendid, Blake!” he said warmly.
“Sound observation! I picked you
because you’re well spoken of in

geology, even though there were—er

—other reasons for leaving you be-

hind. Let’s go on over the next rise.

Unless I’m mistaken, we should find

the Potomac in view. Then I’ll an-

swer any questions you like. I’m

afraid we’ve a good bit more of rid-

ing to do to-day.”

Reluctantly, the eight horses

breasted the slope. They scrambled
among underbrush. It was queer
that in three hours they had seen not

a trace of a road leading anywhere.
But up at the top of the hill there

was a road. It was a narrow, wan-
dering cart track. Without a word,

every one of the eight riders turned

their horses to follow it. It mean-
dered onward for perhaps a quarter

of a mile. It dipped suddenly. And
the Potomac lay before and below
them.

Then seven of the eight riders ex-

claimed. There was a settlement

upon the banks of the river. There
were boats in harbor. There were
other boats in view beyond, two
beating down from the long reaches

upstream, and three others coming
painfully up from the direction of

Chesapeake Bay. But neither the

village nor the boats should have
been upon the Potomac River.

The village was small and mud-
walled. Tiny, blue-clad figures

moved about the fields outside. The
buildings, the curving lines of the

roofs, and more especially the un-

mistakable outline of a sort of tem-

ple near the center of the fortified

hamlet—these were Chinese. The
boats in sight were junks, save that

their sails were cloth instead of

slatted bamboo. The fields outside

the squat mud walls were cultivated

in a fashion altogether alien. Near
the river, where marsh flats would
be normal along the Potomac, rice

fields intensely worked spread out

instead.

Then a figure appeared near by.

Wide hat, wadded cotton-padded

jacket, cotton trousers, and clogs

—

it was Chinese peasant incarnate,

and all the more so when it turned

a slant-eyed, terror-stricken face

upon them and fled squawking. It

left a monstrously heavy wooden
yoke behind, from which dangled
two buckets filled with berries it had
gathered in the forest.

The riders stared. There was the

Potomac. But a Chinese village

nestled beside it, Chinese junks

plied its waters.

“I—I think,” said Maida Haynes
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unsteadily, “I—think I’ve—gone in-

sane. Haven’t I?”

Professor Minott shrugged. He
looked disappointed but queerly

resolute.

“No,” he said shortly. “You’re
not mad. It just happens that the

Chinese happened to colonize Amer-
ica first. It’s been known that Chi-

nese junks touched the American
shore—the Pacific coast, of course

—

long before Columbus. Evidently
they colonized it. They may have
come all the way overland to the

Atlantic, or maybe around by Pan-
ama. In any case, this is a Chinese
continent now. This isn’t what we
want. We’ll ride some more.”
The fleeing, squawking figure had

been seen from the village. A huge,

discordant gong began to sound.
Figures fled toward the walls from
the fields round about. The pop-
ping of firecrackers began, with a

chorus of most intimidating yells.

“Come on!” said Minott sharply.

“We’d better move!”
He wheeled his horse about and

started off at a canter. By instinct,

since he was the only one who
seemed to have any definite idea

what to do, the others flung after

him.

And as they rode, suddenly the

horses staggered. The humans on
them felt a queer, queasy vertigo.

It lasted only for a second, but

Minott paled a little.

“Now we’ll see what’s happened,”
he said composedly. “The odds are

still fair, but I’d rather have had
things stay as they were until we’d
tried a few more places.”

IV.

THAT SAME queasy vertigo af-

fected the staring crowd at the end
of the road leading north from Fred-
ericksburg. For perhaps a second
they felt an unearthly illness, which

even blurred their vision. Then
they saw clearly again. And in an
instant they were babbling in panic,

starting their motor cars in terror,

some of them fleeing on foot.

The sequoia forest had vanished.

In its place was a dreary waste of

glittering white; stumpy trees

buried under snow; rolling ground
covered with a powdery, glittering

stuff.

In minutes dense fog shut off the

view, as the warm air of a Virginia

June morning was chilled by that

frigid coating. But in minutes, too,

the heavy snow began to melt. The
cars fled away along the concrete

road, and behind them an expanding
belt of fog spread out—and the lit-

tle streams and runlets filled with
a sudden surplus of water, and ran

more swiftly, and rose.

The eight riders were every one
very pale. Even Minott seemed
shaken but no less resolute when he

drew rein.

“I imagine you will all be satisfied

now,” he said composedly. “Blake,

you’re the geologist of the party.

Doesn’t the shore line there look

familiar?”

Blake nodded. He was very white

indeed. He pointed to the stream.

“Yes. The falls, too. This is the

site of Fredericksburg, sir, where
we were this morning. There is

where the main bridge was—or will

be. The main highway to Richmond
should run”—he licked his lips

—
“it

should run where that very big oak

tree is standing. The Princess Anne
Hotel should be on the side of that

hill. I—I would say, sir, that some-
how we’ve gone back in time or else

forward into the future. It sounds
insane, but I’ve been trying to figure

it out ”

Minott nodded coolly. “Very
good! This is the site of Fredericks-

burg, to be sure. But we have not
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traveled forward or back in time. I

hope that you noticed where we
came out of the sequoia forest.

There seems to be a sort of fault

along that line, which it may be
useful to remember.” He paused.

“We’re not in the past or the future,

Blake. We’ve traveled sidewise, in

a sort of oscillation from one time
path to another. We happen to be
in a—well, in a part of time where
Fredericksburg has never been built,

just as a little while since we were
where the Chinese occupy the
American continent. I think we’d
better have lunch.”

He dismounted. The four girls

tended to huddle together. Lucy
Blair’s teeth chattered.

Blake moved to their horses’

heads. “Don’t get rattled,” he said

urgently. “We’re here, wherever it

is. Professor Minott is going to ex-

plain things in a minute. Since he
knows what’s what, we’re in no dan-

ger. Climb off your horses and let’s

eat. I’m hungry as a bear. Come
on, Maida!”
Maida Haynes dismounted. She

managed a rather shaky smile. “I’m
—afraid of—him,” she said in a

whisper. “More than—anything
else. Stay close to me, please!”

Blake frowned.
Minott said dryly: “Look in your

saddlebags and you’ll find sand-
wiches. Also you’ll find firearms.

You young men had better arm your-
selves. Since there’s now no con-

ceivable hope of getting back to the

world we know, I think you can be
trusted with weapons.”
Blake stared at him, then silently

investigated his own saddlebags. He
found two revolvers, with what
seemed an abnormally large supply
of cartridges. He found a mass of

paper, which turned out to be books
with their cardboard backs torn off.

He glanced professionally at the re-

volvers and slipped them in his

pockets. He put back the books.

“I appoint you second in com-
mand, Blake,” said Minott, more
dryly than before. “You understand

nothing, but you wait to understand.

I made no mistake in choosing you
despite my reasons for leaving you
behind. Sit down and I’ll tell you
what happened.”

WITH a grunt and a puffing noise,

a small black bear broke cover and

fled across a place where only that

morning a highly elaborate filling

station had stood. The party

started, then relaxed. The girls sud-

denly started to giggle foolishly, al-

most hysterically. Minott bit

calmly into a sandwich and said

pleasantly:

. “I shall have to talk mathematics

to you, but I’ll try to make it more
palatable than my classroom lec-

tures have been. You see, every-

thing that has happened can only

be explained in terms of mathe-

matics, and more especially certain

concepts in mathematical physics.

You young ladies and gentlemen be-

ing college men and women, I shall

have to phrase things very simply,

as for ten-year-old children.

Hunter, you’re staring. If you actu-

ally see something, such as an In-

dian, shoot at him and he’ll run
away. The probabilities are that he

never heard the report of a firearm.

We’re not on the Chinese continent

now.”
Hunter gasped, and fumbled at his

saddlebags. While he got out the

revolvers, Minott went on imper-

turbably :

“There has been an upheaval of

nature, which still continues. But
instead of a shaking and jumbling

of earth and rocks, there has been
a shaking and jumbling of space and
time. I go back to first principles.
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Time is a dimension. The past is

one extension of it, the future is the

other, just as east is one extension

of a more familiar dimension and
west is its opposite.

“But we ordinarily think of time
as a line, a sort of tunnel, perhaps.

We do not make that error in the di-

mensions about which we think

daily. For example, we know that

Annapolis, King George courthouse,

and—say—Norfolk are all to the

eastward of us. But we know that

in order to reach any of them, as a

destination, we would have to go
not only east but north or south in

addition. In imaginative travels

into the future, however, we never

think in such a common-sense fash-

ion. We assume that the future is

a line instead of a coordinate, a path

instead of a direction. We assume
that if we travel to futureward there

is but one possible destination. And
that is as absurd as it would be to

ignore the possibility of traveling

to eastward in any other line than
due east, forgetting that there is

northeast and southeast and a large

number of intermediate points.”

Young Blake said slowly: “I fol-

low you, sir, but it doesn’t seem to

bear ”

“On our problem? But it does!”

Minott smiled, showing his teeth.

He bit into his sandwich again.

“Imagine that I come to a fork in a

road. I flip a coin to determine
which fork I shall take. Whichever
route I follow, I shall encounter cer-

tain landmarks and certain adven-

tures. But they will not be the same,

whether landmarks or adventures.

“In choosing between the forks of

the road I choose not only between
two sets of landmarks I could en-

counter, but between two sets of

events. I choose between paths, not

only on the surface of the earth, but

in time. And as those paths upon

earth may lead to two different

cities, so those paths in the future

may lead to two entirely different

fates. On one .of them may lie op-

portunities for riches. On the other

may lie the most prosaic of hit-and-

run accidents which will leave me a

mangled corpse, not only upon one
fork of a highway in the State of

Virginia, but upon one fork of a

highway in time.

“In short, I am pointing out that

there is more than one future we can
encounter, and with more or less ab-

sence of deliberation we choose
among them. But the futures we
fail to encounter, upon the roads we
do not take, are just as real as the

landmarks upon those roads. We
never see them, but we freely admit
their existence.”

Again it was Blake who protested

:

“All this is interesting enough, sir,

but still I don’t see how it applies

to our present situation.”

Minott said impatiently: “Don’t
you see that if such a state of things
exists in the future, that it must also

have existed in the past? We talk

of three dimensions and one present

and one future. There is a theoretic

necessity—a mathematical necessity

—for assuming more than one fu-

ture. There are an indefinite num-
ber of possible futures, any one of
which we would encounter if we
took the proper ‘forks’ in time.

“There are any number of desti-

nations to eastward. There are any
number to futureward. Start a hun-
dred miles west and come eastward,

choosing your paths on earth at ran-

dom, as you do in time. You may
arrive here. You may arrive to the
north or south of this spot, and still

be east of your starting point. Now
start a hundred years back instead

of a hundred miles west.”

Groping, Blake said fumblingly:
“I think you’re saying, sir, that

—
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well, as there must be any number
of futures, there must have been any
number of pasts besides those writ-

ten down in our histories. And

—

and it would follow that there are

any number of what you might call

‘presents.’
”

Minott gulped down the last of

his sandwich and nodded. “Pre-

cisely. And to-day’s convulsion of

nature has jumbled them and still

upsets them from time to time. The
Northmen once colonized America.
In the sequence of events which
mark the pathway of our own an-

cestors through time, that colony
failed. But along another path
through time that colony throve and
flourished. The Chinese reached
the shores of California. In the

path our ancestors followed through
time, nothing developed from the

fact. But this morning we touched
upon the pathway in which they
colonized and conquered the conti-

nent, though from the fear that one
peasant we saw displayed, they have
not wiped out the Indians.

“Somewhere the Roman Empire
still exists, and may not improbably
rule America as it once ruled Brit-

ain. Somewhere, not impossibly,

the conditions causing the glacial

period still obtain and Virginia is

buried under a mass of snow. Some-
where even the Carboniferous period

may exist. Or to come more closely

to the present we know, somewhere
there is a path through time in

which Pickett’s charge at Gettys-

burg went desperately home, and the

Confederate States of America is

now an independent nation with a

heavily fortified border and a chip-

on-the-shoulder attitude toward the

United States.”

BLAKE alone had asked ques-

tions, but the entire party had been
listening open-mouthed.

Now Maida Haynes said: “But

—

Professor Minott, where are we
now?”
“We are probably,” said Minott,

smiling, “in a path of time in which
America has never been discovered

by white men. That isn’t a very sat-

isfactory state of things. We’re
going to look for something better.

We wouldn’t be comfortable in wig-
wams, with skins for clothing. So
we shall hunt for a more congenial

environment. We will have some
weeks in which to do our searching,

I think. Unless, of course, all space

and time are wiped out by the cause

of our predicament.”

Tom Hunter stirred uncomfort-
ably. “We haven’t traveled back-

ward or forward in time, then?”
“No,” repeated Minott. He got to

his feet. “That odd nausea we felt

seems to be caused by travel side-

wise in time. It’s the symptom of a

time oscillation. We’ll ride on and
see what other worlds await us.

We’re a rather well-qualified party
for this sort of exploration. I

chose you for your trainings.

Hunter, zoology. Blake, engineer-

ing and geology. Harris”—he
nodded to the rather undersized
young man, who flushed at being no-

ticed
—“Harris is quite a competent

chemist, I understand. Miss Ket-
terling is a capable botanist. Miss
Blair

”

Maida Haynes rose slowly. “You
anticipated all this, Professor Min-
ott, and yet you brought us into it.

You—you said we’ll never get back
home. Yet you deliberately ar-

ranged it. What—what was your
motive? What did you do it for?”

Minott climbed into the saddle.

He smiled, but there was bitterness

in his smile. “In the world we
know,” he told her, “I was a pro-

fessor of mathematics in a small and
unconsidered college. I had abso-
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lutely no chance of ever being more
than a professor of mathematics in a

small and unconsidered college. In
this world I am, at least, the leader

of a group of reasonably intelligent

young people. In our saddlebags
are arms and ammunition and—more
important—books of reference for

our future activities. We shall hunt
for and find a world in which our
technical knowledge is at a pre-

mium. We shall live in that world
—if all time and space is not de-

stroyed—and use our knowledge.”
Maida Haynes said: “But again

—what for?”

“To conquer it!” said Minott in

sudden fierceness. “To conquer it!

We eight shall rule a world as no
world has been ruled since time

began ! I promise you that when we
find the environment I seek, you will

have wealth by millions, slaves by
thousands, every luxury, and all the

power human beings could desire!”

Blake said evenly: “And you, sir?

What will you have?”
“Most power of all,” said Minott

steadily. “I shall be the emperor
of the world! And also”—his tone

changed indescribably as he glanced
at Maida—“also I shall have a cer-

tain other possession that I wish.”

He turned his back to them and
rode off to lead the way. Maida
Haynes was deathly pale as she rode

close to Blake. Her hand closed

convulsively upon his arm.

“Jerry!” she whispered. “I’m

—

frightened !”

And Blake said steadily: “Don’t
worry! I’ll kill him first!”

V.

THE FERRYBOAT from Berke-

ley plowed valorously through the

fog. Its whistle howled mournfully
at the regulation intervals.

Up in the pilot house, the skipper

said confidentially: “I tell you, I

had the funniest feelin’ of my life,

just now. I was dizzy an’ sick all

over, like I was seasick an’ drunk
all at the same time.”

The mate said abstractedly: “I

had somethin’ like that a little while
ago. Somethin’ we ate, prob’ly. Say,

that’s funny!”
“What?”
“Was a lot o’ traffic in the harbor

just now, whistlin’. I ain’t heard a

whistle for minutes. Listen!”

Both men strained their ears.

There was the rhythmic shudder of

the vessel, itself a sound produced
by the engines. There were frag-

mentary voice noises from the pas-

senger deck below. There was the

wash of water by the ferryboat’s

bow. There was nothing else. Noth-
ing at all.

“Funny!” said the skipper.

“Damn funny!” agreed the mate.

The ferryboat went on. The fog

cut down all visibility to a radius of

perhaps two hundred feet.

“Funniest thing I ever saw!” said

the skipper worriedly. He reached
for the whistle cord and the mourn-
ful bellow of the horn resounded.

“We’re near our slip, though. I

wish ”

With a little chugging, swishing

sound a steam launch came out of

the mist. It sheered off, the men in

it staring blankly at the huge bulk of

the ferry. It made a complete cir-

cuit of the big, clumsy craft. Then
some one stood up and bellowed un-

intelligibly in the launch. He bel-

lowed again. He was giving an or-

der. He pointed to the flag at the

stern of the launch—it was an un-

familiar flag—and roared furiously.

“What the hell’s the matter of that

guy?” wondered the mate.

A little breeze blew suddenly.

The fog began to thin. The faintly

brighter spot which was the sun
overhead grew bright indeed. Faint
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sunshine struggled through the fog

bank. The wind drove the fog back
before it, and the bellowing man in

the steam launch grew purple with
rage as his orders went unheeded.
Then, quite abruptly, the last

wisps of vapor blew away. San
Francisco stood revealed. But—San
Francisco? This was not San Fran-

cisco ! It was a wooden city, a small

city, a dirty city with narrow streets

and gas street lamps and four mon-
strous, barracklike edifices fronting

the harbor. Nob Hill stood, but it

was barren of dwellings. And
“Damn !” said the mate of the fer-

ryboat.

He was staring at a colossal mass
of masonry, foursquare and huge,

which rose to a gigantic spiral-fluted

dome. A strange and alien flag flut-

tered in the breeze above certain

buildings. Figures moved in the

streets. There were motor cars, but

they were clumsy and huge.

The mate’s eyes rested upon a

horse-drawn carriage. It was drawn
by three horses abreast, and they
were either so trained or so check-

reined that the two outer horses’

heads were arched outward in the

fashion of Tsarist Russia.

But that was natural enough.
When an interpreter could be found,

the mate and skipper were savagely

abused for entering the harbor of

Novo Skevsky without paying due
heed to the ordinances in force by
the ukase of the Tsar Alexis of all

the Russias. These rules, they
learned, were enforced with special

rigor in all the Russian territory in

America, from Alaska on south.

THE BOY ran shouting up to the

village. “Hey, grandpa! Hey,
grandpa! Lookit the birds!” He
pointed as he ran.

A man looked idly, and stood

transfixed. A woman stopped, and

stared. Lake Superior glowed
bluely off to westward, and the lit-

tle village most often turned its eyes

in that direction. Now, though, as

the small boy ran shouting of what
he had seen, men stared, women mar-

veled, and children ran and shouted

and whooped in the instinctive ex-

citement of childhood at anything

which entrances grown-ups.

Over the straggly pine forests

birds were coming. They came in

great dark masses. Not by dozens,

or by hundreds, or even by thou-

sands. They came in millions, in

huge dark clouds which obscured

the sky. There were two huge
flights in sight at the boy’s first

shouting. There were six in view

before he had reached his home
and was panting a demand that his

elders come and look. And there

were others, incredible numbers of

others, sweeping onward straight

over the village.

Dusk fell abruptly as the first

flock passed overhead. The whir-

ring of wings was loud. It made
people raise their voices as they

asked each other what such birds

could possibly be. Daylight again,

and again darkness as the flocks

poured on. The size of each flock

was to be measured not in feet or

yards, but in miles of front. Two,
three miles of birds, flying steadily

in a single enormous mass some four

miles deep. Another such mass, and
another, and another.

“What are they, grandpa? There
must be millions of ’em!”

Somewhere, a shotgun went off.

Small things dropped from the sky.

Another gunshot, and another. A
rain of bird shot went up from the

village into the mass of whirring

wings. And crazily careening small

bodies fell down among the houses.

Grandpa examined one of them,

smoothing its rumpled plumage. He
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exclaimed. He gasped in excite-

ment. “It’s a wild pigeon! What
they used to call passenger pigeons

!

Back in ’78 there was these birds by
billions. Folks said a billion was
killed in Michigan that one year*

But they’re gone now. They’re gone
like the buffalo. There ain’t any
more.”
The sky was dark with birds above

him. A flock four miles .wide and
three miles long made lights neces-

sary in the village. The air was
filled with the sound of wings. The
passenger pigeon had returned to a

continent from which it had been
absent for almost fifty years.

Flocks of passenger pigeons flew

overhead in thick, dark masses
equaling those seen by Audubon in

1813, when he computed the pigeons

in flight above Kentucky at hun-
dreds of billions in number. In

flocks that were innumerable they
flew to westward. The sun set, and
still the air was filled with the sound
of their flying. For hours after

darkness fell, the whirring of wings
continued without ceasing.

VI.

A GREAT open fire licked at the

rocks against which it had been
built. The horses cropped uneasily

at herbage near by. The smell of

fat meat cooking was undeniably

savory, but one of the girls blub-

bered gustily on a bed of leaves.

Harris tended the cookery. Tom
Hunter brought wood. Blake stood

guard a little beyond the firelight,

revolvers ready, staring off into the

blackness. Professor Minott pored
over a topographical map of Vir-

ginia. Maida Haynes tried to com-
fort the blubbering girl.

“Supper’s ready,” said Harris. He
made even that announcement seem
somehow shy and apologetic.

Minott put down his map. Tom

Hunter began to cut great chunks
of steaming meat from the haunch
of venison. He put them on slabs

of bark and began to pass them
around. Minott reached out his

hand and took one of them. He ate

with obvious appetite. He seemed
to have abandoned his preoccupation

the instant he laid down his map.
He was displaying the qualities of a

capable leader.

“Hunter,” he observed, “after

you’ve eaten that stuff, you might
relieve Blake. We’ll arrange reliefs

for the rest of the night. By the

way, you men mustn’t forget to wind
your watches. We’ll need to rate

them, ultimately.”"

Hunter gulped down his food and
moved out to Blake’s hiding place.

They exchanged low-toned words.

Blake came back to the fire. He
took the food Harris handed him
and began to eat it. He looked at

the blubbering girl on the bed of

leaves.

“She’s just scared,” said Minott.

“Barely slit the skin on her arm.

But it is upsetting for a senior at

Robinson College to be wounded by
a flint arrowhead.”

Blake nodded. “I heard some
noises off in the darkness,” he said

curtly. “I’m not sure, but my im-

pression was that I was being

stalked. And I thought I heard a

human voice.”

“We may be watched,” admitted
Minott. “But we’re out of the path

of time in which those Indians tried

to ambush us. If any of them fol-

low, they’re too bewildered to be

very dangerous.”

“I hope so,” said Blake.

His manner was devoid of cor-

diality, yet there was no exception

to be taken to it. Professor Minott
had deliberately got the party into

a predicament from which there

seemed to be no possibility of es-
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cape. He had organized it to get it

into just that predicament. He was
unquestionably the leader of the

party, despite his action. Blake
made no attempt to undermine his

leadership.

But Blake himself had some quali-

fications as a leader, young as he
was. Perhaps the most promising
of them was the fact that he made
no attempt to exercise his talents

until he knew as much as Minott of

what was to be looked for, what was
to be expected.

He listened sharply and then said:

“I think we’ve digested your les-

son of this morning, sir. But how
long is this scrambling of space and
time to continue? We left Freder-
icksburg and rode to the Potomac.
It was Chinese territory. We rode
back to Fredericksburg, and it

wasn’t there. Instead, we encoun-
tered Indians who let loose a flight

of arrows at us and wounded Bertha
Ketterling in the arm. We were
nearly out of range at the time,

though.”

“They were scared,” said Minott.
“They’d never seen horses before.

Our white skins probably upset
them, too. And then our guns, and
the fact that I killed one, should
have chased them off.”

“But—what happened to Freder-
icksburg? We rode away from it.

Why couldn’t we ride back?”
“The scrambling process has kept

up,” said Minott dryly. “You re-

member that queer vertigo? We’ve
had it several times to-day, and
every time, as I see it, there’s been
an oscillation of the earth we hap-
pened to be on. Hm! Look!”
He got up and secured the map

over which he had been poring. He
brought it back and pointed to a

heavy penciled line. “Here’s a map
of Virginia in our time. The Chi-

nese continent appeared just about

three miles north of Fredericksburg.

The line of demarcation was, I con-

sider, the line along which the giant

sequoias appeared. While in the

Chinese time we felt that giddiness

and rode back toward Fredericks-

burg. We came out of the sequoia

forest at the same spot as before. I

made sure of it. But the continent

of our time was no longer there.

“We rode east and—whether you

noticed it or not—before we reached

the border of King George County
there was another abrupt change in

the vegetation—from a pine coun-

try to oaks and firs, which are not

exactly characteristic of this part of

the world in our time. We saw no

signs of any civilization. We turned

south, and ran into that heavy fog

and the snow beyond it. Evidently,

there’s a section of a time path in

which Virginia is still subject to a

glacial climate.”

Blake nodded. He listened again.

Then he said:

“You’ve three sides of an—an

island of time marked there.”

“Just so,” agreed Minott. “Ex-

actly! In the scrambling process,

the oscillating process, there seem
to be natural ‘faults’ in the surface

of the earth. Relatively large areas

seem to shift back and forth as units

from one time path to another. In

my own mind, I’ve likened them to

elevators with many stories.

“We were on the Fredericksburg

‘elevator,’ or that section of our time

path, when it shifted to another

time. We rode off it onto the Chi-

nese continent. While there, the

section we started from shifted

again, to another time altogether.

When we rode back to where it had
been—well, the town of Fredericks-

burg was in another time path alto-

gether.”

Blake said sharply: “Listen!”

A dull mutter sounded far to the
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north. It lasted for an instant and
died away. There was a crashing

of bushes near by and a monstrous
animal stepped alertly into the fire-

light. It was an elk, but such an
elk! It was a giant, a colossal crea-

ture. One of the girls cried out af-

frightedly, and it turned and
crashed away into the underbrush.

“There are no elk in Virginia,”

said Minott dryly.

Blake said sharply again: “Lis-

ten!”

AGAIN that dull muttering to the

north. It grew louder, now. It was
an airplane motor. It increased in

volume from a dull mutter to a

growl, from a growl to a roar. Then
the plane shot overhead, the naviga-

tion lights on its wings glowing
brightly. It banked steeply and re-

turned. It circled overhead, with a

queer effect of helplessness. And
then suddenly it dived down.

“An aviator from our time,” said

Blake, staring toward the sound.

“He saw our fire. He’s going to try

to make a crash landing in the dark.”

The motor cut off. An instant in

which there was only the crackling

of the fire and the whistling of wind
around gliding surfaces off there in

the night. Then a terrific thrashing

of branches. A crash

Then a flare of flame, a roaring

noise, and the lurid yellow of gaso-

line flames spouting skyward.

“Stay here!” snapped Blake. He
was on his feet in an instant. “Har-
ris, Professor Minott! Somebody
has to .stay with the girls! I’ll get

Hunter and go help!”

He plunged off into the darkness,

calling to Hunter. The two of them
forced their way through the under-

brush. Minott scowled and got out

his revolvers. Still scowling, he

slipped out of the firelight and took

up the guard duty Hunter had aban-
doned.

A gasoline tank exploded, off

there in the darkness. The glare

of the fire grew intolerably vivid.

The sound of the two young men
racing through undergrowth became
fainter and died away.
A long time passed—a very long

time. Then, very far away, the

sound of thrashing bushes could be
heard again. The gasoline flare

dulled and dimmed. Figures came
slowly back. They moved as if they
were carrying something very heavy.
They stopped beyond the glow of

light from the camp fire. Then
Blake and Hunter reappeared, alone.

“He’s dead,” said Blake curtly.

“Luckily, he was flung clear of the

crash before the gas tanks caught.
He came back to consciousness for

a couple of minutes before he—died.
Our fire was the only sign of human
life he’d seen in hours. We brought
him over here. We’ll bury him in

the morning.”
There was silence. Minott’s scowl

was deep and savage as he came back
to the firelight.

“What—what did he say?” asked
Maida Haynes.
“He left Washington at five this

afternoon,” said Blake shortly. “By
our time, or something like it. All

of Virginia across the Potomac van-

ished at four thirty, and virgin for-

est took its place. He went out to

explore. At the end of an hour he
came back, and Washington was
gone. In its place was a fog bank,

with snow underneath. He followed

the Potomac down and saw pali-

saded homesteads with long, oared
ships drawn up on shore.”

“Vikings, Norsemen!” said Minott
in satisfaction.

“He didn’t land. He swept on
down, following the edge of the bay.

He looked for Baltimore. Gone!
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Once, he’s sure, he saw a city, but
he was taken sick at about that time
and when he recovered, it had van-
ished. He was heading north again
and his gasoline was getting low
when he saw our fire. He tried for

a crash landing. He’d no flares with
him. He crashed—and died.”

“Poor fellow!” said Maida
shakenly.

“The point is,” said Blake, “that

Washington was in our present time
at about four thirty to-day. We’ve
got a chance, though a slim one, of
getting back! We’ve got to get to

the edge of one of these blocks that

go swinging through time, the edge
of what Professor Minott calls a

‘time fault,’ and watch it! When
the shifts come, we explore as

quickly as we can. We’ve no great
likelihood, perhaps, of getting back
exactly to our own period, but we
can get nearer to it than we are
now! Professor Minott said that

somewhere the Confederacy exists.

Even that, among people of our own
race and speaking our own language,
would be better than to be marooned
forever among Indians, or among
Chinese or Norsemen.”
Minott said harshly: “Blake, we’d

better have this out right now! I

give the orders in this party! You
jumped quickly when that plane
crashed, and you gave orders to Har-
ris and to me. I let you get away
with it, but we can have but one
leader. I am that leader! See you
remember it!”

Blake swung about. Minott had
a revolver bearing on his body.
“And you are making plans for a

return to our time !” he went on sav-

agely. “I won’t have it! The odds
are still that we’ll all be killed. But
if I do live, I mean to take advan-
tage of it. And my plans do not in-

clude a return to a professorship of

mathematics at Robinson College.”

“Well?” said Blake coolly. “What
of it, sir?”

“Just this! I’m going to take your
revolvers. I’m going to make the

plans and give the orders hereafter.

We are going to look for the time
path in which a viking civilization

thrives in America. We’ll find it,

too, because these disturbances will

last for weeks yet. And once we find

it, we will settle down among those

Norsemen, and when space and time
are stable again I shall begin the

formation of my empire! And you
will obey orders or you’ll be left

afoot while the rest of us go on to

my destiny!”

Blake said very quietly indeed:

“Perhaps, sir, we’d all prefer to be

left to our own destinies rather than

be merely the tools by which you
attain to yours.”

Minott stared at him an instant.

His lips tensed. “It is a pity,” he

said coldly. “I could have used your
brains, Blake. But I can’t have mu-
tiny. I shall have to shoot you.”

His revolver came up remorse-

lessly.

VII.

TO DETERMINE the cause of

various untoward events, the British

Academy of Sciences was in extraor-

dinary session. Its members were
weary, bleary-eyed, but still con-

scious of their dignity and the im-

portance of their task. A venerable,

whiskered physicist spoke with fit-

ting definiteness and solemnity.

“And so, gentleman, I see nothing
more that remains to be said. The
extraordinary events of the past

hours seem to follow from certain

facts about our own closed space.

The gravitational fields of 10.79 par-

ticles of matter will close space

about such an aggregation. No cos-

mos can be larger. No cosmos can
be smaller. And if we envision the
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creation of such a cosmos we will

observe its galaxies vanish at the

instant the 10.79th particle adds its

own mass to those which were pres-

ent before it.

“However, the fact that space has

closed about such a cosmos does not
imply its annihilation. It means
merely its separation from its orig-

inal space, the isolation of itself in

space and time because of the curva-
ture of space due to its gravitational

field. And if we assume the exis-

tence of more than one area of closed

space, we assume in some sense the

existence of a hyper-space separat-
ing the closed spaces; hyper-spatial

coordinates which mark their rela-

tive hyper-spatial positions; hyper-
spatial ”

A gentleman with even longer and
whiter whiskers than the speaker
said in a loud and decided voice:

“Fiddlesticks! Stuff and nonsense!”
The speaker paused. He glared.

“Sir! Do you refer ”

“I do!” said the gentleman with
the longer and whiter whiskers. “It

is stuff and nonsense! Next you’d
be saying that in this hyper-space of

yours the closed spaces would be
subject to hyper-laws, revolve about
each other in hyper-orbits regulated

by hyper-gravitation, and undoubt-
edly at times there would be hyper-
earth tides or hyper-collisions, pro-

ducing decidedly hyper-catastro-
phes.”

“Such, sir,” said the whiskered
gentleman on the rostrum, quiver-

ing with indignation, “such is the
fact, sir!”

“Then the fact,” rejoined the
scientist with the longer and whiter
whiskers, “sir, makes me sick!”

And as if to prove it, he reeled.

But he was not alone in reeling.

The entire venerable assembly shud-
dered in abrupt, nauseating vertigo.

And then the British Academy of

Sciences adjourned without formal-

ity and in a panic. It ran away. Be-
cause abruptly there was no longer

a rostrum nor an end to its assem-
bly hall. Where their speaker had
been was open air. In the open air

was a fire. About the fire were cer-

tain brutish figures incredibly re-

sembling the whiskered scientists

who fled from them. They roared

at the fleeing, venerable men. Snarl-

ing, wielding crude clubs, they

plunged into the hall of the British

Academy of Sciences. It is known
that they caught one person—a biol-

ogist of highly eccentric views. It

is believed that they ate him.

But it has long been surmised that

some, at least, of the extinct species

of humanity, such as the Piltdown
and Neanderthal men, were canni-

bals. If in some pathway of time
they happened to exterminate their

more intelligent rivals—if some-
where pithecanthropus erectus sur-

vices and homo sapiens does not

—

well, in that pathway of time can-

nibalism is the custom of society.

VIII.

WITH A GASP, Maida Haynes
flung herself before Blake. But Har-

ris was even quicker. Apologetic

and shy, he had just finished cut-

ting a smoking piece of meat from
the venison haunch. He threw it

swiftly, and the searing mass of

stuff flung Minott’s hand aside at the

same instant that it burned it hor-

ribly.

Blake was on his feet, his gun out.

“If you pick up that gun, sir,” he
said rather breathlessly but with un-

questionable sincerity, “I’ll put a
bullet through your arm!”

Minott swore. He retrieved the

weapon with his left hand and thrust

it in his pocket. “You young fool!”

he snapped. “I’d no intention of
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shooting you. I did intend to scare

you thoroughly. Harris, you’re an
ass! Maida, I shall discuss your
action later. The worst punishment
I could give the lot of you would
be to leave you to yourselves.”

He stalked out of the firelight and
off into the darkness. Something
like consternation came upon the

group. The glow of fire where the

plane had crashed flickered fitfully.

The base of the dull red light

seemed to widen a little.

“That’s the devil!” said Hunter
uneasily. “He does know more about
this stuff than we do. If he leaves

us, we’re messed up!”
“We are,” agreed Blake grimly.

“And perhaps if he doesn’t.”

Lucy Blair said: “I—I’ll go and
talk to him. He—he used to be nice

to me in class. And—and his hand
must hurt terribly. 'It’s burned.”

She moved away from the fire, a

long and angular shadow going on
before her.

Minott’s voice came sharply: “Go
back! There’s something moving
out here!”

Instantly after, his revolver

flashed. A howl arose, and the

weapon flashed again and again.

Then there were many crashings.

Figures fled.

Minott came back to the firelight,

scornfully. “Your leadership is at

fault, Blake,” he commented sardon-

ically. “You forgot about a guard.

And you were the man who thought
he heard voices ! They’ve run away
now, though. Indians, of course.”

Lucy Blair said hesitantly:

“Could I—could I do something for

your hand? It’s burned ”

“What can you do?” he asked
angrily.

“There’s some fat,” she told him.

“Indians used to dress wounds with
bear fat. I suppose deer fat would
do as well.”

He permitted her to dress the

burn, though it was far from a seri-

ous one. She begged handkerchiefs
from the others to complete the job.

There was distinct uneasiness all

about the camp fire. This was no
party of adventurers, prepared for

anything. It had started as an out-

ing of undergraduates.
Minott scowled as Lucy Blair

worked on his hand. Harris looked
as apologetic as possible, because he
had made the injury. Bertha Ket-
terling blubbered—less noisily, now,
because nobody paid her any atten-

tion. Blake frowned meditatively

at the fire. Maida Haynes tried un-

easily not to seem conscious of the

fact that she was in some sense

—

though no mention had been made
of it—a bone of contention.

The horses moved uneasily.

Bertha Ketterling sneezed. Maida
felt her eyes smarting. She was the

first one to see the spread of the

blaze started by the gas tanks of the

airplane. Her cry of alarm roused
the others.

The plane had crashed a good mile
from the camp fire. The blazing of

its tanks had been fierce but brief.

The burning of the wings and
chassis fabric had been short, as

well. The fire had died down to

seeming dull embers. But there

were more than embers ablaze out

there now.
The fire had died down, to be sure,

but only that it might spread among
thick and tangled underbrush. It

had spread widely on the ground be-

fore some climbing vine, blazing,

carried flames up to resinous pine

branches overhead. A small but

steady wind was blowing. And as

Maida looked off to see the source of

the smoke which stung her eyes, one
tall tree was blazing, a long line of

angry red flames crept along the

ground, and then at two more, three

AST-2
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more, then at a dozen points bright

fire roared upward toward the sky.

The horses snorted and reared.

Minott snapped: “Harris! Get
the horses! Hunter, see that the

girls get mounted, and quickly!”

He pointedly gave Blake no or-

ders. He pored intently over his

map as more trees and still more
caught fire and blazed upward. He
stuffed it in his pocket. Blake

calmly rescued the haunch of veni-

son, and when Minott sprang into

the saddle among the snorting,

scared horses, Blake was already by
Maida Haynes’ side, ready to go.

“We ride in pairs,” said Minott
curtly. “A man and a girl. You
men, look after them. I’ve a flash-

light. I’ll go ahead. We’ll hit the

Rappahannock River sooner or later,

if we don’t get around the fire first

—

and if we can keep ahead of it.”

They topped a little hillock and
saw more of the extent of their dan-

ger. In a half mile of spreading, the

fire had gained three times as much
breadth. And to their right the fire

even then roared in among the trees

of a forest so thick as "to be jungle.

The blaze fairly raced through it

as if the fire made its own wind,
which in fact it did. To their left

it crackled fiercely in underbrush
which, as they fled, blazed higher.

And then, as if to add mockery
to their very real danger, a genu-
inely brisk breeze sprang up sud-

denly. Sparks and blazing bits of

leaves, fragments of ash and small,

unsubstantial coals began to fall

among them. Bertha Ketterling

yelped suddenly as a tiny live coal

touched the flesh of her cheek. Har-
ris’ horse squealed and kicked as

something singed it. They galloped

madly ahead. Trees rose about
them. The white beam of Minott’s

flashlight seemed almost ludicrous
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in the fierce red glare from behind,

but at least it showed the way.

IX.

SOMETHING large and dark and
clumsy lumbered cumoersomely into

the space between Grady’s statue

and the post-office building. The
arc lights showed it clearly, and it

was not anything which should be
wandering in the streets of Atlanta,

Georgia, at any hour of the day or

night. A taxicab chauffeur saw it

and nearly tore off a wheel in turn-

ing around to get away. A police-

man saw it, and turned very pale as

he grabbed at his beat telephone to

report it. But there had been too

many queer things happening this

day for him to suspect his own san-

ity, and the Journal had printed too

much news from elsewhere for him
to disbelieve his own eyes.

The thing was monstrous, reptil-

ian, loathesome. It was eighty feet

long, of which at least fifty was
head and tail and the rest flabby-

fleshed body. It may have weighed
twenty-five or thirty tons, but its

head was not much larger than that

of a large horse. That tiny head
swung about stupidly. The thing

was bewildered. It put down a co-

lossal foot, and water gushed up
from a broken water main beneath
the pavement. The thing did not

notice. It moved vaguely, exhaling

a dank and musty odor.

The clang of police-emergency

cars and the scream of fire-engine

sirens' filled the air. An ambulance
flashed into view—and was struck

by a balancing sweep of the mighty
tail. The ambulance careened and
crashed.

The thing uttered a plaintive cry,

ignoring the damage its tail had
caused. The sound was like that of

a bleat, a thousand times multiplied.

It peered ceaselessly around, seem-
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ing to feel trapped by the tall build-

ings about it, but it was too stupid

to retrace its steps for escape.

Somebody screamed in the dis-

tance as police cars and fire engines

reached the spot where the first

thing swayed and peered and moved
in quest of escape. Two other

things, smaller than the first, came
lumbering after it. Like it, they had
monstrous bodies and disproportion-

ately tiny heads. One of them blun-

dered stupidly into a hook-and-lad-

der truck. Truck and beast went
down, and the beast bleated like the

first.

Then some fool began to shoot.

Other fools joined in. Steel-jack-

eted bullets poured into the moun-
tains of reptilian flesh. Police sub-

machine guns raked the monsters.

Those guns were held by men of

great daring, who could not help

noting the utter stupidity of the

things out of the great swamp which
had appeared where Inman Park
used to be.

The bullets stung. They hurt.

The three beasts bleated and tried

bewilderedly and very clumsily to

escape. The largest tried to climb

a five-story building, and brought it

down in sheer wreckage.
Before the last of them was dead
—or, rather, before it ceased to move
its great limbs, because the tail

moved jerkily for a long time and its

heart was still beating spasmodically

when loaded on a city dump cart

next day—before the last of them
was dead they had made sheer chaos

of three blocks of business buildings

in the heart of Atlanta, had killed

seventeen men, and the best testi-

mony is that they made not one at-

tempt to fight. Their whole and
only thought was to escape. The
destruction they wrought and the

deaths they caused were due to their

clumsiness and stupidity.

X.

THE LEADING horses floun-

dered horribly. They sank to their

fetlocks in something soft and
very spongy. Bertha Ketterling

squawked in terror as her mount’s

motion changed.

Blake said crisply in the black-

ness: “It feels like plowed ground.

Better use the light again, Profes-

sor Minott.”

The sky behind them glowed
redly. The forest fire still trailed

them. For miles of front, now, it

shot up sparks and flame and a harsh

red glare which illumined the clouds

of its own smoke.

The flashlight stabbed at the earth.

The ground was plowed. It was sof-

tened by the hands of men. Minott

kept the light on as little gasps of

thankfulness arose.

Then he said sardonically: “Do
you know what this crop is? It’s

lentils. Are lentils grown in Vir-

ginia? Perhaps! We’ll see what
sort of men these may happen to be.”

He swung to follow the line of

the furrows.

Tom Hunter said miserably: “If

that’s plowed ground, it’s a damn
shallow furrow. A one-horse plow’d

throw up more dirt than that.”

A light glowed palely in the dis-

tance. Every person in the party

saw it at the same instant. As if by
instinct, the head of every horse

swerved for it.

“We’ll want to be careful,” said

Blake quietly. “These may be Chi-

nese, too.”

The light was all of a mile dis-

tant. They moved over the plowed
ground cautiously.

Suddenly the hoofs of Lucy
Blair’s horse rang on stone. The
noise was startlingly loud. Other
horses, following hers, clattered

thunderously. Minott flashed down
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the light again. Dressed stone. Cut
stone. A roadway built of dressed-

stone blocks, some six or eight feet

wide. Then one of the horses shiv-

ered and snorted. It pranced agitat-

edly, edging away from something
on the road. Minott swept the flash-

light beam along the narrow way.
“The only race,” he said dryly,

“that ever built roads like this was
the Romans. They made their mili-

tary roads like this. But they didn’t

discover America that we know of.”

The beam touched something
dark. It came back and steadied.

One of the girls uttered a stifled ex-

clamation. The beam showed dead
men. One was a man with a shield

and sword and a helmet such as the

soldiers of ancient Rome are pic-

tured as having worn. He was dead.

Half his head had been blown off.

Lying on top of him there was a

man in a curious gray uniform. He
had died of a sword wound.
The beam searched around. More

bodies. Many Roman-accoutered
figures. Four or five men in what
looked remarkably like the uniform
that might be worn by soldiers of

the Confederate Army—if a Con-
federate Army could be supposed to

exist.

“There’s been fighting,” said

Blake composedly. “I guess some-
body from the Confederacy—that

time path, say—started to explore
what must have seemed a damned
strange happening. And these Ro-
mans—if they are Romans—jumped
them.”

Something came shambling
through the darkness. Minott
threw the flash beam upon it. It

was human, yes. But it was three

parts naked, and it was chained, and
it had been beaten horribly, and
there were great sores upon its body
from other beatings. It was bony
and emaciated. The insensate fe-

rocity of sheer despair marked it. It

was brutalized by its sufferings un-

til it was just human, barely human,
and nothing more.

It squinted at the light, too dull of

comprehension to be afraid.

THEN Minott spoke, and at his

words it groveled in the dirt. Minott
spoke harshly, in half-forgotten

Latin, and the groveling figure mum-
bled words which had been barbar-

ous Latin to begin with, and through
its bruised lips were still further

mutilated.

“It’s a slave,” said Minott coldly.

“Strange men—Confederates, I sup-

pose—came from the north to-day.

They fought and killed some of the

guards at this estate. This slave

denies it, but I imagine he was head-

ing north in hopes of escaping to

them. When you think of it, I sup-

pose we’re not the only explorers to

be caught out of our own time path

by some shift or another.”

He growled at the slave and rode

on, still headed for the distant light.

“What—what are you going to

do?” asked Maida faintly.

“Go on to the villa yonder and ask

questions,” said Minott dryly. “If

Confederates hold it, we’ll be well

received. If they don’t, we’ll still

manage to earn a welcome. I intend

to camp along a time fault and cross

over whenever a time shift brings

a Norse settlement in sight. Conse-
quently, I want exact news of places

where they’ve been seen, if such
news is to be had.”

Maida Haynes pressed close to

Blake. He put a reassuring hand
on her arm as the horses trudged
on over the soft ground. The fire-

light behind them grew brighter.

Occasional resinous, coniferous

trees flared upward and threw fugi-

tive red glows upon the riding fig-

ures. But gradually the glare grew
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steadier and stronger. The white

walls of a rambling stucco house be-

came visible—outbuildings—barns.

A monstrous structure which looked

startlingly like a barracks.

It was a farm, an estate, a Roman
villa transplanted to the very edge
of a wilderness. It was—Blake re-

membered vaguely—like a picture

he had once seen of a Roman villa in

England, restored to look as it had
been before Rome withdrew her le-

gions from Britain and left the

island to savagery and darkness.

There were small mounds of curing

hay about them, through which the

horses picked their way. Blake sud-

denly wrinkled his nostrils suspi-

ciously. He sniffed.

Maida pressed close to him. Her
lips formed words. Lucy Blair rode

close to Minott, glancing up at him
from time to time. Harris rode be-

side Bertha Ketterling, and Bertha
sat her horse as if she were saddle

sore. Tom Hunter clung close to

Minott as if for protection, leaving

Janet Thompson to look out for her-

self.

“Jerry,” said Maida, “what—what
do you think?”

“I don’t like it,” admitted Blake
in a low tone. “But we’ve got to

tag along. I think I smell ”

Then a sudden swarm of figures

leaped at the horses—wild figures,

naked figures, sweaty and reeking

and almost maniacal figures, some
of whom clanked chains as they

leaped. A voice bellowed orders at

them from a distance, and a whip
cracked ominously.

Before the struggle ended, there

were just two shots fired. Blake
fired them both and wheeled about.

Then a horse streaked away, and
Bertha Ketterling was bawling

plaintively, and Tom Hunter bab-

bled hysterically, and Harris swore

with a complete lack of his custo-

mary air of apology.

Minott seemed to be buried under
a mass of foul bodies like the rest,

but he rasped at his captors in an
authoritative tone. They fell away
from him, cringing as if by instinct.

And then torches appeared suddenly
and slaves appeared in their light

—

slaves of every possible degree of

filth and degradation, of every pos-

sible racial mixture, but unanimous
in a desperate abjectness before

their master amid the torchbearers.

He was a short, fat man, in an
only slightly modified toga. He
drew it close about his body as the-,

torchbearers held their flares close

to the captives. The torchlight

showed the captives, to be sure, but

also it showed the puffy, self-in-

dulgent and invincibly cruel fea-

tures of the man who owned these

slaves and the villa. By his pose

and the orders he gave in a curi-

ously corrupt Latin, he showed that

he considered he owned the cap-

tives, too.

XI.

THE DEPUTY from Aisne-le-

Sur decided that it had been very
wise indeed for him to walk in the

fresh air. Paris at night is stimu-

lating. That curious attack of ver-

tigo had come of too much cham-
pagne. The fresh air had dispelled

the fumes. But it was odd that he
did not know exactly where he was,

though he knew his Paris well.

These streets were strange. The
houses were unlike any that he re-

membered ever having seen before.

In the light of the street lamps

—

and they were unusual, too—there

was a certain unfamiliar quality

about their architecture. He puz-

zled over it, trying to identify the

peculiar Hair these houses showed.

He became impatient. After all.
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it was necessary for him to return
home some time, even though his

wife The deputy from Aisne-
le-Sur shrugged. Then he saw
bright lights ahead. He hastened
his steps. A magnificent mansion,
brilliantly illuminated.

The clattering of many hoofs. A
cavalry escort, forming up before
the house. A pale young man
emerged, escorted by a tall, fat man
who kissed his hand as if in an
ecstasy of admiration. Dismounted
cavalrymen formed a lane from the

gateway to the car. Two young of-

ficers followed the pale young man,
ablaze with decorations. The dep-
uty from Aisne-le-Sur noted sub-

consciously that he did not recog-
nize their uniforms. The car door
was open and waiting. There was
some oddity about the car, but the
deputy could not see clearly just

what it was.

There was much clicking of heels

—steel blades at salute. The pale
young man patiently allowed the fat

man to kiss his hand again. He en-

tered the car. The two bemedaled
young officers climbed in after him.
The car rolled away. Instantly, the
cavalry escort clattered with it, be-

fore it, behind it, all around it.

The fat man stood on the side-

walk, beaming and rubbing his hands
together. The dismounted cavalry-

men swung to their saddles and
trotted briskly after the others.

The deputy from Aisne-le-Sur

stared blankly. He saw another pe-

destrian, halted like himself to re-

gard the spectacle. He was dis-

turbed by the fact that this pedes-

trian was clothed in a fashion as

perturbingly unfamiliar as these

houses and the spectacle he had wit-

nessed.

“Pardon, m’sieu’,” said the deputy
from Aisne-le-Sur, “I do not recog-

nize my surroundings. Would you
tell me ”

“The house,” said the other caus-

tically, “is the hotel of Monsieur le

Due de Montigny. Is it possible

that in 1935 one does not know of

Monsieur le Due? Or more espe-

cially of Madame la Duchesse, and

what she is and where she lives?”

The deputy from Aisne-le-Sur

blinked. “Montigny? Montigny?
No,” he admitted. “And the young
man of the car, whose hand was
kissed by ”

“Kissed by Monsieur le Due?”
The stranger stared frankly. “Mon
dieu! Where have you come from

that you do not recognize Louis the

Twentieth? He has but departed

from a visit to madame his mis-

tress.”

“Louis—Louis the Twentieth !”

stammered the deputy from Aisne-

le-Sur. “I—I do not understand!”

“Fool!” said the stranger impa-

tiently. “That was the king of

France, who succeeded his father as

a child of ten and has been free of

the regency for but six months—and

already ruins France!”

THE LONG-DISTANCE opera-

tor plugged in with a shaking hand.

“Number please. ... I am sorry,

sir, but we are unable to connect

you with Camden. . . . The lines

are down. . . . Very sorry, sir.”

She plugged in another line. “Hello.

. . . I am sorry, sir, but we are

unable to connect you with Jenkins-

town. The lines are down. . . .

Very sorry, sir.”

Another call buzzed and lighted

up.

“Hello. ... I am sorry, sir.

We are unable to connect you with
Dover. The lines are down. . .

.”

Her hands worked automatically.

“Hello. ... I am sorry, but we
are unable to connect you with New
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York. The lines are down. . . .

No, sir. We cannot route it by At-

lantic City. The lines are down.

. . . Yes, sir, I know the telegraph

companies cannot guarantee deliv-

ery. ... No, sir, we cannot reach

Pittsburgh, either, to get a message
through. . .

.” Her voice quiv-

ered. “No, sir, the lines are down to

Scranton. . . . And Harrisburg,

too. Yes, sir. ... I am sorry,

but we cannot get a message of any
sort out of Philadelphia in any di-

rection. ... We have tried to

arrange communication by radio, but

no calls are answered. . .

She covered her face with her

hands for an instant. Then she

plugged in and made a call herself:

“Minnie! Haven’t they heard any-

thing? . . . Not anything? . . .

What? They phoned for more po-

lice? . . . The—the operator out

there says there’s fighting? She
hears a lot of shooting?

What is it, Minnie? Don’t they

even know? . . . They—they’re

using the armored cars from the

banks to fight with, too? . . . But
what are they fighting? What?
. . . My folks are out there, Min-
nie! My folks are out there!”

THE DOORWAY of the slave

barracks closed and great bars

slammed against its outer side.

Reeking, foul, unbreathable air

closed about them like a wave. Then
a babbling of voices all about. The
clanking of chains. The rustling of

straw, as if animals moved. Some
one screeched ; howled above the

others. He began to gain the ascend-

ancy. There was almost some at-

tention paid to him, though a minor
babbling continued all about.

Maida said in a strained voice:

“I—I can catch a word here and
there. He’s—telling these other

slaves how we were captured. It’s

—Latin, of sorts.”

Bertha Ketterling squalled sud-

denly, in the absolute dark. “Some-
body touched me!” she bawled. “A
man !”

A voice spoke humorously, some-
where near. There was laughter. It

was the howled laughter of animals.

Slaves were animals, according to

the Roman notion. A rustling noise,

as if in the noisome freedom of

their barracks the utterly brutalized

slaves drew nearer to the newcomers.
There could be sport with new-cap-

tured folk, not yet degraded to their

final status.

Lucy Blair cried out in a stifled

fashion. There was a sharp, incisive

crack. Somebody fell. More laugh-

ter.

“I knocked him out!” snapped
Minott. “Harris! Hunter! Feel

around for something we can use

as clubs! These slaves intend to

haze us, and in their own den there’s

no attempt to control them. Even
if they kill us they’ll only be

whipped for it. And the women
will

”

Something, snarling, leaped for

him in the darkness. The authori-

tative tone of Minott’s voice was
hateful. A yapping sound arose.

Other figures closed in. Reduced
to the status of animals, the slaves

of the Romans behaved as beasts

when locked in their monster ken-

nel. The newcomers were hateful

if only because they had been free-

men, not slaves. The women were
clean and they were frightened—and
they were prey. Chains clanked

ominously. Foul breaths tainted the

air. The reek of utter depravity, of

human beings brought lower than

beasts, filled the air. It was utterly

dark.

Bertha Ketterling began to blub-

ber noisily. There was the sudden
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savage sound of a blow meeting
flesh. Then pandemonium and bat-

tle, and the sudden terrified screams
of Lucy Blair. The panting of men
who fought. The sound of blows.

A man howled. Another shrieked

curses. A woman screamed shrilly.

Bang! Bang ! Bang-bang! Shots
outside, a veritable fusillade of

them. Running feet. Shouts. The
bars at the doorway fell. The great

doors opened, and men stood in the

opening with whips and torches, bel-

lowing for the slaves to come out

and attack something yet unknown.
They were being called from their

kennel like dogs. Four of the whip
men came inside, flogging the slaves

out, while the sound of shots con-

tinued. The slaves shrank away,
or bounded howling for the open
air. But there were three of them
who would never shrink or cringe

again.

Minott and Harris stood embattled
in a corner of the slave shed. Lucy
Blair, her hair disheveled, crouched
behind Minott, who held a heavy
beam in desperate readiness for

further battle. Harris, likewise,

held a clumsy club. With torch-

light upon him, his air of savage de-

fiance turned to one of quaint apol-

ogy for the dead slave at his feet.

And Hunter and two of the girls

competed in stark panic for a posi-

tion behind him. Maida Haynes,
dead white, stood backed against a

wall, a jagged fragment of gnawed
bone held daggerwise.

The whips lashed out at them.
Voices snarled at them. The whips
again. Minott struck out furiously,

a huge welt across his face.

And revolvers cracked at the great

door. Blake stood there, a revolver

in each hand, his eyes blazing. A
torchbearer dropped, and the torches

flared smokily in the foul mud of the

flooring.

“All right,” said Blake fiercely.

“Come on out !”

Hunter was the first to reach him,

babbling and gasping. There was
sheer uproar all about. A huge
grain shed roared upward in flames.

Figures rushed crazily all about it.

From the flames came another ex-

plosion, then two, then three more.
“Horses over here by the stables,”

said Blake, his face white and very

deadly indeed. “They haven’t unr

saddled them. The stable slaves

haven’t figured out the cinches yet.

I put some revolver bullets in the

straw when I set fire to that grain

shed. They’re going off from time

to time.”

A figure with whip and dagger
raced around an outbuilding and
confronted them. Blake shot him
down.
Minott said hoarsely: “Give me

a revolver, Blake! I want to
”

“Horses first!” snapped Blake.

They raced into a courtyard. Two
shots. The slaves fled, howling.

Out of the courtyard, bent low in

the saddle. They swept close to the

villa itself. On a little raised ter-

race before it, a stout man in an
only slightly modified toga raged.

A slave groveled before him. He
kicked the abject figure and strode

out, shouting commands in a voice

that cracked with fury. The horses

loomed up and he shook his fists at

the riders, purple with wrath, in-

capable of fear because of his beastly

rage.

Blake shot him dead, swung off

his horse, and stripped the toga from
him. He flung i^to Maida.
“Take this!” he said savagely. “I

could kill
”

There was now no question of his

leadership. He led the retreat from
the villa. The eight horses headed
north again, straight for the luridly

flaming forset.
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They stopped once more. Behind
them, another building of the estate

had caught from the first. Sheer
confusion ruled. The slaughter of

the master disrupted all organiza-

tion. The roof of the slave barracks

caught. Screams and howls of pure

panic reached even the fugitives.

Then there were racing, maddened
figures rushing here and there in the

glare of the fires. Suddenly there

was fighting. A howling ululation

arose.

Minott worked savagely, strip-

ping clothing from the bodies slain

in that incredible, unrecorded con-

flict of Confederate soldiers and Ro-
man troops, in some unguessable

pathway of space and time. Blake
watched behind, but he curtly com-
manded the salvaging of rifles and
ammunition from the dead Confed-

erates—if they were Confederates.

And as Hunter, still gasping hys-

terically, took the load of yet un-

familiar weapons upon his horse, the

eight felt a certain incredible, in-

tolerable vertigo and nausea. The
burning forest ahead vanished from
their sight. Instead, there was dark-

ness. A noisesome smell came down
wind; dampness and strange, over-

powering perfumes of strange, col-

ored flowers. Something huge and
deadly bellowed in the space before

them which smelled like a mon-
strous swamp.

THE LINER City of Baltimore

plowed through the open sea in the

first pale light of dawn. The skip-

per, up on the bridge, wore a wor-
ried frown. The radio operator

came up. He carried a sheaf of ra-

diogram forms. His eyes were
blurry with loss of sleep.

“Maybe it was me, sir,” he re-

ported heavily. “I felt awful funny
for a while last night, and then

all night long I couldn’t raise a sta-

tion. I checked everything and
couldn’t find anything wrong. But
just now I felt awful sick and funny
for a minute, and when I come out

of it the air was full of code. Here’s

some of it. I don’t understand how
I could have been sick so I couldn’t

hear code, sir, but ”

The skipper said abruptly: “I had
that sick feeling, too—dizzy. So
did the man at the wheel. So did

everybody. Give me the messages.”

His eyes ran swiftly over the yel-

low forms.

“News flash: Half of London dis-

appeared at 2:00 a. m. this morn-
ing. . . . S. S. Manzanillo re-

porting. Sea serpent which attacked

this ship during the night and seized

four sailors returned and was
rammed five minutes ago. It seems
to be dying. Our bow badly

smashed. Two forward compart-

ments flooded. . . . Warning to

all mariners. Pack ice seen floating

fifty miles off New York harbor.

. . . News flash: Madrid, Spain,

has undergone inexplicable change.

All buildings formerly known now
unrecognizable from the air. Air

fields have vanished. Mosques seem
to have taken the place of churches

and cathedrals. A flag bearing the

crescent floats. . . . European
population of Calcutta seems to

have been massacred. S. S. Carib re-

ports harbor empty, all signs of Eu-
ropean domination vanished, and
hostile mobs lining shore. . .

.”

The skipper of the City of Balti-

more passed his hand over his fore-

head. He looked uneasily at the

radio operator. “Sparks,” he said

gently, “you’d better go see the

ship’s doctor. Here! I’ll detail a

man to go with you.”

“I know,” said Sparks bitterly. “I

guess I’m nuts, all right. But that’s

what come through.”

He marched away with his head
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hanging, escorted by a sailor. A lit-

tle speck of smoke appeared dead
ahead. It became swiftly larger.

With the combined speed of the two
vessels, in a quarter of an hour the

other ship was visible. In half an
hour it could be made out clearly.

It was long and low and painted
black, but the first incredible thing
was that it was a paddle steamer,

with two sets of paddles instead of

one, and the after set revolving more
swiftly than the forward.

The skipper of the City of Balti-

more looked more closely through
his glasses and nearly dropped them
in stark amazement. The flag flying

on the other ship was black and
white only. A beam wind blew it

out swiftly. A white death’s-head,

with two crossed bones below it

—

the traditional flag of piracy!

Signal flags fluttered up in the rig-

ging of the other ship. The skip-

per of the City of Baltimore gazed
at them, stunned.

“Gibberish!” he muttered. “It

don’t make sense! They aren’t in-

ternational code. Not the same flags

at all
!”

Then a gun spoke. A monstrous
puff of black powder smoke billowed

over the other ship’s bow. A heavy
shot crashed into the forepart of the

City of Baltimore. An instant later

it exploded.

“I’m crazy, too!” said the skipper
dazedly.

A second shot. A third and
fourth. The black steamer sheered
off and started to pound the City of

Baltimore in a businesslike fashion.

Half the bridge went overside. The
forward cargo hatch blew up with
a cloud of smoke from an explosion
underneath.

Then the skipper came to. He
roared orders. The big ship heeled

as it came around. It plunged for-

ward at vastly more than its normal
cruising speed. The guns on the

other ship doubled and redoubled
their rate of fire. Then the black

ship tried to dodge. But it had not

time.

The City of Baltimore rammed it.

But at the very last moment the

skipper felt certain of his own in-

sanity. It was too late to save the

other ship then. The City of Balti-

more cut it in two.

XII..

THE PALE gray light of dawn
filtered down through an incredible

thickness of foliage. It was a sub-

dued, a feeble twilight when it

reached the earth where a tiny camp
fire burned. That fire gave off thick

smoke from water-soaked wood.
Hunter tended it, clad in ill-assorted

remnants of a gray uniform.
Harris worked patiently at a rifle,

trying to understand exactly how it

worked. It was unlike any rifle with
which he was familiar. The bolt ac-

tion was not really a bolt action at

all, and he’d noticed that there was
no rifling in the barrel. He was try-

ing to understand how the long bul-

let was made to revolve. Harris, too,

had substituted Confederate gray
for the loin cloth flung him for sole

covering when with the others he
was thrust into the slave pen of the

Roman villa. Minott sat with his

head in his hands, staring at the op-

posite side of the stream. On his

face was all bitterness.

Blake listened. Maida Haynes sat

and looked at him. Lucy Blair

darted furtive, somehow wistful,

glances at Minott. Presently she

moved to sit beside him. She asked
him an anxious question. The other

two girls sat by the fire. Bertha
Ketterling was slouched back
against a tree-fern trunk. Her head
had fallen back. She snored. With
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the exception of Blake, all of them
were barefoot.

Blake came back to the fire. He
nodded across the little stream.

“We seem to have come to the edge
of a time fault,” he observed. “This
side of the stream is definitely Car-

boniferous-period vegetation. The
other side isn’t as primitive, but it

isn’t of our time, anyhow. Professor
Minott!”

Minott lifted his head. “Well?”
he demanded bitterly.

“We need some information,” said

Blake. “We’ve been here for hours,

and there’s been no further change
in time paths that we’ve noticed. Is

it likely that the scrambling of time
and space is ended, sir? If it has,

and the time paths stay jumbled,
we’ll never find our world intact, of

course, but we can hunt for colonies,

perhaps even cities, of our own kind
of people.”

“If we do,” said Minott bitterly,

“how far will we get? We’re prac-

tically unarmed. We can’t
”

Blake pointed to the salvaged
rifles. “Harris is working on the
arms problem now,” he said dryly.

“Besides, the girls didn’t take the
revolvers from their saddlebags.

We’ve still two revolvers for each
man and an extra pair. Those Ro-
mans thought the saddlebags were
decorations, perhaps, or they in-

tended to examine the saddles as a

whole. We’ll make out. What I

want to know is, has the time-scram-
bling process stopped?”
Lucy Blair said something in a

low tone. But Minott glanced at

Maida Haynes. She was regarding
Blake worshipfully.

Minott’s eyes burned. He scowled
in surpassing bitterness. “It prob-

ably hasn’t,” he said harshly. “I

expect it to keep up for probably
two weeks or more of—of duration.

I use that term to mean time elapsed

in all the time paths simultaneously.

We can’t help thinking of time as

passing on our particular time path
only. Yes. I expect disturbances
to continue for two weeks or more,
if everything in time and space is

not annihilated.”

Blake sat down.
Insensibly Maida Haynes moved

closer to him. “Could you explain,

sir? We can only wait here. As
nearly as I can tell from the topog-
raphy, there’s a village across this

little stream in our time. It ought
to be in sight if our time path ever

turns up in view, here.”

Minott unconsciously reassumed
some of his former authoritative

manner. Their capture and scornful
dismissal to the status of slaves had
shaken all his self-confidence. Be-
fore, he had felt himself not only a

member of a superior race, but a su-

perior member of that race. In be-
ing enslaved he had been both de-

graded and scorned. His vanity
was still gnawed at by that memory,
and his self-confidence shattered by
the fact that he had been able to

kill only two utterly brutalized
slaves, without in the least contrib-

uting to his own freedom. Now, for

the first time, his voice took on a

semblance of its old ring.

“We—we know that gravity warps
space,” he said precisely. “From ob-

servation we have been able to dis-

cover the amount of warping pro-

duced by a given mass. We can cal-

culate the mass necessary to warp
space so that it will close in com-
pletely, making a closed universe
which is unreachable and undetect-
able in any of the dimensions we
know. We know, for example, that

if two gigantic star masses of a cer-

tain combined mass were to rush
together, at the instant of their col-

lision there would not be a great

cataclysm. They would simply van-
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ish. But they would not cease to

exist. They would merely cease to

exist in our space and time. They
would have created a space and time
of their own.”

Harris said apologetically “Like
crawling in a hole and pulling the
hole in after you. I read something
like that in a Sunday supplement
once, sir.”

Minott nodded. He went on in a

near approach to a classroom man-
ner. “Now, imagine that two such
universes have been formed. They
are both invisible from the space
and time in which they were formed.
Each exists in its own space and
time, just as our universe does. But
each must also exist in a certain

—

well, hyper-space, because if closed

spaces are separated, there must be
some sort of something in between
them, else they would be together.”

“Really,” said Blake, “you’re talk-

ing about something we can infer,

but ordinarily can’t possibly learn

anything about by observation.”

“Just so.” Minott nodded. “Still,

if our space is closed, we must as-

sume that there are other closed

spaces. And don’t forget that other
closed spaces would be as real—are

as real—as our closed space is.”

“But what does it mean?” asked
Blake.

“If there are other closed spaces
like ours, and they exist in a com-
mon medium—the hyer-space from
which they and we alike are sealed
off—they might be likened to, say,

stars and planets in our space, which
are separated by space and yet af-

fect each other through space. Since
these various closed spaces are sepa-
rated by a logically necessary hyper-
space, it is at least probable that
they should affect each other
through that hyper-space.”

Blake said slowly: “Then the

shiftings of time paths—well,

they’re the result of something on
the order of tidal strains. If another

star got close to the sun, our planets

would crack up from tidal strains

alone. You’re suggesting that an-

other closed space has got close to

our closed space in hyper-space. It’s

awfully confused, sir.”

“I have calculated it,” said Minott
harshly. “The odds are four to one
that space and time and universe,

every star and every galaxy in the

skies, will be obliterated in one mon-
strous cataclysm when even the past

will never have been. But there is

one chance in four, and I planned to

take full advantage of it. I planned
—I planned ”

THEN he stood up suddenly. His
figure straightened. He struck his

hands together savagely. “By
Heaven, I still plan! We have
arms. We have books, technical

knowledge, formulas—the cream of

the technical knowledge of earth

packed in our saddlebags! Listen

to me! We cross this stream now.
When the next change comes, we
strike across whatever time path
takes the place of this. We make
for the Potomac, where that aviator

saw Norse ships drawn up! I have
Anglo-Saxon and early Norse vo-

cabularies in the saddlebags. We’ll
make friends with them. We’ll
teach them. We’ll lead them. We’ll
make ourselves masters of the world
and ”

Harris said apologetically: “I’m
sorry, sir, but I promised Bertha I’d

take her home, if it was humanly
possible. I have to do it. I can’t

join you in becoming .an emperor,
even if the breaks are right.”

Minott scowled at him.

“Hunter?”

“I—I’ll do as the others do,” said
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Hunter uneasily. “I—I’d rather go
home.”
“Fool!” snarled Minott.

Lucy Blair said loyally: “I—I’d

like to be an empress, Professor

Minott.”

Maida Haynes stared at her. She
opened her mouth to speak. Blake
absently pulled a revolver from his

pocket and looked at it meditatively

as Minott clenched and unclenched
his hands. The veins stood out on
his forehead. He began to breathe

heavily.

“Fools!” he roared. “Fools!

You’ll never get back! Yet you
throw away ”

Swift, sharp, agonizing vertigo

smote them all. The revolver fell

from Blake’s hands. He looked up.

A dead silence fell upon all of them.

Blake stood shakily upon his feet.

He looked, and looked again.

“That ” He swallowed. “That
is King George courthouse, in King
George County, in Virginia, in our
time. I think Hell! Let’s get

across that stream.”

He picked up Maida in his arms.

He started.

Minott moved quickly and
croaked: “Wait!”

He had Blake’s dropped revolver

in his hand. He was desperate,

hunted
;
gray with rage and despair.

“I—I offer you, for the last time

—

I offer you riches, power, women
and ”

Harris stood up, the Confederate
rifle still in his hands. He brought
the barrel down smartly upon Min-
ott’s wrist.

Blake waded across and put Maida
safely down upon the shore. Hunter
was splashing frantically through
the shallow water. Harris was shak-

ing Bertha Ketterling to wake her.

Blake splashed back. He rounded
up the horses. He loaded the sal-

vaged weapons over a saddle. He
shepherded the three remaining

girls over. Hunter was out of sight.

He had fled toward the painted

buildings of the courthouse. Blake

led the horses across the stream.

Minott nursed his numbed wrist.

His eyes blazed with the fury of

utter despair.

“Better come along,” said Blake

quietly.

“And be a professor of mathe-

matics?” Minott laughed savagely.

“No! I stay here!”

Blake considered. Minott was a

strange, an unprepossessing figure.

He was haggard. He was desperate.

Standing against the background of

a carboniferous jungle, in the mis-

fitting uniform he had stripped from
a dead man in some other path of

time, he was even pitiable. Shoe-

less, unshaven, desperate, he was ut-

terly defiant.

“Wait!” said Blake.

He stripped off the saddlebags

from six of the horses. He heaped

them on the remaining two. He led

those two back across the stream and

tethered them.

Minott regarded him with an im-

placable hatred. “If I hadn’t chosen

you,” he said harshly, “I’d have car-

ried my original plan through. I

knew I shouldn’t choose you. Maida
liked you too well. And I wanted
her for myself. It was my mistake,

my only one.”

Blake shrugged. He went back

across the stream and remounted.

Lucy Blair looked doubtfully

back at the solitary, savage figure.

“He’s—brave, anyhow,” she said un-

happily.

A faint, almost imperceptible, diz-

ziness affected all of them. It

passed. By instinct they looked

back at the tall jungle. It still

stood. Minott looked bitterly after

them.
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“I’ve—I’ve something I want to

say!” said Lucy Blair breathlessly.

“D-don’t wait for me!”
She wheeled her horse about and

rode for the stream. Again that

faint, nearly imperceptible, dizzi-

ness. Lucy slapped her horse’s flank

frantically.

Maida cried out: “Wait, Lucy!
It’s going to shift

”

And Lucy cried over her shoul-

der: “That’s what I want! I’m go-

ing to stay
”

She was halfway across the stream
—more than halfway. Then the ver-

tigo struck all of them.

XIII.

EVERY ONE knows the rest of

the story. For two weeks longer

there were still occasional shiftings

of the time paths. But gradually it

became noticeable that the number
of time faults—in Professor Min-
ott’s phrase—were decreasing in

number. At the most drastic period,

it has been estimated that no less

than twenty-five per cent of the

whole earth’s surface was at a given
moment in some other time path
than its own. We do not know of

any portion of the earth which did
not vary from its own time path at

some period of the disturbance.

That means, of course, that prac-

tically one hundred per cent of the

earth’s population encountered the

conditions caused by the earth’s ex-

traordinary oscillations sidewise in

time. Our scientists are no longer
quite as dogmatic as they used to be.

The dialectics of philosophy have
received a serious jolt. Basic ideas

in botany, zoology, and even philol-

ogy have been altered by the new
facts made available by our travels

sidewise in time.

Because of course it was the

fourth chance which happened, and

the earth survived. In our time

path, at any rate. The survivors of

Minott’s exploring party reached

King George courthouse barely a

quarter of an hour after the time

shift which carried Minott and Lucy
Blair out of our space and time for-

ever. Blake and Harris searched for

a means of transmitting the informa-

tion they possessed to the world at

large. Through a lonely radio ama-
teur a mile from the village, they
sent out Minott’s theory on short

waves. Shorn of Minott’s pessimis-

tic analysis of the probabilities of

survival, it went swiftly to every

part of the world then in its proper

relative position. It was valuable,

in that it checked explorations in

force which in some places had been
planned. It prevented, for example,

a punitive military expedition from
going past a time fault in Georgia,

past which a scalping party of In-

dians from an uncivilized America
had retreated. It prevented the dis-

patch of a squadron of destroyers to

find and seize Leifsholm, from
which a viking foray had been made
upon North Centerville, Massachu-
setts. A squadron of mapping planes

was recalled from reconnaissance

work above a carboniferous swamp
in West Virginia, just before the

time shift which would have isolated

them forever.

Some .things, though, no knowl-

edge could prevent. It has been es-

timated that no less than five thou-

sand persons in the United States

are missing from their own space

and time, through having adven-

tured into the strange landscapes

which appeared so suddenly. Many
must have perished. Some, we feel

sure, have come in contact with one
or another of the distinct civiliza-

tions we now know exist.

Conversely, we have gained in-

habitants from other time paths.
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Two cohorts of the Twenty-second
Roman Legion were left upon our

soil near Ithaca, New York. Four
families of Chinese peasants essayed

to pick berries in what they consid-

ered a miraculous strawberry-patch

in Virginia, and remained there

when that section of ground re-

turned to its proper milieu.

A Russian village remains in

Colorado. A French settlement in

the—in their time undeveloped

—

Middle West. A part of the north-

ern herd of buffalo has returned to

us, two hundred thousand strong, to-

gether with a village of Cheyenne
Indians who had never seen either

horses or firearms. The passenger

pigeon, to the number of a billion

and a half birds, has returned to

North America.

But our losses are heavy. Be-

sides those daring individuals who
were carried away upon the strange

territories they were exploring,

there are the overwhelming disasters

affecting Tokio and Rio de Janeiro

and Detroit. The first two we un-

derstand. When the causes of oscil-

lation sidewise in time were re-

moved, most of the earth sections

returned to their proper positions in

their own time paths. But not all.

There is a section of Post-Cambrian
jungle left in eastern Tennessee.

The Russian village in Colorado has

been mentioned, and the French
trading post in the Middle West. In

some cases sections of the oscillat-

ing time paths remained in new po-

sitions, remote from their points of

origin.

That is the cause of the utter dis-

appearance of Rio and of Tokio.

Where Rio stood, an untouched jun-

gle remains. It is of our own geo-

logical period, but it is simply from

a path in time in which Rio de

Janeiro never happened to be built.

On the site of Tokio stands a forest

of extraordinarily primitive type,

about which botanists and paleon-

tologists still debate. Somewhere,
in some space and time, Tokio and
Rio yet exist and their people still

live on. But Detroit

We still do not understand what
happened to Detroit. It was upon
an oscillating segment of earth. It

vanished from our time, and it re-

turned to our time. But its inhabi-

tants did not come back with it. The
city was empty—deserted as if the

hundreds of thousands of human be-

ings who lived in it had simply

evaporated into the air. There have
been some few signs of struggle

seen, but they may have been the

result of panic. The city of De-
troit returned to its own space and
time untouched, unharmed, unlooted,

and undisturbed. But no living

thing, not even a domestic animal or

a caged bird, was in it when it came
back. We do not understand that

at all.

Perhaps if Professor Minott had
returned to us, he could have
guessed at the answer to the riddle.

What fragmentary papers of his

have been shown to refer to the time

upheaval have been of inestimable

value. Our whole theory of what
happened depends on the papers

Minott left behind as too unimpor-
tant to bother with, in addition, of

course, to Blake’s and Harris’ ac-

count of his explanations to them.

Tom Hunter can remember little

that is useful. Maida Haynes has

given some worth-while data, but it

covers ground we have other observ-

ers for. Bertha Ketterling also re-

ports very little.

The answers to a myriad problems
yet elude us, but in the saddlebags

given to Minott by Blake as equip-

ment for his desperate journey

through space and time, the answers
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to many must remain. Our scien- loaded on a led horse, following

tists labor diligently to understand Minott and Lucy Blair through un-

and to elaborate the figures Minott guessable landscapes, to unimagi-

thought of trivial significance. And nable adventures, with revolvers and
throughout the world many minds textbooks as their armament for the

turn longingly to certain saddlebags, conquest of a world.

THE SKYLARK IS COMING!
The great climactic story of the Skylark series

will start in the August issue of

ASTOUNDING STORIES

"THE SKYLARK OF
VALERON"

by Edward E. Smith, Ph. D.

—represents four years’ work by the author.

—contains 85,000 words.

—surpasses by far its two predecessors.

—is mighty in its concept of cataclysmic forces.

—propounds new theories

—

thought-variant theories,

—contains Dr. Smith’s amazing conception of the
fourth dimension.

—brings the Saga of the Skylarks to a titanic con-
clusion.

—WILL NEVER BE REPRINTED!
XXX

Tell your news dealer NOW to reserve your copies.

Tell your friends NOW to reserve theirs so as to avoid
inadequate distribution.



The Thing in the Pond
by Paul Ernst Illustrated by

C. R. Thomson

I
T WAS LATE afternoon when
Gordon Sharpe, tall, lean, and
bearded, got out of the hired car

at the door of Professor Weidbold’s

country house. He lifted out his

grips and his gun case.

“That must be a right sizable

shootin’ iron, mister,” the driver

drawled.

“It’s stopped quite a few elephants

in its time,” replied Sharpe, with his

steel-blue eyes twinkling.

The driver glanced oddly at him.
“Well, there ain’t any elephants
around here, but this is a funny part
of Florida, mister, just the same.”

Sharpe’s thick black beard stirred

with a grin. “I read about it in the
papers last night,” he said. “Got a
monster or something, down this

way, haven’t you?”
“That’s what they say. Me—

I

don’t take no stock in it.”

The hired car rattled off. The
AST—
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door opened, and Weidbold’s servant

came out of the house. Sharpe stared

at him. He was small, quiet, efficient.

Quite different from old Sam Klegg,

the sulky, not-too-clean loafer Weid-
bold had had working for him when
Sharpe last visited here.

The man reached for the grips and
the gun case.

“I’ll carry that,” said Sharpe.

“Where’s the professor?”

“He’s out by the pond,” replied

the servant. “I’ll show you to your

room and then tell him you’re here.”

Sharpe went upstairs with the

man. When he was alone, he stepped

to the window.
His room was at the rear of the

combined house and laboratory.

Twenty acres of weeds and neglect

stretched before his eyes from the

house to a small, marshy puddle
called Greer’s Pond. Sharpe remem-
bered this as a stagnant pool, fed by
seepage, heated to blood warmth by
the Florida sun. It was rather deep,

and it teemed with small life.

He could see the sluggish glint of

the water now, and* at one end, the

stoop-shouldered, shambling figure

of Professor Weidbold. Then he
saw the servant start across the fields

and noted his grim, precise walk.

The man contrasted humorously
with the surly ruffian, Sam Klegg,
who had worked here ten years ago.

Sharpe went downstairs to the

laboratory. Weidbold spent most of

his waking hours here. He would
expect to meet his ex-pupil there.

The tanned, powerful African ex-

plorer blinked as he entered the cool

dimness of the laboratory. Then he
saw that all was unchanged.
There was the delicate device for

registering the minute quantities of

electricity generated by a growing
plant. There was the little glass case

in which Weidbold had kept a bit of

muscle from the heart of a chicken,

AST—
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a lump no larger than the head of a

match, living and growing in a salt

solution for sixteen years. Here was
the complicated apparatus with

which Weidbold increased the chlo-

rophyll content in plants with ultra-

violet rays. Then came cases of

zoological monstrosities—newts with

three eyes, salamanders with tails

where their legs should be, and heads

grafted on where their tails should

be.

THE DOOR of the laboratory

opened.

“Gordon!” exclaimed Professor

Weidbold, coming in. “It’s good to

see you again. You’re looking fine.”

“Nothing seems changed,” said

Sharpe heartily. “I might have

stepped out yesterday instead of ten

years ago. The only new thing is

your servant. You fired Sam Klegg
at last, eh?”

“Yes,” said the professor, a muscle
twitching in his cheek. “A few
weeks after you’d left. I wrote you
about it, I think.”

“You did. And you wrote me, too,

that the sullen fellow took a mean
revenge by dumping several casks

of chemicals and some of your most
valuable laboratory equipment into

Greer’s Pond.”

The professor looked so distressed

that Sharpe put his big arm affec-

tionately over the thin shoulders.

“It’s ancient history now,” he said.

Then: “Why on earth did you ask

me to bring an elephant gun when
I came for the visit? Are you going
into ballistics now?”

Weidbold did not smile back. “Not
exactly,” he murmured, avoiding
Sharpe’s gaze.

“Then,” Sharpe returned, laugh-

ing, “it must be you wanted me to

use it on the monster in your pool.”

Professor Weidbold did not smile
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at this, either, “So you’ve heard,”

he said.

“I’ve heard of little else in the

last twenty-four hours,” Sharpe re-

sponded, gazing at the professor

with worried eyes. “The Associated

Press got the story. The whole
country is laughing at the hoax.

You’ll probably have pilgrims to

Greer’s Pond by the thousands in a

few days.”

“What did the papers say about
the—the hoax?”
Sharpe lighted his pipe, his eyes

continuing to probe Weidbold’s.
“The New York papers say there is

a dinosaur alive down here. The
Chicago sheets think it’s a sea ser-

pent. But of course nobody really

believes there’s anything cooped up
in your spoonful of water. It’s just

another tall tale, like that of the

monster in the Scottish loch a few
months ago.”

Again the muscle twitched in

Weidbold’s cheek. Sharpe’s fingers

tightened on the bowl of his pipe.

The old man looked as if he actually

put credence in this silly story of a

monster in Greer’s Pond. He must
have broken recently in mind as well

as in health not to laugh with a

scientist’s skepticism at such talk.

A monster! In Greer’s Pond!
“Of course there may actually be

some big beast, like an alligator, in

the pool,” said Sharpe, keeping his

tone light. “It’ll be sport to find out.

We’ll go hunting to-morrow. We’ll
take your spaniel, Spot ”

“Spot’s dead,” Weidbold inter-

rupted heavily.

Sharpe whistled. “Too bad ! Run
over by an automobile?”
“No,” said Weidbold; “drowned.

In Greer’s Pond. It was three nights

ago. I heard him barking as if his

throat would split, out by the pond.

Then, suddenly, the barking ceased.”

The professor stared abstractedly

at a glass case in which a curious

monstrosity, a newt with two heads,

from an egg cell half divided in

embryo, was preserved.

“I went back to sleep, thinking

little of it. But next morning Spot
didn’t appear, so I wandered over

to the pond. I saw his tracks in the

soft mud next to the water’s edge.

They went into the water and dis-

appeared.”

“That sounds like a ’gator, all

right,” Sharpe nodded. “They go
for dogs.”

“An alligator?” mused Weidbold.
“Possibly. But Raeburn, who owns
the land behind mine, doesn’t think

so. He thinks that if a big alligator

was in the pool, it would be seen

often on the surface of the water or
on the bank. And Raeburn has never
actually seen anything. Nor have I.”

“Why not drain the pond?” asked
Sharpe.

Weidbold sighed. “I am a poor
man. Due to the lie of the land,

draining would cost more than my
entire fortune.” He cleared his

throat. “Come on out and look
around now, will you? I saw some-
thing rather interesting this noon.

I was out looking at it again when
you arrived.”

“Certainly,” said Sharpe. “Shall I

take my gun?”

He had tried to make his voice

careless, but some tone in it must
have sounded wrong.

“You think I’m a little mad, don’t

you?” said Weidbold. “Well, no
matter. Come along.”

THEY went out by the laboratory

door and started across the neglected

acreage behind the house to Greer’s

Pond. Far off was the country road.

They saw several cars slow down as

they passed.

“Sight-seers will be swarming here
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pretty soon to look at the monster

in the pond,” predicted Sharpe.

Weidbold shivered as if he were

cold. “I know. Dozens of people

crowding around the edge of the

pool Something must be done

at once.”

They reached the scum-flecked

pond. Sharpe remembered it well.

He and Weidbold had seined out

many a wriggling subject for labo-

ratory experimentation. Oddly, he

saw no small life now.
“Here,” said Weidbold, in a low,

strained tone. “This is what I

wanted to show you.”

Sharpe gazed where the old pro-

fessor pointed. He saw cow tracks

—ordinary cow tracks etched in the

mud by the water. A fresh wave of

pity for Weidbold grew in his breast.

Then he moistened his lips as he
peered closer at the tracks, and he
forgot to pity Weidbold so toler-

antly.

The cow tracks led from the prop-

erty on Raeburn’s side of the pond to

the edge of the pool. Indistinct till

they reached the mud, they were
only too clear there.

The tracks were deep. They were
slurred and close-bunched. The ani-

mal that had made them had been
pulling back frantically, straining

back with deep-planted hoofs from
the water and being inexorably

hauled into it just the same.

The tracks all pointed one way

—

into the pond. None came back
from it.

“It must have been a monster
’gator,” muttered Sharpe stubbornly.

“It must have been ”

But there were no ’gator tracks

anywhere to be seen. Instead, half

effacing the cow tracks in some
places, there was something the like

of which he had never observed in

all his big-game hunting days.

The mud around some of the cow

tracks had been pressed flat and

smooth as if a heavy, fat body had

slithered across there.

“Here comes my neighbor,” he

heard Weidbold say.

He looked up and saw a man ap-

proaching them. He was a big, burly

fellow in faded-blue overalls. He
was striding toward them aggres-

sively, swiftly, glaring at the profes-

sor as he came.

“I might have knowed I should

look here first for my cow,” he

shouted when he was still fifty yards

from them. “Spent the hull day
phoning around to see if she’d gone

into some one else’s barn. But I

should have knowed where she’d dis-

appeared to!”

He reached them with the last

words and took just one look at the

tracks. His black eyes glittered with

rage.

“Perfessor,” he grated, “what the

hell’s in this pond? What in tarna-

tion”—he glared at the tracks
—“can

drag a full-grown Guernsey down
into the water?”
“Who knows, Raeburn !” said

Weidbold, his old voice tremulous.

“I lost my dog, you know, a few
nights ago.”

“It’s probably a ’gator,” Sharpe of-

fered.

Raeburn whirled on him. “A
’gator! Whoever you are and wher-
ever you come from, I reckon you
must know better than that. You
don’t see any tracks, do you? And
nobody’s ever seen one sunnin’ itself,

have they? And what would one
’gator do with a hull cow?”
He whirled back to Weidbold, and

his voice tensed Sharpe’s muscles an-

grily.

“Perfessor, we’ve been mighty tol-

erant around here about the devil’s

work you do alone in that lab’atory

of your’n. We ain’t said nothing and
we ain’t done nothing, though we all
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knew your work was agin’ nature.

Now I reckon it’s time to think of

acting. You know—there has been

folks lynched around this part of

the country.”

Sharpe’s fists clenched, but he re-

membered that this man had just lost

a valuable animal.

“Why do you talk like that to

me?” faltered the old professor.

“Whatever is in this pond ”

“Perfessor,” Raeburn interrupted,

“you know what’s in that pond! I

don’t, and no one else does—but you
do. I can see it in your face. I been

seein’ it there for a month.”
“I assure you ” mumbled Weid-

bold.

But Raeburn didn’t stop to hear.

He turned on his heel and walked
away.
Sharpe gazed at Weidbold.
“You see,” murmured the profes-

sor wearily, “I have something actual

to fear, regardless of what may or

may not be in that slimy water.”

Sharpe’s gaze held steady. “What
is in there, professor?”

“I—I haven’t the faintest idea. As
a scientist I simply cannot admit
that

”

“What?” Sharpe rapped out, as the

old man stopped.

“Nothing.” Weidbold sighed. And
he would say no more.

SHARPE turned from him to

stare at the pond again. Covered in

spots with green scum, clear in spots

like a black mirror, the surface of

the opaque water lay without a rip-

ple to feather it. The eye could not
penetrate more than a foot or so

down into the motionless, silt-filled

pool.

Sharpe stared harder.

No movement? No ripples? But
there were.

In the center of the pond a faint

stir of water grew regularly into be-

ing—so faint that Sharpe had not

caught it till now. It ringed out,

wider and wider, barely stirring the

scum, till it reached the shores.

In slow, rhythmic succession, the

ripples ringed from the center of

the pond to stir at last along the

shore. As if something down under
there was breathing, with a slow
heave of sides or gills. Or as if a

mighty heart was beating down
there, with each slow pulsation reg-

istering on the recording surface of

the pool. That was more apt. The
water was stirring faintly, regularly,

like a huge, slow pulse.

Sharpe’s finger nails pressed into

the palms of his hands
; but his voice

was even as he said : “Got any meat
in your refrigerator?”

Weidbold glanced at him quickly.

It was impossible to guess whether
his old eyes had been alert enough
to catch the steady stir of the water.

“I have a slab of bacon and some
beef,” he said.

“Good!” Sharpe’s voice was inci-

sive. “We won’t wait till to-morrow
to hunt. Visitors might be crowding
in by then, and that might be—un-
healthy. Would you mind stepping
to the house and asking your man to

bring my gun and the meat here to

me?”
Weidbold nodded and turned

away. Sharpe watched him shamble
across the field, then turned back to

watch the enigmatic surface of the

pond. Down in its mysterious,
black depths
Weidbold brought the meat and

gun back himself. Sharpe frowned
at him.

“No need for you to stay around,

sir. Nothing may rise to this bait

at all, since the cow was dragged in

so recently.”

“I will stay,” said the old pro-

fessor.

“There might be danger ”
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“I will stay, Gordon.”
Sharpe shrugged, and loaded the

big gun. They went to the edge of

the pond, not speaking to each other,

not looking at each other.

Sharpe threw the slab of bacon as

near to the center of the pool as he
could. It splashed in the green scum.
There was no answering splash.

Ripples welled out from the disturb-

ance and gradually subsided. That
Was all.

“It—it might be that the—the

thing has such a low nervous organi-

zation that it can’t tell when food or
prey is near,” faltered Weidbold.
His face was white and his hands
were shaking.

“We might ask the cow what her
opinion is,” said Sharpe.

He picked up the chunk of beef

and sent it after the bacon. It hit

the scum even nearer the center of

the pool.

The slimy surface of the pond
boiled a little near the meat. It

seemed to hump up slightly. Grimly,
silently, the commotion in the water
grew. With strained intensity the
two men stared.

Something broke the surface of
the pond; something that was pal-

lidly pink and smooth and glisten-

ing ; something that was hollowed in

the center like a gigantic cup.

The monstrous cup closed around
the meat just as Sharpe’s gun roared
out. Both men saw a hole torn in

the pink fringe of the cup. Both
men saw the fringe continue to
clamp down over the meat as if noth-
ing had happened. Then the thing
sank silently under the water. There
was a soft sucking noise as an eddy
whirled above. The eddy died down
and there was nothing.

Sharpe wiped the palms of his

hands on his trouser legs.

“It didn’t even feel it!” he
breathed, his eyes wide and staring.

“A slug that would have stopped an

elephant, and it didn’t even feel it!”

Weidbold’s trembling fingers were

plucking at his lips.

“Like firing into a sofa cushion,”

Sharpe went on. “No chance for the

explosive bullet to get in its work.

It simply tore through ”

He stopped abruptly. Weidbold’s

hand clutched convulsively at his

arm. The two glared at the water

before them.

A commotion was growing there.

Once again the green scum was
humping upward as something slug-

gishly sought the surface. And the

commotion rippled the stagnant,

warm water in a straight line for the

spot where Sharpe and Weidbold
stood.

WITH a hoarse exclamation,

Sharpe jerked his arm from the pro-

fessor’s clutch and ripped the bolt

of his gun out and back. He leveled

it toward the seething water.

The surface of the water broke at

last, almost at their feet. Something
pallidly pink shone wet and sleek

above the green scum. It was com-

ing steadily through the water to-

ward them.

It reached the shore—rather, the

front of it reached the shore. The
rear of it trailed back out of sight in

the black water. It began, with a

queer hitching movement, to climb

out onto the mud.
Something roughly oblong and

fiat, like an undulating pink blanket

—something that was simply a blind,

sluggish lump, without limbs or ten-

tacles, exuding mucus to protect its

tender-looking surface from twigs
and pebbles in the mud.
As the thing crawled farther and

farther up on the bank it seemed to

slough off chunks of itself. But in

an instant it was apparent that the

chunks were half-dissolved bits of
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meat. A horn dropped, and some
whitened bones, and the skull of a

cow.

“Shoot!” cried the professor.

Sharpe only stood there, peering

over his sights at the thing. It

hitched toward them, progressing by
humping itself up in folds and then

straightening out—expanding and
contracting in rhythmic waves of

movement. And still its bulk trailed

endlessly from the pond.

“Shoot!" screeched Weidbold.
Sharpe pressed the trigger.

Again the heavy-caliber gun
roared out in the silent afternoon.

Again a big bullet tore into the vis-

cous, tender-looking pink mass. And
again it sliced right through, with
not enough resistance offered for the

explosion of the bullet.

A jagged hole, oozing straw-

colored fluid, yawned in the loath-

some pinkish mass. The bulk of it

stirred as the bullet exploded in the

mud beneath. But it kept on coming.
Both men ran, sweat streaming

down their faces—ran as if pursued
by fiends.

A hundred yards away they
stopped and looked back.

There was a subsiding commotion
at the water’s edge. Something
flipped sluggishly up from the green
scum and then sank.

“Maybe—it’s dead,” quavered Pro-
fessor Weidbold.
Sharpe drew a long breath, and

then began to stride purposefully
toward the house.

“You know better than that,” he
said quietly. “That thing could
never die. It could be blown to bits

and still not die. Because it isn’t

alive; not as a complete organism,
anyhow. It has no nervous system;
it has no vital organs; it simply has

cellular, multifarious life. Isn’t that

right, professor?”

Weidbold said nothing. He hur-

ried to keep pace with Sharpe’s long
strides.

“What are you going to do, Gor-
don?” he asked as they neared the
house.

“I’m going to do some telephon-
ing,” he said. “I am going to order
some dynamite and about a carload
of sulphuric acid, and I’m going to

have a contractor come out first

thing in the morning. We’ll dyna-
mite the pool at dawn. Then the
contractor can put up a high fence.

After that we’ll sluice the pool with
sulphuric acid and keep sluicing it.

That’s the only way I can think of

to destroy utterly the thing in the
pond. And if it isn’t destroyed,” he
added grimly, “I see no reason why
it shouldn’t keep on growing indefi-

nitely, till it’s the size of a ten-story

building. Do you?”
Weidbold only looked at him, mis-

erably, imploringly.

NEXT morning, with pearl first

streaking the east, the two went back
to the pond. Sharpe walked care-

fully, carrying half a dozen sticks of

dynamite tied in a bundle with a

short fuse attached.

The pond looked like a great,

green-flecked fire opal in the early
morning. Sharpe stared at it. Off
center a little, perhaps thirty yards
from where they stood, a faint rip-

ple formed regularly on the still sur-

face, to ring the stagnant water and
subside gently on the shores. Beat,

beat, beat.

Sharpe lighted the fuse and threw
the bundle of dynamite.

It fell with a splash in the center

of the rhythmic ripples. Both men
ran from the pool, covering their

ears, holding their mouths open.

There was a thunderous roar be-

fore they had taken twenty steps.

They were knocked from their feet.

Water and mud rained down on
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them. Water and mud, and some-
thing else—fragments of pallid pink-

ish substance that struck down on
them like clammy hands, to plop off

onto the ground, and to begin at

once, with queer, humping move-
ments, to slide back to the boiling,

half-emptied pond.

Alive, but not alive! Frightful,

blind growth, as vital and indestruc-

tible as the living, primal ooze

!

“No death for it but utter annihila-

tion,” muttered Sharpe. “But it will

be weeks before any of the pieces

can become dangerously big. Long
before that we’ll have the place

burned out with acid.”

The two got up slowly. Sharpe
looked at the professor for a long

time.

“I know what you’re thinking,”

said Weidbold. “But it can’t be true.

It can’t! By all the laws of biology

it can’t
”

“Professor,” said Sharpe, “it was
about ten years ago that your dis-

charged servant got back at you by
dumping that laboratory stuff into

the pool, wasn’t it?”

“Yes,” said the old man, his lips

twitching.

“Among the stuff was a lot of

sodium, potassium, and calcium salts,

and probably a barrel of sugar,”

guessed Sharpe.

“Y-yes,” admitted Weidbold.
“Now, while I was here ten years

ago you cut off a bit of that chicken-

heart muscle you’ve kept living and
pulsing for sixteen years in a solu-

tion of potassium, calcium, sodium,

and sugar. I remember that dis-

tinctly. You’ve cut off several bits;

otherwise the stuff would outgrow
the nourishment-capacity of the case.

What happened to that fragment?”
“I—it got lost, or something.”

“It’s conceivable that it was among
the stuff your servant dumped into

the pond, isn’t it?”

“Such a fantastic accident
”

mumbled Weidbold.
“All accidents are fantastic,” said

Sharpe curtly. “That’s why they call

them accidents. It’s conceivable

—

isn’t it?”

Weidbold nodded.

“And in this warm, life-filled

pond,” Sharpe pursued relentlessly,

“the tiny "bit of muscle substance

flourished. It absorbed the chemi-

cals freakishly dumped in with it,

and finally all the small life. Then
it began to reach out for more food

in its voracious growth.”

“I tell you it’s impossible !” almost

shrieked the professor. “It could

not live outside a laboratory! Ask
any scientist

”

“I’d prefer to ask Raeburn’s cow
or your dog,” Sharpe cut in dryly.

Weidbold spread his hands in a

defeated gesture. “Gordon,” he said

in a different tone, “I’m an old man.

I have neither the money nor the

energy to move to another part of

the country and set up my laboratory

all over again—which I’d have to do
if the people around here believed

that some experiment in my labora-

tory really was responsible for—this.

Now—you see how impossible it is

that a tiny bit of flesh from the heart

of a dead chicken could grow to a

thing like—like that, don’t you?”

Sharpe watched the last of the

small pink fragments fold over on
itself on its way to the water of

Greer’s Pond. The little fragment
slipped sluggishly under the green
scum of the surface.

“We’ll say it’s impossible,” he con-

ceded at last.
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M Y OWN particular participa-

tion in that which follows

is slight. Merely for the

purpose of verification, should you
desire it, I state that my name is

Richard Finsbury, and. that I am a

Londoner born and bred. At any
time you may reach me at the Royal
College Hospital, London.

I am, in truth, merely the croni-

cler of a diary, left solely to my dis-

cretion by Dr. Jason Veldor, the re-
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nowned psychologist, and perhaps at

one time the most-sought-after man
on mental troubles that ever graced

the gray confines of London.
His diary presents a tale as bizarre

and extraordinary as any I have yet

encountered, but as I personally

knew Dr. Veldor extremely well,

had witnessed practically all his ex-

periments, and knew him for what
he was—an iron-willed, courageous,

upright man—I do not for one mo-
ment dare to presume that he wrote

a single word of falsehood. First

let me relate the few events that led

up to the final passing into my hands

of his amazing diary.

It was, as I remember, a bleak and
miserable day in November 1930

when an urgent letter reached me
at the College Hospital. It was
from Veldor himself, whom I had
seen only at infrequent intervals

since I had studied medicine under

him, and was, I think, his favorite

pupil. Without hesitation, my work
at that time not being of an exact-

ing nature, I went to his home in

Kensington. I remember, as I

looked at the worn steps, thinking

how many times I had gone up and
down them in my days of study.

Walmsley, the manservant, let me
in, and in a moment I was in Dr.

Veldor’s cozy study, and gazing

once more on that pleasant but com-
pelling face.

He was almost bald and possessed

a remarkably high forehead, while

beneath it were his unforgettable,

dark-blue, almost hypnotic eyes,

magnified slightly by large, gold-

rimmed glasses. The hooked, eagle-

like nose, downwardly curved thin

mouth, and outjutting undimpled
chin, all betokened the man of dog-

matism and great will power. I

never once angered the doctor, nor

do I think it would have been a very
safe procedure to do so.

“Ah, Richard,” he said, using as

always my Christian name, “I hope
you will forgive me for upsetting

your work with my letter, but really

I have discovered something ex-

tremely interesting; indeed, I ven-

tured to think quite unheard-of as

yet in the annals of science.” He
waved me to a chair and went on
with hardly a pause. “You know,
Richard, I have always looked upon
you as something very close to a

son. Your views and ideals are very
closely allied to mine. You know
that?” His big, magnetic eyes

looked into mine.

“Of course, sir,” I answered, help-

ing myself to a cigarette from the

box he pushed across the paper-lit-

tered desk. “Everything you do is

of the greatest interest to me. After
all, not every young medical student

in London can call the great Dr.

Veldor his friend.”

He laughed slightly. “Forget my
fame, Richard—forget everything

save the fact that I am going to talk

to you as man to man. I have great

faith in you, my boy—faith that one

day you will take up scientific medi-

cine where I leave it off. It is be-

cause I may leave off a trifle sooner

than is normal that I have sent for

you.”

I started at that. “But, sir, you
don’t mean that

”

He waved me into silence with a

big, powerful hand. “I am going to

undertake an experiment that may
endanger my life, Richard. I am
going to make an experiment which,

if successful, will mean in the fu-

ture a healthier and far less fright-

ened humanity.”
“But if the experiment is so inim-

ical to life, why can’t you find some-
body else to experiment on?” I

asked anxiously. “Somebody who is

not famous, who is not so much
needed as you are.”
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The powerful chin expanded in

width as he smiled grimly. “I am
not afraid to do to myself what I

would do to others,” he replied

gravely, and looked at me solemnly
for a space. Then, alert again:

“Besides, I doubt if anybody else

would be able to do what I have in

mind. In case anything should hap-
pen to me, Richard, you will take

sole possession of this diary here”

—

he laid his hand on a thick black vol-

ume at his elbow—“and the re-

mainder of my scientific apparatus,

money, et cetera, will be disposed of

according to my will. You under-
stand that?”

“Quite, sir, but I don’t like the

way you’re talking. I don’t want
to lose you !”

“You may not,” he answered
slowly. “I can’t be sure,” and I si-

lently marveled at the cool way he
deliberated his chances of surviving

death. “In any case, sacrifice is al-

ways the keynote of scientific prog-
ress. To come to my point, Rich-
ard, I have for many years been very
disgusted with the fact that all the

human race—indeed every living or-

ganism—must waste a third of its

life in sleep. Think what a race

we’d be if we never slept !” His big

eyes glowed strangely as he uttered

the words.

I PONDERED on that. Certainly

it was an unusual idea.

“Sleep and dreams are closely al-

lied,” he went on, clasping his hands
and looking at me broodingly. “We
waste half our lives because we can-

not control the dreams of our sleep-

ing selves; we do not understand
what use to put them to. There is a

something beyond sleep, Richard,
that I am going to unearth. I am
going to explore a dream!”
“That sounds like a fairy tale, sir,”

I ventured.

But he shook his great head. “Not
a fairy tale, Richard—scientific fact.

My aim is to find a way to end the

need of sleep and to determine thor-

oughly what happens during that

period when the brain or the will no
longer controls the movements of

the body. I do not believe, like

Freud, that dreams are suppressed
desires, nor do I altogether concur
with the views of Fortnum-Roscoe.
It is my own belief that dreams are

the experiences of another character,

allied maybe by some other dimen-
sion, with one’s own three-dimen-
sional consciousness. At will, or

sometimes unbidden, these dream
states—this other unknown self

—

controls the consciousness.

“Robert Louis Stevenson, the fa-

mous author, if you recollect, used
to place himself in a condition of

self-suggestion before he went to

sleep. The resultant effects, dreams,
were so vivid that many times they
provided sequences in his books.

You will find that fact in his book,

‘Across the Plains,’ Richard, if you
are ever minded to read it. Very in-

teresting. In other instances we
have dreams occasioned by pure hyp-
notism, which are always more vivid

than those of a more normal nature.

“Again, it seems to be the memory
furthest from our waking thoughts,

the one with the seemingly greatest

gap from the mundane, that is the

most vivid.* That is a mystery
which interests me, Richard. Al-

ways, though, there is some reason
for a dream—some of the reasons

quite natural, but others entirely un-

explained. Whence come these

sleep figments? And why should it

be necessary to sleep in order to

bring them into being?
“I am confident that they are but

the manifestations of some other

* Extract from Myers’ “Human Personality.”
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self, a self that is a real entity and
yet untouchable from our waking
dimension. An entity that exists

in our waking hours in the guise of

something subconscious—by which
we might explain such things as

sixth sense, intuition, and so forth

—

and in sleep as a dream. Richard, I

am going to find out for myself.”

“Granting that you succeed, sir,

how will this benefit the human
race?” I asked.

“If the real source of a dream can
be discovered, it can be uprooted
or at least allayed in its intensity,

and dreams and nightmares need no
longer terrorize and impair the lives

of some sleeping souls. A dream
can, and does, kill at times. Again,

I have solved how to stop sleep,

without seeming injury, and if a

continued spell of sleeplessness

brings no untoward efFects I hope in

time to make a sleepless race. The
only thing I fear is that my delv-

ing into the unknown may bring

about my death. There again, Rich-
ard, we have the evidence of that

something—intuition, premonition,

call it what you will. I have a

strange feeling that one cannot look

into the gulf without being de-

stroyed. Don’t ask me why; I can’t

explain it. On the other hand, it

is perhaps only my fancy,” he added
in a quiet voice, but his tone did

not deceive me.
“You say you have solved how to

stop sleep?” I asked.

“Yes; that was not so difficult.

Sleep is, of course, brought about by
the clogging of the brain with waste

and impure products. The real root

of the whole trouble is insufficient

or used-up oxygen in the blood.

This impure blood, on reaching the

brain, brings about a deadening ef-

fect, and a condition very much akin

to a false death is brought about.

“The chemical compound I used

to overcome the conditions contains

two ingredients. One is the organic

compound known as protein, pure
protein, if I may use the term, al-

tered and doctored by my own meth-
ods so that it makes up for the en-

ergy lost during the day’s activities

and gives a fresh supply of energy
to the system. The other ingredient

is my own discovery. It is a min-
eral substance, containing a high
percentage of oxygen in a quasi

gaseous form. This, when mixed
with protein, produces a blue-look-

ing liquid, and has the power of

stopping all desire to sleep, without
any consequent loss of mental power
or nerve strain, as might be occa-

sioned by a powerful drug or stimu-

lant. I have called this stuff ‘Vel-

doris.’

“It has an incredible fascination,”

he went on reminiscently. “Like
opium or cocaine in its attraction.

That’s the only trouble. I have will

enough to break my love for it—at

present, but certainly something will

have to be done to lessen its incred-

ible potency before I offer it to the

world. The weak-willed would very

soon go under. Richard, you
wouldn’t think I hadn’t slept for a

week, would you? You wouldn’t

think I’ve been working day and
night for that time?”

This came as a surprise to me. He
looked as fresh and active as he had
always done, and I unhesitatingly

told him so.

“So you see, Richard, Veldoris

works perfectly. So much for that.

My next move is a trifle more com-
plicated. It consists of being asleep

—yet awake. I have invented a ma-
chine that throws beams of various

colors and merges them into one an-

other by a slowly rotating disk of

different-colored glasses—a kind of

vastly improved limelight

“Now colors, as you know, under
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certain conditions, can produce vari-

ous mental effects, if you allow your
will to be governed by them. An
insidious green will make you feel

sick in time; a restful, hazy helio-

trope will make you feel contented

and drowsy ; a glaring red will keep
you wide awake and turn you fever-

ish—and so on. But a combination

of all the colors of the spectrum, so

to speak, will produce hypnosis

—

self-hypnosis—if you gaze into the

combination long enough. Just the

same as sound lhythm can kill you
or raise you to heights of sheer, un-

governable ecstasy.

“In sound—although this has

nothing to do with my apparatus

—

your heart unconsciously keeps time

with rhythm. If you allowed your-

self to be so governed, an organ
striking a very deep note—and
gradually becoming slower and
slower—could kill you. Your heart

would stop. Hence the slowness of

a funeral march—the ancients knew
a thing or two, Richard! Hence
also the gay swiftness of a dance

band, that keeps your heart beating

fast and makes you feel exhilarated.

But I wander from my subject.

“To gaze concentratedly into the

swirling mass of colors I have de-

vised produces in time a waking
sleep. To all intents and purposes
the will ceases to be centralized in

the brain; no longer does it control

the limbs. What happens is that the

body does go to sleep, and the con-

trolling brain also, but that some-
thing in the mind, the subconscious,

or whatever you care to call it,

keeps awake, partly by the action of

Veldoris, and partly by the color

effects.

“Hence a dream becomes a waking
reality, controlled entirely by the

subconscious, brought from the nor-

mal hazy indefinability into sheer,

concrete fact. Just like the som-

nambulist who walks along a cliff

edge, yet whose controlling subcon-

scious mind is fixed upon something
in his dream—something light years

away from his mundane position

—

which makes him quite unable to

recognize his deadly danger. Hence,
as the fear of his danger is removed,
so is the danger itself no longer im-

minent to him. He comes back
safely.

“Have you ever thought, Richard,

how few sleepwalkers meet their

deaths? Well, to-night I am going
to explore a dream. If I succeed I

shall return and try again and again

until I have gathered enough infor-

mation on the subject to find a way
of ridding humanity of the plague
of nightmares and so on. I shall

communicate with you again in a

week’s time. If you do not hear

anything from me by then, Richard,

come and look for me of your own
accord. Here is the key to the front

door, in case Walmsley should not

be in or anything similar happens.”
He handed the key to me very sol-

emnly. I was accustomed to his

short dismissals and matter-of-fact

way of ending a subject.

I left him shortly after that, much
puzzled, and also worried lest I

should lose him, for I loved nim as

a friend and counselor.

SIX DAYS of the specified week
passed by, and I heard nothing from
him. Then on the sixth night I had
a dream, a dream of such astounding
vividness, so clear, so lifelike, that

I woke up with a violent start, shak-

ing in every limb. Distinctly I had
seen Dr. Veldor, strangely changed
somehow, gesticulating and waving
his arms at me from some faintly

lighted darkness. I heard his voice

—but that also was unaccountably
different from his normal tones, as

also was his manner. He was revil-
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ing me, cursing me, screaming
threats and abuses upon me. So aw-
ful was the force of his rage and
anger, so menacing did he appear

as he suddenly seemed to come to-

ward me, I awoke.

I did not need anything to tell me
that something was wrong. I threw
on my clothes and tore downstairs

into the hall of the house where I

lodged. I had a questioning shout

from my landlady and a dim vision

of her—a round face topped with a

nightcap peering round her door

jamb in the light of a spitting can-

dle—then I was out in the cold air

of the London night. At full speed

I streaked down the high roads,

through alleyways and back streets,

until at last, utterly breathless, I

reached the doctor’s home.
In another moment I had opened

the door and passed into his study.

The light was full on, and an open
diary lay upon his desk with a smear

of ink across it. Beyond, on the far

side, another door was slightly ajar,

with light streaming from it. I went
toward it at a run and flung it open.

I recognized the place at once as

the doctor’s laboratory. Walmsley,
a vaguely comical figure in his long

dressing gown and nightcap, came
toward me with a hopeless look on
his round face.

“Thank God you’ve come, sir!” he

breathed, clutching my sleeve. “I

haven’t known what to do for the

good doctor these last few days. He
hasn’t been normal, sir. He’s looked

at me with burning eyes and mut-
tered things about ‘Veldoris’ and
suchlike. Just now I heard him
shout, and I came downstairs right

away, to find him like that, sir. He’s

—he’s dead!” The servant’s voice

broke huskily.

“Dead!” I ejaculated sharply and
strode forward.

I found the doctor sprawled at

full-length on a long bench, with a

single small pillow. One arm was
dangling over the side, and on the

floor beneath his limp hand was a

blue bottle with the one word ‘Vel-

doris’ written across it. It required

no expert to realize that he was
quite dead, and his death had evi-

dently been a struggle, for his face

was set in the most horrified, dis-

torted expression I have ever seen.

Above him was his beam instrument,

extinguished.

I stood there in silence for a space,

hardly knowing what to say or do.

There were formalities to be gone
through, of course. Then I found a

letter, addressed to me propped
against a chemical bottle. It con-

tained a lot of things dear to me
which I do not wish to reproduce,

but the gist of it was that he ab-

solved everybody from blame in

connection with his death, and I

would find the full story in his diary.

And that is all I have to tell for

my own part. The remainder is Dr.

Veldor’s own story, pieced from in-

coherencies in places, but mainly
consistent. I give it to the world
as coming from the hand of a man
who met his death trying to devise a

means of ending the terrors of sleep,

who tried to probe a little too far

into the unknowable—the words of

Dr. Veldor, who has since become
known in the scientific world as “the

man who never slept.”

NOVEMBER 18TH. I kept my
word to Richard and set to work the

same night to explore the unknown
region beyond the living world. I

am writing this two days after. I

was fully aware as I set my beam
machine to work of the dangerous
nature of the phenomenon with
which I was tampering, but danger-

ous or otherwise nothing could be
learned without trying. So, as on
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a previous occasion, I took a full

dose of the overpowering, insidious

Veldoris and lay on the table di-

rectly beneath those swirling lights.

I am a man of pretty strong will,

and I succeeded in eventually dis-

sociating myself from bodily tram-

mels. In some strange, indefinable

way I knew I was no longer nor-

mally awake. My body was like

lead. I could not fully comprehend
what I was doing; yet I saw quite

clearly that iridescent mist of hyp-

notic colors about me. In a man-
ner, I suppose I was assimilated to

a spiritualistic medium.

Then suddenly it seemed to me as

though the beam machine had gone

out. I was no longer lying flat on
my back; instead I was standing in

some place that seemed vaguely fa-

miliar. A little back street, dimly

lighted by gas lamps, and at the end
of it a shining gray expanse that I

knew was the Thames River. I

looked down at myself. I was in

ragged clothing, and shivering with

cold.

Quite suddenly I knew where I

was. Almost twenty years ago I had
stood in the same spot—a ragged,

unwanted youth. It was when I had
been turned out by my father and
had been left to fight my own way
in the world. But how in the name
of wonder had I returned to this

past point in time? While in my
dream condition I could not under-

stand, in any instance, how I reached
the places I did.

How crystal-clear everything was

!

None of the vagueness of a dream!
I took a step forward to investigate,

then somewhere a window slammed
through the night. I returned to

the mundane beneath my lights and
sat up, still shivering. A close in-

spection of the laboratory revealed

that the heater was not functioning

properly and that the temperature

was very low.

Further, close to where I had been
lying on the table, a test tube had
slipped out of its rack onto the

bench close to my ear. The resul-

tant noise must have been slight, but

loud enough to supply the sound of

the slamming window.
So, then, at my first effort I had

discovered that dream took one

back into a past time to an event of

outstanding mental clearness, and
that most of the occurrences fitted

in by some unexplained freak with

occurrences in the present.

I remembered, when I came to

ponder, that at that point twenty
years ago, a window had slammed,
and I had been cold. Funny, then,

that a falling test tube and a faulty

radiator should produce the coincid-

ing external results twenty years

later. I thought of “mechanized”
and “induced” dreams, and decided
that the brain after all is responsive

during dreams to external things.

(Or so Dr. Veldor believed at this

period. R. F.)

But that coincidence of events,

and my travel backward in time,

deeply impressed me. I decided to

probe further.

NOVEMBER 19TH. I thought
when I discovered Veldoris that I

had done mankind a service—that I

would be able to pass on to mankind
a panacea for all the ills of sleep,

and make mankind a thriving and
industrious race. Now I have de-

cided otherwise. It is not such joy

after all to be deprived of sleep

—

never for a moment to feel relaxa-

tion, never to desire to slumber.

This accursed Veldoris! It is

deadly in its attraction.

I have tried to overcome its temp-
tation, but it is too strong for me. I

cannot do without it. I want sleep,
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and I want Veldoris. I cannot have

both, so I take the latter. I have
just returned from a walk about

London—a sleeping city. Almost
everybody asleep save me. Every-

body on earth can sleep savte me!
I have a growing horror of this

wakefulness. I have decided to post-

pone my next effort until to-morrow
night.

NOVEMBER 20TH. After my
usual process of self-hypnosis I ulti-

mately found myself standing on a

bare and windy plain, with a gray

sky that had a flush akin to twilight

above me. There was no moon, no
stars. I looked down at myself but

failed to recognize my form. It was
a peculiarly squat affair, with very
short, amazingly thick legs, round
powerful body, and tremendous
hands and arms. An investigatory

fingering of my face revealed a

growth of thick hair. Where was
I? What was I? t I did not know.
The present situation did not seem
to fit in with anything I remem-
bered. Even my body was different,

and as before I could not, while

undergoing the experience, remem-
ber anything outside it.

I went forward a few paces, then

a remarkable thing happened. I

found myself viewing two places

simultaneously. Superimposed upon
the barren, cheerless plain was Pic-

cadilly Circus. It was daylight, and
the seething flood of traffic was at

its height. I stood looking upon it

all, like an uncomprehending animal

—stood looking at the plain, and

London. I felt suspended between

heaven and earth. Buses and people

passed through me, yet I did not

feel anything. What had taken

place this time? I still had that re-

pulsive body.

There was only one explanation.

I was in the fourth dimension—or
some dimension or other.

(Be it understood that Dr. Veldor
wrote his notes after his return, in

the light of normal intelligence. In
his form as a brute man he could

neither have understood London nor
a fourth dimension. R. F.)

By some unexplained paradox of

time and space it was night where I

was standing, yet daylight in the

normal world. Imagine my amaze-

ment, when upon a boarding, I saw a

placard which read: “Three More
Days To See The Cattle Exhibition.

It Finishes On The 24th June 1940!”

1940! Although I did not compre-
hend it then—although I could not

even read then and have only my
latent memory to describe it by—

I

know now that I was viewing a time

ten years ahead of the present, and
Heaven alone knows how many
years in advance of the time when I

stood on the barren plain. . . .

So the dream state did not neces-

sarily take one into the past. Here
was a future occurrence, which by
some complexity of time relation to

the mundane world I was permitted

to view.

Then suddenly, out of the gray

darkness of the mysterious plain on
which I stood, there swept a black,

shapeless thing that bore down upon
me like an express train. I tried to

move, but somehow felt powerless.

My limbs refused to act. A blank

and freezing terror was in my vitals.

It did not hit me; it absorbed me!

I have a remembrance of strug-

gling with a sudden return of

muscular movement, of grappling

desperately with that shapeless,

abominable creation of an unknown
dimension, of feeling it expand and
contract beneath my clutch. Then I

fell off the experimental table in my
laboratory, to find the lights still
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above me. I was perspiring freely,

and my heart was beating furiously

from the recollection of that fright-

ful thing.

Again I have traced certain funda-

mental truths in my experiences.

The creature I had struggled with
was one of those awful things that

occasionally come into a normal
nightmare. The dreaded, impal-

pable something that expands and
contracts and suffocates, until one
awakes in a sweating, paralyzed ter-

ror. I have proved this seeming fig-

ment of imagination to be real! It

does exist, in a dimension which I,

too, had occupied at some point in

my existence—at a point which per-

haps all of us have at one time in-

habited.

I have lived as a squat, peculiar

man of little brain, with all the fears

of a primitive man or ape. Long
have I known that the “falling

dream” is merely a recollection

from apelike days, handed down,
when one fell from a tree to de-

struction—the stark memory of

which still lies in our innermost

selves to startle us out of sleep. But
I have discovered something new!
More and more do I realize that

dreams are not imaginative crea-

tions, but actual occurrences im-

pressed upon the mind, handed down
through the process of evolution, by
procreation and heredity, across the

gulf of endless time from body to

body. It is a sober thought.

As to the superimposition of a fu-

ture time in London, I can only ex-

plain it as being an “overlap” of the

three-dimensional world, related by
some paradox of higher mathematics

in that moment of unknown past

when I was in another dimension

and inconceivably far back in the

scale of evolution. One fact has be-

come very manifest to me : It is that

dream experiences cannot be gov-

erned to any particular point. An-
other point is that time, in the sub-

conscious state, is merely a myth.

It is haphazard and indeterminable.

NOVEMBER 21ST. I have made
a remarkable discovery. To-day I

have been working out my data on
this subject, and I have discovered

why it is that external conditions

affect and coincide with subcon-

scious dream states. There is a

realm of what I will call force that

exists between the conscious and
subconscious states. Always, at the

time of a dream, that dream occurs

in relation to that force, which is

related not indirectly to time, which
latter cannot be altered. Every-

thing, according to the laws of this

force, duplicates itself in some form
or other and links the mentality of

the dreamer with the occurrences he

is dreaming about.

Hence the coinciding moment of

the slamming window and the cold.

By predetermined calculation this

force in relation to time had brought

about the seeming coincidence

which really, as I see it now, was
mathematical immutability. The
process of time had ordained these

sounds, as inseparable from the sub-

conscious mind, and nothing could,

or ever will, alter it. My experi-

ence coinciding with the sounds was
also predetermined. More than ever

I realize that time is not only as

we compute it with our material

senses, but it is an endless some-

thing that also controls those other

and stranger experiences of which
I have written. Nothing is done

without the dictates of time and

force; hence, then, even an “in-

duced” dream, where sounds are pro-

vided to coincide with the sleeper’s

dreams, is only a dictate of time and

force. I appreciate clearly, also, that

coincidence is becoming a useless

AST-4
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quantity. There is no such thing as

coincidence. Perhaps you will ask

what force is, then? To which I an-

swer, nobody knows what force is—
nowhere on earth will you find the

explanation of what force is—only

what it does.

Again, then, I shall venture into

this unknown realm. Each time I

learn something. My only worry is

the increasing demand of this devil-

ish Veldoris. If only it were not so

potent, so irresistible!

(Later.) This time I have had an
astounding experience, which proves

beyond all doubt that dreams are in-

deed purely the “left-overs” of some
former state of existence or con-

sciousness. Following the hypnotic
trance I came to myself in a draw-
ing-room of extremely old-fash-

ioned design. Men with long hair

and bows upon it were about me.
One was chafing my wrists and look-

ing very soulfully into my eyes. The
others were solicitous and attentive.

An old-fashioned candelabra stood

on the chenille-draped mantelshelf.

But—I was a woman! I had no male
conceptions whatever. All my emo-
tions were those of a woman. I

knew that I very much loved this

dark-eyed youth who was chafing

my wrists.

“You fainted, Adeline,” he said in

a soft, gentle voice. “Do you feel

better? You must take care with
that weak heart of yours, you know.”

I got to my feet unsteadily and
looked down at the neat, buckled
shoe on my small foot. Again, I say,

I had no conception then of being
anything different from Adeline
LavseD^ a very-much-sought-after

young beauty of the Victorian era.

I had no conception of my own self

—or at least the self of 1930. Actu-
ally, I was living then in what was
myself.
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I spent an evening playing the

piano in that very old-fashioned

drawing-room, then I complained
once again of feeling queer. The
lights, the candles, were swirling

round. Somebody caught at me as I

fell, and I have a distinct remem-
brance of hearing somebody shout:

“Good Heaven, Mamot, she’s dead!”
So I came back again. Try as I

would I could not connect the hap-
hazard events that occurred. But
then, if that force of which I have
written had predetermined every-
thing, the events would occur in

relation to the order of the force,

not time. I might have the later

events before the earlier ones—it all

depended on the force relationship

to my consciousness.

Looking back over my notes I

have found a case where a woman
has dreamed of being a drunken
man, several times running, yet has
never known such a person in real

life, and has no idea what it is to

be intoxicated.* Sufficient evidence
surely that I am right in my opin-

ion that dreams are but phases of

life from other lives. Sometimes
sweet and lovely; at others terrible

and bizarre.*

I do not feel too happy to-night.

Somehow I have a feeling that I am
dabbling in things too deep for me
—that I am violating some almighty
law, which will sooner or later rise

up and destroy me. Veldoris is still

maintaining its grip upon me, but,

strangely enough, I find now that I

cannot sleep even when I make ef-

fort of will enough to keep away
from Veldoris for a space. What is

the matter with me? I have just

looked in the mirror and I see that

my face is old and weary. There
are deep furrows round my mouth.
It is the face of a drug addict.

* Myers’ “Human Personality.”
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NOVEMBER 22ND. If I could
only sleep ! I am indeed paying the
penalty for my fool curiosity.

Either with Veldoris or without it,

I cannot sleep, so I may as well have
Veldoris and spare myself the effort

of will power to keep away from it.

(Here was a gap, presumably of
some hours, for the writing is re-

sumed in a less steady hand. R. F.)
I cannot understand what has hap-

pened to me! Just now I went off

into a hypnotic trance without Vel-
doris! The stuff is mastering me!
I never know now when I shall be
overcome. It happens without col-

ored lights—without Veldoris

—

without any exertion on my part. I

am becoming perpetually suspended
between two worlds—between that

mystery subconscious region and
the mundane. Poor Walmsley! I

think he is rather frightened of me
—and well he might be ! I am fright-

ened of myself!
My dream experience this time

was not pleasant. I merged into a
world of utter blackness—black, that

is, from a human standpoint. Yet I

seemed to be possessed of some curi-

ous optical faculty. I $aw heat and
infra-red rays, and looked through
rubber windows as though they were
of glass. I read strange wording by
the glow of a red-hot iron, and
everything about me seemed as

bright as day.

What strange dimension had I got

into this time? Obviously a dimen-
sion where the eyesight was differ-

ent to ours, where one could see heat
and look through a solid. And
through it all there lingered, some-
where forgotten yet most desired,

a desire for sleep! If only I could
sleep! My Heaven, why did I ever

try such a fool experiment? Why
did I ever attempt to delve into the

unknown?
I vanished abruptly from my

world of heat into a dimension of

utter incredibility. A world where
oblongs and cubes mounted end on
end and subdivided into long, in-

comprehensible* shapes vanishing in

an inky sky, in which were set

strange and brilliant stars. I have

no idea what dimension or world it

was. It faded almost instantly, and
I awoke where I am now—sitting at

my desk with my diary before me.
I am becoming alarmed, yet some
unknown power impels me on.

NOVEMBER 23RD. I have not

long to live—not long to write down
these words. Three times to-day I

have fallen into that hypnotic state

between worlds. Veldoris is all I

crave; it has become my soul—my
being. Yet I crave sleep still more.

I must rest! My brain feels as

though it will burst, so constant is

the strain and stress being placed

upon it. It is more than flesh and
blood can stand.

I hope I am not a coward—but this

is too much. You will find me dead,

Richard, and, I hope, asleep in the

gulf beyond. You will find a bottle

near me which will have “Veldoris”
written upon it. You will find the

formula for Veldoris in my safe.

Pledge me your solemn oath that

you will destroy that formula the

first thing you do. Try to stop vivid

dreams by the aid of what few notes

I have given you, but never try to

stop sleep. Nature never intended

that life should go on perpetually

without a rest.

To-night I have again dropped
into that dream world and have had
a deadly experience. I have seen a

world of flame. I have been forced

toward a canyon of flame by barbs,

with my hands tied behind me. I

had a recognizable human form.

But, Richard, you were the one who
sent me to my doom—or I thought
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you did. I have seen you upon a

throne of some strange, glittering

metal, watching my progress toward
a furnace, a cleft of flame and death.

And you watched with a merciless

smile on your face.

Even in that consciousness your
name was Richard. I shouted your
name with all my power. I reviled

you, not knowing you for what you
are in my normal life—my dearest

young friend.

I fell into that gulf of fire; per-

haps I died and was reborn into an-

other state of consciousness. I do
not know. I remember only that I

fell through the floor of the gulf of

fire into a world that had no opacity,

where I could see through the

ground and where no solid seemed
to block my body or vision. I got

to my feet and walked forward
steadily, until presently I came to a

solid world again—found myself

wandering in drear, unknown
streets, a place which I now realize

was London. Some strange force

impelled me through a closed door,

and I came to a figure lying asleep

in bed.

In an instant I recognized you,

not as I really know you, but as

Richard the man who had con-

demned me to the flames. I became
seized with a mad fury; I tried to

strangle you, but my hands went
through you. As I could not do
you any physical injury I stood glar-

ing down my hate upon you. I saw
you writhe in your sleep. I cursed

you for condemning me to the

flames. Th&?. suddenly you awoke.

At that instant something seemed
to snap within me, and I found my-
self slowly recovering here before

my desk—not refreshed, but more
weary and hopeless than ever. I

have written down these words; I

feel somehow that you will come
and find me. Don’t think too hard

of me, Richard. I have tried—and
failed.

You have my record—and you will

also find a letter which I wrote some
days ago, in anticipation of this

event.

Now I shall go into the laboratory

and lie on that infernal table for

the last time, for perhaps I shall now
be able to sleep.

Sleep

!
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Crater 17,NearTycho
A tale of the space-ways, and an outlawed ship

fighting against the deadly problem of weight.

by Frank K. Kelly

City of New York, 2021 A. D. Riot

in Gotham Square.

U P past the swinging sweep of

the city’s great roof a rocket

roared, hung poised in mid-
flight, and expanded in a murderous
mushroom of spitting green fire.

Then followed the thin whine of an

alarm siren, rising to a grating

scream, dying away again in sound-

less crescendo as the range of its

vicious vibration passed beyond the

ken of human hearing. Then
against the murky back drop of the

night sky, blue fan lights began to

prick, circling low, just skimming
the rounded shoulder of the mighty
roof.

Blue glare and white beam criss-

crossed; the white beam rebounded
searingly across the torn blackness

and vanished, closely followed by
an explosive echo, as of thudding
thunder. The blue fingers of the

giants’ hands that seemed to claw
the heavens thickened in answer,

pushed upward more ascending col-

umns of deadly azure brilliance in

whirling clusters of light. The mo-
tors of distant patrol planes

thrummed in sudden swift surge,

like the beating of ten thousand
drums, like the hammering roar of

sea surf rolling against rock cliffs.

Loud-speakers blared, catching up
the heavy overtones of an old man’s

spoken voice, tossing the sound out
in great waves of concentric vio-

lence that spread in widened rings

of noise over the city. The voice

almost reached through the miles of

space that stretched between the

confusion and the banked slip-cra-

dles of the interplanetary freight

docks, perched high on the edge of

the huge roof.

Almost, but not quite. It faded
to a dim mutter here, like a be-

hemoth growling hoarsely to rebel-

lious midgets, with the last words
swallowed in a backwash of innu-

merable tiny sounds, that grew
swiftly to the roaring of a rising

mob—

—

The small man sitting beside Rafe
Brand jerked around nervously on
a pivoted seat, and shot a disturbed
glance out through the narrow slit

of transparent glassite before him.
From here, in the check tower of

the great freight dock, the broken
surface of the roof swept away into

dimness. Flood lights hammered
down in steady glare, etching the

gledming tracks of monorail trucks

against a white background of thick

glassite. Freight ships, dark and
deserted, hugged the snug embrace
of slip-cradles all along the dock.

Only one vessel, and that the

closest to the ungainly tripod of

the check tower, was agleam with
light. The scarred sides of the

black hull still glowed with red

heat, still crackling to the friction-

stress of atmospheric passage. The
name glittered in luminous green
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letters: "Isis, Stellar Ship 946 RV,
Cargo. Mars-Earth Cleared.”

The check man shrugged and
turned back to the clicking board
in front of him. His swift hands
played over the punch panel, keyed
to the rising drone of his thin voice

:

“176 tons, Earth Weight, beryl-

lium. Mars checked, 943 kinolotts.

Gravity loss, 1.43. Checked. Next
way line

”

Brand leaned forward, bright eyes
hiding the surge of feeling deep
within him, head tensed to the
sound and stir in the dim distance.

He spoke in a husky voice : “What’s
breaking over there? Got the look
of a first-class war.”

“Maybe it is a war.”
“I don’t sniff the idea.”

The other swung in his pivoted
seat again. His eyes looked Brand
over in swift appraisal; he saw a

tall, solid space man, deeply col-

ored by glare of sun and heat of
stars, body corded with responsive
muscles, dark fierce face topped by
graying thatch of black hair. Sten-
ciled across the tunic front of a
shabby uniform were the words:
“Freight Commander, Interstellar

Corporation. License registered.
Tape Spool 3876. Earth recorded.”

AFTER a minute the check man
said: “You been away some place
for a while, haven’t you?”
Brand made a little motion with

one thick hand. “A while, yes. You
could say that. A long time. I’ve

been cargoing stuff for Interstellar

the last eight years. Since I got
my license.”

“What channel you been work-
in’?”

“Mars-Jupiter.”
“Long jump.”

“Yes.”

“Just switch channels this trip?”

“Yes.”

“Mind tellin’ me your name?”
“The name’s Brand—Rafe Brand.”
The flat face of the check man re-

laxed. He nodded. “I got you.

Mine’s Garnet.”

They touched hands.

“You asked me what was goin’ on
over there.”

“I’d kind of like to know,” Brand
said.

“It’s nothin’ you could call new,”
the check man said. “Riot in

Gotham Square.”

Brand hesitated an instant, pur-

posely not quite hiding the puzzled

uncertainty he wanted to show in

his eyes. The other leaned close,

glanced once again around the nar-

row outlines of the check room, in

a swift leaping jerk that took in

everything.

“You look right to me, so I’ll tell

you something.”

“Thanks,” Brand said, allowing

himself the edge of a smile.

“There’s been a riot in Gotham
Square every week for months. You
oughta get the idea. It’s the cus-

tom to give the Bottom Levels a

chance to tell what they think about

things, in a mass meeting called

every seven days. Not that it means
anything, of course. They talk,

they do a lot of silly gassing—and
the Controls shove the records of

the meetin’ away under a mountain
of red tape. Nothing ever comes of

it, see? The Controls just go ahead

and do what they want.”

Brand’s face was very smooth and
quiet, perfectly impassive. No
muscle quivered to show that the

man was telling him things he al-

ready knew. His head moved
slowly.

“I believe I get you. A kind of

safety valve. No meaning to the

thing, the meeting, I mean—except

to let off steam that might burst if
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they sat on it too hard. Smart
scheme.”

“Just that,” the check man said,

and grinned; but the grin twisted
his thin features in a bitter outline.

He watched Brand narrowly, al-

most with suspicion. He was sorry
he had talked. Better not go too
far, with this silent man from space.

Didn’t know who he was. Might be
a Control. Couldn’t tell him you
had a son who’d got too much in

the open during a riot in Gotham
Square—and died, with the sour
smell of an ion beam burning
through his lungs. Better keep a
tight mouth, keep it buttoned.

“Just that, smart scheme,” the
check man said again. “Only it

hasn’t worked out just as they fig-

ured it. The Levels have raised
merry hell. They’ve forced the
Controls to give them representa-
tion of one man in the upper coun-
cil. To-night they say they’ve dis-

covered their representative, Gagin,
has sold them out.”

“You mean ” Brand began, and
paused. His lips laced tight, and
he nodded. His mouth moved
soundlessly, but the other caught
the thin echo of muttered words:
“The dirty piece of static space!”

“I call him the same thing,” the
cargo checker said, grinning.
Brand said: “Call him what?”
“Didn’t you say something?”
“No.”
“All right,” the checker said, still

grinning.

Brand stared as if he hadn’t
heard, his face blank and smooth
again. The small man turned
around, and began to work at the
controls of the infra-penetrator.

Brand watched, one half of his brain
tuned to the meaning of the other’s

words with their undercurrent of
quivering bitterness, the remaining
half taut and strained, concentrated

on the dial readings of the infra’s

mechanism.
He jerked his body closer to the

shut circuit of the control switch;

if this check man was on his job,

drove the searching infra-beam in

through the thick stellite hull of

the Isis to the aft hold, brought out

in clear outline what lay there, that

would then automatically be re-

corded in cargo files with photo-

graphic clearness.

It was Brand’s unswerving re-

solve that the check beam would not

sweep through the Isis again. Al-

ready it had gone once, half power,
preliminary check—and come dan-

gerously near to the secret of the

cargo ship, deflected off the aft hold
only by the smooth flow of the in-

terference stream that had been set

up there. But the dials had jumped
and jerked, registering an obstruc-

tion, and only the sound and con-

fusion in the distance had kept the

checker’s suspicion from speedily

rousing. Hard thing, this was that

he had to do. Hard to turn on this

unsuspecting friendly man, drive

the butt of his electronic pistol into

the base of the thin neck, snap out

the other’s little life—but he could
take no chances. There was more
lying in the balance now than one
little man’s life.

THE CHECKER was speaking
again nervously, eyes on the distant

flurry of lights, his narrow body
tensed to the flare and burst of po-
lice rockets, his thin ears tuned to

the wail of screaming sirens.

Brand stiffened a little, leaning

forward. “Think the Bottoms have
any chance of winning?” he asked.

The resolution was half formed in

his mind to give the other a chance
at longer life. If he spoke now
against the Controls

The small man hesitated, looking
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at Brand queerly. “Not a chance in

hell. No more chance than a space
man with a smashed oxygen tank,

two thousand miles off side his ship.

The Control police will wipe them
out.”

“I think so myself,” Brand agreed
gravely and hid the tightening pur-
pose in his eyes. The check man
would have to die.

So the little man thought the Con-
trol police would wipe the Bottom
Levels out with ion beams and para-

lytic gas, and fire shells smashing
downward! Well, his mind might
change if the penetrator drove
through to the stacked cargo in the

aft hold. Row on row of small stel-

lite containers lay there. And in-

side them—odd-shaped things,

harmless enough in look, deadly in

sting: the coiled deadliness of the

Martian sound oscillators. Hun-
dreds of them, charged and ready.

Even the Controls wouldn’t have
a weapon that could stand against

the Martian whirling death. Sound
(telds that dropped down in sing-

ing streams and ripped the atoms of

matter apart, swung them wide in

racking confusion. Oscillators tuned
to the vibration level of human bod-
ies, that could maim or kill at will.

Brand’s eyes jumped to the

smooth dial of the chronometer on
the wall above the penetrator con-

trol board. One fifty-eight. Eastern
terrestrial standard time. And Gar
had said they would meet here at

two.

Gar would have men, trusted and
-worn to the cause of the Bottoms,
to muster up the sparse ranks of

his own space handlers, now wait-

ing quietly in the central cabin of

the Isis. Swift transfer of small

heavy containers to purring mono-
trucks, an interchange of instruc-

tions, and Gar would be gone with

his cargo of death. And the Isis

would be swinging up again through
silent space, roaring out past the

city’s roof to meet the curved arch

of the black sky. There were men
in the crater stations of the Moon,
sickened of the tyranny of the Con-
trols, eager for battle. The Isis

would come back crowded.
Brand sent his glance past the

shoulder of the cargo checker,

through the glassite slit in the wall

of the narrow room. He saw the

gleaming ribbon of stellite that

marked the path of a mono-car. One
track was humming, swaying to the

furious passage of a heavy body.

He saw the coming car, glittering

under the flood lights—a small,

blunt-shaped object, shifting rap-

idly through the distance.

The check man was intent on his

work and did not see. He was
reaching out a thin hand for the con-

trol switch of the penetrator, his

high voice beginning to drone : “All

right, Brand. Preliminary check

complete ”

His voice died, cut off in a sud-

den choking silence. Brand’s hand

rose once, fell hard, bronzed fingers

wrapped about the thick hilt of his

electronic pistol.

The little man stiffened, head

lolling, the glaze of quick death

creeping in behind his blank eyes.

He dropped forward, limply crash-

ing against the dull metal of his

control panel.

Brand shoved the gun back in-

side his uniform in a quick flick of

the wrist, then turned, stood just at

the edge -of the low doorway, shiv-

ering a little. Not easy to kill a

man like that—take him from be-

hind, without warning, without a

chance to fight back. And yet any
other way might have meant failure.

Failure for the millions under his

feet, the Bottom Levels of a top-

heavy civilization, the base of the
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human pyramid. The millions

deeply buried under tons of stellite

and glassite, living and dying out

of sight of the Sun and Moon, obliv-

ious to the slow march of white stars

in the purple pageantry of the night

sky. Not to breathe clean air, nor

see the Sun, the glory of it. Not
to smell the warm odor of the Earth

in spring, nor stiffen to the whin-
ing whiplash of winter winds. Not
to be a part of the world’s ancient

heritage. All that was denied men,

unless they were born in the circles

of the upper councils, unless they

were of the Controls Well, all

of that was going to be changed.

The distant mono-car was coming
fast, the rail shivering to the smash
and flash of the speeding projectile.

Suddenly Brand stiffened, stared

with dark, incredulous eyes, his fists

clenched at his sides. A sharp fore-

boding of disaster struck him—the

car was too small to hold the men
Gar had promised to bring. Then
something had gone wrong.

II.

IT WAS CLOSE enough now for

Brand to see the insignia stamped
on one round gleaming side of the

car: “One Man. For Freight

Only.” Something wrong ! This

must be Gar, coming to tell him
It was. He knew that at first

glimpse of the slight figure of the

man below, that tumbled in wild

haste out through the snapped-open
door of the mono-car, and came pant-

ing up the narrow ladder of the

check tower.

Terror was riding the man under
him—beating a tattoo in the quick

spat-spat of the running feet, the

harsh, ragged murmur of the oth-

er’s gasped breath. The dark head
turned and looked up, caught the

outline of Brand’s body in the door-

way.

“Rafe! You’re here!”

“I’m here,” Brand said slowly.

“But your men—the men you prom-
ised you’d bring ”

“Gone, all gone! The fight I’ve

had, making it out this far
”

Then Gar was there beside him,

swaying a little, his grim face green
and white under the cold impersonal
glare of the roof flood lights. A
red stream dribbled in a zigzag flow

along the drawn skin of his jaw,

cascaded down across the split lips.

One arm of the dark man was hang-
ing queerly at his side, swinging
limp and useless.

“Steady!” Brand said quietly.

He caught the thin shoulders, held

the other braced for an instant, let

him catch lost breath. Then Gar
straightened and nodded, and jerked

away. The tight lips moved, formed
into what was the shadow of a slow
smile.

He said: “All right now. I can
take it.”

“Sure!” Brand said. “Sure, you
can!”

He waited.

After a minute Gar said: “We’ve
got to get away from this place.

Got to go now. Before they finish

us both. The Isis can take off again,

any time?”

“Yes,” Brand said.

Gar passed a trembling hand
across a white face. “The riot

started to-night in Gotham Square
when ”

A picture leaped in Brand’s mind
at those few words. Gotham Square.

Not a square at all, but a huge cav-

ern in the depths of the Bottom
Levels. Seats, ring on ring, tiered

mountain-high. Packed with the

thousands that were lucky enough
to fight, steal, or beg a way in. Sur-

rounded outside, in dimly lighted

corridor, by the millions of the city

canyons. A raised stage, with
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microphones and amplifiers for the

speakers. A jutting dais, the place

of honor, for Gagin, honorable rep-

resentative of the lower people in

the Control councils.

Gar muttered : “It was awful

!

Massacre!”

And Brand said, quietly: “Bet-

ter tell me what happened.”

But some deep instinct in him
told him that he already knew.

Gar was talking again, in a high-

pitched voice, words and sentences

tumbling out through a nervous

mouth in rapid flight, incoherent,

breathless, yet somehow shaping a

vision of chaotic pandemonium that

had been.

The news had seeped through,

down to the lowest levels of the

city, to the half men who lived in

almost complete blackness, that

Gagin had sold his vote to the Con-
trols. And this night Gagin was
there to speak to his people.

Gagin was there. Pale-lipped and
jerky-eyed, and with fear quivering

in every line of his body—but there,

under the fierce eyes of the crowd,
which sat in thunderous silence,

harshly staring. Others were on the

platform, a few score of them, in-

cluding Gar, a handful brave enough
to mock the wrath of the Controls

by setting themselves up as an ad-

visory group to the Lower Levels.

Gagin made a speech. Not, Gar
said, a speech really at all, but a

muttered gibber, hideously distorted

by the man’s terror. The crowd had
remained quietly through it all, un-

til the finish; at the end there was
a little silence—a terrible stillness

in which no one moved or spoke.

Then the crowd went berserk.

And Gar had gone along with them.

Quick, light, swift-fingered, his

hand had gone to the needle pistol

at his belt, come up, flashed in a

sputtering arc of flame, tearing into

Gagin’s shuddering body. Behind
Gagin a rocket flared, rising up past

the mob in a flaring burst of scar-

let glow: in the crowd there had
been someone sent by the Controls.

Sirens whined, wailing through the

packed corridors of the canyons.

Helicopters dropped from above,

plummeting down through a wid-

ened opening in the city’s roof, fire

shells and ion arcs slamming in hot

flight before them.

“I got away,” Gar said softly, and
shuddered under Brand’s hard grip.,

“I got away. Came here. How

—

I’ve forgotten. I stole a mono-car,

broke through that mob, got up on
the roof ”

His voice died, came again in a

great burst : “I killed Gagin.

They’ll get me, some way.”

BRAND sought Gar’s one good
hand, crushed it in a long, slow
pressure that spoke more than all

the words he knew and gave evi-

dence of all that came crowding to

his tongue.

He spoke slowly: “You’re sure

no one saw you come across the

roof—followed you?”
“I told you. I can’t remember.”
“I know,” Brand said. “But you

think—what?”
“I think they did,” the other mut-

tered, the words flat and dead.

His eyes were on a spot beyond
Brand’s shoulders; his glance swept
out to the dark sky. Lights stirred

and whirled in that sky, shifted with

the purring hum of helicopter mo-
tors; white beams stabbed down
across the roof.

“They’re coming now.”
Brand stood up straight and faced

the scarred hull of the Isis. “Then
we’ll fight with what we’ve got, old

son—and go down battling.”

The other’s bloody hands went up
to his face. “No. Rafe, don’t you
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understand? That’s why—I killed

Gagin.”

“What do you mean?” Brand de-

manded.
“I believed in him, told him what

we were going to do. I told him
about the oscillators, about you.
And he carried it all to the Con-
trols, let you walk into this. This
is the trap they set for you.”

Brand struck his fists together.

“They don’t know what they’re

walking into. We’ll do what we
can—with the oscillators. We’ll

take some of them with us when
we go out.”

“Even that,” Gar said numbly,
“we can’t do. The alloy. The
X stellanium isotope in the coils

isn’t
”

“You mean—it’s not there?”

Brand said. He stood stunned. Gar
muttered: “I mean that. It’s not

there.”

Brand fought the rising surge of

despair that swept up in his throat,

choking him. He stirred, whirling

on the other. “For all that. Gar,

we’ve still a way left clear. The
Isis is space-ready. If they try a

blockade, we’ll break through.”

Hope wakened in the slight man’s
dark eyes. He hesitated an instant,

as if considering. Then:
“You’re right! We’ll take the

Isis and hit out for the Moon. The
Controls haven’t taken over the

crater stations yet. I didn’t have
time to spill that to Gagin. Rafe,

if we could do it
”

“No time to talk now,” Brand said

swiftly. He was standing on the

first rung of the check-tower lad-

der. “Down with you. Varney’s

standing by. He expects to pick us

up—but not for the reason we’ve

got now. We were waiting here to

unload the oscillators.”

“I know.”
Gar nodded, and followed him

75

down the ladder, swung across the

smooth floor of the great roof,

moved up the rising ramp that led

to the cargo ship’s debarking cradle.

Brand flashed the signal. The huge
gimbaled door of the airlock began
to swing on balanced pivots, turn

inward, give a glimpse of the lighted

interior of the freight vessel.

The lock stood open. Dan Var-
ney, Brand’s tall second in com-
mand, halted in the glow of light

from the doorway, staring. Brand
swung an arm behind Gar’s shoul-

ders, helped the other up across the

lock, into the control room of the

Isis.

He jerked round on Varney.
“We’ve got to get action, Dan. Bad
break. Gagin sold out to the Con-
trols. Gar, here, came to warn us.

Police fleet overhead. Get the lock

closed and take us upstairs.”

“Blockaded above?” Varney asked

slowly.

“Don’t think so, but might be.”

“If we are?”

“Break through. Use forward
ram.”

“We’re going out of the atmos-

phere?” Varney asked quietly, his

hard brown face unchanged and im-

passive. If he felt any amazement
at this sudden turn of things, he

didn’t show it.

Brand hesitated an instant, not

looking at Gar. “How are we on
space supplies?”

Varney shrugged, drawled: “Fair.

Might make it.”

Brand flung his voice out in a

sudden burst: “Then hit for the

Moon.”
“Where on the Moon?”
“We’ll base at crater 17, at the

edge of Tycho.”

VARNEY gave a flicking gesture

that was as much of a salute as

Brand ever received from him, and
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turned, swung across the close,

metal-walled room to the handling
set-up of the freight ship. Giant
Donlin sun engines began to turn

over, build up pressure for the huge
backlash of energy that would
stream out behind and send the Isis

hell-driving up through open space.

Light glowed on the small face

screens of the ship’s individual visa

plates and died again as Varney fin-

ished giving orders to each member
of the ship’s crew.

Brand walked straight to the big

televise panel at the side of the air-

lock, dropped into the comfortable

bucket seat before it, shifted di-

rective dials. The scene above and
outside the freighter showed in

sharp, clear outline—the silent

check tower, with the crumpled
body of the check man dimly visi-

ble, dangling limply over the top

rung of the descending ladder; the

pale ribbon of the mono-track,

stretching away to nowhere; the

flood lights hurling down showers
of cold glare.

And above in the distance, con-

trasts in the black mirror of the

sky, heliships were drumming on in

massed flight, white beams flashing

nervous fingers out before them.

They were close now, closer than
they had been when Gar and Brand
had fled down the check-tower lad-

der. Even through the thick sound-
insulated hull of the ship the roar

of packed motors came rumbling.

The crackling crash of ion beams
searing through shuddering air

smashed against Brand’s eardrums.

He swung on Varney. “Got any
pressure?”

“Pressure building,” Varney
snapped laconically.

Brand looked at Gar, still stand-

ing dazedly by the closed panel of

the lock. “Strap yourself in there,”

Brand ordered, pointing to the

curved outline of a chair equipped
with acceleration compensators.

The other obeyed quietly.

Brand gave the “General Atten-
tion” buzz on the ship’s communi-
cating web, spoke crisply to unseen
men standing by in compressor
rooms and firing chambers:
“Give me pressure. And remem-

ber we’re not taking off easy. That’s

all. Emergency stations.”

“Pressure, sir!” Varney roared
from across the room.

Brand tersely nodded. “Shoot it

through, all channels!”

“Everything we’ve got?”
“Everything we’ve got!”

Varney’s heavy fingers danced
over the gleaming studs of the con-

trol board. A split second of no
response—then roaring speed, com-
ing into action. Plumes of repul-

sion streams stood out in long pea-

cock fantails behind the exhaust
nozzles of the thundering ship.

Brand watched sky and roof and
distant stars go whirling by in glit-

tering confusion. Then it was over.

The Isis zoomed through the

Earth’s atmosphere, crashing

through screaming air, scarred sides

red-hot with friction stress.

“Below!” Brand yelled in tri-

umph. “Look below!”
Gar followed his eyes. Below and

behind massed helicopters fluttered

in baffled rage, stabbing out hot fin-

gers in blue beams of swift force

that almost touched and scorched

the speeding freighter—almost, but

not quite. The Isis was gone before

the beams crossed in liquid fire.

Gar lay limp in his seat, crum-

pled under the crushing shock of

sudden acceleration piled on top of

his already weakened body. Brand
got up, went to him across a firm

floor held stead by gravity grids un-

der stellite plates, made a swift ex-

amination.
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Gar was knocked out. Brand
picked him up gently, carried him
past the visa screen and through a

narrow door, into the officers’ sleep-

ing cabins. Then Gar was taken

into Brand’s own room, after the

freight captain had finished some
rough, quick surgery. A broken
arm and a sore jaw—nothing too

deeply hurt for repair.

Varney was waiting for Brand
when he came out and closed the

door.

The other faced him with grave

thin eyes. “What happened, back

there?”

The captain told him, in brief,

sharp strokes that drove it home.
When he was finished Varney said

in- a soft voice

:

“This doesn’t mean anything

—

after what he did on Earth—but it’s

something we’ve got to figure on,

Brand. We weren’t counting on an

extra man for this trip.”

“No,” Brand said slowly; “you’re

right, there. We weren’t. And we
were expecting to pick up some
stuff to carry us back over from
Gar’s end of the line.”

He was silent an instant, meeting
Varney’s eloquent eyes. “We’ll go
easy, understand? We’ll stretch

what we’ve got, both ways from the

middle. We can make it go a long

way.”
“Sure!” the other said, very low.

“Well, it might last But if it

doesn’t?”

“If it doesn’t,” Brand answered,

looking straight at him, “one of us

will have to—drop out.”

III.

THEY BOTH KNEW what that

meant. Varney jerked a little, then
straightened, his face falling into

set lines. It took—nerve. Yes; you
needed nerve to take your last look

on the bright face of life and say

good-by deliberately to all life

meant. You stripped, made the

slow walk to the emergency lock

—

and then were shot spinning out

into the frozen blankness of inter-

stellar vacuity. There were a few
men brave enough to do that—if it

meant a chance for a better life to

millions; if it meant that there

would be some left to—well, carry
on, to fight again.

“Right," Varney said gently; “I

see what you mean.”
They fell silent after that. There

wasn’t much more to say. Hours
swung past, measured out by the

ceaseless click of the little chro-

nometer in the wall; hours, count-
ing by Earth time—nothing at all,

here in space.

The Earth, that had been con-

cave, now changed, melted first into

an indistinct outline obscured by
clouds, then assumed the round con-

vex bulge of a great ball slightly

flattened at the ends and bulging
in the middle. Varney kept send-

ing the pick-up beam of the tele-

viser back through infinity to the

bright Earth, fingering out to con-

tact the first distant shimmer of

movement in the void space behind

them—movement that might indi-

cate the coming of the Controls’

ships in dogged pursuit of the

freighter. Nothing stirred. All

quiet. The freighter drove on
through nothingness, engines

thrumming, compressors sobbing
and groaning under the hard load

of top speed.

Figures changed and multiplied

in Varney’s cold brain. Calcula-

tions, integrations, all the abstruse

formulae of space-time navigation.

The Isis could do one thousand

Earth miles per hour, with maximum
freight load. One thousand! And
the light ships of the Controls could

make three with ease.
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They had no chance—unless there

was a long delay and the freighter

took too big a lead. Even then, if

they were carrying an overload of

one man
They took alternate watches.

First Varney for eight hours, Earth-
recorded; then Brand; then Gar,

sore from his bruises, his battered
head still topped by a white crown
of bandage. Eight hours each they
spent strapped into the control seat,

eyes taut on the winking panels of

the great directing board, fingers

and hands busy at switches and
studs. Eight hours free they had,

to study the televise screen, to talk,

to drop down the engine-room lad-

der to the compression chambers
and firing compartments, to think.

That was the worst—thinking. But
they had eight hours’ sleep; and,

sleeping, sometimes they forgot

Brand touched Varney lightly on
the shoulder in the middle of the

third day, nodded, and took over.

The tall man stood up lithely, mus-
cles stretched, grave face relaxing

in a long yawn.
Brand sat down, swung the re-

volving dials, tensed his eyes for a

first glimpse of the white Moon on
the lookout plate just above the

control board. Crater 17, near Ty-
cho. That was refuge. If they got

there, they were through untouched.
The Controls might know they were
on the^floon, might make an effort

at finding them, might savagely
search

; but the Moon wasn’t mapped
and zoned and guarded as the Earth;
there were wild places untapped by
the visa beams of the Council pa-

trols. Crater 17, near Tycho
Varney spoke in a low voice from

behind Brand, startling him. The
tall man was staring at the com-
placent face of the chronometer.
“More than two days, Brand. And
no sign of their coming after us. I

actually think—I actually believe

we’re going to make it.”

Brand nodded slowly. “Yes.

We’ve held even at about one thou-

sand per, all the way from atmos-
phere. Thirty-six thousand miles

—

gone. And still we’re not yet close

to the Moon—if the patrols come
out here, hunting us ”

Varney rubbed a hand slowly
across his lips. “I know. But we’ve
been lucky. Maybe the luck will

stay with us. Air’s holding out.

Food’s lasting. The men aren’t

grumbling any more than usual.

We’ve even a little water to spare,

now that I changed the set-up in

those condenser coils.”

“Yes,” Brand said again.

Varney noticed how drawn the
other’s face looked in the faint light

of the control room. They had cut
down on the juice that fed the cold

globes, even though that was so lit-

tle, to save power for the recoil

streams.

Brand took his eyes from the un-

changing glimmer of the directing

board; he shot a glance across at

the closed door leading to the sleep-

ing cabins. Gar was off watch and
asleep.

“Varney, get this. And tell me
what you think. But quietly. We
don’t want to let Gar know until we
have to, if what I’ve noticed is true.

And it is true. The air’s not hold-

ing. It’s going bad. You’ve sensed
that?”

Varney exclaimed sharply. His
face whitened; he shuddered a lit-

tle. Then he caught a grip on him-
self. He could be as big as Brand.
Yes.

HE TOOK a heavy breath, drew
a long draft of the ship’s air into

his lungs, and it made him sick. It

was acrid, sour, with a rank stale-

ness that spoke of its being used
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over and over again—passing

throiigh many men’s bodies, expell-

ing itself in a burst of lung effort,

emerging charged with carbonic gas.

Building up its percentage of that

stifling gas, until it could be used
no longer. Slow death would follow

then, death by smothering, by suf-

focation—unless the air was
changed, cleansed, made fresh again

by the oxygen compensators.

Varney came to a sudden full

realization of what a delicately bal-

anced mechanism this ship was.

Like most space handlers, he had
taken it all for granted; it worked,
because it was made to work. Well,

maybe in a few more years men
would be laughing at the crudities

and inefficiencies of these hard-

shelled monsters of thick stellite;

maybe! He knew they would be,

some day in the future. But not

now. It was still new, this going
out into space in a precarious bub-

ble of welded metal, pushed forward
through a void by forces little un-

derstood even by those who used

them. Men had many things yet to

learn about the space between the

worlds.

Ships had conquered it, driven out

across nothingness even from planet

to planet, carrying men in numbers,

loaded with what man called useful

machines and weapons and supplies,

complex mechanisms that made life

livable in the roofed craters of the

Moon, even on Mars.

But there were ships always be-

ing lost. Ships that got out of touch

with beam-communication stations

and drifted from known channels

into some unknown limbo of forgot-

ten space—and never came back to

tell what they found there. Ships

that broke down in mid-voyage and
hung helpless between the pale plan-

ets, circling like small new worlds,

starved satellites, until the men

within them went mad and de-

stroyed themselves—or fell back in

a long dive against the hard face of

a mocking Earth.

There was a balance that must be

held in every ship, no matter the

cost. Varney remembered reading

of the first primitive submarines
that cruised Earth’s waters. It had
been like this, underseas. So much
air; so much space to move around
in; so much food; so much to drink.

It was that way here, in the void

—

a balance of interdependent factors;

a balance nicely calculated between
the crew number and the air used
and the food consumed and the wa-
ter absorbed. That was on one side

of the equation; and on the other,

the storage supplies and the power
built up to carry the ship from
world to world.

Something clicked in his mind,

like the separate pieces of a picture

puzzle falling together into one
whole. There were eight in the

crew. Counting himself and Brand,

the ship carried ten. It was built

to carry ten. No more. But they

had Gar now. One man always left

over. One too many. That left the

equation uneven. It destroyed the

balance

He faced Brand, eyes smoothed
out, hiding what he felt. He said

slowly : “I’ll have a look at the

compensators. If we can pull a lit-

tle more oxygen out of them ”

Brand nodded, a little more
briskly, displaying a faint hope.

“Even if we’ve got to cut down on
what goes into the recoils, we’ll have
to do that. We can’t live out here

with no air.”

Varney jerked a hand in brief sa-

lute and was gone down the ladder

to the machine room. He picked
his way carefully along the metal
plate of the catwalk, cautious not

to put his feet down outside the
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laced grids of the protective floor-

ing. Gravity compensation had
been blocked off outside those grids

—saving power.
He stopped slowly, stood facing

the compact mechanism of the oxy-

gen compensators, a quick glance

jerking up along a narrow row of

dials to a curving cylinder of trans-

parent glassite. A warm opalescent

fluid gently stirred against the bot-

tom of the gleaming cylinder.

Varney’s lips tightened; he bent

down, touched the controls of the

indicators. Looked up again.

Waited for the response.

None came. The compensator was
dead.

A LONG TIME he stood there

staring, his lungs struggling in the

thick atmosphere of the aft section

of the ship, his eyes beginning to

smart from the effects of the rancid

air. His vision was not as good as

it had been; objects a little distance

away he saw as through a slowly

descending curtain of fog.

He raised his hands and looked at

them. They were cold. His blood
circulated sluggishly. He felt an
uncomfortable weariness in his legs

and arms.

Something stirred in hesitant

movement behind him. He turned
indifferently; the action roused him
a little. His mouth went angrily

taut. It was one of the firing crew;
a thin, small man with a huge head
and slitted flickering eyes.

Varney said: “What’s this?

What’re you doing this far for-

ward?”
As he spoke he shifted his body

slowly, to hide the indicators of the

air restorer, but the quick glance of

the little man was there before him.
The other said in a thick voice:

“I come to find out about the air.

We’re finding it hard, back aft. You

got to shift a little power from the

compressors. If you don’t
”

Varney’s frown tightened as he

recognized the man. “Jorgensen!

You don’t mean—mutiny?”
Jorgensen shrugged. The pointed

little eyes met Varney’s confused

glance. “I ain’t said that, sir. But
we’re all a-havin’ trouble with the

breathin’, and we can’t think none

too good. We got to have better

air, or we ain’t gonna be able to hold

pressure.”

Varney relaxed and nodded. He
moved aside, giving the other a clear

view of- the needle readings on the

compensator dials. “Then take a

look at this thing, and you’ll see the

reason we’ve all been having trou-

ble.”

The little man barely glanced at

the squat mechanism. Dropping his

eyes, Jorgensen said: “Beginnin’

with what you spoke last, sir, I

think that ain’t the reason for our
trouble.”

“No?” Varney asked harshly.

“Then what is?”

“We’ve got one man too many
aboard here.”

The chief officer looked at the

other in a sudden burst of scorn.

“You mean you’re not willing to

take a little bad medicine with the

rest of us—you’re looking around
for a Jonah already?”

The smaller man said in a low
voice: “Puttin’ it to you plain, sir,

one of us has got to drop out
through the E lock of this ship.

When that’s done, we’ll be right

again, and we won’t have no more
trouble.”

“I see,” Varney said softly. “So
it’s that simple?”

“Yes, sir.”

“Who would you like to be the

hero?”

The little man looked up, his eyes

hitting Varney in the face. “We’re
AST—

5
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every one of us aft ready to take

our chances with the rest of your
forward group, sir. If the captain

asked for volunteers, I’d offer to

go myself.”

“I really think you would,” Var-

ney muttered.
“Yes, sir.”

Varney saw that he meant it. His
face was steady and still, and the

sharp little eyes glinted in it like

points of unchanging stellite.

Varney straightened back his own
shoulders. “I’ll speak to the cap-

tain.”

“Yes, sir.”

“Now about the compensator.

Think you can fix it?”

“No, sir.”

Varney stared at the set face.

"Sure of that?” he asked quietly.

“If you want it straight, sir

—

there’s nothing to be done about the

compensator.”

“Hopeless,” Varney muttered, as

if to himself.

“Yes, sir. The bottom coils are

burned out.”

“I understand,” Varney said

softly. “Return aft. I’ll send for

you, all of you back there, when the

captain is ready to make his deci-

sion.”

“Right, sir,” the other said.

He had vanished before Varney
could speak again, his slim body
jerking in between the clicking

mechanisms that filled the long

room. At the far end of the cat-

walk a door opened for an instant;

the lurid light from a compressor

chamber flared out in a circular spot

of flickering glare, then was gone.

Varney swung, on legs a little bit

unsteady, and returned along the

narrow metal path, following its

windings back to the base of the flat,

straight ladder leading up into the

control cabin. He climbed the lad-

der very slowly.

AST-6

IV.

BRAND was doing something at

the control board, shoulders bent,

face and head hidden and savagely
absorbed, fingers pulsating over

shifted studs. Varney walked up
quietly behind him, touched his

arm.

Brand jerked round like a cat, his

eyes flaming. “What the hell!”

For an instant he didn’t seem to

recognize Varney, didn’t seem to

know where he was. Then he said:

“You didn’t change the set-up on
those compensators this quick?”
“No,” Varney said.

Brand flared: “Then what are you
doing back here?”
Varney waited a little and then

answered: “There wasn’t any use
changing the set-up, chief.”

“Why?” Brand demanded.
“It wouldn’t do any good. The

lower-coil system is gone, burned
out, trying to carry a constant over-

load. Oxygen’s not getting through
now, at all. No good trying to do
anything with a break like that.”

There was a change then in the

way Brand looked, so deep and in-

definable that it was only partly re-

flected on the surface of his eyes.

He just looked a little more tired,

his eyes went back a little deeper

in his head, and his lips closed tight

—that was all, but when it all was
added up it made a big change.

“I thought we were due for some-
thing nice about now,” Varney said;

he grinned. The grin was unpleas-

ant to look at.

“I’ve got a cute surprise, too,”

Brand said. “A swell thing I’m go-

ing to spring on you. But I think

I’ll wait till I hear what else you’ve

got to say. You’ve got something
else, haven’t you?”

Varney nodded. “Yes. Yes; I

have.”
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He stopped as if something held
his voice. Then words came to him
again, flat and strained: “I met Jor-
gensen, looking over the compen-
sator. The men know about the air.

They’re having a bad time of it aft.

They’re asking you to
”

“Of course,” Brand said, holding
his face still. “They’re crying be-

cause we’re carrying just one man
too many. And they want me to

ask somebody to walk out and
leave the party, so there’ll be more
fun for those of us who are left.

Am I right?”

“You’re right,” Varney answered.

Brand knew there wasn’t much to

talk about now. Now it was in the

open, and they all had to stand up
and face it. Face it—face what? To
go out alone into space. To be
stripped, fitted into the emergency
lock, and shot projectilelike into in-

different infinity. That took a lit-

tle bit of nerve.

Brand raised his head. “Now let

me show you what I’ve got for you,”

he said. “In some ways, it’s a bet-

ter joke than what you brought me.
Look there.”

Varney stared at the scintillant

screen. He saw what was shown on
that glimmering bright surface, but
his mind didn’t really take it in. He
knew it was there, the screen didn’t

lie, it was just a clever mirror to

show whatever came within range
of its activating beam—yet he didn’t

believe the message of his own eyes.

But it was true, all right. On the

screen lay the clustered glitter of a

Control space fleet, driving out from
the spurned Earth directly in the

path of the fleeing Isis. Speed and
power and grace and gray, gleaming
bodies, swiftly overhauling the slow
freighter. And the air in this ship

fast going! No; not going, either;

the joke was bigger than that—the

air was being poisoned by the work-

ings of their own lungs.

Varney laughed.

“Don’t do that,” Brand said, shud-

dering.

“Sorry!” Varney jerked. He
glanced down at his hands. “You
were right. This is a better joke

than any I know. Let me go first.

I’ll do it gladly.”

BRAND sat a little while in si-

lence, looking at Varney. Then he

unstrapped himself quietly, locked

home the automatic controls of the

freighter and came over to where

Varney stood. He held out one hand

slowly. “I’ve believed in you,

friend, and I haven’t been wrong.

But you’re not going. Shake hands

with me once, will you?”
Their fingers locked, broke, and

parted.

Varney said: “I’m the one to do

this dance, chief. Who’s better fit-

ted for the job?”

“I am,” Brand said heavily.

Varney shook his head. “You?
Not you! You’ll be needed, to break

the Controls, as some day they’re

going to be broken. When we fin-

ish what we started out to do this

time. Gar? He’s needed, on Earth.

Sometime soon he’ll be able to go

back, and he’ll lead his people. He’s

got the brain and the force and the

power to lead them, and when the

hour comes they must be led. Now
for me, I’m ready to take on any-

thing. I’ve got nothing behind me
that I’d care to cling to; and noth-

ing I can see just ahead that would

be worth more than my chance to

do this. You know—I’ve wondered,

now and then, how it would really

feel to step out there in the great

open places—alone.”

Brand said, savagely: “Very
pretty, but all wrong.”
“Why all wrong?”



He said to them: “This is a great thing that

I’m doing, isn’t it?” Brand didn’t answer
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“Dead wrong,” Brand said.

“You’re our navigator. Forgotten
that?”

“You can navigate,” Varney said,

and he laughed a little. “Forgot-

ten that?”

“I can navigate,” Brand said, “but

not the way you can. With you, the

ship has a double chance to pull

through. To get to Tycho with Gar
and the men and keep the fight go-

ing. That’s all any of us can ask.”

“Yes; you’re right,” a slow voice

spoke close to Brand’s ear.

Brand looked startled, glanced at

Varney, but Varney had not spoken.

The door of the sleeping cabin was
standing open, and Gar had come
into the control room. He stopped,

his head upright between his

straight shoulders, his eyes watch-
ing them with faint irony. “This

thing seems to be up to me,” he said

quietly.

“No!” Brand cried, his voice com-
ing out of him in a protesting ex-

plosion.

Varney muttered something.

"Look, all the pieces fall in,” Gar
said, as if he hadn’t heard either of

them. “We’d have got away, clean,

if you hadn’t pick me up back at

New York, Rafe. If I’d just warned
you, and then ducked back under-

ground, the ship would have gone
straight through to Tycho, and no
trouble. Now—well, we’re pretty

close to being finished—unless some-
thing changes. If we tried to fight

it out, with the air getting bad and
one man extra aboard, we’d get

wiped from space. No heroics in

this at all. There shouldn’t be, if

we all think straight. I’d like to

go right now. No use in standing

around and waiting until it’s too

late to do any good.”

Varney and Brand stood silently

looking at each other. When it had
been thrown down in front of

them like that, they both knew that

Gar was right, that was the truth.

There was no finding any way
around it.

But Varney jerked his hand out

in a little gesture and talked

:

“You’ve both left out something.

The crew’s in this. They’re all Bot-

tom Level men. It’s their cause as

much as ours. We’ve no right to

deny them a chance to say what they

think about it. And Jorgensen had
the right idea. We’ll use it, with

variations. We’ll call for volunteers

—and vote on the men who want
to step out for the good of the rest

of us. The man who’s found least

valuable to the ship—he goes.”

Gar hesitated. Then he nodded,

looked at Brand. “It sounds fair

enough to me.”
“Yes; it’s fair enough,” Brand

muttered. “All right; we’ll do it

that way. Call them forward, Var-

ney.”

THE TALL MAN stepped to the

ship’s communicating tube and gave

the “General Attention” signal. Re-
sponse came back swiftly in quick

bursts of words from rapid voices.

The men trickled forward slowly

in ones and twos. They lined up
opposite Brand and Varney. “Big
Lan” Margot, the chief compressor
technician, boss of the bunch, with

his shambling walk and hesitant

grin, flashing like a gleam of light

over his heavy dark face. De Celle,

the French Earthman, thin and
quick and sharp, like a polished ra-

pier bending and straightening and
casting off sparks of direct glow.

Su Gan, the small Moon native, half

terrestrial in his parentage, and
showing the best alchemy of mixed
blood—a little man, fast on curved

feet, eager to please, glad to work,
with a birdlike glitter in round eyes.

Eight of them, filing in, crowding
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the small room, standing uneasily

against the wall, wedged in between
the control board and the televise

panel, staring with grimy, uncertain

faces at the glimmering cluster of

reflected glow shown on the screen.

Jorgensen came in last, moving
up the machine-room ladder with

slow deliberation. He took his place

.ear the televiser, his thin-eyed

glance tightly focusing on Brand’s

body.

Brand faced them. “Jorgensen’s

told you by now what we’re stacked

against. I’m not wasting words
with you. You’re men, not children.

You’ve got nerve or you wouldn’t

be here. You knew you’d have to

fight when you came on this voyage.

What I’ve got to offer is fair to all

of us, from myself to Jorgensen.”

Jorgensen nodded, suddenly
spoke: “You’re going to ask for a

man with nerve enough to go out

through the E lock, aren’t you, sir?”

Brand hit him with direct eyes.

“That’s what I was trying to say.

I’d like any of you who, ‘of your

own will, are ready to go out

through the emergency port—to

take one step toward me.”
Margot shuffled forward. De

Celle was a unit with him, in a quick

skipping jump. Su Gan sidled

across the smooth floor on lithe feet.

Jorgensen walked even with them,

still using that slow deliberation in

the way he carried his body, as if

he held a sense of successful pur-

pose exulting within him.

Brand looked them all over again.

Every man of the crew stood in an

even line stretching across the si-

lent room. Brand felt his eyes smart

with moisture, and it was not all

due to the bad air.

His voice snapped hoarsely: “I’d

counted on this. That makes all of

us, myself and Varney and Gar hav-

ing already decided, who are willing

to step out—for the good of the

ship. We’ve hit upon this idea to

settle it: we’ll take a vote, and the

man voted least valuable to the

cause as a man and as a leader—will

go. You agree?”

“There’s no need for that,” Jor-
gensen said softly. He took another

step toward Brand; and then, turn-

ing, he swung on the men who re-

mained in line.

“We don’t have too much time,”

Jorgensen said with composure.

“No good wastin’ part of it takin’ a

vote. It’s me that’s dropping out

through the lock.”

THERE WAS a period of silence.

None of the men objected. A slow
smile twisted the little man’s lips,

as if he was watching himself from
a point of observance in the far dis-

tance; listening to the faint irony

of his words, and laughing without

bitterness at his fine play acting.

Only it was not play acting. It was
real. Little Jorgensen was going

out through the side port—for the

good of the ship.

Varney put his eyes on the small

man’s silent face. “You want to do

it that badly?”

“I’ve read stories from the record-

ing spools on Earth,” Jorgensen
said, “and I’m trying to prove you
don’t have to be big to be a hero.

I want to know what the taste of

glory is like to have in your mouth.”

Gar moved as if in protest, and
Brand’s eyes tightened in narrow
lines, but Varney went to Jorgen-

sen and they began working to-

gether coolly. With quick leaping

jerks of his long hands over his

body the small man was stripping

himself, sliding into the cool em-
brace of a metal-armored space suit,

then motioning to Varney to get at

the mechanism of the emergency
lock.
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Finally he stood at the edge of

the inner panel of the port, the face

plate of the suit opened for the en-

trance of death. He turned his eyes

once around the room, stopping his

glance on Brand and Gar. He
laughed a little, the sound echoing

hollowly from within his clumsy
suit.

He called over to them: “This
is a great thing I’m doing, isn’t it?”

Brand didn’t answer.

But Varney grinned. “Yes; you’ll

be a hero of the cause.”

“After I’m dead,” Jorgensen
agreed and laughed.

“After you’re dead.”

None of them heard what Jorgen-
sen said next, except Varney. Var-
ney wasn’t sure he heard it, either.

But he thought Jorgensen whis-
pered :

“I’m glad to do this thing. You
know, it’s only right I should be
doing it—I’m really a Bottom Level

Then Jorgensen took a big breath

and said quickly: “Never think it

wasn’t worth it, will you? All right,

I’m ready.”

Varney spun the dials feverishly,

his damp hands slipping on the

knobs of smooth metal.

Brand came out of his daze, ran
across the room, shouting in pro-

test: “Can’t let him do this! No,
stop ”

He was at the lock, pushed Var-
ney away. Gar following close be-

hind. Varney stood staring at both
of them, something sardonic in the

twist of his thin mouth.
“You’re a little bit late to stop

the party,” Varney said. “He just

passed out.”

V.

ABOVE THE SOUND of Var-
ney’s cold laughter, they heard the

swift puff and burst of outward

leaping air, as the outer lock panel

opened to Jorgensen’s body. And
after that—well, after that, no
sound got through from the void

into the control room.
“He had what you might call

—

insides,” Varney said heavily. “He
stepped right into it.”

Gar was staring at the small look-

out plate over the control board.

His hand jerked around in a queer

circling gesture. “Come here, Rafe.

You can see—what’s left of him.”

Brand came and stood beside Gar,

and they strained their eyes to-

gether. Closely watching, they both
saw it—the small armored body, still

spinning behind the ship, turning

over and over with the force of the

outrushing air not yet spent. Some
vagrant gleam of light, traveling

aimlessly from Moon or stars or

Sun, struck the metal suit, glittered

brightly for an instant, showed them
a vision of Jorgensen’s face, tucked

inside the helmet.

He had left the face plate open,

as they remembered. His eyes, big-

ger than they had been in life, as if

death had been astounding, were
shut, tightly closed by covering lids,

as if at the final instant he had been

unwilling to look out at the void

into which he was mercilessly

driven—but there was no fear frozen

into the calm lineaments of the fad-

ing face.

There was something scarlet

around his lips and eyes, like the

red fringe around a Spanish shawl

—blood it must have been, from
burst vessels and ruptured veins,

wrenched by the sudden removal of

air pressure normal to an Earth-

woven body; but still again there

was no great change, not as much
as Brand had believed there would
be. He seemed simply to writhe in

disturbed sleep.

The indifferent sliver of light,
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having been reflected from the lit-

tle armored body to the eyes of the

watchers, dwindled as Jorgensen
dwindled, until finally they both
vanished, leaving the steady lan-

terns in the sky which had always
been there—the unchanging stars.

Jorgensen, little Jorgensen of the

Bottom Levels of Earth, was buried
in the black shroud of space.

Brand spoke harshly, breath
pounding his throat: “The most
horrible death any man could have.
And we sent him to it

”

“You really think it is so horri-

ble?” Gar said quietly, still staring,

oddly fascinated. “I don’t agree.

He looked pretty peaceful.”

“I thought that, too,” Varney said.

“Oh, I don’t suppose it was so bad.”

Brand looked sharply at them
both and swung away. He passed
a hand across his face, rubbed his

eyes hard^ shook himself, and slid

down into the seat in front of the
control panel.

“Send the men aft,” Brand mut-
tered. “We’ve got to get moving
faster. Varney, how much air re-

serve have we? I mean the stored

oxygen we put aboard in emergency
supplies—for use in case the com-
pensator failed? The compensators
are gone now; you’d better get to

using that reserve.”

“Right,” Varney agreed and nod-
ded. “I think we’ve got enough to

carry us to Tycho—with one less

man. And if we can pull away from
the Controls ”

“I’m trying that last now,” Brand
said grimly, hands working at the

great board. He sent out an atten-

tion call to the aft-compressor room.
Margot, the chief technician, rum-

bled an answer.

“You giving us all you’ve got
back there?” Brand demanded.

Silence.

Then Margot said hesitantly: “I

might do a little better, chief, if we
cut down on lights and gravity in

the grids—and if you’re willing to

take the chance on blowing the fire

coils.”

“We’ll take that chance,” Brand
said. “Jorgensen took a bigger

one.”

Margot stiffened. “Yes, sir.”

For a little while after the other
had cut off, there was no change.
Then speed came into the dials

before Brand. Black needles trem-
bled on pressure gauges, shifted far

over toward the limit of the dial,

edging past the red tracery of the
danger point; the dark fingers of

the acceleration indicators began to

feel the purring flow of power,
climb upward.

STILL the fleet of the Controls
came on, kept creeping closer. Gar
and Varney watched the clustered

ships behind grow larger on the

televisor scree'n, take shape and
solid outline, strengthen into enti-

ties separate and distinct, in place

of blurred blobs of distant light.

Brand muttered softly, stabbed his

hands against the green handles of

the master switches in a sudden
frenzy.

Varney asked: “Still gaining?”

Brand answered in one clipped

breath: “Still gaining. Oh, if I

could have a little more power !”

Gar’s voice came: “We could cut

off this big screen you and I are

using, Varney, and keep track of

the Controls from Brand’s lookout
plate. Would that help?”

“Yes,” Varney muttered.
“Help?” Brand echoed. “It’ll help

plenty. Got any more ideas like

that, Gar?”
“One more, and then I’m afraid

I’m through.”

“Well, let’s hear the one you’ve
got.”
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“Right!” Gar said. “Cut off all

gravity from the grids. Under this

acceleration, we’ll scarcely miss it,

and the grids eat a little power,

don’t they?”
Brand nodded. * “Sure, they do.

While I’m connecting with Margot
to tell him that, Varney can block

out that screen. O. K.?”
“Yes,” Varney said.

He leaned forward, changed the
set-up of tubes and condensers,

snapped a switch, disconnected cir-

cuited wiring. The huge screen

dimmed, faded, grew dark. Gar
nodded, moved across the room to

Brand’s position, stood behind the

other, watching. Varney followed
silently. Standing side by side,

they were both suddenly very still.

Brand muttered : “Close !”

“But it’s not enough?” Varney
asked heavily.

Brand’s eyes flickered. “No. It’s

not enough.”
Gar spoke, not looking at Var-

ney : “How much more will it take
to put us over?”

“Don’t know exactly,” Brand said.

“But only a little more, and we’d
be clear—with the lead we’ve piled

up in three days.”

“Then they’ve stopped gaining?”
Gar asked eagerly.

Brand snarled at him without pa-

tience. “No! They’re still coming
up on us, but we’ve shaved down
the difference in speed. Their lead

ship is making three thousand even

;

and the Isis is sticking just above
twenty-eight hundred ”

“How much of a lead have we
got?” Varney demanded.
Brand hesitated an instant, glanc-

ing at dials, calculating fast.

“Around twenty-five thousand miles.

And we’re losing that.”

Decision came in his eyes. He
snapped the attention call again;

got the chief technician growling

at the other end of the connection.

Then he said : “You’ve taken out

all the stuff you were using for

gravity?"

“Yes, sir.”

“Then tone down on heat and air

circulation. And anything else you
can think of. We’ve got to have
every atom of power you can scrape

together. Understand that?”

“Yes, sir.”

“Break.”
Margot nodded stolidly, broke

communication.
Brand looked at the two standing

behind him. “Listen," he said.

“We’re in for a taste of cold for a

while—and some other things.

We’re none of us going to be very
comfortable, but we’ll do the best

we can. Get in those seats and strap

yourselves—tight.”

Varney obeyed in slow silence;

but Gar clung to the back of Brand’s

place in a tightened grip, waved the

other away.
“I’ll stick here a little longer,”

he said. “As long as I can hold out.

I might help, some way.”
Brand shrugged. “All right. But

watch yourself.”

GAR CAUGHT at that thought.

Help the ship, some way. If there

was only something he could do.

There was something he could do,

something he had to do. He had
known it for a long time. Might
as well admit it now, no use hiding

it from himself—he’d been afraid,

he had let Jorgensen
He loosened his hold on the

rounded edge of the control chair,

took careful steps across the room
to where Varney sat strapped in,

each movement lifting his thin body
high off the floor grids, to come
drifting down again in a slow float.

Queer sensation, that was. No grav-

ity in the grids, nothing to hold you
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back, pull you down; a feeling of

exultance went through you, walk-
ing like this—smooth power flowed

through your muscles, you glided
with light easiness.

He touched Varney on the shoul-
der.

Varney said, not moving his

mouth: “What are you trying to

do?”
“Don’t you know?” Gar said, star-

ing straight into his face.

Varney dropped his eyes. “No.”
“It’s just my job,” Gar said sim-

ply. “I tried to shift it off on Jor-

gensen’s shoulders, but I didn’t get

by. I’m glad I’ve got the chance to

make up for that in the only way
I can.”

“Sit down here,” Varney said, not
answering him. “I’ll strap you to

this seat next to me.”
“You’re listening,” Gar said, “and

I know it. I let Jorgensen go, be-

cause I was afraid. And because I

didn’t believe in this thing as much
as he did. I thought what Brand
thought and you thought—for cen-

turies some men have been trying

to do something for the bottom of

the pyramid. None of them, so far,

have succeeded very greatly. And
I thought it wasn’t worth dying for.

But it was Little Jorgensen
showed me that it was.”

Varney said: “Maybe you’re

right. But what can you do, now?
He’s gone. He dropped out, and it

didn’t do us any good. What are

you going to do now?”
“I’m using power,” Gar said

softly. “Every time I breathe, I use

a little power, I’m holding the ship

back a little. I haven’t got weight,

with the gravity gone, but I’ve got

mass. I’m a drag pulling the ship

down. So I’m going to stop breath-

ing. I’m going to leave the ship.”

“You’re out of your head,” Var-

ney said. “Jorgensen went that

way ; one is enough. We’ll get clear

without any more of that.”

Gar stood there, swaying a little

on his uncertain feet. “No use lying,

Varney. We both know the truth.

You were thinking of dropping off

yourself.”

The other’s eyes changed. “No.
I wasn’t. That’s what bites into me.
I wouldn’t have the nerve. I’m
scared.”

“So am I,” Gar said softly. “But
you’ll help me, won’t you?”
A curtain of silence stretched be-

tween them. Brand was muttering
again at the controls, his voice dis-

jointed and incoherent, a heavy
murmur creeping out across the

room. Gar waited.
Varney made a harsh sound in his

throat and looked once at Brand’s
curved back. Then he nodded and
began to fumble with numb fingers

at the straps binding him in.

“If you want to go,” Varney mut-
tered. “I guess I can’t stop you.”

HE JERKED upward out of his

seat, rose high, touched the room’s
ceiling with his shoulders, dropped
at a long sloping angle to the floor.

Brand heard the thud of that light

fall and swiftly turned.

“What’re you two doing?” Brand
asked.

His glance shifted to the space
suit, sprawling in ungainly awk-
wardness on the floor near the E
lock. Then he knew.
Gar stood silent a while. Then

he said: “I’m doing what I should
have done, before Jorgensen
dropped out. He gave me back my
nerve. It’s my job. He tried, but
he couldn’t do it for me. Maybe
what I’m going to do will give the

chance to you and Varney to get

through. You’ve got the ship to

work clear, and the two of you can
do it. That’s your job.”
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Brand didn’t speak for a long

space. He sat still, meeting Gar’s

steady eyes, listening to the other’s

words. Then he moved. “Varney,”

he said. “Take over here. I’ll han-

dle Gar. If anybody else goes ”

“It won’t be you,” Gar said flatly.

Varney stood hesitant.

Brand roared: “You got what I

said ! Take over.”

Varney took over.

Brand glanced at him once, and

stood beside Gar. “I’m not letting

you do this,” he said quietly. “Un-
derstand that?”

Gar took a slow shuffling step

toward the E lock. Bending down,
he lifted the heavy metal-fabric suit

with both hands, held it out.

“Hold the suit while I strip,” Gar
said. He grinned. “Funny—I’m

going out the same way I came in,

wearing skin over bones.”

Brand’s legs shook. He turned his

head, hands still at his sides. “Gar,

you’ve got nerve.”

“Nerve?” the other muttered.

“Maybe. Maybe I have. Hold this

suit.”

“All right!” Brand said, the trem-

bling burned out of his voice-

He stood the suit up on the stiff

metal legs, then held it with steady
fingers, even helped the other slide

slowly down into its metal embrace.
There came to him the power to fit

the helmet close in the neck groove,

lock mesh slips fast, give Gar one
last steady look through the open
face plate.

“All set?” he asked.

“All set!” Gar said.

Brand found it possible to be
proud. His fingers plunged at the

mechanism of the inner lock. The
smooth panel moved back, merged
into a narrow opening. Opening
into space Gar came close,

brushed across Brand’s body, felt

the other touch against him, and
stood head down inside the lock.

The trembling shook Brand’s legs

again for a long instant. He stum-
bled, swayed against the closing

switch, flung it over in a quick con-

vulsive jerk. The inside panel

snapped shut.

“Now,” he muttered softly.

His fingers flashed up again, spun
the gimbaled control that released

the outer plate, sent air and man
spinning in headlong flight from

the lock. He heard the gushing

whine of gas expanding into free

space, caught the scrape of a metal

body against the ship’s side. He
straightened, eyes dim. Gar was

gone.

VI.

BRAND went across slowly to

where Varney worked with feverish

fingers, body crouched, face bent

over the lighted mechanism of the

power board, head twisted away.

He touched Varney. Varney looked

up, eyes squeezed in painful pin

points.

“He dropped out?”

“Yes,” Brand said. “All through

—all through!”

Varney hesitated, respecting the

meaning of his sudden silence.

Brand remained staring at the vision

plate inset above the controls, his

eyes fixed on a glinting point of

light—light reflected brightly for a

time from the spinning metal body
drifting back through the space be-

hind the ship. Brand shook him-

self, rubbed a harsh hand across his

face. He looked at his fingers in

the dim light. Moisture there.

Shouldn’t be. Sweat. No. Not
sweat—but his face was for some
reason a little damp.

He glanced up again, and saw the

clustered glow that held the cen-

ter of the visa plate. The antago-
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nism within him was intensified into

flame; he felt a terrible hate for the

ships behind.

“Varney, how much lead—now?”
Varney calculated swiftly, fingers

flying. “Twenty thousand.”
Brand caught his breath. “Twenty

thousand! Speed?”
Varney stared, his eyes frozen on

the steady dials of the banked board
before him. Then he swung around,

exultance throbbing in swift words

:

“Speed approaching three thou-

sand !”

Brand cried out hoarsely: “Then
soon they’ll stop gaining ! And
we’ve a lead of twenty thousand !”

He sucked wind into his lungs.

“Say, we’re pulling clear!”

“It looks like it,” Varney said,

grinning. Then his smile was wiped
off his face.

Brand looked at him. They both

held the same thought and knew it.

Brand asked, softly: “Varney,

when did we cross twenty-nine hun-
dred?”

Varney’s glance shifted.

“Tell me,” Brand said in a fierce

voice. “You’ve got to tell me. And
don’t try to lie.”

Varney knew what the other

meant. He said: “Just before Gar
went out.”

“Before!” Brand groaned.

He stiffened and stood up
straighter, hands gripping the edge
of the control seat. “Before Gar
went out Then what he did

wasn’t necessary. We could have

gone through without having him

—

you’ve checked on that?”

Varney steadily faced him. “I’ve

got it down here, tabulated. But
you’ve forgotten something. Twen-
ty-nine hundred wouldn’t be

enough. We needed three thousand.

And we’ve got it. Gar put us over.

We’ll cut across just in front of

that meteorite cluster, holding three

thousand even, and the patrol ships

will hit the thick of it. When that

happens, they’ve lost us, and they’ll

know it. They’ll turn back.”

Brand nodded dimly, as if no more
than half comprehending. He
moved his head, then his eyes took

on a bitter keenness again. “All

right; I’ll take over. Are we close

enough to start calling 17, Tycho?”
Varney nodded. “Think so. You

mean, then—we’re going to keep on
fighting?”

Brand said: “Why ask a damn
fool question like that? Didn’t

—

wasn’t that what Gar wanted?”
Life was in Varney’s face again,

a spark lighted his bleak eyes.

“Yes. Gar—and Jorgensen.”

“And Jorgensen,” Brand said

softly.

He was watching the glimmering
square of the televiser reception

plate. It was beginning to pulse

and flicker, as if jerking to the im-

pact of a tight short-wave beam,

reaching out across blank space to

the speeding ship.

Brand expelled a sudden swift cry

of triumph. He moved his fingers

in a rapid, intricate tracery. The
screen shifted, gave a short vision

of the looming face of the giant

Moon, showed a stabbing flash of

light leap up and die in a lunar cra-

ter, faded and come again. Then
the beam plunged deeper through
infinity, changed to detail, caught

the outline of a bleak sending trans-

mission room, with a tall man work-

ing at the controls of a high-power
televiser. The man nodded and
grinned, feeling the contact, and
gave a swift salute.

“Crater 17, calling the Isis!”

“Contact made!” Brand cried.

“Contact made!”

VARNEY made a strangled sound
of joy, gripped Brand hard. Brand
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half turned, then swung back, built

up closer connection with the dis-

tant sender.

The snap faded from the captain’s

voice; abruptly he looked over his

shoulder at Varney, muttered:
“Take over again.”

Varney nodded, helped Brand up
from the narrow seat, then buckled
himself in, and sent a call to the

machine room for gravity to be
poured again into the grids. Mar-
got stolidly took the order and
agreed.

Varney, on impulse, swung the

tight beam away from the crater

near Tycho, sent it back along the

ship’s arc to the dimming blur of

confused light that was the Con-
trols’ fleet; dark objects, great jag-

ged groups of iron and stone, swept
in between the Isis and the pursu-

ing fleet, blotted out the savage

ships. Varney’s lip curled in a vin-

dictive grin at sight of the sudden
scurry of movement in the patrol.

“I hope they break their damned
necks!” he muttered. Then jerked

at the dials before him, fingered out

again for contact with the crater

transmitter Got it!

“Crater 17, calling the Isis! Why
don’t you answer? Why don’t you
answer? Contact broken.”

“Contact made,” Varney said,

grinning. “Got you the first time.”

“Is this the Isis again?”

“Right!”
The other flashed : “Did you have

trouble coming over?”

Varney’s lips laced. “Yes. Bad
trouble. Everything wrong on
Earth. Gagin sold out.”

The answer came: “We know.

Controls have had patrol ships

sweeping Tycho for three days

back. But we didn’t get the whole
set-up here. We are waiting for

orders.”

Varney swung. “Brand, you heard

that? What’ll I give them?”
Brand was looking back through

spumed space, eyes straining for a

last glimpse of a spinning metal

body. He straightened, came over.

“Brand talking. Give you plenty

of orders when we berth there.

Have the A slip-cradle ready, and

we’ll use it shortly. I’m bringing

the Isis straight in.”

The distant operator nodded.

“Right, chief! We’ll be ready.”

“And we’re coming,” Brand said

harshly. “Break !”

The connection faded. Varney
sat staring, face blank, fingers re-

laxed and* numb, touching the cool

metal of the huge directing panel.

He glanced away, followed

Brand’s eyes out through space

:

“They’ve beaten us.”

“This time,” Brand said savagely.

“But we’re going to fight again.”

Far behind them indifferent splin-

ters of light struck for an instant

on the shapeless blob of a metal-

fabric space suit—and went on to

blaze in blurred brightness against

the sides of shining ships, the patrol

fleet, turning back toward Earth.



THE EMPEROR’S

I
N THE PRIVATE hospital

room of his palace at Veerdor,

Emperor Georges Delrex VI of

Lungradd lay dying. The populace

of the capital city approached the

royal residence with bated breaths

and looked with concern toward the

heavily curtained windows 'bf their

beloved emperor’s room.

There was not a man, nor a woman
for that matter, in the far reaches

of the vast empire of Lungradd who
would not have gladly laid down his

or her life if their monarch could

only be spared them.

For under the emperor the lot of

the masses had been indeed happy.

Amazing advancements in the arts

and sciences had brought blessings

instead of misery to the average man
and woman. There was justice in

the empire; the lowliest had equal

rights with the highest
;
poverty was

a thing relegated to history books
along with the tortures of medieval

days and the twentieth-century ex-

periments in democracy that had
brought with them a flood of rack-

eteering and ill-smelling politics.

But all this was a thing of the past;

HEART
by Henry J. Kostkos

In which science probes

the realm of the dead—
to bring life back to a

beloved ruler.

their emperor had seen to that.

Now he was dying.

Dr. Emanuel Krofft entered the

room where the Empress Maureen
sat with sorrowful face. The prime
minister, Durval Aanstong, who
paced up and down in front of her,

was sorely vexed. There was no
heir to the throne in the event of

his majesty’s losing in the crucial

struggle against the ravages of heart

disease. Then there would be chaos

He did not want to think

about the consequences— there

would be headaches enough when
the time came.

“Well, doctor?” He looked up
petulantly at the gray-haired man
who bowed low to the empress. “Is

there any improvement?”
Dr. Krofft looked reluctantly into

the eyes of the Empress Maureen
and shook his head in silence. His
heart was too full for words. A
teardrop coursed slowly down the

cheek of the stately woman, but she

lifted her head and looked up
bravely at the sympathetic physi-

cian.

“We must take drastic measures,
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Dr. Krofft. At a time like this noth-

ing must be left undone. I—am
sure you have done everything

within your power, but could there

possibly be anything you have not

tried?”

“I have about decided, your
majesty, that we must risk the final

chance,” the doctor said bravely.

“What can that be?” Prime Minis-

ter Aanstong asked hopefully.

“The artificial heart of Dr. Paul
Durgget of the University of Pol-

gar. I have asked the doctor to

come here, and he has examined his

majesty. But before he ”

“An artificial heart?” Aanstong
broke in angrily. “What kind of

talk is that from an eminent physi-

cian? Don’t bother to explain, I

know what I am saying. Why, the

idea has been ridiculed by the fore-

most doctors and scientists the

world over. The idea of perpetrat-

ing the product of a lunatic’s mad
dream on our beloved emperor.”

Aanstong finished indignantly and
continued his agitated pacing up
and down the room.
The Empress Maureen rose from

her chair and walked over to Dr.

Krofft. “Don’t mind Monsieur Aan-
stong, he is overwrought by the

cares of the state. Tell me about
this artificial heart,” she encouraged
softly.

Dr. Krofft looked apprehensively

at the prime minister, and receiving

a reassuring nod from the empress
he launched into an explanation:

“What I was about to say was that

before Dr. Durgget would under-

take to make the experiment on his

majesty- he wants it distinctly un-

derstood that he is doing it as a last

resort. You see, this artificial heart

of his is a fearfully delicate thing.

It is still in the laboratory stage and
the doctor has not been able to test

it thoroughly. But he believes in it

absolutely, and from what I have
seen of both the man and his revo-

lutionary apparatus, I would recom-
mend that he be permitted to pro-

ceed.”

Krofft took a deep breath and con-

tinued : “The Durgget artificial

heart, your majesty, is just what the

name implies. It is a complex ap-

paratus that takes the place of the

human organ. Not only does it

pump the blood through the system
at a predetermined rate, but it has

the most sensitive control ever de-

vised by man; a control system that

is an effective substitute for the

thousands of nerve fibers that bring

their messages to the attention of

the heart whenever more or less

blood is needed for any organ of the

body. This is really the most essen-

tial part of the entire apparatus, for

without it there would be no way of

determining what the needs of the

body were to govern the rate and
force of the heart.

“I am told that in order to con-

nect the device, the human heart

must be excised and tubes run from
the veins and arteries to the artifi-

cial organ. It is a delicate opera-

tion, your majesty, but our only

hope. As you know, we thought that

the emperor’s heart would serve him
for many a long year yet, but with
the ravages of malignant endocar-

ditis the valves are so badly ulcer-

ated that—that he has no chance of

recovery.”

Dr. Krofft looked appealingly at

the Empress Maureen. The woman
sat for a long five minutes with her

head resting in her hands, her el-

bows on the gleaming metal table.

At last she raised her head and
nodded.
“Go ahead, doctor. I want the

operation performed at once, and

—

I know that you will do your best

for the sake of our subjects and

—
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He watched the screen breathlessly—for on it was
mirrored every movement of heart and instrument.
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for my sake. But do not be afraid

if—you should fail
”

She rose heavily from the chair

and without daring to glance either

at the frowning prime minister or

the sympathetic doctor, she walked
slowly through the cloth-of-silver

portieres toward her chamber.

IN THE surgical room of the pal-

ace two elderly men worked fever-

ishly under the mellow glow of the

penetrating Dormium lights. A
complicated arrangement of glass,

metal, rubber, dials, and switches

mounted upon a large tea-wagon

vehicle occupied their attention.

Dr. Krofft glanced up for a mo-
ment to speak to the tall, angular

man alongside of him. His eyes

riveted themselves upon a forehead

so massive that Lungraddians who
saw it for the first time stared in

unconcealed amazement. A tuft of

soft downy hair, snow-white, en-

circled the base of his skull like a

crown of full-blown cotton plants.

With long sinewy surgeon’s fingers

he adjusted the delicate control re-

lay that was the master mechanism
of the artificial heart.

“You say, Dr. Durgget, that you
will be ready in time?” Krofft in-

quired anxiously, looking for the

hundredth time at the crystal

chronometer that was suspended
from the ceiling.

In tones astonishingly mellow and
low for one whose appearance was
so harshly forbidding, the distin-

guished scientist and surgeon an-

swered assuringly: “My instru-

ments indicate that the Emperor
Delrex’s human heart will serve him
ninety minutes longer. But he will

not be required to use it for that

period ; in less than an hour his life-

blood will be pumped through his

system by means of this apparatus.

In fifteen minutes you may have

the patient brought in to me here.”

He turned again to the exacting

task of preparing the intricate ap-

paratus for its crucial test. The
nerves of Dr. Durgget were of steel

;

not by any outward sign did he be-

tray the slightest doubt as to the

outcome of the most delicate sur-

gical operation ever to be performed
in the history of mankind, even

though he had for his first patient

the wisest and most beloved ruler

whose life would be a priceless gift

to his two hundred million subjects,

and whose death might even plunge

the entire world into chaos.

The pomp and splendor that

usually characterizes all the move-
ments of royalty, even in the ad-

vanced State of Lungradd, was miss-

ing when two nurses wheeled the

old monarch into the operating

room on an electrically warmed
stretcher. Dr. Krofft bent solici-

tously over his emperor, but Georges
Delrex VI was beyond the power of

recognizing even those closest to

him. He had lapsed into the coma
that precedes death. Dr. Krofft’s

concern was far from being un-

founded; his patient’s life hung by
the thinnest of gossamer threads,

which were likely to burst asunder

at any moment.

When the emperor had been care-

fully placed upon the operating

table, Dr. Krofft turned to Dr.

Durgget and shook his head hope-

lessly.

“I’m afraid that in his weakened
condition he will never survive such

a serious operation.”

“Not if we performed it in ac-

cordance with the usual technique,

but with the use of this vita-ray,

which takes the place of the stand-

ard anaesthetics and at the same time

stimulates the vitality of the patient

to an unbelievable extent, there is

AST-6
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absolutely no danger from the

operation itself
”

“The vita-ray?” Krofft broke in.

“Is that also one of your remarkable

developments, doctor?”

A flicker of amusement gleamed
for an instant in the calm blue eyes

of the scientist. “I don’t know that

I would care to classify it as

strongly as that, but it was a devil-

ishly bothersome development. It

required exactly four years of my
life to perfect.”

While he talked he adjusted the

reflector of a device that resembled

a sun lamp above the skull of the

emperor and snapped some switches

on the control board. Immediately
a diffused glow of purple lumi-

nescence was emitted from the bulb

in the reflector, to light up the face

of the man on the operating table

and to transform it into a ghastly

apparition. But even as Dr. Krofft

watched, the baggy wrinkles of the

emperor’s face were ironed out as if

they had suddenly been filled with
firm young muscles, the eyes that

had almost sunk from sight within

leathery sockets came to the sur-

face and reflected the rejuvenated

strength of the man, like mirrors of

fine silver flashing back the energy
of the sun. The entire frame of the

emperor relaxed and his breathing

became deeper and more regular, as

if he had fallen into a comfortable

sleep.

Dr. Durgget nodded to the em-
peror’s physician. “You may begin
the incisions, one here below the

sternum, the breast bone.” With a

practiced hand he marked a line on
the patient’s bared chest. “And an-

other here on the pectoral muscle
between the second and third ribs.

Then we will connect his blood ves-

sels and nerve fibers to the appara-

tus before excising the heart.”

And as if anticipating Dr. Krofft’s

AST—
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perplexity, he explained: “No; it is

not necessary to cut the ribs and
employ the standard chest-operation

technique to gain access to the

heart. This method, as you will see,

is quite effective.”

A nurse wiped away a thin ribbon

of scarlet that followed the first deft

stroke of the scalpel down the body
of the patient. Krofft had been

fearful lest the emperor should feel

the pain of the incision, as the man
seemed anything but fully anaesthe-

tized. But the purple ray served its

purpose well
;
there was not a twitch

of a single nerve fiber as the cut

deepened under the skillful manipu-
lation of the surgeon.

DR. DURGGET wheeled his ap-

paratus alongside of the operating

table. From a semicircular chamber
of highly polished metal, innumer-

able tubes and wires terminated in

an antiseptic bath. These were the

artificial blood vessels and the

nerve fibers that were to be con-

nected to the living ones in the em-
peror’s system at the point where
his own were to be severed from the

dying heart.

“Now, doctor, if you don’t mind.
I’ll hook up his new carbureter.”

Dr. Durgget smilingly took over

the patient.

“Now we’ll just move this trans-

versoscope above his chest so that

we can see what we are doing. The
device will enable us to see clearly

the heart with its connecting fibers

and blood vessels.”

The reflector of the instrument

resembled a ground-glass slate, but

when it was energized and en-

veloped in a misty yellow light,

there was a gasp of astonishment
from the nurses and even from Dr.

Krofft, who had tried unsuccessfully

to assume a stoical expression, tell-

ing himself that nothing he was to
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see would in the slightest effect his

composure. But, by the beard of

Hippocrates, was there no limit to

the marvels that this man Durgget
was to produce before his eyes?

There, framed in the slate was
the heart of the Emperor Georges
Delrex VI. And that organ could

be seen magnified in its natural

colors, beating feebly, the veins and
arteries pulsating rhythmically in

unison with it. Unlike the ancient

X rays that showed only a silhou-

ette of a denser organ or object, or

even the revolutionary TY-scope
which had come as a boon to twenty-
second-century surgery—Dr. Durg-
get’s transversoscope was as far in

advance of these crude devices as

the Re lamp was over the inefficient

incandescent bulbs of two hundred
years before.

“We will connect the artificial

heart to the emperor’s system and
start its operation before the pa-

tient’s natural organ can be re-

moved,” the Polgar University medi-
cal scientist was explaining in his

pleasantly low voice, “and to do that

it is necessary to tap every one of

the blood vessels and nerves that

leave the heart. Yes; that is the

most ticklish part of the entire task.

But here’s how we’ll do it.”

He selected a slender instrument

of polished metal that served as a

remote controlled arm and fingers

with which to perform the delicate

task of tapping and sewing the

blood vessels and the fine fibers near

the heart. With a bold stroke he in-

serted the tip of the instrument
through the incision made between
the ribs and brought the minute
scissors into contact with a pul-

monary artery. One of the tubes

leading from the artificial heart was
inserted and skillfully manipulated
into position, then securely fastened

so as to be absolutely air-tight.

“Now comes the real task,” Durg-
get muttered half aloud. “A little

more of the vita-ray, he is getting

weaker—losing ground faster than

I had expected—there—that’s done.”

He breathed a sigh of relief.

His fascinated assistants looked
into the transversoscope and saw the

sharp points of the scissors slit the

artery neatly, and then the tube was
forced down upon the blood vessel

in such a manner as to seal it again

until the surgeon was ready to cut

over to the artificial organ.

As Dr. Krofft watched with grow-
ing interest, he saw the great sur-

geon skillfully cut into one artery

and vein after another and fasten

the rubber tubes into place. Even
though the controlled atmosphere in

the operating room was comfortable,

great beads of perspiration streaked

down Dr. Durgget’s face. The work
was excruciatingly exhausting. Dr.

Krofft felt absolutely helpless. If

he could only do something to re-

lieve his colleague

He looked sharply into the face of

the unconscious monarch. Were his

eyes dropping back into their

sockets? Were the baggy wrinkles

forming and the flesh sinking away
again? His respiration rate as

shown on the indicator had fallen

to an alarmingly low point. Dr.

Krofft gave an involuntary groan

and glanced at the scientist. Then
his face blanched.

DURGGET was no longer the

calm, methodical genius with abso-

lute confidence in himself. He had
been transformed into a creature of

nerves with arms and hands that

flew with incredible swiftness, like

bombarding atoms from one piece of

apparatus to another, motivated by
a race against the enemy—death

!

Now he sped from one nerve fiber

to another. Tapping, tying, sever-
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ing the nonessential ones. Incred-

ible, how the man could unravel
this maze of fine fibers and unfail-

ingly connect each to its proper out-

side cord.

The indicators on the respirom-
eter and the pulsometer suddenly
dropped below the red safety-limit

mark on the dial. Dr. Durgget bit

his lower lip and twirled the knob
of the vita-ray control over hard.

The purple light surged into a mad
nightmare of violent color, so pene-
trating that the doctors and nurses
shut their eyes to blot out those ter-

rible vibrations.

“The only chance—use the su-

preme stimulant—it will keep his

body alive while his heart dies.”

In spasmodic jerks Dr. Durgget,
wild-eyed with dread that his ex-

periment would fail, unconsciously
voiced his actions to his terror-

stricken assistants.

The pulse and respiration had
stopped entirely, but only for an in-

stant. At the snap of a switch the

motor of the artificial heart whined
into motion. The gauges and meters
on the apparatus began to register,

and even as the surgeon severed the

now useless blood vessels and nerve

fibers at the heart of the emperor,

the new pump began to function and
shoot the life fluid through the sys-

tem of the man who, according to

all laws, was already dead. The in-

dicators of the respirometer and
pulsometer trembled, and then

slowly but unfailingly mounted to-

ward the vertical until they rested

on the blue normal line. The dead

had been resurrected, and, for the

first time on earth, a man continued

to live without his heart.

There were audible sighs of re-

lief. The two nurses laughed hys-

terically; Dr. Krofft forgot himself

long enough to attempt to light a

cigar ; Dr. Durgget fell into a chair.

“You may finish the operation,

doctor,” the scientist called to the

emperor’s physician in a far-away

voice. “Remove the heart and seal

the incisions. I’ll be all right in a

minute—just exhausted. Devilish

strain on the nerves—especially my
first attempt, but I am so happy.”

Dr. Krofft speedily completed the

operation and reverently placed the

great heart of his emperor into a

jar. Then when the incisions had
been properly bandaged he shut off

the vita-ray at a signal from the

medical scientist.

“It will be some minutes yet be-

fore he regains consciousness,”

Durgget said. “Meanwhile I will re-

examine his system to make sure

that everything is normal.”

He was apparently well satisfied

with the results of his work until

he once again examined the connec-

tions within the emperor’s chest

through the transversoscope. For a

long time he bent over the magnify-
ing viewing panel and checked and
rechecked the nerve fibers, as if try-

ing to convince himself that he

could not have been mistaken.

Krofft looked at him anxiously,

sensing the man’s agitation. “Is

there something wrong, doctor?” he

asked.

“I hope not. Just now there

seems to be a very important nerve

fiber missing and another one

crossed, but it’s rather hard to tell

exactly since the new connections

have been established. However, we
shall have to watch him carefully

for the next few days.”

FROM the royal palace a bul-

letin was dispatched to the entire

nation: “Operation successful. His
Imperial Majesty Georges Delrex

VI lives!” A national holiday of re-

joicing was declared throughout
Lungradd; the streets of the cities
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were thronged with joyful crowds,

strangers shook hands with one an-

other, patriotic meetings were held,

school children offered prayers of

thanksgiving.

The Empress Maureen and Prime
Minister Aanstong entered the em-
peror’s room reverently. They saw
with their own eyes the miracle that

had been wrought—although the

weird-looking machine on wheels
with its myriad tubes that were lost

mysteriously in the chest of the em-
peror filled them with awe. They
remained only a moment, tears of

gratitude in their eyes.

They met Dr. Krofft outside of

the emperor’s chamber.
The Empress Maureen grasped

his hand warmly. “He looks splen-

did,” she enthused, “I do not know
how to acknowledge our indebted-

ness to Dr. Durgget, and to you, my
dear Emanuel. The improvement is

unbelievable. Why, Georges ac-

tually appears years younger,” her

eyes took on a far-away look and
filled with the mist of reminiscences,

“almost like the time I first met him.

He was Prince Georges then, a tall,

magnificent figure. Oh, I am so

happy!”
Even Dr. Krofft was amazed by

the revitalized energy that his em-
peror displayed. In three days the

incision had healed entirely, a

thing heretofore unheard-of. And
the man himself arose from his bed
and walked around within the nar-

row limits permitted by the tubes

and wires connecting him to his life-

sustaining artificial heart. All signs

of the monarch’s age were gradually

disappearing ;
his skin became

smooth in texture and glowed with
the pink of youth; his eyes flashed

with the fire that so distinguished

him in his early parliamentary days;

and his walk had the elasticity of an
eager boy.

But it was this very improvement,
this metamorphosis, that gave Dr.

Krofft genuine concern. He dis-

cussed it with Dr. Durgget over the

radio-visionphone.

“I’ll fly right down to see him,,”

the scientist promised. “Perhapte

those nerve fibers are the cause of

it
”

Dr. Durgget tried to maintain his

professional air of nonchalance

when he saw the Emperor Delrex,

but an involuntary gasp of astonish-

ment betrayed him.

“Why, your majesty, I would
never have known you! You have

changed completely.”

“Yes, doctor; I owe everything to

you. If it were not for these shackles

here,” he indicated with a wry face

the confining tubes and wires, “I

would join the expedition from
your university that is flying to

Mars next week. But I can hardly

convince myself that I am really

alive; it is more like a pleasant

dream, and I am afraid that at some
moment I shall awaken.”
While the emperor was chatting

with boyish eagerness, the scientist

assembled the apparatus he had
brought with him from the univer-

sity. He now attached registering

devices to the man’s arm, chest, and
forehead, and took readings, then
made some lightning calculations in

his notebook. Dr. Krofft, watching
him closely, saw the telltale signs

of anxiety creep into the eyes of the

scientist. Yes; there was undoubt-
edly real reason for worry. But
what, he wondered?

IT WAS not until they were
seated in the privacy of Krofft’s of-

fice that Dr. Durgget spoke.

“How old did you say his majesty
was?” he inquired suddenly.

“Just past fifty-six.”

“Dr. Krofft,” the scientist’s voice
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was low and deadly earnest, “you
are no doubt aware that I was using
the Roojan age-determining appara-
tus on the emperor.” And as the
other nodded, he continued: “I can
hardly believe it myself, but at the

present time his majesty is seven
years younger than he was before
the operation; his physical age is

forty-nine.”

Krofft started violently. “But the

process, Dr. Durgget, is it continu-
ing? Can it be stopped?” His
voice trembled.

The scientist consulted his fig-

ures. “He is growing younger at

the rate of one year every twenty-
seven hours. If it continues, he will

be back to infancy in two months. I

must confess that I had feared some
complications would arise upon dis-

covering that in my great hurry I

had reversed several of his nerve
fibers and probably left unconnected
some very important ones.

“But just think, Krofft, if we can
adequately control this rejuvenation
process, we have in our possession
the priceless secret that generations

of men have been seeking—the

fountain of youth.”

The scientist’s enthusiasm for this

unexpected revelation had carried

him away on a fascinating line of

thought.

“That is well enough, doctor, but

how about the emperor? His con-

dition is serious.”

“Oh, yes!” Durgget was jerked

back to the realities of the present

situation. “I’ll attempt to rectify

his neurotomic condition by inter-

changing several of the conductors

at the artificial heart. Come; we
will do it now.”

Dr. Durgget studied the nerve

connections terminating at the ma-
chine for a long time. It would be

extremely dangerous to disturb in-

discriminately the delicate sensory

fibers without considering every

possible effect. While he worked,

he kept a close watch on the em-
peror, constantly noting the read-

ings of the dials and gauges con-

nected to his system.

“I believe this will do the trick,

doctor,” he announced at last, yet

with little conviction in his voice.

A MONTH went by, and at the

end of that time the Roojan age-

determinator revealed that the Em-
peror Delrex was now only a youth

of twenty-two. But his reaction

from the rejuvenation process was
violent; he fell into a deep restless

sleep. The Empress Maureen and
the prime minister, the only two
people who shared the secret with

the scientist and the doctor, were

thoroughly alarmed.

“But, my dear empress,” Prime
Minister Aanstong wrung his hands

in anguish, “I forewarned you that

nothing good would come out of

that crack-brained idiotic, yes, mur-

derous experiment. I wish that you
would waive the code against capi-

tal punishment and let me send this

dangerous fanatic to the lethal

chamber.”

The empress looked up with tear-

reddened eyes. In spite of her grief

over the cursed paradox of a re-

juvenation that was finally to result

in the death of her beloved consort,

her mind was rational. “Would that

save the life of Georges?” she asked

simply.

For twenty-five long dreary days

the two doctors watched over their

patient constantly. Their vigil was
shared by the empress who would
not leave her husband’s bedside even

at mealtimes. And as she watched
with eyes dulled with horror this

drama of a devilish quirk of biology,

she saw the youth transformed into

the boy, the boy into an infant, as
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the process continued relentlessly,

unchanged by all the efforts of the

scientist and the doctor. All

through this accelerated-rejuvena-

tion process the emperor had been
only semiconscious; he was hardly

aware of the change within his body,
although he talked from time to

time in the idioms of his years.

On the twenty-fifth day as the

tiny infant, no larger than a new-
born babe, began to curl up into the

position assumed by the unborn em-
bryo, the Empress Maureen sud-

denly collapsed from the strain.

She had lost all desire to live, made
no effort to pull herself up out of

the slough of despondency into

which she had allowed herself to

sink. In spite of everything that

Durgget and Krofft could do, she

lost ground rapidly and died two
days later.

Prime Minister Aanstong com-
pletely lost his head. Like a maniac
he shouted: “Murderers! It was
not enough to torture his majesty
slowly, but now you have killed the

empress. I will not be restrained

any longer! I am now the nominal
ruler of Lungradd—you will be

thrown into the lethal chamber at

once! The guard! The guard ”

His screams were effectively

silenced by the merciful thrust of a

hypodermic needle manipulated by
Dr. Krofft.

“Now, we have another patient on
our hands,” he said ruefully. “But
Lungradd must never know at this

critical moment what has happened.

It would be the end of everything.”

THE EMBRYO had been placed

in an incubator. The tubes and arti-

ficial nerve fibers had been gradually

decreased in diameter in conform-

ity with the contraction of the

heart, and the pumping apparatus

was likewise adjusted periodically

to the lessened demands of the em-
peror’s body. Now it became a prob-

lem to keep the heart in step with
the embryo, that tiny ball which
shrank to an almost invisible size

before their eyes.

“It is no use; we can’t keep the

embryo alive from an external

source any longer. The heart and
neural system are too rudimentary

to permit me to supply them
through this highly complicated ap-

paratus designed for an adult.”

Dr. Durgget gave up all hope. He
disconnected the remaining tubes

and fibers and wheeled the artificial

heart away from the incubator.

“When he—when the embryo dies

I shall be compelled to make an an-

nouncement,” Dr. Krofft declared

miserably.

“I am so sorry to have been re-

sponsible for all this complication.”

The scientist sat with his massive

forehead supported by his cupped
hands. “If I had not meddled in the

first place it might have been better

” He broke off abruptly as he

glanced into the incubator. He
pointed to the tiny embryo.

“Look, even without a heart, the

cell continues to live! Or am I

mad?” he almost shouted with ex-

citement.

The other man’s mouth opened

with astonishment as he flattened

his nose against the glass of the in-

cubator. Through the microscope

he could see the tiny embryo pul-

sating with life.

“Do you know, Dr. Durgget, I be-

lieve that a new heart has devel-

oped. Of course that is only a

hypothesis, but how else can you
explain such an unbelievable

thing?”

The scientist pondered deeply,

then in awed tones he concurred

with Krofft’s observation: “That

—
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is the only answer. I wonder what
will happen next?”
For several weeks nothing note-

worthy happened, except that the

embryo began to develop at a

natural rate as it would under pre-

natal conditions. Nourishment was
provided by means of the Ziggler

process. When there was no fur-

ther doubt that the embryo would
live and grow into a healthy and
normal human being, Prime Minis-

ter Aanstong was overjoyed. His
fierce vindictiveness subsided, and
in a complete reversal of his former
unreasonable outbursts he now em-
phatically declared that Dr. Durg-
get was the benefactor of Lun-
gradd.

“May a scientist give counsel to a

great statesman, your highness?”
Dr. Durgget gravely asked the

prime minister when the three men
were closeted in Dr. Krofft’s office.

Aanstong felt flattered. “Of
course, doctor, I am always glad to

listen to sage advice. What can it

be?”
Durgget took a deep breath. This

was going to be no easy task—one
shock coming on top of another as

it had in these past dismal days.

“You haven’t announced the death

of the empress yet, I don’t sup-

pose?” he asked.

“Why, no, I did not dare, if
”

“And the final condition of his

imperial majesty was not made pub-
lic, either?”

“No.”
“Now, if it were known in Lun-

gradd and the rest of the world that

both the emperor and the empress
were dead and there was no heir to

the throne, it would cause unpleas-

ant consequences, would it not.

Monsieur Aanstong?”
The prime minister jumped up

from his chair as if impelled by an
electric shock. “What? You’re not

going to tell me that the emperor,

too, is doomed to die after all?” he
almost shrieked.

“No, no ; not as bad as that,” Durg-
get soothed. “But allow me to

finish ; I must leave here soon to get

back to my work at the university.

You may suit yourself, but here is

what I would do if I were in your
place.” He leaned forward ear-

nestly and emphasized his words by
tapping his long forefinger on Dr.

Krofft’s desk.

“I would send out this bulletin:

‘Emperor Georges Delrex VI finally

succumbed to the ravages of heart

disease. Empress Maureen survived

him long enough to bear an heir to

the throne of Lungradd ’ ”

“Have you gone crazy?” Aanstong
thundered at him. “What is wrong
with announcing that his majesty

has been rejuvenated and that he

will grow into an immortal monarch
—the emperor who cannot die!”

Dr. Durgget looked at the agi-

tated man with his calm, gentle

eyes. “Your plan, my dear Monsieur
Aanstong, is splendid, except for

one thing—the unfortunate use of

a pronoun.”

“The what?”

“Your mode of reference to the

embryo in the incubator is errone-

ous. That child can never be em-

peror of Lungradd, for you see,

monsieur, through some inexplic-

able phenomenon, some strange

quirk of nature’s laws, the germ of

life has changed its sex. Therefore,

you may announce that: ‘To Lun-

gradd is born a princess!’
”

As the prime minister stared with

dawning comprehension, Dr. Krofft

nodded his head in concurrence.
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The World Wrecker
Fred Anderson was exchanging

gifts with an unknown world—
but that is dangerous

by Raymond Z. Gallun

H ERE’S what I wanted you to

see, Don,” said Fred Ander-
son with a cryptic smile.

“And I hope that the two years you
spent in India have diminished your
capacity for being surprised.”

Anderson drew aside the curtain

which screened a narrow alcove

from the big laboratory room.
Within was revealed a glass case,

three sides and the top of which
were heavily coated with frost. But
the fourth side was kept fairly clean

by a mechanical scraper, which
worked steadily up and down.
Various pipettes and tubes were con-

nected to the case; and near by a

compressor throbbed, mingling its

sound with the drone of generators.

“Jets of liquefied hydrogen spray-

ing inside this case, keep its con-

tents always at only three degrees,

centigrade, above zero,” Anderson
went on. “Now look carefully.”

Don Sinclair was already doing so,

and something tight and puckery
was beginning to play along his

spine. Beyond the thick sides of

the case, double-walled and fitted

with vacuum compartments like a

thermos bottle to prevent inward
seepage of warmth, he saw some-
thing abhorrent and alien, for which
his past experience offered few com-
parisons. The thing resembled, in

a way, a stalagmite, or a huge in-

verted icicle. It was perhaps three

feet tall, and its outer shell was

furred with what seemed to be hoar-

frost.

It was not these details, however,

which aroused the vague sense of

menace and dread within Don Sin-

clair. Rather, it was the fact that,

unbelievable though it seemed in

that terrific cold, the thing appeared

to be somehow endowed with

ghoulish life. It swayed slowly

with a motion of its own, and deep

within it, beneath the icy-blue

glitter of its outer integument, a

wicked green light waxed and
waned intermittently, like the flash-

ing of a firefly.

“It’s real, all right,” the scientist

told Don seriously. “You know me
well enough to be sure that I’m not

interested in fooling people. The
object in the case is a plant, Don, as

nearly as the English language per-

mits me to describe it. It was sent

to me by an inhabitant—I will not

say a man—of another world.”

His statement was made in a quiet,

matter-of-fact manner; but to Don
Sinclair, used, like most other

people, to a routine existence in

which habit has developed definite

lines separating the possible from
the impossible, it was indeed a

startling assertion.

DON SINCLAIR studied his

friend’s face for a long moment.
He had been intimately acquainted

with Fred Anderson, the brilliant
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scientist, since their early childhood.

He knew that Fred was not in the

habit of misstating facts to amuse
himself; and he saw now the frank
and unaffected earnestness showing
in the youthful savant’s face and
eyes.

“You’re telling the truth, Fred,”

Don Sinclair said simply. “Only of

course, I can’t understand until you
say more. What planet is this that

you are talking about? And how
did you get in touch with its

people?”

Anderson’s look became eager and
intense. “You believe me, then,

Don!” he cried. “I thought you
would, but I didn’t know. And if

there is still any shadow of doubt in

your mind, you shall be convinced
before long. I’ll tell you everything
as clearly and accurately as I am
able. It is a little world which I dis-

covered quite accidentally. I have
never seen it, for because of its dis-

tance and small size, my telescope,

and, in fact, the largest telescope on
Earth, is not powerful enough to

make it visible. But I know that it

exists, and I know approximately
where it is. It revolves about the

Sun roughly four billion miles be-

yond the Earth’s orbit, and is now at

its nearest approach to us. That
places it over one billion, two hun-
dred million miles beyond the orbit

of Neptune. It is beyond even
Pluto, the outermost of the hitherto-

known planets. Because of its

position so far from the Sun, I have
named it Cerberus, after the three-

headed dog of Pluto, the ancient

Roman god of darkness.

“For three months I have been in

touch with the people of Cerberus

—

how, I shall presently tell you.

From them, I have learned a few
things about their world. Because
of its vast distance from the Sun,

Cerberus is a place of tremendous

cold. Ice has never been melted
there, even by the most complicated

scientific process. Fire is utterly

unheard-of. And yet that world is

not only the habitat of life, but of

intelligence. Startling? Perhaps.

At least in the light of our limited

human scope,

“Naturally, the lift of Cerberus is

of a far different order from that of

Earth. The plant there in that case

is a good example. The basic fluid

of the sap that flows through its

tissues is not water; for water at

temperatures normal to Cerberus

would be forever solid and motion-

less. Liquid hydrogen takes its

place. This is true of all the fauna
and flora of Cerberus. The more
solid tissues of their systems, their

outer integuments or shells, and the

supporting framework of their

bodies, which correspond to the

bones of a terrestrial animal, are

composed chiefly of ice, congealed
oxygen and nitrogen, together with
some mineral matter.

“On Earth, life is chemical

—

terrestrial animals perform their

bodily functions through the chemi-

cal combustion of oxygen and food,

which serves as a fuel, much as does

the gasoline in an internal com-
bustion engine. On Cerberus, life is

electrical, and is comparable in

function to an electric motor. The
electricity seems to be drawn in

some way from the highly charged
atmosphere of Cerberus, which is

probably composed chiefly of hydro-

gen, which can exist on Cerberus as

a gas, though some of it frequently

falls in the form of rain or snow.
And that, Don, is a simple explana-

tion of the life of that far-off planet.

It isn’t so difficult to believe, once
you get used to the idea, is it?”

Don Sinclair had caught the train

of his friend’s reasoning. “No,
Fred; I guess it isn’t,” he admitted.
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His eyes wandered to the glitter-

ing, frosty thing that swayed rest-

lessly back and forth within its glass

case; and he suppressed a shudder
at sight of the outre monster.

“You haven’t told me how you
communicate with Cerberus,” Don
reminded the savant; “nor have you
told me how this thing was sent to

you. Rocket or something? Seems
a little wild to cover such a distance

in a rocket.”

“No; not a rocket,” Anderson re-

sponded. “I’ll show you my ap-

paratus presently. First, however, I

want to voice another startling fact

:

one of the inhabitants of Cerberus

—

mind, he isn’t a man—is coming here

to my laboratory to-night, to visit

me. Or rather, he is going to at-

tempt to come. But there is small

reason to believe that he will fail.”

“What !” Don ejaculated. “Here?”
“That’s right!” Fred answered

with a laugh, behind which there was
more than a hint of eager excite-

ment. “And now, before you ex-

press any doubts, I want to show you
my apparatus and explain it to you.

Come.”

ANDERSON took Sinclair’s arm
and led him along a corridor and
into another large room, where
machinery purred and electric lights

cast a soft glow.

Anderson paused with his guest

before an upright cabinet of

polished aluminum. Wires and
cables, originating from a com-
plicated maze of tubes and con-

densers, led into the cabinet; and a

large copper sphere was supported
above it by means of a slender metal

staff. About the sphere, copper
mirrors were arranged.

“Here is my apparatus,” said

Anderson. “It will perhaps be best

to explain it briefly, before showing
you more of it, so that you will be

able to grasp its principle more
clearly.

“You know, Don, that for a con-

siderable time I have been interested

in learning about the ultimate

structure of matter. The theory

that I started out with is not new
—namely, that matter and energy
are only different forms of the same
thing.

“Substances are composed of mole-

cules, molecules of atoms, and atoms
of protons and electrons. So far, so

good. But what are protons and
electrons composed of? To say that

they are particles of positive and
negative electricity is only an
evasion which leaves no understand-
able picture in one’s mind.
“As other students before me have

believed, I thought that perhaps

those protons and electrons were
composed ultimately of vibrations of

the ether, comparable in a remote
way to other etheric vibrations

—

heat, light, and radio waves, and
cosmic and X rays.

“That was the germ-idea of my in-

vention. If matter and energy were
different forms of the same thing,

why should it be impossible to con-

vert one into the other, just as ice

can be converted into water, and
water into steam? If the electrons

and protons composing the atoms
and molecules of a substance were
merely etheric vibrations, why
couldn’t they be changed to those

different vibrations which are recog-

nized forms of energy—heat rays

and light? Furthermore, why
couldn’t one find a way of convert-

ing a solid object into vibratory

energy, of projecting it over a given

distance, and of reassembling it in

its original form?
“I need not dwell upon the time I

spent trying to do this, nor go into

detail regarding the method. It is

enough to say that three months ago
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I succeeded in what I set out to do.

This feat is achieved by means of

the action of a form of energy akin

to electricity, but not identical

with it.

“This cabinet, together with the

auxiliary equipment attached to it,

constitutes my apparatus.”

The savant unlocked the doors,

the hollow interiors of which were
filled with heat-resisting packing,

like the doors of refrigerators.

Within the cabinet was a narrow
space between two enormous silver

electrodes. From above, a number
of fine jets extended down, from
which could be sprayed liquid

hydrogen, which, by its evaporation,

would chill whatever happened to

be in the cabinet almost to the ulti-

mate point of cold.

Don Sinclair noticed this. “You
are all ready to receive your guest

and to keep him in a temperature
that he will find comfortable, I see,”

he said.

“Yes,” Anderson replied. “And
there are a couple of things which
still need a brief explanation in or-

der to make my apparatus under-

standable to you. If I desire to

dematerialize an object and project

it out into space, I place it between
those electrodes and send a current

of the energy I discovered through
it in a direction which might
arbitrarily be called ‘positive.’ The
object slowly fades from sight, and
the vibratory energy streams from
the copper sphere on top of the

cabinet, is caught by those mirrors

you see suspended in that frame, and
is projected for an unlimited dis-

tance in a straight line. For
materializing an object sent from
another station, that is, reconverting

the vibratory energy of a de-

materialized object into its original

solid form, I reverse the current of

energy flowing through my ap-

paratus, sending it in a ‘negative’

direction. The object materializes

in the cabinet.”

“That’s understandable,” said Don,

a little impatiently. “But the people

of Cerberus—how did you first make
contact with them?”
Anderson laughed softly. “It was

a funny thing,” he said. “I was just

fooling with my invention to test

it out, with its commercial pos-

sibilities in view. I had not the

vaguest idea of communication with
another world. In connection with

this apparatus, I was using a smaller

and more hastily constructed one.

I had placed a small electric motor
in this cabinet and had dematerial-

ized it, intending to pick it up
again in the smaller cabinet a few
yards away. But the motor never

reappeared. In its place was a small

chisellike object made of—what do
you think?—frozen mercury.
“That was the beginning. My

direction-finders told me the point

in the sky from which the vibrations

were coming. And I subsequently

learned by the time interval be-

tween my sending a message and
receiving an answer that the place

of origin of the incoming waves was
approximately four billion miles dis-

tant. The vibrations travel at the

same speed as light, one hundred and
eighty-six thousand miles per

second. The interval between send-

ing a message and receiving an an-

swer is about twelve hours. Figure

it out if you like.

“Then began the strangest sort of

bartering imaginable. I put things

in the cabinet and dematerialized

them—buttons, pins, test tubes,

pencils, and countless other odds

and ends. These were hurled out

into the void to Cerberus, and re-

materialized there. In return, I re-

ceived an equal number of things

that were utterly strange and alien.
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Among them was that outre ex-

ample of vegetation of Cerberus,

which you have seen. Most of the

objects, however, were tools of

frozen mercury, tempered by some
unknown process to steellike hard-

ness. I still have most of these

articles, preserved in refrigeration.

“And then came writing—quaint

hieroglyphics traced on a fibrous

white substance that vanished in a

cloud of steam if exposed to or-

dinary room temperatures for a

minute. Naturally, I replied, though
of course, at first I could make
nothing at all of the bizarre mes-
sages. But now the Cerberusians

and I have begun to understand a

little of each other’s writing. But
our knowledge in that direction is

still very sketchy.

“That is all. And now before I

prepare to receive our strange guest,

I will show you the other curios the

Cerberusian has sent me. Here they

are.”

ANDERSON led the way to a

refrigerated show case at the end of

the room. Within were hundreds of

quaint tools and devices of a gleam-

ing, silvery metal, and grouped in

one corner were cards of a papery
substance upon which appeared the

odd writing of Cerberus.

“There,” he said, “is the last

message saying that the Cerberusian

was coming and giving the time at

which he would start. You, Don,
are here to witness the arrival. The
episode is indeed propitious.”

“It surely must be!” Don affirmed

in a slightly bewildered manner.
“He’s coming, you say, to-night?”

“Yes,” the savant replied. “It’s

four p. m. now. He should be here

at ten, since he must now be almost

ready to start. The etheric impulses

into which he will convert his body
in order that it may be transmitted

here, will require approximately six

hours to cross the void, traveling at

the speed of light.”

While he spoke, Anderson was
busying himself with a large glass

jar to which was affixed a steel flash

such as is commonly used to hold

various kinds of compressed gases.

Within the jar he placed a large

candle which would burn for many
hours, and lighted it. Then he
screwed the air-tight cover of the

jar firmly in place, and opened the

valve of the oxygen flask slightly,

so that it fed a slow but constant

stream of oxygen to the flame.

“I have found that the trans-

mission of objects, either from the

station on Cerberus to my station,

or vice versa, is aided if the other

station is also sending something,”

Anderson said. “It seems that the

vibrations of dematerialized things

from either station pull each other,

come in contact with each other, and
help each other in making their

opposite journeys. The phenom-
enon is not very clear to me yet.

But, anyway, that is one reason why
I am sending this jar containing this

lighted candle, now. Another rea-

son is that Cerberus is a world with-

out fire. This lighted candle should

interest the Cerberusians.”

Anderson placed the jar in the

cabinet, between the silver elec-

trodes. The doors thudded shut

ponderously. His hand closed on a

big switch.

“Are we ready, Don?” he asked

with a faint smile, as he put a slight

pressure on the lever.

All at once Don Sinclair was con-

scious of a vague sense of panic.

“Wait, Fred!” he commanded.
“Have you really thought of every-

thing? Life in almost every form is

predatory. Suppose the attitude of

those weird creatures toward us isn’t
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exactly altruistic? Suppose they
try to conquer us and ”

“Nonsense!” the savant broke in.

“The Cerberusians couldn’t live here

even with mechanical aids. They’d
melt to nothingness just as we would
if we jumped into a blast furnace.

There is nothing here that they

could need or want, except knowl-
edge, which can best be obtained

through friendly communication.”
Sinclair thought for a moment

and saw the truth in his friend’s

words. Still that restless feeling of

unease persisted. “But, Fred,” he
went on, “maybe something else.

Men are always tampering. Nature
may some day be avenged.”

Anderson, however, cut him short.

“Strange diseases are all I can think

of,” he said. “And I’m guarding
against them to the hilt. Never will

we be exposed directly to our
visitor, nor he to us. . Besides, the

chances are a billion to one that dis-

ease originating in so cold a world
could not exist, much less thrive,

in any terrestrial system. And I’m
always a scientist, Don. All the

fiends in hell couldn’t stop me at

what I’m doing!”

He pulled the lever down. A
high, eerie drone began within the

laboratory. Through the bull’s-eye

window in the door of the cabinet

the two men could see a violet glow
flowing between the pair of eletrodes

and pouring over the jar containing

the candle. With mingled awe and
wonder, Don Sinclair beheld the
object change from a solid, material

thing to a ghostly wraith and vanish
from sight. From the copper sphere
supported on the slender staff atop
the cabinet, that mysterious purple
radiation was pouring in a dazzling

blaze of light. Reflectors caught it

and projected it straight through
the laboratory wall and out into

space.

AND ON another world, four
billion miles distant, hanging on the
far border line between the solar

system and the interstellar vastness,

another little drama was being en-
acted. From the Earthly point of
view, the setting and characters were
utterly strange and alien. And yet,

between it and the drama being en-

acted at Fred Anderson’s laboratory,

there was a note of kinship.

In an eldritch twilight a smooth
plain extended, visibly curved to

conform to the outer contour of the
tiny planet. The ground was
covered with heaps and drifts of a

white substance, which on a warmer
world would have been the con-
stituent oxygen and nitrogen of an
atmosphere. From the aurora-

illumined sky, snow sifted down
swiftly. It was congealed hydrogen.
The remote Sun was little more than
a great star, shining mistily through
the thick atmospheric blanket of

Cerberus.

And yet in this incredibly desolate

landscape, there still was life. At
the edge of the smooth plain was a

narrow valley hemmed in by fan-

tastically formed crags of ice, which
were as permanent and unchangeable
as the mountains of Earth. At the

bottom of the valley were twisted
shapes formed like great frosty

crystals. Their long, glassy stems
swayed gently with a ghoulishly
animate motion, and from some pro-

ceeded an intermittent green light

that flickered eerily on the ice crags.

Far down the valley was a city.

Like monster beehives the buildings

loomed up, constructed from rough-
hewn blocks of ice. The architec-

ture was solid and strong, for, be-

cause of the enormously heavy core

of neutronium, the gravity of Cer-

berus was half again as great as that

of Earth, in spite of its small size.

In the topmost chamber of one of
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these buildings, two members of the

dominant race were in heated

argument. The room was domed
by a huge hemisphere of crystalline

ice, through which shone the aurora
and the foggy stars. In the center

of the floor a big engine, wrought
from tempered mercury, worked
steadily, its pistons pushed by the

pressure of expanding hydrogen.
The pair of Cerberusians crouched

before a black cabinet to which
various pieces of apparatus were
attached. They were like the

vegetation of their world. Their
bodies were roughly cylindrical, and
from them projected queer, crystal-

line limbs.

Elfin tinklings, like fairy bells,

proceeded from one of the creatures.

His accompanying gestures were
slow and deliberate.

The other responded with the

quick comeback of youth. There
was a sharp note of renunciation

and reproof in what he said. With-
out more ado he opened the door of

the cabinet and entered. There was
a humming sound and a sudden rush
of purple light.

Far up in the foggy sky a gigantic

meteor blazed suddenly; but like all

meteors passing through the thick

atmosphere of Cerberus, it was
burned to nothingness many miles

above the ground.
The older creature turned wearily

away.

SINCLAIR and Anderson had
taken a walk in the garden which
adjoined the big isolated laboratory

building. But now that the moment
of the arrival of their visitor was
close at hand, they had returned to

Anderson’s apparatus. Anderson
had reversed the current of energy
for materialization. The two men
stood watching the purple flame

ripple over the electrodes in the

cabinet, against which jets of liquid

hydrogen were now playing to keep

the narrow interior appropriately

chilled.

The scientist and his friend had

little to say for a long time. Both

were tense with expectation. They
could only wait for the hands of the

chronometer to creep their tedious

way to the hour of ten. At last the

time arrived.

“There! See!” It was Anderson
speaking in an excited voice. His

slender forefinger was pointing un-

steadily at the diaphanous shape

that was slowly taking form behind

the bull’s-eye window of the cabinet.

First it could be seen through, and

was dim and misty—then by degrees,

it grew more substantial, more real,

until it was as clearly defined as any

object in the room.

It was an abhorrent thing, formed,

in a way, like the Cerberusian plant

which Anderson had previously re-

ceived. It was like a stalagmite of

frost, with hundreds of crystalline

tentacles bristling about its upper

torso. They moved restlessly, and

a faint, querulous tinkling came
from the phone which Anderson had
arranged through the otherwise

soundproof cabinet.

The impression was fleeting. For

scarcely had the inhabitant of

Cerberus fully materialized, when
something happened. There was no

warning save a reddish flicker pierc-

ing the purple flame that still flowed

over the weird being. Then there

was a thunderous concussion. The
doors of the cabinet flew open. A
blast of superheated vapor poured
over the two men, hurling them
backward with terrific force. Con-
sciousness drifted from them.

IT MUST have been half an hour
before Don Sinclair’s senses began
to return. Foggily he opened his
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eyes. The lids were burned and
raw, his body felt scalded, his cloth-

ing and hair were blackened and
singed.

Bewildered, he looked about. The
materializing cabinet was a blasted

wreck. The laboratory was littered

with fragments of shattered equip-

ment. In one corner a bin of waste

was smoldering.

It took several minutes before Don
knew where he was, or was able to

hazard a faint guess as to what mis-

fortune had taken place. He saw a

scattered area of salty substance on

the floor. Beside it was the

crumpled form of his savant friend.

Young Sinclair leaped to Ander-

son’s side and shook him roughly.

Anderson sat up, still a bit groggy.

“There’s been a mishap of some
kind,” Don said quietly.

The telephone in the next room
was ringing. The sound of its bell

seemed to arouse Anderson from his

semi-stupor. He hurried to the

phone.

Don heard his friend barking

sharp questions into the mouthpiece

:

“A nova, you say? In Orion?

Thanks!” Anderson slammed the

receiver down abruptly and rushed

back to his friend.

“A nova—a new star, has suddenly

appeared in the constellation Orion,”

he croaked hoarsely. There was a

wild look in his eyes. “Come, we’ve

got to see it! It was Eric Krag, of

Northbridge Observatory on the

phone, and he should know!”
They rushed out into the garden.

The cool night air was bracing.

Anderson swung his arm up un-

steadily toward a point just above

the central star of Orion’s belt.

There the new star appeared, faint

but unmistakable.

“It’s not a nova at all,” Fred
croaked hoarsely. “It’s Cerberus!

We couldn’t see it at all before, but
now it’s blazing!”

“What!” Don Sinclair exclaimed
sharply.

“It’s true,” Fred replied. “That
candle I sent did it. I should have
known that Cerberus was an un-

kindled funeral pyre. Most of its

soil was of frozen oxygen; its at-

mosphere was of hydrogen. The two
of course, combine furiously when
ignited. They never combined be-

fore because there never was any
heat to raise them to the kindling

point. And the Cerberusian who
was coming here—the vibrations of

the flame sent from here and the

vibrations of his body mingled in

space, and when he arrived at my
station his tissues, composed partly

of congealed oxygen and liquid

hydrogen, burst into flame and ex-

ploded. All that remains of him are

those salty mineral crystals you saw
on the floor in the other room. All

this wouldn’t have happened if it

hadn’t been for that candle—just a

little candle! Don, I’ve wrecked a

world, destroyed a marvelous civili-

zation !”

Anderson’s voice rose to a sobbing

scream. He covered his face with
his hands. For a minute he re-

mained thus, dominated by remorse.

Don said nothing. But in his mind
he remembered the warning he had
given his friend.

Then oddly, almost cruelly, the

scientist in Anderson conquered.

He leaped to his feet. “It’s done
now, Don,” he said calmly. “All we
can do is study and observe Cerberus

as she burns to a cinder. Quick!
We’re going to the observatory to

take some spectrographs.”
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C7P TO WOW:

/n fie thirtieth century, John Star

—then John Ulnar—receives his

commission in the legion of space,

with orders to join the guard of

Aladoree Anthar, a lovely, mysteri-

ous girl, keeper of AKKA—the se-

cret weapon of humanity, so terrific
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that its plans are intrusted to only
one person in the system.

For two hundred years, AKKA
has protected the liberty and peace

of the system from the “Purples,”

who plot to crush the democratic

Green Hall Council, restore the em-
pire, with the despotic family of Ul-

nar on the throne.
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Now, Adam Ulnar, wealthy leader

of the Purples and uncle of Eric

Ulnar, the claimant of the throne,

has become commander of the le-

gion. He sent his nephew to the

far star Yarkand, where he made an

alliance with the weird, monstrous,

but highly scientific race he found,

the Medusae, to help crush the de-

mocracy. He promised them iron,

precious to them.

With the Medusae's aid, Eric Ul-

nar abducts Aladoree from her hid-

ing place on Mars. John Star, with

three others of her loyal guards, Jay
Kalam, Hal Samdu, and Giles Habi-

bula, sets out to rescue her. They
find the legion against them, under

the traitorous commander; are im-

prisoned in the Purple Hall, on Pho-
bos, tiny outer moon of Mars.

John Star refuses to desert the

Green Hall—though Adam Ulnar of-

fers to make him emperor, instead

of Eric. The four escape, through

the ventilating system, reach the

tower landing stage, seize the Pur-

ple Dream, the commander’s space

cruiser.

Adam Ulnar, captured aboard, re-

veals that Eric had taken Aladoree

to Yarkand; that she is hidden and
guarded there by the terrible, inhu-

man Medusae, on their planet of

strange horror, beyond the weird

Belt of Peril.

The four must venture there, to

rescue her.

XI.

G ILES HABIBULA made
queer noises. He gasped,

strangled, sputtered. His
face, save for the purple protuber-

ance of his nose, had faded to a

greenish, sickly pallor. His fat

hands trembled as he tilted up the

big flagon of wine, cleared his vocal

organs sufficiently to permit articu-

late speech.

“My life!” he sputtered, rolling a

Ashy eye about the little bridge

room. “My mortal life! We can’t

go there !”

“Probably we can’t,” John Star

agreed soberly. “The chances are

against us—a hundred to one, I sup-

pose. But we can try.”

“Bless my bones! We can’t go
there ! ’Tis beyond the system—six

light years and more ! A mortal dis-

tance, when it takes a precious ray

of light six blessed years to cross it

!

“Ah, there’re ten thousand mortal

dangers, life knows! I’m a brave
man—you all know old Giles is

brave. But we can’t do that. Of
all the expeditions that ever went
beyond the system, only one ever

came back.”

A tiny red light glowed suddenly
on a telltale screen among the in-

struments; a warning gong clanged.

“Another legion cruiser,” ob-

served Jay Kalam. “Scouring space
for the Purple Dream! That makes
five in the range of our instruments.

Hunting pirates was always a popu-
lar sport with the legion.”

“And the nearest within a thou-

sand miles,” added John Star, with
a glance at the indicators. “I hope
they don’t discover us before we
contrive to get the generators re-

paired and start moving.”
“And to Yarkand!” Giles Habibula

wheezed on dolefully. “My life’s

sake, to Yarkand! The expedition

the legion sent there had three mor-
tal ships; the best equipment the

system could build ; full, trained

crews. And look what came back,

after a whole year!

“One crippled ship! The men on
her, most of them, blessed babbling
lunatics, chattering like mortal mon-
keys about the horrors they had
found on the planet of Yarkand.
And dying of some ill the doctors

don’t understand—the flesh of their
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mortal bodies turning green and
flaking off.

“Mortal terrors! And you want
us to go to Yarkand, in one blessed

little ship, with her geodynes al-

ready wrecked. Just four men of

us, against a whole planet full of

bloody monsters!
“You can’t ask old Giles Habibula

to- go to Yarkand. Poor old Giles,

half dead from scampering like a

blessed rat through the ventilator

tubes in the mortal Purple Hall. Old
Giles is too feeble for that. If you
three idiots want to go to horror
and death, you must let poor old

Giles off the ship on Mars.”
“To be tried and put to death for

a pirate?” asked John Star, smiling
grimly.

“Don’t joke so with old Giles!

He’s no pirate!”

“The whole legion is hunting us,

Giles,” Jay Kalam said gravely,

“since we took the Purple Dream,
with the commander. The agents of

the legion would soon have you

—

you’d never disguise that nose!”

“Life’s sake, Jay, don’t talk so!

I hadn’t thought of that. But we
are blessed pirates now, with the

hand of every honest fighting man
against us. Ah, every man looks

on us with trembling and horror and
seeks to strike us down to death!”

His fishy eyes glistened with
tears; his wheezing voice broke.

“Poor Giles Habibula, aged and
crippled in the loyal service of the

legion, now without a place on any
planet to rest his mortal head.

Hunted through the black, frozen

vacuum of desolate space, driven out

of the system he has given his years

and his strength to defend. Driven
out to Yarkand, to face a planet full

of inhuman bloody monsters. Ah,
me ! The ingrate system will regret

this injustice to a mortal hero!”

He wiped the tears away, then.

with the back of a great fat hand,

and tilted up the flagon.

He had found opportunity for a

raid on the galley since they took
the ship. His capacious pockets

were stuffed with slabs of synthetic

legion rations, sweet cakes and frag-

ments of baked ham, which now
flowed again toward his mouth in a

stream broken only by the visits of

the wine flagon to the same desti-

nation.

The Purple Dream was drifting in

space, a hundred thousand miles off

the huge, tawny, ocher globe of

Mars. Phobos had become a tiny

point of greenish light, had been

lost among the million, many-hued
points that pierced the black sphere

of space.

Drifting, helpless, with all signals

dead, while the avid fleets of the le-

gion hunted her like hounds of the

void.

WITH THE commander, Adam
Ulnar, safely locked in the brig,

their other prisoners released

through the air lock, they had
driven the cruiser away from the

landing stage on the Purple Hall,

out into space, under rocket power.
But a dying engineer—true to the

legion tradition against surrender

—

had thrown a switch, burned out a

geodyne unit. With generators use-

less and rockets inadequate to move
the vessel fast or far through the

hostile immensities of space, with
the legion fleets searching for them,
the four had gathered in the bridge

room to discuss their desperate situ-

ation.

“She’s in the hands of those mon-
sters?” huge Hal Samdu asked
again, his big hands unconsciously
knotting. “The monsters the insane

men talk of?” A nameless dread
came in his simple blue eyes. “Ala-

doree !”
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“Yes. Except that I doubt they’re

enough like men to have hands.”

“With care,” began Jay Kalam,

“organization
”

“Ah, that’s the word!” broke in

Giles Habibula. “Organization.

Regularity. Four good meals, hot

on the moment; twelve hours of

good sound sleep. Organization

—

though a blessed man might still

take a cat nap now and then, or a

cold bite and a sip of wine between

meals.”

“There’s the matter of navigation,”

Jay Kalam went on. “I know the

rudiments, of course, but ”

He looked doubtfully about, at the

walls of the bridge room, bewilder-

ingly crowded with all the shining,

intricate mechanism of telescopic

periscopes, meteor deflectors, rocket

firing keys, geodyne controls, gyro-

scope space compasses, magnetic de-

tectors, star charts, planetary maps,

position, velocity, and gravitation

calculators, atmosphere and tem-

perature gauges—all the apparatus

for the not-altogether-simple busi-

ness of taking the cruiser safely

from planet to planet.

“I can handle her,” offered John
Star quietly.

“Good! Then we must have an

engineer. To repair the geodynes

—we must somehow get them re-

paired—and run them.”

Giles Habibula grunted, sputtered

crumbs, failed to speak.

“That’s right, Giles. I’d forgot-

ten that you were a qualified tech-

nician.”

“Life, yes, I can run the mortal

geodynes. Giles Habibula can fight,

when fighting has to be done, old

and lame and feeble as he is. Ah,
me, no man is braver than old Giles

—all of you know that. But as a

matter of choice, I’d always stick to

my blessed generators. It’s safer

—

and there’s no cowardice in a mortal

bit of caution.”

“You can fix the burned-out unit?”

“Ah, yes, I can rewind the thing,”

promised the new engineer. “But it

will be blessed hard to synchronize
with the others. Those mortal units

are matched when they are made.
When one is off balance, it makes
the whole precious system mortal
hard to tune. But I’ll do my blessed

best.”

“And, Hal,” went on Jay Kalam,
“you’ve been a proton gunner. You
can handle the big proton blast nee-

dle, if one of these ships stumbles
on us—though we can’t afford a

fight, with less than half a crew in a

crippled ship.”

“Yes; I can do that,” said the gi-

gantic Hal Samdu. “That’s simple.

I can do it.”

“That leaves you, Jay,” spoke up
John Star. “We need you to do
just what you’re doing now—plan,

organize. You will be our com-
mander.”

“No ” he had begun a modest
objection, when Hal Samdu and
Giles Habibula added their voices,

and he became captain of the Purple
Dream.
The new officer gave his first or-

ders immediately, with the same
gravely quiet manner he always had.

“Then, Giles, please get the geo-
dynes into operation as soon as you
can—our only chance is to get away
before one of these ships stumbles
on us and calls the rest of the fleet

to wipe us out.”

“Very good, sir!”

Giles Habibula threw back his

head, held up the flagon until the

last drop had trickled from it, sa-

luted, rolled out of the bridge room.

“John, you may be plotting our
course. First we must outrun these

ships around us, of course. We’ll

keep above the asteroid belt, and
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well away from Jupiter and Saturn

and Uranus, with their legion .bases

—we can’t risk running into another

fleet. We’ll pass under the orbit

of Neptune, close by Pluto, and on
toward Yarkand.”
“Very good!”
“Hal, if you please, examine the

proton needle, see that it’s ready.”

“Yes, Jay.”
“And I shall keep watch.”

“How many, now?” asked Jay
Kalam, hours later.

They were still drifting helpless

in the void. John Star looked at the

betraying red sparks on the telltale

screen and answered slowly

:

“Seven. And I believe—I believe,

Jay, they’ve found us!”

“They have?”
Intently he studied the instru-

ments, said at last in a voice edged
with apprehension:

“Yes. They’ve found us. They’re

moving on us, all seven.”

Jay Kalam spoke into his tele-

phone: “Hal, stand by for action.

Yes, seven legion cruisers, all con-

verging on us.” He gave positions.

“Giles, the geodynes? Not ready

yet? And you can’t depend on the

rewound unit? They’ve seen us.

We must move soon, or never.”

In a few minutes the nearest

cruiser came into range, or almost

into range, of the proton blast. Jay
Kalam spoke into the telephone, and
a tongue of blinding violet darted

out from the great needle in its tur-

ret above.

“It’s' drawing back,” whispered

John Star, his eyes fastened to a

tele-periscope. “To wait for the oth-

ers. But they’ll all soon be clos-

ing in.”

“Ah, Jay, we can try them,” whis-

tled Giles Habibula’s voice from the

receiver, thin and shrill. “Though
the mortal unit

”

Jay Kalam nodded, sharply. John

Star turned to his dials and keys.

The musical humming of the geo-

dynes rose, filled the ship with a

song of power. Swiftly he advanced
them to their utmost output; their

sound became higher, keener, until

it was a vibrant whining that thrilled

every member of the ship.

“Away!” he cried exultantly.

“Away to help Aladoree!”

HIS EYES on the dials, on the

red flecks glowing on the telltale

screen, John Star saw that the Pur-

ple Dream was moving, flashing

away from the center of the little

swarm of hostile vessels. His own
heart responded to the keening

whine of the generators; he could

almost feel the terrific thrust of the

geodynes that sent them plunging

away.
“We’re gone!” he cried again.

“Off for Yarkand! Away to——”
His voice fell. Another note had

broken the keen musical whine of

the generators—a coarse, nerve-jar-

ring vibration.

Giles Habibula’s voice came from

the receiver, tiny, metallic:

“Ah, these blessed generators! I

rewound the unit. But they’re off

balance. Won’t stay synchronized.

The oscillation will creep back. It

bleeds away the power, and it may
shake the mortal ship to fragments!”

“We’ve lost speed,” John Star re-

ported apprehensively from the in-

struments. “The legion ships are

gaining.”

“Adjust them, please, Giles,” Jay
Kalam pleaded into the telephone.

“Everything depends on you.”

The Purple Dream flashed on,

gaining upon the seven pursuing

ships when the geodynes hummed
clear and keen, but always losing,

falling sluggishly back, when the

harsh, disturbing vibration re-

turned.
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John Star studied his instruments

long and anxiously.

“We’re holding them just about

even,” he decided at last. “We can

keep ahead so long as the generators

do no worse—though we can’t

escape them altogether. Anyhow,
we can say farewell to the Sun and

the system. Even if they follow us

out ”

“No,” Jay Kalam objected quietly,

“we aren’t ready yet to leave.”

“What’s the matter?”

“We must have fuel for the trip

to Yarkand. We must have every

foot of space on board packed with

extra cathode plates for the geodyne
generators. And, of course, we must
check the supplies for ourselves

—

food and oxygen.”

John Star nodded slowly. “I

knew we needed a captain. Where

“We must land at some legion

base and get what we need.”

“At a legion base? With all the

legion fleets hunting us for pirates?

The alarm will be spread to the lim-

its of the system!”
“We’ll land,” Jay Kalam said, with

his usual quiet gravity, “at the base

on Pluto’s moon. That is the far-

thest on our way and the most iso-

lated legion station in the system.”

“But even it .will be warned and
armed.”

“I know. But we must have sup-

plies. And we’re pirates. We shall

take what we need.”

XII.

IT WAS FIVE days’ flight to

Pluto, most distant outpost of the

system ; so far that even its sun was
but a bright star, its daylight eternal

twilight.

Five days—with the full power of

the geodynes, whose fields of force

reacted against the curvature of

space itself, warped it, so that they

drove the ship not through space, to

put it very crudely, but around it,

making possible terrific accelera-

tions without any discomfort to pas-

sengers, speeds far beyond even that

of light. Speeds, a mathematician
would hasten to add, as measured in

the ordinary space that the vessel

went around; both acceleration and
velocity being quite moderate in the

hyperspace it really went through.

Giles Habibula nursed the hard-

driven generators with amazing care

and energy; his thick hands proved

to have an astounding sureness and

delicacy and skill; and he had an

enormous respect for the ever-in-

creasing swarm of legion cruisers

racing astern, with their threat of

successfully prosecuted charges of

piracy, if not immediate destruction

of the Purple Dream and all on
board in the consuming flame of

their proton blasts.

He adjusted the injured unit until

it was all but perfect. For an hour

at a time, perhaps, the song of the

generators would be clear and keen

—but always the harsh discord of

the destructive vibration returned.

One by one, the far-flying patrol

cruisers of the legion had joined the

pursuing fleet, until sixteen ships

were chasing the Purple Dream.

But, little by little, they were left

behind, until, near Pluto, John Star

estimated them to be nearly five

hours astern.

Five hours, that meant, in which
to land at the hostile base, overcome

its crew, force them to bring aboard

some twenty tons of supplies, and

get safely away into space again!

In those days of the flight, John
Star found himself thinking often of

Aladoree Anthar—and his thoughts

were sweet music and agony.

Strange, lovely girl; though he had
known her but a day, memory of

her brought a glow of joy to him,
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and a throb of pain at thought of her
helplessness in the clutches of the

weirdly dreadful Medusae!

THE PURPLE DREAM hurtled
down on Pluto’s moon.
Pluto itself, the Black Planet, was

a barren, lonely world, its frozen

mountainous deserts inhabited only
by a few miners, mostly hardy de-

scendants of the political prisoners

exiled there under the empire,

strange denizens of eternal frigid

gloom.

The moon of Pluto was a cragged,

tiny sphere of lifeless rock, more
desolate, crueler to man, than the

dark planet itself. It was not in-

habited, save by the crew of the

lonely legion station.

John Star had feared that, after

the ultra-wave radio warning that

had gone ahead, a detachment of

the fleet would be waiting at the

base, but the station seemed deserted

as they dropped.
A square field, leveled, between

ragged black pinnacles. A long, low
building, beside it, of cold white
metal—barracks and storerooms.

The thin, spidery tower of the ultra-

wave radio station on a peak above
it. Beyond, rugged black desola-

tion ; wild mountains, crater-scarred,

cracked, riven, blasted.

In officer's uniform, John Star

stepped out into the frigid, thin air,

upon the little deck formed by the

lowered outer valve. Assuming an
air of brisk confidence that his feel-

ings hardly justified, he waited while

two men approached the cruiser

from the long building.

“Pluto station, ahoy!” he hailed

them, his manner as sternly official

as possible.

"Purple Dream, ahoy !” one of

them responded doubtfully—a short

man, very bald, very stout, very red

of face, his soiled uniform showing

the careless neglect that sometimes
comes of long isolation.

“I am Officer John Ulnar,” John
Star said briskly. “The Purple
Dream requires supplies. Captain
Kalam is making out the requisi-

tions. They must be aboard with-

out delay.”

“John Ulnar?” the short man re-

peated, his voice sullen, suspicious.

“And Kalam? The Purple Dream is

officered by Madlok and Commander
Adam Ulnar.”

“There has been a change of com-
mand,” John Star informed him
curtly. “Here is Captain Kalam.”

Jay Kalam appeared beside him,

in another borrowed uniform. They
descended to meet the men from the

station, who had stopped doubtfully

below the air lock.

Jay Kalam offered a document,
said sharply: “Here is what we re-

quire, captain.”

Above their heads, the long, shim-
mering needle of the ship’s great

proton gun was thrust out of its

little turret, swung above their

heads to cover the barracks; Hal
Samdu was at his post.

The short man looked at it un-

certainly, with small, bloodshot

eyes; looked back at Jay Kalam, un-

willingly took the requisition.

“Sixteen tons of cathode plates!”

he exclaimed. “Not for one ship,

surely!”

“Sixteen tons. They must be

aboard immediately.”
“It will be impossible,” muttered

the short man doubtfully, “for me
to load them without first reporting

to legion headquarters for special

orders.”

“This is an emergency ”

“I am Captain Hosea Nana, of

Pluto station. I am not accustomed
to accepting orders from—” he

paused, his bloodshot eyes narrowed
before he finished—“from pirates.”
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“However, Captain Nana,” Jay
' Kalam told him evenly, in his usual

grave, low voice, “in this case I

should advise you to do so without
any delay.”

The short man’s face went from
red to purple; he choked:
“So you admit you’re trying to

rob my base? I’ll hold you till the

fleet comes and see the last one of

you toasted to a crisp with a proton
gun!”
“You aren’t,” Jay Kalam ob-

served, “in a position to hold us.”

He looked back at Hal Samdu’s
turret, pointed at the tower of the

ultra-wave radio station on the

peak. Hissing, roaring, an intense

jet of incandescent electric flame
' leaped from the slender needle above
their heads. A sword of blinding

violet, it touched the spidery tower,

hurled it down in twisted, half-fused

ruins.

Captain Nana was suddenly trem-

bling; his round face went from pur-

ple back to white—his anger, ap-

parently, had been three parts terror.

“Very well, Captain Kalam,” he
whispered hoarsely; “the supplies

will be loaded at once.”

“Go with him, Mr. Ulnar,” said

Jay Kalam. “See that there is no
i mistake or delay.”

CAPTAIN NANA complained

|

that he did not have all the supplies

required; that most of his men were
too ill to help with the loading ; that

the cranes and conveyors were out

of order. He was doing his utmost,

John Star recognized, to delay them
until the sixteen racing legion cruis-

ers should have time to arrive.

Yet with John Star’s stern alert-

ness and the menace of the great

proton gun, all the cathode plates

were aboard four hours later, the

cylinders of fresh oxygen for the
1 ventilation system, and the supplies

of food and wine that Giles Habi-
bula had added to the requisitions.

Only the black drums of rocket fuel

remained piled beneath the air lock,

and it was still an hour before the

pursuing ships should reach them.

Yet John Star had caught a gleam
of sinister triumph in Captain
Nana’s piglike eyes that made him
uneasy.

Jay Kalam appeared, then, from
the bridge, hurried, tense. “We
must take off, John, at once!” he
said, his voice low.

“Why? We’ve an hour ”

“I see another ship coming. From
Pluto. It must have been waiting
there.”

“But we’ll need this rocket fuel.

We can take a chance on outrun-

ning it.”

“This isn’t a legion cruiser, John.
And it’s coming faster than we can
move. Faster than we could with

perfect generators.”

“Not a legion ship?”

“Never saw one like it. Black,

strange, gigantic. It has black

wings, or vanes. The Medusas ”

“It is!” cried John Star, recalling

the weird, colossal black flier that

had carried away Aladoree in the

power of his traitorous kinsman. “A
ship from Yarkand! I don’t know
what weapons ”

“Anyhow, we must go. Can’t risk

fighting
!”

“The rocket fuel?”

“Leave it. Come on aboard.”

They hurried up the accommoda-
tion ladder.

“Leaving, already?” Captain Nana
called after them, an unpleasant hint

of gloating in his thick voice. And
insolently he demanded a receipt for

the supplies they had taken. John
Star curtly refused, and he vanished

with his men toward the long build-

ing with a haste that was ominous.

The air lock sealed, levers flicked
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down under John Star’s fingers.

Blue flame should have screamed
from the rockets, sent them plung-
ing away from the black field. But
the Purple Dream did not move.

Puzzled, dismayed, he tried the
firing keys again. Nothing hap-
pened.

“We’re somehow stuck. Rockets
won’t fire!”

In alarmed incredulity he scanned
the dials.

“Magnetism!” he whispered.
“Look at the indicators! A terrific

field. But how The ship is non-
magnetic. I don’t see

”

“A magnetic trap,” said Jay
Kalam. “Colossal magnets, under
the field. Our hull is nonmagnetic;
but the field holds the rocket-firing

mechanism and the geodynes out of

control. Nana is trying to hold us

until the ships get here. And that

black ship, plunging down from
Pluto ”

“Then,” broke in John Star, “we
must stop their dynamos!”

“Hal,” Jay Kalam spoke into his

telephone, “destroy the building.”

The tongue of roaring violet flame

reached again from the shining nee-

dle, swept the long, low metal build-

ing from end to end, left a flattened,

twisted mass of smoking metal,

flung off its foundations by the sheer

thrust of the blast.

“Now!”
Again John Star tried the rock-

ets; again only silence answered.
“The magnets still hold us. The

dynamos must be underground,
where our blast didn’t reach them.”

“I can, then!” cried John Star.

“Open the lock.”

He snatched two hand proton
guns, besides the two in his belt

already, darted out of the bridge

room.
“Wait!” called Jay Kalam. “What

are you doing?”

But he was already gone; Jay
Kalam touched the controls to open

the valve for him.

He dropped to the field, ran across

to the smoking wreckage of the long

building, searched the bare founda-

tions until he found the stair, a

shaft hewn in dark rock. Down the

steps he plunged, proton guns in his

hands, leaping stray fragments of

hot metal.

A hundred feet below, in silent,

menacing gloom, a heavy metal door
loomed in front of him. He turned

a proton blast on it at full force.

It flashed incandescent, sagged, was
driven in. He leaped over it, ran

into a long, dimly lighted hall, dis-

carding the gun with its cell ex-

hausted by the one terrific blast.

Another heavy door—machinery
drummed behind it. He ran toward

it, and a violet lance stabbed at him
from a tiny wicket.

Alert for it, he flung his body
under it, flat on his stomach. Even
though he escaped the searing ray,

the conducted shock of it numbed
him. Yet his own proton gun flashed

at the same instant, and the glow-

ing wreck of the door was flung back

upon the man behind it.

On his feet at once, though his

shoulder was blistered, throbbing,

he sprang for the door, tossing away
his discharged gun and snatching

the two from his belt.

A square room was before him,

rock-hewn, great dynamos humming
in the center of it. Five men stood

about it in attitudes of petrified dis-

may, only Captain Nana’s hand
groping mechanically for his

weapon.
Both John Star’s guns flamed—at

the generators!

Unarmed now, but sure the dyna-

mos were wrecked, he flung his dis-

charged guns in Captain Nana’s

face, ran back down the hall and up
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the stair, hoping surprise would
give him time to get back aboard.

It did. Air lock closed again,

rockets washing black pinnacles

with blue flame, the Purple Dream
flashed upward from Pluto’s cragged
moon—off at last, John Star exulted
savagely, off at last for far Yarkand,
to the aid of Aladoree

!

“The delay ” whispered Jay
Kalam. “Fatal, I’m afraid. The
black flier is close—we can hardly

escape it, now!”

XIII.

THE MOON of Pluto fell behind,

a cold gray speck, and vanished.

The Black Planet itself was swal-

lowed in the infinite black abyss,

near the bright, tiny pin point of

the dwindling Sun.

Out, beyond the system, beyond
the little worlds of man, beyond the

small domain of the Sun, the Pur-
ple Dream was flashing, toward re-

mote Yarkand and its solitary world
of shadowy horror.

Giles Habibula lived, now, in the

generator room. Under the contin-

ual care of his fat, oddly steady
hands, the geodynes ran almost per-

fectly, the ominous vibration some-
times unheard for hours at a time.

Racing day after day at the utmost
speed of straining generators, the

cruiser kept ahead of the strange,

colossal black flier—just ahead.

“It keeps always just the same dis-

tance behind,” said John Star once,

watching the faint red fleck on the

telltale screen that marked the other

ship’s location. “No matter how fast

we go, we never gain an inch!”

“They’re just following us,” said

Jay Kalam, worry apparent even in

his calm tones. “They can catch us

when they like. They’re just wait-

ing.”

“Playing with us!” muttered John
Star.

“Merely waiting, perhaps, to see

what we intend to do. Or, perhaps,

for a chance to take back the com-
mander alive.”

“If we could give them the slip!”

Jay Kalam shook his head.

“There’s no way.”
On they drove, into the frozen,

star-gemmed chasm of darkness.

All four of them were haggard

from sleeplessness, from the tension

of endless, futile effort; only Jay
Kalam appeared almost unchanged,

still grave, calm, deliberate. John
Star’s face was white, his eyes burn-

ing with anxiety. Hal Samdu, nerv-

ous, irritable, muttered to himself,

knotted his great hands, glared at

imaginary enemies. Giles Habibula,

incredibly, lost weight until the skin

hung in pouches under his hollow

eyes.

Day by day the Sun grew smaller,

fainter, until it was a dim star, lost

at last among the myriads of the

firmament.

Yarkand appeared and grew.

YARKAND! Red, feeble, dying

sun, located in the constellation

Ophiuchus, near the Serpent, near

red Antares in the Scorpion. The
third most distant star from the Sun,

the nearest found to have a habitable

planet. Once called “Barnard’s Run-

away Star,” from its discoverer, its

remarkable proper motion of one

hundred and sixty-two miles per

second. A
Yarkand, its strange planet a

weird domain of horror, ruled by
monstrosities of insensate evil, bab-

bled and shrieked of by the insane,

dying members of the first expedi-

tion, dying of an ill that medicine

could not understand or heal.

John Star was watching it one

day; a dull, mad, red eye of evil,

glaring at him from the tele-peri-

scope. Staring, while he wondered,



At last they were nearing the strange planet of the
Medusae, encircled by its glittering Belt of Peril.

blankly, vainly, what might have
been the fate of the lovely girl im-

prisoned on it. What a wrong it

was that Aladoree should have been
brought here ! What an unthinkable
wrong that her clear, honest gray
eyes should be distended with hor-

ror and filmed with soul-searing

fear!

He started when Jay Kalam
spoke

:

“Look! Ahead of us, in space.

A green shadow!”
Even then his low, restrained

voice was tense with the fear of
something utterly unknown.
A vast greenish cloud, it appeared

through the tele-periscopes. It

shone with the green of nebulium—
that strange gas known only in

nebulae. It was angry, swirling; it

writhed almost like a monstrous,
shapeless thing; through it surged
titanic currents.

“A cosmic cloud,” said Jay Kalam.
“A nebula.”

“Must be,” agreed John Star,

fighting his awe at its ominous
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splendor and its terrific, overwhelm-
ing magnitude. “I’ll change our

course at once. It looks like an ex-

cellent thing to avoid.”

“No,” Jay Kalam protested qui-

etly. “Drive on toward it. I want
to skirt it.”

“Yes?” He obeyed, wondering.

ENORMOUSLY it expanded as

they flashed on, spread out its vast,

dimly shining masses to fill the

black abyss ahead. A strange, omi-
nous, stupendous thing; titanic

clouds of gas, of cosmic dust, of me-
teoric fragments, faintly lighted

with the green flame of nebulium.

Presently they were flashing along

beside it, the black flier still fol-

lowing at the same fixed distance;

past vast streamers that flowed like

the pseudopods of some monstrous
amoeba, avid to engulf them; past

titanic wings of green flame.

“If it caught us ” muttered

John Star, awe-struck, staring at it.

“Those meteor streams—hurtling

boulders! Those whirlpools of

flaming gas! If it caught us
”

He wiped sweat off his tense face.

“We wouldn’t live five minutes!”

“We may not, anyhow,” observed

Jay Kalam, grimly quiet.

“How’s that?”

He pointed to the instruments.

“The black ship is overtaking us.

Afraid to follow too close to the

nebulae, I suppose. And don’t in-

tend to let us get away.”
“So that’s why!” cried John Star.

“I see why you wanted to skirt it!”

“It gives us a chance. Giles is

nursing the geodynes. Hal is stand-

ing by the proton gun. I don’t know
what weapons they have, or how far

they will dare follow.”

He turned a tele-periscope on the

black flier so swiftly overtaking

them. It was a colossal thing. The
rods and vanes about the central

spherical body were like wings and
grotesque limbs. The vanes were
moving a little as it came, as if they
reacted against some unseen medium
to control its flight.

“We’ll reach the nebula ahead
” he was muttering, when his

heart sickened.

The clean, clear whine of the geo-

dynes was singing through all the

ship, sharp and strong; he could al-

most feel the terrific power that sent

them hurtling ahead. But now the

harsh, nerve-racking vibration came
back; their speed slackened; the

black ship visibly gained.

“Their weapon ” Jay Kalam
whispered, deadly calm. “We’ll

soon know ”

Something came hurtling toward
them from the immense machine, a

little misty glow of white. It grew
larger as it came, and it froze them
with the wonder and the terror of

the utterly inexplicable.

A ball of opalescence, a swirling

globe of milky flame, it shone with

a strange light, white, sparkling

with prismatic glints. It swelled as

it came. It filled space behind them,

blotting out the star-swept void.

A glowing sun flung at them! A
titanic sphere of opalescent flame!

It drew them!
The Purple Dream lurched, rolled

toward it.

Dizziness, nausea, intolerable ver-

tigo overwhelmed John Star. He
staggered, grasped at a handrail,

clung to it, sick and trembling, while

the ship spun, helpless, in the

strange attraction of the opalescent

sun.

Almost they had been drawn into

its milky, prismatic flame, when it

vanished in a blinding explosion of

white. Black space was about them
again, John Star’s amazing sickness

ended, the cruiser again responded
to her controls.
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“Never felt—such a thing!” he
gasped. “Space itself—dropped
from underneath!”
“A sort of vortex of disintegra-

tion, apparently,” whispered Jay
Kalam. “Titanic fields of force,

drawing us into it! Twisting space
itself, I imagine, from the way the

geodynes failed. Our proton blast

can’t meet that!”

“Not when they begin throwing
suns at us!”

“One thing to do—dive straight

into the nebula.”

“Into it?” He started at the low-
voiced, grave command. “Into that

awful cloud? The odds are a thou-
sand to one ”

“Out here,” Jay Kalam said

calmly, “they are a thousand to

none! The Medusae are trying an-

other shot.”

“Another ”

“But I don’t think they will fol-

low. Put her straight into the

cloud.”

ONE INSTANT John Star was
rigid at the controls, his mind filled

with a picture of the cosmic cloud,

a titanic, turbid, angry mass, lighted

by weird lights of green, torn by
savage etheric currents. One in-

stant, and he had accepted the dan-

ger, sent the Purple Dream plung-
ing toward the madly swirling

clouds of green.

Again a glow of white grew into

a sun of opalescent fire hurled after

them; again the cruiser pitched and
spun, helpless in the grip of its stu-

pendous fields of force; again John
Star was strangely, amazingly sick,

with such vertigo as he had never

previously felt.

But the abrupt turn had saved

them; the fearful globe of destroy-

ing flame exploded before it reached

them; the space cruiser plunged

ahead again, was buffeted by the

nearest green arm of the nebula.

The repulsion screens of the me-
teor deflector served to protect the

hull from meteoric particles—if

they were not too large, too numer-
ous, or approaching too swiftly. For
the rest, the life of the ship de-

pended on John Star’s skill.

The Purple Dream, with his fin-

gers on the keys, spun, twisted,

paused, darted forward, threading

a swift and perilous way through the

mazes of the nebula.

Sheets of green flame flashed

ahead, gigantic vortexes of incan-

descent gas; powerful currents of

etheric force sucked and strained

against the fighting ship; gigantic

masses of stone came plunging at

her.

Right or left, up or down, John
Star drove her with sure, merciless

fingers. Alarms rang continually,

vainly. The telltale screens were a

useless blaze of red. Jay Kalam,

clinging to the handrail, unable to

stand alone in the spinning bridge

room, gasped:

“No—no—I think they won’t fol-

low!”
The smooth, keening song of the

geodynes, a moment later, gave way
to the old, heartbreaking vibration.

The speed of the cruiser slack-

ened; a hurtling rock that she was

too slow to avoid drove through the

screen, struck the hull with a ter-

rific clang that reverberated through

the ship like the very knell of doom.

Ahead appeared a titanic sudden
vortex of incandescent gas; a fear-

ful force caught the Purple Dream,
sent her, twisting, helpless, toward

the fiery heart of the cosmic whirl-

pool.

“Giles,” appealed Jay Kalam, “we
must have power.”

“Sick!” returned the abstracted,

plaintive voice from the receiver.
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“Old Giles is mortal ill. This
blessed spinning ”

Nearer, nearer, was the flaming

core of the vortex. Inferno of green

incandescence ! Gigantic ragged

boulders were swept into it, ahead

of them, crushed to fragments

against one another, glowed ab-

ruptly white, vanished in virescent

flame.

Under John Star’s hands the lit-

tle cruiser fought doggedly, vainly,

against the mighty current sucking
her into the whirl. Still the harsh

vibration filled the ship, a harrow-

ing growl of doom.
“Ah, my mortal, dizzy head!”

came the faint voice of Giles Habi-

bula. “Sick, sick, sick! And dying
like a dog in a flaming whirlpool in

the heart of a blessed nebula! Ah,
there!”

The geodynes, abruptly, were
humming clear and strong again.

The Purple Dream leaped for-

ward, battled the savage current that

dragged her toward crashing, fiery

destruction in the supernal fury of

the vortex. Battled—and won!
She plunged through a last pale

streamer of greenly lighted cosmic

dust; and ahead was the clear dark-

ness of space.

“Safe!” exulted John Star, look-

ing back at the green streamers of

the nebula, spread like the tentacles

of some monstrous creature reach-

ing to draw them back.

“Safe!” repeated Jay Kalam
gravely, with a slow, ironic smile.

“Safe! And there ahead is Yar-

kand.”

John Star looked at the feeble,

dying sun, a scarlet, solitary eye,

watching them with unblinking

menace.

“Yarkand,” Jay Kalam went on
quietly, with a grim little smile.

“With its one planet, where Eric

Ulnar and his Medusae are guarding

Aladoree from us. Yes, we’re safe

—and ahead of us is the zone of

danger the monsters set up to guard
their world, the barrier the insane

men scream of. Of course, we’re

safe
!”

XIV.

“WELCOME, John,” Adam Ul-

nar called from the cruiser’s brig,

where he had been locked since they
left Phobos. He stood up, smiling,

in the little cell, tall, erect, hand-
somely distinguished as ever.

Suavely ironic, he added: “Come
in. Stay as long as you like.”

“We’ve a question to ask you,

Adam Ulnar,” said John Star.

Jay Kalam had come with him
from the bridge room.

“I appear to be at your disposal,

gentlemen.” He smiled. “Rough
times, we’ve been having, by the feel

of the ship.”

“But rougher ones ahead,” said

John Star. “Or I imagine so. But
what do you know of the Belt of

Peril?”

The question had rather a remark-

able effect on Adam Ulnar. His face

became unsmiling, rigidly masklike

;

and John Star detected something
like consternation behind the mask.
His hands clenched unconsciously
on the bars of the cell.

“The Belt of Peril?” He spoke
with visible effort. “Already

—

we’re near Yarkand?”
His voice had grown tense, uncer-

tain; there was dismay in it.

“Yes. The survivors of the first

expedition spoke of a Belt of Peril.

What is it? How can we get

through?”
“I don’t know what it is,” Adam

Ulnar said slowly, his fine eyes shad-

owed with fear. “I don’t know.

Even after Eric had made his alli-

ance with the Medusae, they didn’t

tell him, though they let him safely
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through on the way back to the

system.

“But it’s something—dreadful!

Two of the ships were lost in it, as

the expedition approached the

planet. And Eric’s got through, I

believe, because the Medusae thought
it might prove less useful destroyed
than not.”

“You don’t know what it is?”

“No. Something they set up to

guard the planet, like a ring of forts

in space. The force of it is radiant.

It causes electronic changes—very
strange ones! Disintegration, I

think. But the precise nature of it,

or how to avoid it, I don’t know.”
“Thank you, Adam Ulnar.”

They turned away, and the tense

voice called after them, frightened:

“Wait! You can’t plunge into it!

Not into the Belt of Peril.”

“We’re running through it,” John
Star assured him.

“We shall try,” added Jay Kalam,
“to get through at a very high speed,

by surprise, or before the radiant

force you mention has time to act.”

“Then, John,” came the shaky
voice, “I’ve a request to make of

you.”

“What’s that?”

“We’re kinsmen, John. And,
though we happen not to agree, I’ve

done something for you. The acad-

emy, you recall.”

“Yes. What is it?” The plead-

ing, uncertain manner had softened

his tone.

“John, we are certain to die in the

Belt of Peril, if you insist on div-

ing into it. And I understand that

it is a peculiarly unpleasant death.

1 wish, John—I wish you’d give me
the euthanasia.”

“You want to die?”

“I’d rather, John, than enter the

Belt of Peril alive.”

“You can communicate with the

Medusae?” asked Jay Kalam gravely.

“Yes, I can. Why ”

“Then we must refuse the request.

We may need you, Adam Ulnar, to

help undo the thing you have done.”

Yarkand burned on the right, a

swelling, perfect sphere, sharp-

edged against the ebon chasm of

space. Blood-red, intense, its rays

smote to the very brain with a dis-

concerting sense of horror and

doom.
Straight ahead was the solitary

planet that circled it, a smaller,

darker globe. It also was red, a dull,

smoky orange-red.

The Purple Dream plunged to-

ward it, geodynes still humming
keen and high. At the tele-peri-

scopes John Star and Jay Kalam
watched for the first glimpse of the

dreaded zone of danger.

The dull, yellow-red ball swelled

against the star-flung black abyss as

they dropped ; it was a gigantic

world, John Star realized, many
times the bulk of Earth.

“I see it,” whispered Jay Kalam.

“Blue. Like a double ring of sap-

phires.”

John Star saw the barrier, then;

the Belt of Peril.

Tiny points of blue, forming twin

rings about the cloudy, crimson

world; one about each hemisphere,

above and below the equator, thir-

teen in each ring, twenty-six in all.

Orange-red ball and hard blue

points expanded as the cruiser

drove down at reckless speed. The
points became flashing stars of sap-

phire. Colossal, star-shaped struc-

tures of blue crystal, John Star saw,

examining one with the highest

power of his instrument; gigantic

crystal shapes of cold blue flame.

Frozen light burned within them,

flashed out in cold, thin rays, nar-

row pencils of hard, diamond radi-

ance. that wove an unbroken net
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about the scarlet planet from pole

to pole.

The Medusae’s world assumed a

sinister and awful splendor as they

fell nearer.

THE GIGANTIC globe of dim,

cloudy yellow-red hung against the

utter black of space, twin rings of

colossal sapphires encircling it,

flinging from their cold facets a

web of diamond rays that veiled the

sullen-hued planet in supernal

splendor.

“The thing,” whispered John
Star, “is—beautiful!”

“Beautiful,” agreed Jay Kalam,
“like a deadly snake, or the crystals

of some horrible poison. It both

fascinates and repels.”

“Think of Aladoree, down there,”

breathed John Star. “Beyond

—

that! Hidden, guarded, and tor-

tured, I suppose, for her secret. We
must get through!”

“We must!”
And Jay Kalam spoke quiet or-

ders into his telephone.

“Mortal me!” appealed a voice,

plaintively thin. “Can’t we have a

blessed moment of time, before we
go plunging into the awful thing?

Just time to snatch a bite to eat?”

“No, Giles. In minutes now ”

“Can’t poor old Giles have time

even for a mortal sip of wine before

he dies? A poor old soldier of the

legion, dead on his feet from toiling

day and night, starving to death for

want of time to eat! Unjustly ac-

cused, hunted out of his native sys-

tem for a blessed pirate, driven to

his death in the mortal horrors of

an unknown planet! Poor old
”

John Star was listening no longer.

He had seen a strange thing. Some-
thing was happening to the ship

—

and to his own body.
The metal walls, the instruments

about him, were suddenly luminous,

shining with prismatic radiance.

His own skin was shining.

Infinitely small luminescent at-

oms, it seemed, were dancing away
from the walls of the room—tiny,

vibrant motes, red, orange, yellow,

green and blue, indigo and violet.

They swirled away from the curi-

ously shining walls, filled the room
swiftly with a throbbing, sparkling,

rainbow-colored mist.

The strange, glittering particles,

he saw, were streaming away from
his own body.
Then he felt it. A sheet of blind-

ing pain.

It wrapped him; from it stabbed

a million merciless needles.

A moment he gave way to it, sick

and reeling, eyes closed. Then he
fought to control himself, turned
unsteadily to Jay Kalam, a shim-
mering specter clothed in a mist of

molten rainbows.
“Feels—” through clenched teeth,

he gasped—“like every nerve—eaten

away !”

“That’s it,” he heard the specter’s

voice, hoarse and faint with pain.

“Particles dancing away—radiation

—beating through us—disintegrat-
ing—our bodies—nerves being de-

stroyed—stimulated.”

“How long ”

His voice went out. Agony beat

against his brain in great surges.

Every limb, every tissue of his body,
shrieked with pain. Even the cells

of his brain itself screamed protest

at the radiation consuming them.
Every second it seemed that his

suffering must be the ultimate

—

every second it increased.

He was blind with pain. Pain
roared in his ears. Red-hot needles

of pain probed every fiber of his

body. Still he fought to keep mas-
tery of himself, to keep the cruiser

plunging ahead.

Above the agony thundering in
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his ears, he heard the whine of the

hard-pushed geodynes change again

to the harsh, vibrating note. The
vibration increased, the whole ship

trembled with it. It became ter-

rific ; he clutched at a handrail,

thinking the ship must fly to frag-

ments under the torture.

It ceased abruptly. The cruiser

was silent. The geodynes at last had
failed completely. Now only mo-
mentum remained to carry them
through the radiation wall. Would
it—in time? He feared not.

In the new silence he heard Adam
Ulnar’s voice from the brig, a thin

scream of utter agony.
“Disintegration ” came the

faint, hoarse rasp from Jay Kalam.
“Invisible

”

He saw, then, that the solid metal

of the mechanisms about him was
becoming weirdly and incredibly

semitransparent, as if about to dis-

solve completely in the glittering

mist that swirled away from them,

ever denser.

He looked at Jay Kalam, through
the haze of shattered jewels, and saw
a strange, a fearful thing.

A specter in earnest, now, semi-

transparent, bones visible like shad-

ows within misty outlines of flesh.

Fiery smoke swirling away from it.

It looked no longer a man, but a

grim shadow, melting into prismatic

mist.

Yet it still had consciousness, rea-

son, will. A sound whispered from
it, dry and faint: “Rockets!”

John Star knew that he was an-

other dissolving ghost. Every atom
of his body flamed with unendurable
pain. Red agony blinded him, thun-

dered in his ears, froze his body in

rigid walls. Yet he moved, before

it overcame him utterly.

He reached the rocket firing keys.

He was sprawled over the control

board, the next he knew, limp, trem-
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bling, his sick body oddly weak,
dripping with sweat. He dragged
himself up, aware that his weird,

agonizing transparency was gone;
saw Jay Kalam, faint and white; saw
beyond him a few glistening dia-

mond particles still floating in the

air.

“The rockets,” breathed Jay Ka-
lam, his voice weak, uncertain, but

gravely deliberate as ever, “the

rockets brought us through.”

“Through!” It was a dry, hoarse
croak. “Inside the Belt?”

“Inside! And plunging toward
the planet’s surface.”

He fought to recover a grip on
himself.

“We must check our motion be-

fore we smash !”

“Giles!” Jay Kalam called into the

telephone. “The geodynes ”

“It’s no mortal use,” wheezed the

plaintive protest. “Old Giles is dy-

ing, dying! The blessed agony of

it ! And the generators are wrecked,

burned up! That awful vibration.

They can never be repaired!

“One old soldier, against all the

legion, and the blessed dangers of

space, and the precious monsters of

a world of bloody horror ”

“The geodynes ”

“Ah, the mortal things are fin-

ished, I tell you. Done!”

“He means it,” said Jay Kalam.
“The geodynes are gone. We’ve
only the rockets to keep us from
smashing to smoke on Yarkand.”

John Star dragged himself grimly
to the firing keys, muttered: “Now
is when we need the fuel we left on
Pluto’s moon!”

XV.

DOWN UPON the huge, expand-
ing, yellow-red planet the Purple
Dream was hurtling, rocket blasts

thundering forward at full power to
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check her flight—if it could be
checked short of catastrophe.

Jay Kalam watched, gravely anx-
ious, as John Star swiftly took the

readings from a score of instru-

ments, set them up on the calcula-

tors, snapped down a button.
“What do you find?”

“A close thing,” John Star said

slowly, at last. “Uncomfortably
close. At very nearly the same time,

three things will happen. Our for-

ward momentum will be checked.
We shall approach the surface of

the planet. The rockets will go dead
for want of fuel.

“But that thick red atmosphere
hides the planet’s surface—I can’t

tell exactly where it is. If it’s too
near, we smash against it like a me-
teor, before our fall is checked. If

too far, the fuel will be exhausted,
we plunge down again, helpless.”

“Then,” Jay Kalam observed
calmly, “we must await the event.
How long have we?”

“It’s about two hours, until those
three things happen.”

“And nothing we can do?”
“Nothing. Except keep the rock-

ets at full power.”
“A black flier!” announced Jay

Kalam, a moment later. “Out to

watch the pyrotechnics when we hit.

We gave the alarm, I suppose, when
we entered the Belt of Peril.”

John Star picked it up- in a tele-

periscope—a complex, gigantic

mechanism of glistening, ebon
metal; wide black vanes moving,
oddly slow, above the immense
sphere of its body. Not far above,

it was merely keeping pace with
their fall, making no hostile move.
“Just waiting to watch us smash!”

he muttered grimly. “Or to pick

us off if we don’t!”

“I’m going to get Adam Ulnar,”

Jay Kalam said abruptly. “He said

he could communicate with them.

I’m going to let him try. Might get

some scrap of information. Or ne-

gotiate some advantage, for his re-

lease.”

John Star nodded. He left the

bridge, returned with Adam Ulnar

before him, still white and shaken
from the experience in the Belt of

Peril.

“You’re willing to try to com-
municate?”

“Yes, John. We’re falling, you
say, near the planet, with generators

useless and a black flier near?”

“That’s the situation.”

“Then I’ll offer you a proposi-

tion.”

“What’s that?”

“Our lives, if the ship continues

to fall, aren’t worth much?”
“Agreed! What then?”
“I’ll save yours, for a chance to

save mine. The black ship can pick

up the Purple Dream, set it down
safe anywhere I say. I’ll have them
put you down safe, anywhere you
like on the surface of the planet, in

exchange for my life and freedom.

I’ll go aboard the black flier, have
it take me to their city. I’ll prom-
ise you twelve hours truce—I can’t

answer for what will happen after-

ward.”
“We’ve only your word.”
Adam Ulnar smiled a little, as-

sured them: “That is all. But you
can afford to take it.”

John Star studied the handsome,
gravely distinguished face, found
there something of sincerity and
honor and strength. Something he
could trust.

“Very well! You can communi-
cate from on board?”

“Yes, John. With the ultra-wave

transmitter. The Medusae, you see,

don’t converse by sound—in spite of

the name, they really aren’t com-
parable to any life form on the sys-

tem. They use an ether vibration.
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The first expedition devised radio

apparatus, with their aid, for inter-

course with them. I know the code
of signals—I’ve been in contact with
the agents they sent to the system.”

“It’s a bargain, then,” said Jay
Kalam. “Have us set down safe,

with twelve hours’ freedom. And
we’ll let you go aboard.”

ADAM ULNAR seated himself at

the compact instrument board of the

ship’s transmitter, his white face

visibly strained and eager.

Curious sounds, he made, into the
microphone. Sibilant whistlings,

full of little chirps and grunts and
clicks and squeaks.

And the reply that came presently
from the receiver was stranger still.

The voices of the Medusae—shrill

whisperings, dry, eerie, so unearthly
that John Star, listening, quivered
with little chills of horror.

Adam Ulnar, too, found amaze-
ment and horror in what he heard.

His jaw slackened with surprise.

He was suddenly tense, trembling,

his face gone very white and ab-

ruptly pearled with glistening

sweat. His eyes were wide with
lifeless terror.

He made queer little sounds again

into the transmitter, his voice so dry
that he could hardly form them.

Dry rustlings came back from the

ether. And the man dropped the

receivers, lurched to his feet, visibly

sick with horror.

“What was it?” breathed John
Star, feeling, in spite of himself,

some of the shaken man’s amaze-
ment and fear.

“Nothing good, John,” he mut-
tered blankly, holding himself up
by a handrail. “It’s the worst thing

that could have happened. Yet
something I have dreaded, since I

first knew of Eric’s alliance with

these fearful things.”

His sick eyes stared against the

wall, unseeingly.

“What has happened?” John Star

demanded apprehensively.

He started, rubbed a shaking

hand across his sweat-beaded fore-

head.

“I hardly dare tell you, John. A
dreadful thing—unthinkable. And
you will blame me for it. Yes, I am
to blame—it was I who sent Eric

here, so he’d have a chance to make
himself a hero. I sent him, when I

knew all the time he was a coward
and a fool.”

His voice drifted away, as he mut-

tered again: “Yes, I’m to blame!”

“But what is it?”

Sick eyes stared, in mute, pitiful

appeal.

“Don’t blame me for it, John! But

the Medusae have tricked Eric—and

the rest of us. They told him they

wanted just a shipload of iron. Just

for that, they promised to help re-

store the empire. I was afraid. But
Eric, the blind fool, went ahead.

“We’ve betrayed mankind!
“We’ve betrayed the Green Hall

and the legion and AKKA. We
guided them to the system and un-

dermined the defenses of humanity

and aided their fleet to establish an

outpost in the system—on Earth’s

Moon.
“And they’ve been planning, all

the time, to conquer the system not

for us but for themselves! Their

planet is old, their sun feeble, dying.

They are planning to wipe out the

human race, colonize our planets

with their own hideous kind.

“I’ve betrayed mankind. I’m a

traitor, John, a traitor!”

His dazed voice fell, as if he had

forgotten the others; he kept mut-

tering: “A traitor! A traitor!”

John Star and Jay Kalam were
shocked into silence. The thing was
incredible, unthinkable. Yet they
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knew it must be true. Reason in-

sisted that the Medusae must have
had more motive for their part in

the plot than the desire for a little

iron. And Adam Ulnar was stricken

with very genuine horror.

Their minds were frantic, dazed,

with visions of the doom of human-
ity. The system, John Star realized

with deadly, heart-chilling certainty,

could not fight the strange, ruthless

science that had built the black
fliers and the fearful Belt of Peril;

that hurled crashing suns of weird
opalescent flame for weapons. Not
with the legion of space betrayed
and AKKA already in the hands of

th,e enemy.
“They told me the truth, just

now,” whispered Adam Ulnar, after

a time, “because they’re going to de-

stroy us—if we survive the fall.

And, John ”

The horror-filmed eyes looked up
with sick appeal.

“John, I can’t live on, knowing
what I’ve done. May I have the

euthanasia?”

“You don’t deserve to die.”

“No,” said Jay Kalam. “You
must live, Adam Ulnar. You may
yet have a chance to help undo your
treason.”

He led the stricken man away
from the bridge.

ROCKETS still roaring, the Pur-
ple Dream plunged into the thick

red atmosphere of the gigantic

planet. Down she thundered,

through red-orange haze that was
ever heavier, toward the unseen sur-

face. Her speed was still terrific,

though diminished every second by

the pressure of the rockets.

Tense, alert, John Star stood by
the controls, fighting for the last

ounce of power.
The black flier settled after them

into the haze, ebon vanes spinning

deliberately; colossal, relentless, in-

escapable—an overwhelming Neme-
sis of dark metal.

Reddish mist surrounded them.

Even the black flier became a dim

vast shadow above ;
all else was lost.

The thunder of the rockets

paused, ceased with a final barking

explosion. Strained, vibrant silence

followed it; silence of tense waiting.

“The fuel is out,” whispered John

Star. “We’re falling free—help-

less!”

He peered into the thick, crimson

mist ahead, hands knotted with the

agony of powerless inaction. His

straining eyes made out a surface

below, smooth, glistening, rippling.

It flung to meet the falling cruiser.

“A sea!” he breathed. “We’re

dropping into a yellow sea!”

“Anyhow,” observed Jay Kalam,

still deliberately calm in the last mo-

ment of their plunging fall, “any-

how, we’ve got to the planet where

Aladoree is.”

To be continued next month.

Arthur Leo Zagat's greatest story:

SPOOR OF THE BAT”
i

—in the July Astounding Stories



The greatest collation of factual data on

superscience in existence. Don’t miss any

installments, or the story is incomplete

PART THREE
V.

U
PON the 9th of January, 1907, Mr.
McLaughlin, of the town of Ma-
gilligan, County Derry, Ireland,

hadn’t a red light. Neither had
his sister, nor his niece, nor his maid
servant. They hadn’t a cabinet. But a

show was staged at their house, as if they
knew altogether too much about phos-
phorescent paint, and as if Mr. McLaugh-
lin bought false whiskers. There were
phenomena in sunlight, and there was an
atmosphere as unmystical as pigs and
neighbors. If any spiritualistic medium
can do stunts, there is no more need for
special conditions than there is for a

chemist to turn down lights, start opera-
tions with a hymn, and ask whether
there’s any chemical present that has

affinity with something named Hydrogen.
Mr. McLaughlin had cleaned soot from

the chimney. I wonder what relation

there may be. It is said that immediately
afterward, phenomena began. There were
flows of soot from undetectable sources,

in rooms, and from room to room, inde-

pendent of drafts, sometimes moving
against drafts. Also there were flows of
stones, or bombardments. About thirty

panes of glass were broken by stones, in

the daytime, some of them in the pres-

ence of neighbors. This is the story, as

it was told by reporters of the Derry
Journal and the Coleraine Constitution,

who had been sent to investigate. Prob-
ably there was a girl, aged fourteen or
fifteen, in this house, but as to the ages
of Mr. McLaughlin’s niece and maid
servant, I could not learn particulars.
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Showers of frogs and worms and peri-

winkles—and now it’s showers of nails.

St. Louis Globe-Democrat, Oct. 16, 1888

—dispatch from Brownsville, Texas

—

that, on the night of the 12th, the light-

house, at Point Isabel, occupied by Mrs.
Schreiber, widow of the keeper, who had
departed not long before, had been struck
by a rain of nails. The next night, about
dark, came another shower of nails. More
variety—also down pelted clods of earth

and oyster shells. Bombardments con-

tinued. People gathered and saw show-
ers, mostly of nails, but could not find

out where they were coming from.
In Human Nature, March, 1871, is a

story of flows of corn that were passing
from a locked crib, in Buchanan, Virginia.

But, in this case, it was said that appari-

tions were seen, and mostly, at least so

far as apparitions are concerned, our
accounts are not ghost stories.

There have been mysterious showers
of money, in public places. One of the

stories was of coins that, for several

days, a few years ago, fell intermittently

into Trafalgar Square, London. Traffic

was so interfered with by scramblers that

the police investigated, but could trace

nothing to the buildings around the

Square. Every now and then there was
a jingle of coins, and a scramble, and the
annoyance of the police was increased.

They investigated.

Maybe there are experimenters who
have learned to do such things, teleporta-

tively. I’d see some sport in it, myself,
if it wouldn’t cost too much.

THERE WAS a piker with pennies, in

London, several years ago. New York
Evening World, Jan. 18, 1928—flows of

copper coins and chunks of coal, in a
house in Battersea, London, occupied by
a family named Robinson. “The Robin-
sons are educated people, and scout the

idea of supernatural agency. However
they are completely baffled, and declare
the phenomena take place in closed
rooms, thus precluding the possibility of

objects being thrown from outside.”

There’s small chance of such phenomena
being understood, just at present, because
everybody’s a logician. Almost every-
body reasons: “There are not supernat-
ural occurrences: therefore these alleged
phenomena did not occur.” However
through some closed skulls, mostly inde-
pendently of eyes and ears and noses,

which tell mostly only what they should
tell, is penetrating the idea that flows of

coins and chunks of coal may be as nat-

ural as the flows of rivers. Those of us
who have taken this degree of our initia-

tion may now go on to a more advanced
stage of whatever may be the matter
with us.

August 30th, 1919—Swanton Novers
Rectory, near Melton Constable, Norfolk,
England—oil “spurting” from walls and
ceilings. It was thought that the house
was over an oil well, the liquid percolat-

ing and precipitating, but it was not
crude oil that was falling: the liquids

were paraffin and petrol. Then came
showers of water. Oil was falling from
one of the appearing-points, at a rate of

a quart in ten minutes. Methylated
spirits and sandalwood oil were falling.

In an account, dated Sept. 2nd, it is said

that receptacles had been placed under
appearing-points, and that about fifty gal-

lons of oil had been caught. Of thirteen

showers, upon Sept. 1st, two were of

water.
The circumstance that is of most im-

portance in this story is that such quan-
tities of oils and water appeared here
that the Rector, the Rev. Hugh Guy, had
been driven out, and had moved his furni-

ture to another house.
London Times, Sept. 9—“Norfolk Mys-

tery Solved.” We are told that Mr. Os-
wald Williams, the “illusionist,” or the

stage magician, and his wife, who were
investigating, had seen the housemaid,
aged fifteen, enter the house, which for

several days had been unoccupied, and
throw a glass of water, which they had
salted, to a ceiling, then crying that an-

other shower had occurred. They had
shut off the water supply, in the house,

and had placed around glasses and pails

of water, salted so that it could be identi-

fied.

As Mr. and Mrs. Williams told it, they,

in hiding, saw the girl throw the salted

water, and rushed out of their hiding
place and accused her. Conceivably all

for the sake of science, and conceivably
with not a thought of publicity-values,

Mr. Williams told newspaper reporters of
his successful stratagem, and put com-
pleteness into his triumph, by telling that

the girl had confessed. “She admitted
that she had done it, and finally she broke
down and made a clean breast of it.”

Times, Sept. 12—girl interviewed by a

representative of a Norwich newspaper

—

denied that she had confessed—denied
that she had played tricks of any kind

—

denied that the Williamses had been in
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hiding—told that she had gone to the
house, with Mr. and Mrs. Williams, and
that a wet spot had appeared upon a ceil-

ing, and that she had been wrongfully
accused of having thrown water.

“According to the little girl’s state-

ment, she was at no time alone in the
kitchen” (London Daily News, Sept. 10).

“She insists that she was the victim of a
trick, and that great pressure was put
upon her to admit that she had thrown
salted water to the ceiling. ‘I was told,’

she said, ‘that I would be given one min-
ute to say I had done it, or go to prison.

I said that I didn’t do it.’
”

Having an interest in ways in which
data are suppressed, I have picked up
some information upon how little girls

are “pressed.” No details of the “pres-
sure” were published in the London news-
papers. Norfolk News, Nov. 8—that, in

the Holt Petty Sessions had come up the
case of the girl, Mabel Louisa Philippo—
spelled Phillips, in the other accounts—
complainant against Mrs. Oswald Wil-
liams, who was charged with having as-

saulted her. The girl said that Mrs.
Williams had time after time struck her
in the face, and had called attention to

her face, reddened by blows, as evidence
of her guilt. Mrs. Philippo testified that,

when she arrived at the Rectory, her
daughter’s first words were that she had
been beaten. The Rev. Hugh Guy testi-

fied, but he did not testify that he was
in the house, at the time. According to

details picked up from other accounts, he
was not in the house, at the time.

It is said that legal procedure in Great
Britain is superior to whatever goes un-
der that name in the United States. I

can’t accept that legal procedure any-

where is superior to anything. Mr. Guy,
who had not been present, testified that

he had not seen the girl struck, and I

found no record of any objection by the

girl’s attorney to such testimony. The
case was dismissed.

And then a document closed investiga-

tion. It was a letter from Mr. Guy, pub-
lished in the Times, Sept. 13. Mr. Guy
wrote that he had tasted the water, upon
the ceiling, and had tasted salt in it: so
he gave his opinion that the girl had
thrown the water. Most likely there is

considerable salt, reminders of long suc-

cessions of hams and bacons, on every
kitchen ceiling.

According to Mr. and Mrs. Williams,
the girl had confessed. But see Mr. Guy’s

letter to the Times—that the girl had
not confessed.

So, because of Mr. Guy’s letter, the
Williamses can not be depended upon.
But we’re going to find that Mr. Guy
can not be depended upon.
The investigation was stopped by Mr.

Guy. The inquiry-shearer, or the mys-
tery-bobber, was this statement, in his

letter—“It would have taken only a small
quantity to create the mess.”
The meaning of this statement is that,

whereas gallons, or barrels, of oils, at a
cost of hundreds of dollars, could not be
attributed to a mischievous girl, “only a
small quantity” could be.

FLOWS OF FROGS—flows of worms
—flows of lies—read this:

London Daily Express, Aug. 30—“The
Rector, in response to a request from the

Daily Express, tor the latest news, re-

ported as follows:
“ ‘To the Editor of the Daily Express:
“ ‘Expert engineer arriving Monday.

Drippings ascribed to exudations, on
August 8, of petrol, methylated spirits,

and paraffin. House evacuated; vapor
dangerous; every room affected; down-
pour rather than dripping—Guy.’

”

In the Daily Express, Sept. 2, is pub-
lished Mr. Guy’s statement that he had
been compelled to move his furniture

from the house.
According to other accounts, the quan-

tities were great. In the London Daily
News were published reports by an archi-

tect, a geologist, and a chemist, telling of
observations upon profuse flows. In the

Norwich newspapers, the accounts are

similar. For instance, the foreman of an
oil company, having been asked to give

an opinion, had visited the house, and
had caught in a tub, two gallons of oil,

which had dripped, in four hours, from
one of the appearing-points. Just how,
as a matter of tricks, a girl could have
been concerned in these occurrences is

not picturable to me. The house was
crowded, while the oil-expert, for in-

stance, was investigating. But it does
seem that unconsciously she was con-
cerned. The first of the showers oc-

curred in her room. Ceilings were bored
and ripped off, but nothing by which to

explain was found. Then another stage
magician, Mr. N. Maskelyne, went to

Swanton Novers, with the idea of expos-
ing trickery. Possibly this competition
made the Williamses hasty. But Mr.
Maskelyne could find nothing by which
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to explain the mystery. According to

him (Daily Mail, Sept. 10) “barrels of

it” had appeared, during the time of his

observations.

Just how effective, as an inquiry-stop-

per, was the story of the girl and the

“small quantity,” is shown by the way
the Society for Psychical Research was
influenced by it. See the Journal S. P. R.,

Oct., 1919. Mr. Guy’s letter to the Times
is taken as final. No knowledge of con-

flicting statements by him is shown. The
Society did not investigate. “A small

quantity” can be explained, as it should

be explained, but “barrels of it” must
be forgotten. Case dismissed.

If the Rev. Hugh Guy described at one

time a “downpour,” which had driven

out him and and his tables, chairs, beds,

rugs, all those things that I think of seri-

ously, because I have recently done some
moving, myself, and then told of “a small

quantity,” why have I not an explanation

of this contradiction?

I wrote to Mr. Guy, asking him to ex-

plain, having the letter registered for the

sake of a record. I have received no
answer.

In the London Daily Mail, Sept. 3,

1919, are reproduced two photographs of

oil dripping from different ceilings. Large
drops of oil are clearly visible.

VI.

FLOWS OF BLOOD from “holy
images”

—

Once upon a time I thought that stories

of flows of blood from “holy images”
were as ridiculous as anything that I had
ever read in any astronomical, or geologi-

cal textbook, or in any treatise upon
economics or mechanics.
Well, then, what happened?
It occurred to me that stories of flows

of blood from “holy images” are as-

similable with our general expressions
upon teleportations. Whereupon, auto-

matically, the formerly despised became
the somewhat reasonable. Though now
and then I am ill-natured with scientific

methods, it is no pose of mine that I am
other than scientific, myself, in our ex-

pressions. I am tied down like any col-

lege professor or Zulu wise man.
As a start-off, I suggest that if we

accept that flows of water ever have ap-
peared at points in objects, called

“houses,” a jolt is softened, and we pass
easily into thinking that other fluids may
have appeared at points in other objects,

called “holy images.” The jolt is softened

still more, if we argue that other fluids

did appear at points in the object, called

“a house,” at Swanton-Novers.
There may be teleportation, and maybe

for ages the secret of it has been known
by esoteric ones. It may be that priests,

especially in the past, when, sociologi-

cally, they were of some possible use,

have known how to teleport a red fluid,

or blood, to points upon images. They
may have been “agents,” able to do this,

without knowing how they got their ef-

fects. If I can accept that our whole
existence is an organism, I can accept

that, if by so-called miracles, its masses
of social growths can best be organized
and kept co-ordinated, then appear so-

called miracles. The only flaw that I

note in this argument is that it overlooks
that there is no need for miracles. If

there is a need for belief in miracles,

miracles can be said to have occurred.

Out in open fields there have been mys-
terious, or miraculous, showers of water.

Then has appeared the seeming “agency”
of human beings, and similar showers
have occurred in houses

—

Out in open places, there are electrical

manifestations, and they are known as

“lightning.” The general specializes, and
human beings use electricity, in their

houses, or in images that are called “ma-
chines.” Or we’d say that electricians

are trained “agents” in the uses of light-

ning.

Out in open places there have been
flows of a red liquid.

In La Nature, Sept. 25, 1880, Professor

J. Brun, of the University of Geneva,
writes that, near Djebel-Sekra, Morocco,
he had heard rumors of a fall of blood
from the sky. He visited the place of
the reported phenomenon. He says that,

to his stupefaction, he found rocks and
vegetation covered with scales of a red,

shining material. Examining specimens
under a microscope, he found them com-
posed of minute organisms, which he tells

us were Protococcus Buvialis.

Anyway, here is an orthodox scientist

who accepted that a red fluid did fall

from the sky. I have about a dozen other
records of showers of red fluids that

were not rains colored by dusts. Upon
several of these occasions the substance
was identified as blood.

Or that once upon a time, or once upon
an archaic time, there came to this earth,

along arterial paths in space, red flows of
a primitive plasm that deluged continents,

and out of which, by the plan, purpose,
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guidance, or design that governs develop-

ments in all organisms, higher forms of

life developed

—

And that maybe this mechanism has

not altogether ceased, so that to this day,

but in a vestigial sense, or in a very much
dwindled representation, such flows are

continuing

—

And that, if human beings ever have had
“agency” in directing such flows, that is

only a specialization of the general.

ONCE UPON a time, it was the fash-

ion with those of us who say that they
are of the enlightened, to reject all stories

of the “Miracles at Lourdes.” The doc-
tors had much to do with this rejection.

Somewhere behind everything that every-
body believes, or disbelieves, is some-
body’s pocket. But now, as to those
“miracles,” the explanation of auto-sug-

gestion is popular. Some of us who
were not interested are beginning to

think. The tendency that I point out is

that of so often rejecting both data and
an explanation, simply because one re-

jects an explanation. Many of our data

are in this position of phenomena at

Lourdes. Explanations have been taken
over by theologians, or by spiritualists,

and scientists, instead of opposing this

usurpation, have denied the data.

Whether it is only because I now want
so to accept, or not, I now accept that

the phenomenon of the stigmata, or flows

of blood from points upon living images,
has occurred.

Most likely those who deny the phe-
nomenon of the stigmata are those who
have not read, or have not recently read,

the story of Louise Lateau, for instance.

One would have to be of a very old-

fashioned resistfulness not to accept this

story, half an hour after reading it. For
the latest instance, that of Theresa Neu-
mann, of the village of Konnersreuth,
near Munich, Germany, see the New York
Times, April 18, 1928. In recent years,

several cases have been reported, in the

United States. Flows of blood from
points in living images lead us to flows

of blood from points in graven images.

If one accepts the phenomenon of the

stigmata, I don’t know that acceptance is

monstrously stretched by transferring the

idea from bodies to statues.

“On Saturday (Aug. 21st, 1920) all

statues and holy pictures, in the home
of Thomas Dwan, of Templemore, Tip-
perary, Ireland, began to bleed.” See
newspapers of Aug. 24th.

A boy, James Walsh, a devout young-
ster, aged sixteen, was the center of the

reported phenomena at Templemore. Per-

haps the bleeding statues and pictures

were trickeries of his!

“Towns in ruins—terrible bloodshed

—

bombs and burnings—shocking series of

murders—hellish vandalism—brutality and
terrorism—hangings, ambushes, raids.

Whatever the association may be, I

note conditions in Ireland, at this time.

Here is one newspaper heading, telling

of occurrences of one day—“Reign of

terror in Ireland—terrible massacre

—

appalling loss of life—holocaust—blood-

shed and horror.”

Five days before the phenomena at

Templemore were first reported, this

town was raided. The town hall was
burned down, and other buildings were
destroyed. Templemore was terrorized.

All shops were closed. Few persons
dared to be seen in the streets. On the

road to Templemore there was not a cart.

The town was partly in ruins.

I take from the Tipperary Star:

“In Dwan’s house, and in the house of

his sister-in-law, Mrs. Maher, where lived

and worked the young man, James Walsh,
statues started to bleed simultaneously.”

This news sneaked up and down the

roads. Its carriers were in the midst of

desolation and ruin. Then they scurried

from farm to farm, and people were com-
ing out from their homes. They went to

Templemore to see. Then they went in

droves. The roads began to roar. Strings

of people became ropes of marching thou-

sands. Then the news that was exciting

Ireland was going out to the world.

THE TERROR that chanting proces-

sions were threading may have had rela-

tion with these rhythms of marchers.

They were singing their song of the long,

long way, and then arriving shiploads

took up the song. Messrs. Cook, the tour-

ist agents, sent inquiries as to whether
the inns of Templemore could provide for

two thousand pilgrims from England.
Scotchmen and Englishmen and French-
men—tourist agencies in the United States,

European countries, and Japan sent in-

quiries. Waves that billowed from this

excitement beat upon Table Mountain,
South Africa, and in the surf that fell

upon Cape Town, people bobbed into a

committee that was sent to investigate.

Drops of blood from a statue in Ireland

—and a trickle of turbans down a gang-
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way at Bombay—a band of pilgrims set

out from Bombay.
Other phenomena, which may have been

teleportations, were reported. In the

earthen floor of the Walsh boy’s room, a
hollow, about the size of a tea cup, filled

with water. No matter how it was
drained—and thousands of persons took
away quantities—water, from an unknown
source, always returned to this appearing-
point. The subject of “holy wells” oc-

curs to me, as a field of neglected data.

Everything that I can think of occurs to

me as a field of disregard and neglect.

Statues in Walsh’s room bled—that’s the

story—and, as in poltergeist doings—or

as in other poltergeist doings—objects

moved about in an invisible force.

Walkers, bicyclists, motor cars, donkey
carts, lorries, charabancs, wheelbarrows
with cripples in them: jaunting cars, spe-

cial trains rushing from Dublin. Some
of the quietest old towns were in up-
roars. Towns all around and towns far

away were reporting streets resounding
with tramping thousands. There were
not rooms enough in the towns. From
storms of people, drifts slept on door
steps. Templemore, partly in ruins stood
black in the center of a wide growth of

tents. This new city, mostly of tents,

was named Pilgrimsville.

I have not taken up definite accounts
of the bleeding statues. See statements
published in various issues of the Tip-
perary Star. They are positively con-
vincing, or they are fairy stories for

grown up brats. I could fill pages, if I

wanted to, but that would imply that I

think there is any meaning in solemn as-

sertions, or in sworn testimony, with
hands on Bibles. For instance, I have
notes upon an account by Daniel Egan,
a harness-maker of Templemore, of blood
that he had seen oozing from a statue

—

but this statement may be attributed to a

sense of civic responsibility. He would
be a bad citizen who would testify

otherwise, considering the profit that was
flowing into Templemore. The town’s
druggist, a man of what is said to be
education, stated that he had seen the
phenomena. He was piling up a fortune
from people who had caught bad colds,

sleeping in the fields. I suppose that

some of them had come devoutly from
far away, but had begun to sneeze, and
had back-slid from piety to pills. How-
ever, something that I can not find a hint

of is that either Dwan or the Mahers
charged admission. At first, people were

admitted in batches of fifty, somebody,
holding a watch, saying, every five min-
utes : “Time, please !” Soon Dwan and the

Mahers placed the statues in windows,
for all to see. There were crowds all

day, and torchlight processions moved
past these windows all night.

The blood that was shed in Ireland con-

tinued to pour from human beings: but

the bleeding statues stopped, or state-

ments that statues were bleeding stopped.

However, wherever the water was com-
ing from, it continued to flow from the

appearing-point in the Walsh boy’s room.
In the Tipperary Star, Sept. 25, the esti-

mate is that, in about one month, one

million persons had visited Pilgrimsville.

To some degree the excitement kept up
the rest of the year.

They were threading terror with their

peaceful processions. They marched
through “a terrible toll of bloodshed

—

wild scenes at Nenagh—the Banshaw hor-

ror.” Past burned and blackened fields in

which corpses were lying, streamed these

hundreds of thousands: chanting their

song of the long, long way; damning the

farmers, who were charging them two
shillings apiece for hard-boiled eggs;

praying, raiding chicken houses, telling

their beads, stealing bicycles.

Somewhere, a lorry of soldiers is mov-
ing down a road. Out of bushes come
bullets, and the sides of the car are

draped with a droop of dead men. Not
far away, men and women and children

are marching. Along the roads of dis-

tracted Ireland—steady pulsations of

people and people and people.

VII.

I HAVE COME upon a story of some-
body, in Philadelphia, who, having heard

that a strange wild animal was prowling

in New Jersey, announced that he had
caught it. He exhibited something, as the

“Jersey Devil.” I have to accept that

this person was the press agent of a dime
museum, and that the creature that he

exhibited was a kangaroo, to which he

had attached tin wings and green whis-

kers. But, if better-established branches

of biology are subject to Nature-fakery,

what can be expected in our newer biol-

ogy, with all the insecurities of newness?
“Jersey Devils” have been reported

other times, but, though I should not like

to be so dogmatic as to say that there

are no “Jersey Devils,” I have had no
encouragement investigating them. One
of the stories, according to a clipping
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that was sent to me, by Miss F. G. Tal-
man, of Woodbury, N. J., appeared in

the Woodbury Daily Times, Dec. 15,

1925. William Hyman, upon his farm,
near Woodbury, had been aroused by a

disturbance in his chicken coop. He shot

and killed a never-before-heard-of animal.

I have written to Mr. Hyman, and have
no reason to think that there is a Mr. Hy-
man. I have had an extensive, though
one-sided, correspondence, with people
who may not be, about things that prob-
ably aren’t. For the latest account of the

“Jersey Devil,” see the New York Times,
Aug. 6, 1930.

Remains of a strange animal, teleported

to this earth from Mars or the moon

—

very likely, or not so likely—found on a
bank of a stream in Australia. See the

Adelaide Observer, Sept. 15, 1883—that

Mr. Hoad, of Adelaide, had found on a
bank of Brungle Creek, a headless trunk
of a piglike animal, with an appendage
that curved inward, like the tail of a lob-

ster. New Zealand Times, May 9, 1883

—

excitement near Masterton—unknown
creature at large—curly hair, short legs,

and broad muzzle. Dogs sent after it

—

one of the dogs flayed by it—rest of the

dogs running away—probably “with their

tails between their legs,” but the reporter
overlooking this convention.
There have been stories of strange

animals that have appeared at times of
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. See
sea serpent stories, about the time of the
Charleston earthquake. About the same
time, following a volcanic eruption in

New Zealand, there were stories in New
Zealand.

Strange animals have appeared and they
may have been teleported to this earth
from other parts of an existence, but the

easiest way of accounting for strange
animals is to say that they are hybrids.

Of course I could handle, or manhandle,
this subject any way to suit me, and be
about as reasonable one way as another.

I could quote many authorities against

the occurrence of bizarre hybrids, leaving

hard to explain, in terms of terrestrial

origin, strange creatures that have ap-

peared upon this earth. There are biolo-

gists who will not admit fertility between
creatures as much alike as hares and rab-

bits. Nevertheless, I think that there
have been strange hybrids.

THE COW that gave birth to two
lambs and a calf.

I don’t know how that will strike all

minds, but to the mind of a standardized
biologist, I’d not be much more prepos-

terous, if I should tell of an elephant that

had produced two bicycles and a baby
elephant.

The story is told in the Toronto Globe,
May 25, 1889. It is said that a member
of the staff of the Globe had been sent to

investigate this outrage upon conven-
tional obstetrics. The reporter went to

the farm of Mr. John H. Carter, at South
Simcoe, and then wrote that he had seen
the two lambs, which were larger and
coarser than ordinary, or less romanti-
cally derived, lambs, having upon their

breasts tufts of hair like calves’ hair.

Other newspapers

—

Quebec Daily Mer-
cury, for instance—published other de-

tails, such as statements by well-known
stockbreeders that they had examined the

lambs, and were compelled to accept the

story of their origin.

One afternoon, in October, 1878, Mr.
Davy, a naturalist, who was employed at

the London Aquarium, took a stroll with
a new animal. I think of a prayer that

is said to have been uttered by King
Louis XIV. He was tired of lamb chops
and beef and bacon—“Send me a new
animal.” Mr. Davy took a stroll with
one. People far away were attracted by
such screeches as are seldom heard in

London. Some ex-slaves, who were play-

ing in Uncle Tom’s Cabin, were follow-

ing the new animal, and were letting

loose their excitability. The creature

was about two feet long, and two feet

high, and was formed like nothing known
to anatomists—anyway to anatomists of

this earth. It was covered with wiry
hair: head like a boar’s, and curly tail

like a boar’s. It was described as “a
living cube.” As if with abdomen miss-

ing, its hind legs were close to its fore-

legs. If Mr. Davy’s intention had been
to attract attention, he was succeeding.
Almost anybody with the modern view
of things will think what a pity he wasn’t
advertising something. The crowd
jammed around so that he ran into an
underground railway station. Here there
was an uproar. He was compelled to

ride in the brake, because of a fear that

there would be a panic among the pas-
sengers. At the Aquarium, Davy told
that an acquaintance of his, named Le-
man, had seen this creature with some
peasants, in the South of France, and
had bought it, but, unable to speak the
patois of the district, had been unable to
learn anything of its origin. At the
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Aquarium the only explanation that could
be thought of was that it was a dog-boar
hybrid.

Davy’s publicity continued. He took
the new animal to his home, and a crowd
went with him. His landlord looked at

the animal. When the animal looked at

the landlord, the landlord ran to his

room, and from behind closed doors,

ordered Davy to take away the monster.
There was another hold-up of traffic all

the way to the home of Frank Buckland.
In Land and Water, of which he was

the editor, issue of Oct. 5, Buckland
wrote an account of this “demon,” as he
called it, saying that it looked like a

gargoyle, or like one of Fuseli’s satanic
animals. He did not try to explain, but
mentioned what was thought at the

Aquarium. In the next issue of Land and
Water, Thomas Worthington, the natur-

alist, wrote that the idea of the hybrid
was “utterly untenable”: but his own
idea that the creature was “a tame hyena
of some abnormal kind” leaves mysteri-
ous how the “demon” ever got into the

possession of peasants in the South of
France. It would be strange if they had
a tame hyena of a normal kind.

In January, 1846 ( Tasmanian Journal
of Science, 3-147) a skull was found on a
bank of the river Murrumbridgee, Austra-
lia. It was examined by Dr. James Grant,
who said that the general form and ar-

rangement of the teeth were different

from those of any animal known to him.
He noted somebody’s suggestion that it

might be the skull of one of the camels
that had been sent to Australia, in the

year of 1839. He accounted for its hav-
ing characters that were unknown to him,
by thinking that it might be foetal. So
then, whether in accordance with a the-

ory or not, he found that some of the
bones were imperfectly ossified, and that

the teeth were covered with a membrane.
It was not a fossil. It was a skull of a

large, herbivorous animal, and had not
been exposed long.

Melbourne Argus, Feb. 28, and March
1, 1890—a wandering monster. A list of
names and addresses of persons who said

that they had seen it, was published. It

was a creature about thirty feet long, and
was terrorizing the people of Euroa.
“The existence of some altogether un-
heard-of monster is vouched for by a

crowd of credible witnesses.”

A REPORTED MONSTER is told of,

in the Scientific American, July, 1922.

Dr. Clement Onelli, Director of the

Zoological Gardens, of Buenos Aires, had
published a letter that had been sent to

him by an American prospector named
Sheffield, who said that, in the Argentine
Territory of Chebut, he had seen huge
tracks, which he had followed to a lake.

“There I saw in the middle of the lake

an animal with a huge neck, like that of

a swan, and the movement of the water
made me suppose the beast to have a body
like that of a crocodile.” I wrote to Dr.

Onelli, and received a reply, dated Aug.
IS, 1924, telling that again he had heard
of the monster. Maybe this same huge-
necked creature was seen somewhere
else, however we explain its getting there.

The trouble in trying to understand all

reported monsters is their mysterious ap-

pearances and disappearances. In the

London Daily Mail, Feb. 8, 1921, a huge,

unknown animal, near the Orange River,

South Africa, is told of by Mr. F. C.

Cornell, F. R. G. S. It was something
with a neck like a bending tree trunk,

“something huge, black, and sinuous.”

It devoured cattle. “The object may
have been a python, but if it was it was
of incredible size.” It is only preposter-

ously unreasonable to think that the same
thing could have appeared in South
Africa and then in South America.
The “blonde beast of Patagonia,” which

was supposed to be a huge ground sloth,

parts of which are now in various mu-
seums, attracted attention, in the year

1899. See the Zoologist, August, 1899.

Specimens of the blonde’s bide were
brought to England, by Dr. F. P. Moreno,
who believed that the remains had been
preserved for ages. We prefer to think

otherwise : so we note that Dr. Ameghino,
who got specimens of the hide from the

natives, said that it was their story that

they had killed it.

There was a volley of monsters from
some other world, about the time of the

Charleston earthquake, or some one thing

skipped around with marvellous agility,

or it is that, just before the quake, there

were dull times for the newspapers. So
many observations in places far apart

can be reconciled by thinking that not a

creature but explorers in a construction,

had visited this earth. They may have
settled down in various places. How-
ever, it is pretty hard to be reconciled to

our reconciliations.

New York Sun, Aug. 19, 1886—a horned
monster, in Sandy Lake, Minnesota.
More details, in the London (Ontario)
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Advertiser—Chris. Engstein fired a shot

at it, but missed. Then came dispatches

from the sea coast. According to one
of them, Mr. G. P. Putnam, principal of a

Boston grammar school, had seen a mon-
ster, in the sea, at Gloucester. In Science,

8-258, Mr. B. A. Colona, of the U. S.

Coast Survey, writes that, upon the 29th

of August, he had seen an unknown crea-

ture in the sea off Cape Cod. In the New
York newspapers, early in September, a

monster was reported as having been seen

at sea, off Southport, and off Norwalk,
Conn.: in Michigan, in the Connecticut

River, and in the Hudson River. The
conventional explanation is that this was
simply an epidemic of fancied observa-

tions. Most likely some of them were
only contagions.

There’s a yarn, or a veritable account,

in the New York Times, June 10, 1880

—

monstrous, dead thing, floating on the sea,

bottom up. Sailors rowed to it, and
climbed up its sides. They danced on its

belly. That’s a merry little story, but I

know a more romantic one. It seems
that a monster was seen from a steam-
ship. Then the lonely thing mistook the

vessel for a female of his species. He
overwhelmed her with catastrophic en-

dearments.
But I am avoiding stories of traditional

serpentine monsters of the sea. One rea-

son is that collections of these stories are

easily available. The astronomer has not

lived, who has ever collected and written

a book upon data not sanctioned by the

dogmas of his cult, but my slightly favor-

able opinion of biologists continues, and
I note that a big book of sea serpent stor-

ies was written by Dr. Oudemans, Direc-
tor of the Zoo, at The Hague, Holland.
When that book came out, a review of

it, in Nature, was not far from abusive.

Away back in the year 1848, convention-

alists were outraged, because of the

source of one of these stories. For the

account, by Capt. M’Quhae, of H. M. S.

Daedalus, of a huge, unknown creature,

said by him to have been seen by him, in

the ocean, Aug. 6th, 1848, see the Zoolo-
gist, vol. 6. Someone else who bothered
the conventionalists was the captain of

the royal yacht, the Osborne, who, in an
official report to the admiralty, told of

having seen a monster—not serpent-like

—off the coast of Sicily, May 2, 1877.

See the London Times, June 14, 1877, and
Land and Water, Sept. 8, 1877. The crea-

ture was turtle-like, visible part of the

body about fifty feet long. There was

an attempt to correlate this appearance
with a submarine eruption, but I have
found that this eruption—in the Gulf of

Tunis—had occurred in February.
The suggestion was that, in the depths

of the ocean may live monsters, which
are occasionally cast to the surface by
submarine disturbances.

It is a convenience. Accept that un-

known sea monsters exist, and how ac-

count for the relatively few observations

upon things so conspicuous? That they

live in ocean depths, and come only occa-

sionally to the surface.

I have gone into the subject of deep-sea

dredging, and, in museums, have looked at

models of deep-sea creatures, but I have
never heard of a living thing of consid-

erable size that has been brought up from
profound ocean depths. William Beebe
has never brought up anything of the

kind. On his Arcturus Adventure, any-

thing that got away from him, and his

hooks and his nets and his dredges, must
have been small and slippery. It seems
that anything with an exposure of wide
surfaces could not withstand great pres-

sure. However, this is only reasoning.

Before the days of deep-sea dredging,

scientists reasoned that nothing at all

could live far down in the sea. Also,

now most of them would argue that, be-

cause of the great difference between
pressures, any living thing coming up
from ocean depths would burst. Not nec-

essarily so, according to Beebe. Some of

the deep-sea creatures that he brought
up were so unconventional as to live

several hours, and to show no sign of

disruption. So, like everybody else, I

don’t know what to think, but, rather un-

commonly, I know that.

IN OCTOBER, 1883, there was a story

in the newspapers—I take from the

Quebec Daily Mercury, Oct. 7, 1883—of

an unknown animal, which was seen by
Capt. Seymour, of the bark Hope On, off

the pearl islands, about fifty miles from
Panama. In Knowledge, Nov. 30, 1883,

Richard Proctor tells of this animal, and
says that also it had been reported by
officers of a steamship. This one was
handsome. Anyway, it had a head like

that of a “handsome horse.” It had either

four legs or four “jointed fins.” Covered
with a brownish hide, upon which were
large, black spots. Circus-horseish.

About twenty feet long. There was an-

other story told, about the same time.

New Zealand Times, Dec. 12, 1883—re-
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port by a sea captain, who had seen some-
thing like a turtle, sixty feet long, and
forty feet wide.

Perhaps stories of turtle-backed ob-
jects of large size relate to submersible
vessels. If there were no submersible
vessels of this earth, in the year 1883,

we think of submersibles from some-
where else. Why they should be so se-

cretive, we can’t much inquire into now,
because we are so much concerned with
other concealments and suppressions. I

suspect that, in other worlds, or in other
parts of one existence, there is esoteric
knowledge of the human beings of this

earth, kept back from common knowl-
edge. This is easily thinkable, because
even upon this earth there is little knowl-
edge of human beings.

There have been suggestions of an oc-
cult control upon the minds of the inhabi-
tants of this earth. Let anybody who
does not like the idea that his mind may
be most subtly controlled, without his
knowledge of it, think back to what
propagandists did with his beliefs in the
years 1914-18. Also he need not think
so far back as that.

The standardized explanations by which
conventional scientists have checked in-
quiry into alleged appearances of strange
living things, in the ocean, are mentioned
in the following record:

Something was seen, off the west coast
of Africa, Oct. 17, 1912. Passengers on
a vessel said that they had seen the head
and neck of a monster. They appointed
a committee to see to it that record
should be made of their observations. In
the Cape Times (Cape Town) Oct. 29,
1912, Mr. Wilmot, former member of the
Cape Legislative Council, records this
experience, saying that there is no use
trying to think that four independent wit-
nesses had seen nothing but a string of
dolphins or a gigantic strand of sea weed,
or anything else, except an unknown
monster.

In the Mems. Wernerian Nat. Hist.
Soc., 1-418, is published a paper by Dr.
Barclay, who tells of the remains of an
unknown monster that had been cast up
by the sea, in September, 1808, at Stronsa,
one of the Orkneys. We’ve got hold of
something now that was well observed.
As fast as they could, observers got rid
of this hunk, which for weeks, under a
summer sun, had been making itself evi-

dential. But the evidence came back.

So again the observers got a rope and
towed it out to sea. Sultry day soon—

a

flop on the beach—more observations.

According to different descriptions, in

affidavits by inhabitants of Stronsa, the

remains of this creature had six “arms,”
or “paws,” or “wings.” There is a sug-

gestion of stumps of fins here, but it is

said that the bulk was “without the least

resemblance or affinity to fish.” Dr. Bar-
clay told that in his possession was part

of the “mane” of the monster.
A perhaps similar bulk was, upon the

1st of December, 1896, cast upon the

coast of Florida, twelve miles south of

St. Augustine. There were appendages,
or ridges, upon it, and at first these for-

mations were said to be stumps of ten-

tacles. But, in the American Naturalist

31-304, Prof. A. E. Verrill says that this

suggestion that the mass of flesh was the

remains of an octopus, is baseless. The
mass was twenty-one feet long, seven
feet wide and four and one half feet high:

estimated weight seven tons. Reproduc-
tions of several photographs are pub-
lished in the American Naturalist. Prof.

Verrill says that, despite the great size

of this mass, it was only part of an ani-

mal. He argues that it was part of the

head of a creature like a sperm whale,
but he says that it was decidedly unlike

the head of any ordinary sperm whale,
having no features of a whale’s head.

Also, according to a description in the

New York Herald, Dec. 2, 1896, the bulk
seems not to have been whale-like. “The
hide is of a light pink color, nearly white,

and in the sunshine has a distinct silvery

appearance. It is very tough and can
not be penetrated even with a sharp
knife.” A pink monster, or an appalling

thing with the look of a cherub is an-

other of our improvements upon conven-
tional biology.

For a yarn, or an important record, of

a reptile of “prehistoric size and appear-
ance,” said to have been found on the

beach of the Gulf of Fonseca, Salvador,

see the New York Herald Tribune, June
16, 1928. It was about ninety feet long,

marked with black and white stripes, and
was “exceedingly corpulent.” Good-
natured, fat monsters, too, are new to me.

Strange lights and moving objects in

the sky—ships that have vanished as if

by magic—uncanny mysteries of the seven
seas—Charles Fort records all this in

next month’s issue.



REX by Harl Vincent
Illustrated by Elliot Dold

I
T WAS a thing of glistening lev-

ers and bell cranks, of flexible

shafting, cams, and delicate me-
chanical fingers, of vacuum tubes

and photo-electric cells, of relays

that clicked in ordered sequence

when called upon to perform their

myriad functions, of pumps, tanks,

condensers, reactances, microphones,

and loud-speakers. A robot, created

by the master scientists of the

twenty-third century.

Here was no ordinary robot like

those innumerable others engaged in

the performance of man’s tasks, but
an aristocrat among them—a super-

robot.

The robot-surgeon, it was some-
times called. And indeed the term
was most appropriate, for this ro-

bot was chief of the mechanicals
; its

control tubes and relays provided

the ability not only to diagnose

swiftly and unerringly the slightest

electrical or mechanical faults of the

lesser robots but to supervise their

correction.

Man, in his desire for a life of
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ease and luxury, had created the ro-

bots. In his conceit, he had con-

structed most of them in his own
likeness, or at least with some re-

semblance to that which he consid-
ered as the ideal of physical being.
Even the lowliest of the robots was
provided with two legs on which he
walked erect, a head surmounting a

cylindrical body, arms and hands of

a sort. Some of them had more than
the conventional two arms in order
to multiply their usefulness. But
all of them presented an appearance
more or less humanlike.

This was particularly so of the ro-

bot-surgeon. The marvelous mecha-
nisms were housed in a body like a
Greek god’s, the covering of which
was made from an elastic, tinted ma-
terial that had all the feel and ap-
pearance of human flesh and epi-

dermis. The electric-eye lenses

looked like human optics and moved
in their sockets in a most lifelike

manner. There was a wig of curly
brown hair, as well as eyelashes and
brows. They had gone so far as to

attire the body in the habiliments of

a man.

Laughingly, one of the artists en-

gaged in perfecting the final like-

ness to man had called the robot-

surgeon “Rex.” The name had
stuck. It, too, was most appropri-

ate; more, it was prophetic.

Although sexless, Rex was never
considered anything but masculine.

He was man’s most perfect serv-

ant. Every verbal instruction he
carried out to the letter, whether
this instruction was given by word
of mouth from near at hand or

through the radio impulses that

could be conveyed to his mechanical
brain from a distance. Of course

there was a code which only a se-

lected few of the scientists knew;
otherwise Rex might have been or-

dered about by unauthorized per-

sons.

His memory never failed. There
might have been a catastrophe in

which hundreds of lesser robots

were mangled, necessitating the

reading to him of pages of detailed

directions. No matter; Rex’s me-
chanical brain recorded everything.

Without further attention, he would
labor twenty-four hours a day with

his corps of mechanicals until the

damage was repaired. A huge fac-

tory was his workshop and labora-

tory; in it his robot assistants

worked at forge, bench, or machine
with a precision that had never been
equaled by human artisan.

After that first set of instructions

from human lips, Rex worked out

all details of the work to be done,

diagnosing the mechanical ills of his

mechanical patients and prescribing

unfailingly the remedies. His own
orders likewise were issued by word
of mouth in a sonorous metallic

basso, or by radio waves in cases

where that was necessary.

No human being was in Rex’s ro-

bot hospital when it was operating.

No supervising human mind was
needed.

THERE were, of course, periodic

inspections of Rex’s mechanisms by
skilled mechanicals who then

worked under the direction of one

of the human scientists—replace-

ment of tubes and adjustments of

the delicate relays; rebalancing of

the gyro-motors which preserved his

equilibrium. Otherwise he de-

manded no attention at all.

But there came a day when some-

thing went wrong which puzzled the

scientists. Rex’s body continued to

function as it always had, but the

mechanical brain lapsed suddenly

into a series of errors. In a per-

fectly simple problem of calculus he

AST-9
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had arrived at a solution that was
incorrect and utterly impossible.

They dismantled the intricate

mechanisms of his brain, replaced
all of the tubes and condensers,
and adjusted the relays. When they
reassembled the parts, the scientists

knew beyond shadow of doubt that

everything was in perfect order.

What puzzled them was the fact

that the replacements and adjust-

ments had not been really necessary.

In their careful examination and
testing they had not found a single

flaw in the mechanism.
After that they watched Rex

closely for several days, taking note
of all his movements and reactions.

But they observed no tendency to a

repetition of his previous lapse.

What they did not know was that

a change had taken place, one not
visible to the eye nor subject to de-

tection in any test they were able

to devise, but nevertheless a change
and an important one—to Rex. The
shifting to a new orbit of a single

electron in an atom of tantalum con-

tained in one of the essential parts.

A change which provided a source
of internal radiant energy of new
and unknown potentiality. A change
in that marvelous mechanical brain.

Rex had begun to think for him-
self, and to reasoh.

His reasoning was that of a logi-

cian, coldly analytical; swift and
precise, uninfluenced by sentiment.

No human emotion stirred in his me-
chanical breast. Rex had no heart,

no soul.

For a long time he concealed his

new powers from those who had him
in charge, reasoning that only by so

doing would he have opportunity to

develop these powers. He carried

out his routine instructions to the

letter, but now delegated the major
portion of the supervision to a cer-

tain few of his chief assistants in

AST—10

whose robot brains he made the

necessary alterations to permit of

their taking over the work. This

left him the leisure time for a study

of the world about him and of its

creatures.

Much of his time was spent in the

library of the human scientists

which adjoined the research labora-

tory. Here he studied reel after reel

of the sight-sound recordings cover-

ing history, biography, art, and the

sciences. He spent many hours at

the amplifiers and viewing plate of

the newscast apparatus. And he

came to the conclusion that things

in the world of which he was a part

were not as they should be.

UNITED North America, he

learned, was completely isolated

from the rest of the world. It com-

prised a vast area of waste land

where vegetation was rank and pro-

lific, where only wild creatures

roamed. All humanity of the con-

tinent was housed in enormous

structures which were the eleven

cities. New York, his own city, was

the greatest of these and was the

seat of government and of learning.

Stupendous in size, a great crystal-

roofed structure towering to a

height of one hundred levels and

sprawling its length a full thirty

miles along the Hudson River.

Communication with the other cities

was maintained by television radio,

traffic by robot-operated strato-

sphere planes.

In the upper levels of the cities

dwelt humanity; in the lower levels

and in the bowels of the earth the

robots labored unceasingly. The
humans were greatly outnumbered
by the robots.

Reasoning that all was not told in

the histories or newscasts, Rex de-

vised an instrument which enabled

him to bring to the viewing plates
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and amplifiers the sights and sounds
of public meeting places and ways,
and even those of the private cham-
bers of man’s living quarters. He
sent out searching rays which pene-

trated all materials and sought out

the information he needed for a

complete analysis of conditions as

they were. The apparatus was so

connected that it might respond ei-

ther to the regular newscast waves
or to those of his own searching rays

at will. His knowledge broadened.

He endeavored to reach the far

continents with his searching ray,

intending to check historical and
geographical records of warring and
backward races of mankind. But he

found this impossible, for the scien-

tists of United North America had
erected a wall of highly charged,

ionized air surrounding the conti-

nent. It was utter isolation, a wall

impassable from without and within.

The investigations on which Rex
had embarked were, perforce, con-

fined to the eleven cities.

Here, he saw, mankind was di-

vided roughly into three classes—the

political or ruling body, the thinkers

or scientists, and the great mass of

those who lived only for the gratifi-

cation of their senses. A strange

economic system was in vogue. An
effort had been made to divide all

wealth equally, the medium of ex-

change being paper vouchers which
were printed by the government.
These, supposedly, were secured by
real wealth, materials, and goods
which actually were the product of

robot labor. But the robots needed
no medium of exchange, so these

vouchers had been equally distribu-

ted among the humans at some time

in the past. They no longer re-

mained that way.
Gambling by the pleasure seekers,

rash expenditures for chattels of the

luxury class, thefts from them, es-

pecially by those who were known
as political grafters, had reduced
their circumstances. The thinkers,

who were the only ones following

occupations at all useful, had let

their wealth slip through unheeding
fingers. The class in power, the in-

dividual minions of the government,
acquired the great share of the

wealth as regulatory and discrimina-

tory legislation increased restric-

tions on the mass of the people. Rex
could see no logic at all in any of

this.

Seeking an explanation, he ob-

served more closely the lives and
actions of individuals. He studied

the habits of humans and quickly

learned that the most powerful of

human emotions centered in the mat-
ing instinct. He watched many af-

fairs between male and female, and
soon knew the difference between
the real lasting affection, of which
there were few instances, and the

transitory infatuation which was
based on nothing but the physical.

He saw no logic in these things,

either.

Fear, hate, envy, malice—he stud-

ied them all. Avarice, lust, anger,

treachery, infidelity. There was
plenty of material for his researches.

Occasionally he glimpsed situations

in which feelings of a finer sort

were exhibited—faith, loyalty, grati-

tude, honesty, love. He reasoned

from this that the creature called

man had originally been of a most
superior sort; he had only developed

the baser instincts and neglected the

cultivation of his better side.

Rex peered into a white-walled

room where human surgeons oper-

ated on human patients. He ob-

served that their procedure was
much the same as his own ; that they

dissected the body or head or other

portions of human anatomy and

made repairs in similar manner to
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that which he used on his own ro-

bot patients. Forthwith, he began,

in the library, an intensive study of

the human brain and anatomy.

AND THEN he was discovered at

his unheard-of labors. Shelby, an

engineer of the Robot Inspection

Corps, came upon him while he was
in the library viewing and listening

to a reel which dealt with surgery

of the human brain. Shelby was a

small man with thick lenses before

his eyes, with high bulging forehead

and receding chin. On his upper
lip was a patchy growth of sandy
hair. He emitted a squeal of terror

when he saw what Rex was doing.

“Forty-two, ninety-six, AR-21,”
he quavered. This was the code
that ordinarily had started the func-

tioning of the robot-surgeon.

Rex turned upon him the impas-

sive stare of his robot eyes. Of his

own volition he stopped the progres-

sive clicking of relays which should

have followed upon the reception of

the code by his microphonic ears.

His customary response, “Ready for

orders,” failed to issue from the

flexible lip members that formed the

sound-wave outlet from his loud-

speaker throat.

Shelby paled.

Rex advanced upon him with the

calm deliberation of the machine he
had not ceased to be. “Shelby,” he
intoned, “you have arrived at pre-

cisely the right moment. I need
you in my research work.”

Seeing those powerful steel-sin-

ewed arms stretch forth, Shelby
screamed as only a man in the face

of death screams. It was necessary

for Rex to bang the man’s head
against the metal partition to silence

his outcries. Then the engineer
went limp.

Rex was prepared for such an
eventuality. He had sent out his

chief mechanicals to raid one of the

hospitals of the upper levels and had
equipped a complete operating room
of his own adjoining the library.

He carried Shelby to the operating

table and etherized him. He then
proceeded to dissect the man and to

study his organs, giving particular

attention to the brain and certain of

the nerve centers.

As the work progressed, he care-

fully sewed each severed part with
minute stitches, restoring each to

its original condition.

No human surgeon had ever

learned in a lifetime of effort a tenth

part of what Rex discovered in two
hours of work. Eventually he found
that which he sought—a tiny ar-

rangement of segregated brain cells

which formed the seat of human
emotion. He preserved the mass
carefully for future experiment, re-

placing it with a prepared capsule

of platinum before closing the open-

ing in the skull and suturing the

long scalp incision.

Amazingly, Shelby’s heart contin-

ued to beat. The man had remark-

able vitality, and Rex had worked
with a skill such as no human sur-

geon possessed. After the injection

into the patient’s veins of a pint of

saline solution, Shelby was carried

to the purloined hospital bed. One
of the chief mechanicals, primed
with definite instructions by Rex,

was given the task of nursing him.

REX had conceived of and
planned for the creation of ideal be-

ings and an ideal condition of ex-

istence. He saw the superiority of

the robot over man in bodily

strength, endurance, and deathless-

ness, and yet reasoned that there

was something in man which would
be of benefit to the robot. If only

man’s capacity for emotion, for ex-

periencing. pain and pleasure, might
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be incorporated in the robot body
and logically controlled, the perfect

being would result. Ideal condi-

tions of existence were bound to en-

sue.

Reason told him that his first step

to that end must be to take control

of mankind and its purposeless af-

fairs. He set the workshop hum-
ming in the construction of eleven

super-robots, one to be sent to each
of the North American cities to or-

ganize the lesser robots and take

control of the government.

It was a simple matter to convey
them to their assigned posts in the

eleven cities, since all of the air lines

were robot-operated.

Then Rex loosed the blow which
stunned the population of United
North America.
He constructed a complicated ra-

dio transmitter and broadcast a

heterodyning frequency over the ro-

bot-control wave band, a frequency
that rendered the receptor apparatus
of every last one of the robots un-

responsive to human commands and
responsive only to those of the new
master robot and his eleven chief

aids. In one stroke was obtained

control of nearly a billion robots,

and, through this, dominion over the

three hundred millions of human be-

ings. Rex had justified his name;
he was virtually king of United
North America.

It was a general strike of the ro-

bots in so far as the orders of their

former masters were concerned.
Personal robot servants refused to

perform their daily tasks. Trans-
portation and communication were
paralyzed.

The factories, including those

which produced the synthetic food
on which humankind subsisted, were
no longer turning out their products.

There was no water, for the huge
pumps had been stopped and the fil-

ter and reservoir valves closed. All

were robot-operated; everything on
which man depended for his very
existence was made or supplied by
the robots, and now this supply was
cut off. Pandemonium reigned in

the upper levels, with hysteria and
rioting.

Only the huge power plants re-

mained in operation, and this for the

reason that their radio-transmitted

energy was the very life of the ro-

bots. Without this energy their mo-
tors could not operate. Even to Rex
himself, all would be inert masses
of metal and glass and rubber. But
this continuance of the power sup-

ply was of some little comfort to

the human beings of the upper lev-

els. Their sun lamps still burned.

Anticipating organized and armed
attacks by humankind, Rex devised

an invisible, impenetrable barrier of

electronic vibrations which could be

set up by the regular broadcast

power. He caused the power plants

themselves to be surrounded by
these barriers, as well as providing

them for the protection of the indi-

vidual robots in the form of an in-

closing bubble. Bulletproof, flame-

proof, impervious to the freezing ray

of human scientists, these inclosures

yet permitted each robot to carry on
his newly appointed tasks without
encumbrance.
Rex observed with his searching

ray the reactions of the populace.

He saw mad orgies of debauchery
among some who considered that the

end of the world was at hand, saw
rapine, murder, and worse. He
peered into the laboratories of sci-

entists and saw them laboring as

they had not labored in years, seek-

ing for means of regaining control

of the recalcitrant mechanical slaves.

Later, when it was apparent to

him that starvation and thirst had
reduced the populace to a receptive
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state, he cut in on the newscast wave
band and delivered his ultimatum,

“I am Rex,” he told the eleven cit-

ies. “Master of robots and of men.
I come to you in the name of pure
logic as the protagonist of a new
era in which man, who created the

machines, will obtain real rather

than fancied benefit from them. I

come to evolve a new race of beings
and to promote the growth of knowl-
edge and the advancement of science

in United North America.
“It is necessary that I take the

reins of government for a space of

time sufficient to allow of the per-

fection of my plan. Therefore I,

Rex, formerly the robot-surgeon of

level thirty-seven in New York City,

do hereby demand the immediate
surrender to me of the president of

the union, together with all members
of his cabinet. I further demand
that the chief scientists and chief

surgeons of the eleven cities come
to me at once for consultation.

“Commencing now, the old order
of things is to be reversed. All male
and female citizens will be assigned
to regular tasks at which they must
labor as prescribed by the robots.

As soon as the orders I transmit
through my robot servants shall have
been obeyed, water and food will be
available for all human beings of the

cities. The citizens of the union
are once more to work for their liv-

ing. Failure to obey means contin-

ued hunger and thirst, annihilation.

“That is all for the present.”

SHELBY was convalescing,

propped up in a wheel chair, when
the delegations began to arrive. His
wounds had healed speedily under
the treatment Rex had administered

;

the use of his body was almost re-

covered. As far as memory and in-

telligent use of his faculties were
concerned, his mind was normal.

Otherwise it was not. For one
thing, he had lost his capacity of

experiencing human feelings or

emotions. For another, there was
that tiny platinum capsule

The government officials, bluster-

ing and sputtering to hide their ut-

ter terror, were herded into a room
where Rex placed them under heavy
robot guard. He received the men
of science in the research laboratory

which he had so elaborately ex-

panded.

It was a curious assemblage.

Twenty-two savants whose opinions

on medical and scientific matters, al-

though diverging widely at times

and causing much dissension in their

own ranks, were accepted as the pro-

foundest of wisdom by the general

public. Unlike the president and

his cabinet members, these men had
come willingly, impelled by the curi-

osity which was that quality of mind
which held them to their normal

pursuits. Not one of their number
considered the radio pronouncement
of the supposed Rex as anything but

a hoax. There could be no scientific

explanation for a robot with a think-

ing mind; therefore the thing was
an impossibility.

The men of science were not long

in reversing their opinions, for Rex
staged a demonstration which con-

founded them. Taking his stand at

the visualizing screen of a micro-x

ray, he addressed them in a man-
ner that left no doubt as to his abil-

ity to reason and to perform feats

of such scientific importance as to

excel those of any human scholar.

When he had properly impressed

them, he came to the point.

“You are here, gentlemen,” he told

them, “to assist me in the perform-
ance of a great and necessary work.
The human population of United
North America is to be remade
along lines which I shall lay down.
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The old social order is to pass out

of existence; the government is to

change hands and to be completely

reformed. Science is to rule.”

Ross Fielding, chief physicist of

the Academy of Chicago, blurted

out: “Preposterous!”
It was as if Rex had not heard.

He continued: “You men of the sci-

entific world have long wanted to

obtain control over mankind and its

affairs. You medical men, through
the so-called health boards and de-

partments of hygiene and eugenics,

have already gone a long way toward
this end. I now offer you the oppor-

tunity of exercising the power that

you must admit you desire.”

A buzz of excited comment swept
the group.

“Proceed,” grunted Fielding, and
others echoed his sentiment eagerly.

“Then hear my plan,” said Rex.

“Under my direction, this group will

immediately begin the work of re-

construction, by which I mean the

actual remaking of men and women.
The functioning of people’s minds
and bodies will be altered to fit them
for the spheres of action which are

to be assigned. All persons will

have definite niches to fill in the

new order of things, and each one

will be made over to fit his or her

own particular niche both physically

and mentally. Many will be pro-

vided with robot bodies.”

“What!” shouted the noted Dr.

Innes of Quebec.

For answer, Rex depressed a but-

ton which lighted the visualizing

screen at his side. On it flashed a

greatly enlarged image of a mass of

living cells.

“These,” he explained, “are cells

from the brain of a living man; they

comprise that portion of the brain

which controls human feelings and
emotions. I have removed them
from one Alexander Shelby, whom

many of you know personally. Nat-

urally, he is greatly altered.”

There were horrified gasps; one
of the surgeons started to argue
against the possibility of what had
been told them. Rex silenced them
with a wave of his hand.

A robot wheeled Shelby from the

adjoining room and placed his head
in the reflector focus of the micro-x
ray. The image on the visualizer

changed.

There were the familiar skull out-

lines and the configurations of cere-

brum and cerebellum. The focus

altered and came sharply to a point

where some of the cells had been re-

moved and where an opaque sphe-

roid was encountered.

“What foreign object is that?”

asked Innes.

“It is one of my discoveries,” Rex
answered. “An important one. It

replaces the center of emotion and
human feelings in Shelby’s brain,

making hirp a slave to my every
spoken and radioed command. Oth-
erwise the power of his mind is un-

impaired. His faculties are as keen
as ever they were, perhaps keener;
only now his brain is that of a ro-

bot. Shelby is the first of the hu-

man robots and the most valuable.

He is to be my lieutenant in the

work that is to come and has been
fully instructed by me. I leave you
with Shelby now, gentlemen, know-
ing that you will proceed as he di-

rects.”

Taking up the test tube contain-

ing the brain cells he had removed
from Shelby, Rex stalked from the

laboratory. His distinguished audi-

ence stared aghast at the man in the

wheel chair.

FIELDING, who was a big man
with whiskered jowls, exploded in

his usual manner: “Of all the high-
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handed proceedings! How about
this, Shelby?”

“It is precisely as Rex has told

you.” Shelby’s voice was flat and
toneless, without inflection—the
voice of a robot. “Our first step

is to take the executive heads of the

government in hand; they are to be
operated upon at once and made as

I am—subject to all orders of Rex.
Sufficient of the platinum-cased
mechanisms have already been fab-

ricated.”

“Sup-suppose,” chattered Loner-
gan, the Los Angeles scientist, “we
refuse? Suppose we band together

and overcome this mad robot?”
“Rex is far from being mad,” in-

toned Shelby. “Besides, there are

these.”

He indicated with extended fore-

finger the score of motionless robot

figures ranged along the wall. At
his gesture the robots came to life;

one and all stepped forward ponder-
ously, ready to take such action as

might become necessary.

Innes laughed mirthlessly. “It

looks as if we are fairly caught.

After all •” He hesitated. “After
all, in the interest of science, you
know We ”

“Yes.” “Why not?” “It’s the op-

portunity of a lifetime.” A chorus
of eager voices bespoke the interest

of the men of science.

One of the physicists drawled sar-

donically: “You vivisectionists

should be happy under the new re-

gime. You’ll have human beings to

experiment with instead of dogs and
guinea pigs.”

A surgeon parried: “Not so good
for you students of pure science.

I’ll admit. You’ll be working with
robots that’ll have human brains.

They’ll outthink you, outcalculate

you. There’ll be no errors in their

computations.”

“Enough,” said Shelby flatly. “We

are wasting time. As I said, we
will go ahead with the official digni-

taries first; that is the work of the

surgeons. Meanwhile the scientists

will take up the study of the altera-

tions which are to be made in the

mass of the people. All are to be

remade.”
Innes asked: “How about repro-

duction—the perpetuation of the

race? I take it these reconstructions

of Rex’s will eliminate the sex fac-

tor in human life.”

“Hm! Hadn’t thought of that,”

grunted Fielding.

“Sex is not necessary,” Shelby

said. “In fact it is troublesome.

However, arrangements will be made
to segregate a few thousand females

and a number of eugenically accept-

able males in order that a supply of

new research material will be avail-

able for the future.”

“If the women object?” put in one

of the younger surgeons.

“You forget that portion of the

brain which is the seat of human
emotion,” Shelby reminded him.

“Certain cells will be removed, and

only those cells left which provide

for these favored women no more
than one desire—that of mother-

hood.”
“The males needn’t be changed at

all,” grunted Fielding. Then he

was struck with a sudden thought.

“Say, how did this Rex come by his

power of thinking in the first

place?”

Shelby explained as best he could

:

“We made some tests. There seems

to have been an unprecedented natu-

ral transformation ; a source of some
unknown atomic energy sprang up

somewhere in the intricate mech-

anisms of his brain. Probably the

generation of what scientists have

long searched for in vain, what some

of them have called the ‘mind elec-

tron.’ At any rate, he thinks, and
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with marvelous celerity and accur-

acy.”

Fielding contented himself with
whistling through his teeth.

“Now,” announced Shelby, “we
will go ahead with the great work.”

And they did
;

the twenty-two
foremost scientists of the nation

submitted to the dictates of a robot.

MEANWHILE, order was com-
ing out of the chaos in the eleven

cities. Men and women, unaware of

the fate which had been planned for

them, were driven to unaccustomed
and uncongenial tasks by unfeeling

robots. Soft, uncalloused human
hands were at the levers of machines
instead of the flexible metallic fin-

gers of the robots. Human minds
which had known nothing more fa-

tiguing than the stereotyped lessons

of school days and the pursuit of

pleasure in later years were now set

to work at vexing problems of engi-

neering. Human beings were en-

gaged once more in useful work.

Of course it was impossible that

all of the labor be performed by hu-

mans; the mechanics of existence

had become too complicated for

that. The operations that were
needful merely to keep the great

beehives of cities functioning were
entirely too numerous. Besides,

many necessary tasks were beyond
the strength of men whose muscles

had softened from disuse and from
dissolute living. But the new mas-
ters of men, the robots, got all the

work out of their unwilling charges

that could be obtained in the ten-

hour day Rex had decreed. The rest

was done by the robots while their

human proteges slept the sleep of

sheer exhaustion.

Temporarily, the inconsequential

amount of governmental activity

which was actually required was
made purely local in scope. In each

city the municipal affairs were taken

over by the super-robot who was in

charge. After dispensing with the

great majority of officeholders and
assigning them to really productive

tasks in the lower levels, the super-

robots relayed to the mayors and
their councils minute instructions

from Rex as to their future deport-

ment in office. It was a sorry time

for those who had for long held un-

merited and quite superfluous posi-

tions of power.
The wails and complainings of

weary human laborers went un-

heeded by their robot overseers.

Whenever men and women dragged
their tired bodies to places of meet-

ing and endeavored to voice protest,

they were swiftly and roughly dis-

persed by the vigilant robot police.

After three long days they learned

to submit in silence to whatever

might be demanded of them. Some
humans even found a new interest

in their tasks; others new bodily

vigor as their muscles lost their

soreness. At least they still had

their living quarters during leisure

hours, and there was no shortage of

heat, food, or water.

They did not know that each in-

dividual was being carefully card-

indexed and studied by the robot

minions of Rex. Nor had they any

idea of the fate to which they had

been consigned. That all were now
being classified according to ability

and adaptability never entered their

heads. And great would have been

the lamentation had they realized

that the new robot dictator had

meant exactly what he said when he

told them over the newscast that he

had come to evolve a new race of

beings.

Most of them would have scoffed

had they been told the truth. It was
incomprehensible that a man with

the special aptitude for piloting a
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stratosphere plane might be oper-

ated upon and deprived of all human
desire and emotion, leaving only

those sensibilities which would
make of him an exceptionally adept

navigator of the air lanes. That one
who might be of little value except-

ing as a common laborer should be

deprived of his own body and pro-

vided with a mechanical one instead,

as well as being robbed of all human
sentiment and instinct, was still less

comprehensible. Yet these very

things were being planned.

Human brains, minus the elements

that made them human, transplanted

into the duralumin headpieces of ro-

bots. Human beings, permitted to

retain the outward semblance of

man but left with only one or two
of the human impulses. Minds that

were capable of thinking nothing

but mathematics, riveting, welding,

food synthesis, or childbearing, as

the case might be. These were but

a few of the characteristics which
were to make up the new race of

robot men, or human robots. And
the intended victims did not know.
Only the men of science laboring

in Rex’s hospital and laboratory

could have told them, and they kept

silence.

BY THIS time, President Tucker
and the members of his cabinet were
recovering from the effects of the

brain surgery to which they had

been subjected. In another twenty-

four hours they would be returned

to their posts. Gone was their pom-
posity, their grandiose verbiage,

and the vacillation which always had
marked their decisions. Their

thoughts now were only those which
Rex wished them to have. Here-

after they would be quick to make
decisions and firm in enforcing their

mandates—the decisions and man-
dates of Rex, the dictator. Now the

organization of all public agencies

would quickly bring to fruition the

full operation of the master robot’s

plan. The new race of hybrid be-

ings would blossom forth.

Immersed in their work and
oblivious of all else, the twenty-two

men of science gave little thought
to the plight of their fellow men.
They knew only that they had
learned many new and marvelous

things from this robot who seemed
to be a man. They had plumbed
depths of the human intellect of

which they had never dreamed ; they

discovered many secrets of elec-

tronic science which were almost in-

credible; they saw results to be ac-

complished that were nothing short

of miraculous. They were about to

give birth to a new race of super-

creations
;
that these were to be part

human and part machine disturbed

them not at all. Only the accom-

plishment was of importance.

Shelby, pale and drawn of face,

with expressionless fish eyes gazing

out through his thick glasses, had

worked with them in the hospital

and laboratory until it seemed that

he would drop. Between times he

was collaborating with Rex himself

on some secret experiment that was

carried on behind closed doors.

Shelby looked and talked like a ro-

bot, but his body was a human one

and had been greatly overstrained.

He could not long stand this pace.

Fielding was stirred to pity when
he saw him emerge from Rex’s se-

cret laboratory this last time.

“What’s going on in there?” he

asked with gruff kindliness. “And
why in the devil doesn’t he let you

get a little rest?”

Shelby’s eyes were like polished

bits of black glass, and his voice

was devoid of feeling as he replied:

“Rex is experimenting on himself.

He is using the center of emotion
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which he removed from my brain,

using the cells in an effort to pro-

vide himself with certain of the hu-
man sensibilities. You may as well

know it now.”

“Good heavens!” Fielding roared
like a bull. “He’s taking human
feelings away from millions of men
and women, or planning to, and yet

he wants those feelings himself.

He’s a mechanical devil!”

“It is not a question of desire,”

Shelby corrected him. “Rex is in-

capable of desire or envy—as yet.

He has merely reasoned that he will

become the most perfefct of moving
and thinking creatures if only he can
provide himself with such of the

human feelings as may be essential

in bringing the greatest good to the

greatest number of the new beings
we are to create.”

Fielding repeated, softly this

time: “Good heavens!” He stared
at the little man with the white face
and vacant gaze.

At this point the door to the pri-

vate laboratory opened and Rex
strode forth with a test tube in his

hand. He passed the tube to Shelby
and burst out in swift speech.

“I have failed,” he said. “I have
analyzed every living cell in the
tube, and have isolated the activat-

ing force of every human emotion.
I have reproduced these forces to

perfection with arrangements of

special electronic tubes which have
been incorporated into my own me-
chanical brain. Yet have I failed to

produce so much as a semblance of

human feeling in my make-up. It is

the first failure of Rex—and the
last!”

So saying, he stamped back into

his own room and slammed the door.

An instant later there was a violent

explosion within, and the door by
which he had entered was blown
from its hinges.

Fielding, Shelby, and a few others

rushed in when the smoke had some-
what cleared away. They found Rex
a twisted and broken mass of metal

and rubber and glass. The head-

piece which had contained the mar-
velous thinking robot brain was
completely demolished.

“He’s committed suicide!” gasped

Lonergan.
“Because he was a failure,” Field-

ing added.

Shelby corrected him.

“He thought he had failed,

whereas really he succeeded. At
least two emotions stirred him be-

fore he did this, and he did not

recognize them. Rage, when he

dashed from this room and gave me
the test tube. Despair, when he

committed his last act. No, gentle-

men, Rex did not fail—and now he

is gone ”

The little man pitched forward

into Fielding’s arms, unconscious.

With the passing of Rex, his fan-

tastic plan collapsed. Hard work
by the scientists returned the coun-

try to normal.

But a thought that lingered

faintly in the minds of several of

them was voiced by Innes, when he

said:

“I—I’m almost sorry. In one way
it was a great opportunity

”



Always Comes Back

Dear Editor:
Astounding Stories has to my notion

improved 80% since March, last year.

That makes it 160% perfect.

Many readers of science-fiction become
tired of it after a year or so. I have
experienced that fed-up feeling, but I al-

ways come back because it’s the insati-

able urge that afflicts us science-fiction

fans for some new, unthougbt-of, tre-

mendous idea that is developed in but
one type of fiction—science-fiction.

I believe most of us feel that the first

science-fiction we ever read was the best;

but that is only natural. It’s like any
other pleasant experience we have in life.

The first time is always the most delight-

ful. A greater impression is made upon
the brain.

I also believe most followers of

science-fiction have a liking for the weird
or ghost story. I know this is true in

my case.

Any one having back issues for ex-

change, write me. Correspondence with
science-fiction fans always is welcome.
—Chester A. Payfer, Route No. 3, Yale,

Michigan.

Well, Mr. Chan?

Dear Editor:

I feel that I must offer a few words
on the relation of science-fiction and

weird-fiction. I repeat my former stand

that the two are not related.

Mr. Chan very ably defends a certain

type of weird-fiction, then he righteously

denounces the type of weird-fiction

which, alas, appears to be its most glar-

ing weakness. The generality of weird-

fiction is one thing that will always spoil

this field so far as I am concerned. Sci-

ence-fiction covers unknown dimensions

and some things beyond the comprehen-
sion of man, but adds enough fact so that

the story does not become noxious with

the ravings of an over-developed imagi-

nation.

Mr. Chan mentions old legends and

myths as a source of some very good
weird tales. This ought to prove a very

excellent means of comparing the differ-

ence between science-fiction and weird-

fiction. Here is a plan of attack similar

to that which a weird-fiction author

would use: The characters are trans-

ported in a strange trance or on the

wings of a spirit to ancient Atlantis or

Mu and there they meet a race of people

who are well versed in all the occult

arts. They go through several harrow-
ing adventures of the most unusual na-

ture which, strange as it seems, do not

make good reading because the reader

knows that the weird-fiction author can
call upon any means to rescue them
whether it be plausible or miraculous

—

and I mean miraculous. When the story is

finished, all you have is a wild tale where
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the author has gone outside of the

plausible limits to make the tale inter-

esting.

Now this would be the general method
employed by a goo^i science-fiction

author in writing a story around this

same plot: The characters would be
transported back to Atlantis or Mu by
some plausible means or else the time of

the story would be transpiring during the

days of these so-called “lost” continents.

The rest of the story would tell of their

civilization, sciences and enough adven-
ture could be worked in to make the

story interesting.

The general class of weird tale con-

tains the very element in it that the

editor is trying to get rid of in Astound-
ing Stories, namely fantastic adven-
tures with little or no plausibility. What
seems to me the strongest proof for

printing only science-fiction is that read-

ers who like weird-fiction when present-

ing their list of good stories in most
every case mention science-fiction

stories. Mr. Chan himself tells you to

make the magazine worthy of science-

fiction, on which I agree perfectly with
him.
Members of the International Cosmos

Science Club are all enthused over the

new Astounding and give you their full-

est support. We would like to have
Astounding Stories readers as mem-
bers, so all interested, write to John
B. Michel, Secretary ICSC, 3214 Bev-
erly Road, Brooklyn, N. Y. The club
publishes a monthly newspaper.—Edward
F. Gervais, 512 South Pennsylvania
Avenue, Lansing, Michigan.

Dear Editor:
An interesting article, Lo! Very in-

teresting indeed. It reeks of material-

istic science. According to the author
he evidently sought the definition of the

word “metaphysics.” Nothing more.
Ah, but therein lies a great study,

where one may go on and on. Probably
nine-tenths of the readers of this maga-
zine, an interesting one, are materialists.

By that I mean relying on their outer
normal senses for the perception of

-truth. A terrible mistake. But we must
take the word of science, clergy and
others who seek to keep truth from man.
Which is his rightful heritage. For in-

stance, readers, what causes thought?

—

and thousands of other questions which
materialistic science will never answer.

I do not proffer to answer these ques-

tions as yet, but we all learn through
experience.—Z.

More Detail—Greater Length

Dear Editor:
I have just finished reading the second

part of Thomas Calvert McClary’s Re-
birth. I want to tell you that I think
you’re going far with this type of ma-
terial. Keep up the good work! A lot

of us are sick unto death with the old

time, regular routine writing. Maybe
some of the old fans like it. But for

me, while I like science, I know enough
about it to know where it can go and
where it can’t. Using imagination is all

right in that respect. But, says I, use it

and get it over. Science is only, after all,

a means to an end, a foundation.

I would like more detail of what hap-
pened to other people in the world and
not so much love interest. Wandrei
never forgets that, but most of the others

do. Tell them to let us humble readers

know what is happening to people other

than the hero, and give attention to small
everyday incidents.

But all in all you are doing a good job

and it is very good to see Astounding
Stories on the stand regularly again.

—

Sol Jacobs, Barbizon-Plaza Hotel, 101

West 58th Street, New York City.

Fixed!

Dear Editor:
Glancing through the readers’ depart-

ment in the April issue of Astounding
Stories, I noticed that no letters from
New York readers were listed. I am
now fixing that!

Seeing your magazine on the news
stands, I didn’t believe it was the old

Astounding until I read the December
issue. You have great writers in Wan-
drei, Schachner, Williamson and Bates.

Here is how I list the stories in the

April issue:

A Matter Of Size, He From Procyon,
The Legion Of Space, The Green
Plague, The Tooth, The God-Box and
The Atom-Smasher.—John Michel, 1717

Bleeker Street, Brooklyn, New York.
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Back Issues Offered

Dear Editor:
I have been a constant reader of

Astounding Stories since its beginning
and cannot say too much for the class of

stories this magazine contains. It is as

near perfect as it can be, and satisfies a

multitude of readers.

I have the complete file of Astounding
Stories from Volume I, Number 1, to

Volume XII, Number 6; except Volume
XII, Numbers 2 and 5. I wonder if some
reader who did not get those magazines
would like to buy them.—John B. Andrus,
2743 La Tierra St., Pasadena, California.

Slam

Dear Editor:
I was very glad to see the reappear-

ance of Astounding but was disap-

pointed with several things. First, I

wish (demand) that you bring Wesso
back—H. V. Brown does not compare
with him. Put back the heading
“Astounding Stories of Super-Science”
on the cover. I have never seen or heard
of any heading which describes the sci-

ence-fiction publication more concisely

and uniquely. One last word about ap-

pearance: Trim all edges!

As for stories, I wish you would give
us more of the lively, zestful yarns we
got in the old magazine. No more such
stories as Rebirth. Do you remember
the old, long (four or five issues) serials

that (when we finally got them together)
kept us awake till two and three o’clock

in the morning? I want more of them;
a lot more.

Another thing; don’t let any one per-

suade you to print reprints. We don’t

want them) I have read most of the old
magazines and you would spoil things for

me and others.

Readers—when you read a letter in

Brass Tacks which expresses, to you, a

good suggestion or demand why not im-
mediately sit down and write in a similar

suggestion or demand? That is the only
possible way of getting the magazine to

please the majority. After all, if the

editor only knew what most of us wanted,
I am inclined to think he would comply
with our wishes.—W. W. Wolford, 1583

E. 82nd St., Cleveland, Ohio.

Cracked, Mr. Peregoy?

Dear Editor:

You get so many long letters, here’s

a short-short.

Your magazine is getting better and

better. But you ought to do something

about the covers. They crumple too

easily.

The thought-variants click with me.

I’m sick of the old-time stuff. All right

while people were dumb about science,

but there is too much in the papers about

it these days.

Keep giving us stuff that makes you

think like Colossus, Rebirth, Born Of
The Suu. That fellow Peregoy must be

cracked bu. his story was funny. Blind

Reasoning was good. Black Death by
Henry J. Kostkos was a knockout. Best

of all is your new 160 pages!—Sol

Lennett, The Out-of-Door Club, High-

land, New York.

Its Name Is “Triton”

Dear Editor:
Black Death and The Man Who Never

Lived were excellent descriptive stories,

and Born Of The Sun contained a star-

tling thought-variant idea of our solar

system. That should take the prize.

But as for those other short stories in

the March issue, they were interesting

enough, but not much to them.

I wish you would tack this epistle up
in the Brass Tacks section as I would
like to have a couple questions answered.

1. Do any of you A. S. readers know
anything about the American Interplan-

etary Rocket Society?
2. The name of Neptune’s moon, if it

has a name?
If any one knows, please get in touch

with me.—Otto Steinhardt, 167 Washing-
ton Street, Belvidere, New Jersey.

Almost

?

Dear Editor:

I was very much surprised to learn

that Astounding had become a Street &
Smith publication. After reading three

issues, I find that it almost measures up
to the standard of the old Astounding
Stories.
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The front cover by Brown, in the
March issue, was very good. The first

story of the same issue, by Williamson,
Born Of The Sun, was excellent, but
The Man Who Never Lived and Manna
From Mars were only fair. They had
too much science and no fiction. Let’s

have more stories like Ancestral Voices
and Born Of The Sun.—Howard Trom-
mer, 2410 Baywater Ave., Far Rockaway,
New York.

Thank You!

Dear Editor:
I think Astounding Stories is a great

little magazine. I should say large, for

it is the largest magazine on the market.
You people are certainly making a won-
derful success of A. S.—much, much bet-

ter than the former publishers ever did!
I prefer stories about deluges, space

travel in far lands, etc.—J. H. Hennigar,
East Tawas, Michigan.

How About It?

Dear Editor:
Why not give us a good editorial in

each issue of Astounding Stories? De-
vote a few pages to scientific facts.

Your stories are really good and I am
first at the news stand when it is due.

I like the ones about time machines.
They certainly arouse much interest and
give us something to think about.—
Elmer C. La Lone, Route 1, Norfolk,
New York.

A Very Weird Tale

Dear Editor, Honorable Sir:

I just now finish your fine book of
March issue. It are swell! I always
read Astounding book nearly two years
now since I come to these fine America
and your book are supreme!

I like your fine story about Born Of
The Sun whole lot because some of it

were on Gobi Desert which I used to live

near. Tell Honorable Jack Williamson
I are much obliged!

Also good is Rebirth and Man Who
Stopped The Dust. I know golly well I

am going to keep reading Astounding
book if it is good as March were.

I have one humble suggestion to make.
Why not show sun-creature emerging
from moon-shell instead of picture of

man in white ray on cover?—Lee Fung,
Chicago, Illinois.

Continued Stories

Dear Editor:
My first letter, which I hope you will

publish. I read your stories, then missed
them for a time, and am glad to see this

is now one of Street & Smith’s, and I

will miss no more thrills.

I notice some readers criticise science

stories saying they are not true to facts.

What I want is something to make me
forget some of the actual facts, and be
carried away by the story. It is best to

be a little blind and a little deaf, and
not to read too closely between lines. At
a movie, I hate the people who say:

“But you know it isn’t true.” That class

should stay home if they are too sophis-

ticated to get any thrills out of make-
believe.

The story in your March number. Re-
treat From Utopia, touched the spot with
me. I have often wondered what things

would be like if every one were good,
and the author, Wallace West, has put it

in words for me.
I like the continued story by McClary

in the March number. I always like to

have one continued story in my maga-
zines, something to look forward to each
month.—Constance Jackson, R. R. 7, In-

dianapolis, Ind.

Prefer Length to Variety?

Dear Editor:
As to illustrations, I would be satis-

fied if the covers were by Howard V.
Brown and the drawings by Paul, Winter,
Dold, and Marchioni. Elliot Dold’s sin-

gle drawing in the April issue is fine. I

prefer full-page drawings to all others

with double-page ones coming second.

The Legion Of Space starts off fine. I

think that six parts is too much for a

serial in a monthly magazine.
He From Procyon is indeed Nat

Schachner’s best story. This author has
greatly improved.
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I welcome Harry Bates back to our

magazine. I enjoyed his tale, A Matter
Of Size, immensely.

I did not care much for the shorts in

the April issue. I would prefer that

the number of novelettes be increased

and the number of shorts decreased.

Lo! is interesting, although written

rather oddly.—Jack Darrow, 4224 N.

Sawyer Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Isn’t It Implied?

Dear Editor:

In The Time Impostor (an otherwise

excellent story), Nat Schachner repeats

his theory set forth in Ancestral Voices,

namely, that if a man is killed, he can

have no descendants.

In Ancestral Voices, for instance, the

time-traveler killed his ancestor, thereby

preventing his own birth. But say the

ancestor was thirty years old when killed.

Might he not have had children, one of

whose descendants would be his mur-
derer, when he was twenty

?

Naturally he could not have children

after he was dead, neither could Mike
Spinnot of The Time Impostor. Yet
what was to prevent Spinnot having chil-

dren before he was killed? Nothing.

Mr. Schachner has simply taken

the time-traveler - kill - grandfather - thus -

preventing-own-birth theme with one al-

teration: he has neglected to say that the

grandfather was killed before he had any
children.

Nevertheless, he is a most accom-
plished author, and writes most enter-

taining stories.

To leave Mr. Schachner, Rebirth, by
Thomas Calvert McClary, is one of the

four finest science-fiction stories I have
ever read, and I have read about two
thousand. That is all I can say; I think

it is enough.—Robert B. Baldwin, 359

Hazel Avenue, Highland Park, Illinois.

Come On, Eagle!

Dear Editor:
Man, was I surprised to see good old

Astounding Stories on the news stand

again! I was an ardent reader of the

old A. S. and I know I’ll be the same
about the new and better one.

My old pen pals are still on the go, I

notice, with some new faces in Brass

Tacks.
Bob Tucker comes into the limelight,

due to the challenge from the fellow

with the string of letters with “Black

Eagle.” The mysterious character must

have plenty of material to draw from,

or he wouldn’t have made his challenge

so deucedly open! I say, Mr. Black

Eagle, may I enter the argument? I’m

terribly interested, and all that, and I

personally believe space is colorless

(black). Take him, Bob!
Your thought-variant for April was a

marvelously written story. I liked it be-

cause it is different, so much so. Nat

Schachner sure wields a mean pen.

The Legion Of Space has a promise

for bigger and better adventures and

mysteries to come. I can’t wait.

How about a larger Brass Tacks?

—

Thomas R. Daniel, 232 Olive Street,

Claremont, California.

A Grading

Dear Editor:

Of the forty-nine stories you have

printed in the first six issues of the

new Astounding, I find that sixteen are

very good, six not worth the reading.

The remaining twenty-seven I was not

sufficiently interested in to remember
what they were about, chiefly because

they were mostly of the Strange Tales

type. Some of the readers may be inter-

ested in knowing my specific preferences

or otherwise, the same as I am in theirs,

so, follows the list, very good ones first,

bad ones next, in order: Rebirth, Red-
mask Of The Outlands, Ancestral Voices,

Colossus, A Race Through Time, Fare-

well To Earth, Plane People, Dead Star

Station, Retreat To Utopia, Confession

of Dr. de Kalb, Manna From Mars, The
Man Who Stopped The Dust, Coffin Ship,

Blind Reasoning, Born Of The Sun, Lady
Of The Tunnel. Very, very poor: Fire

Imps Of Vesuvius, Beyond The Sphinx’s

Cave, Terror Out Of Time, Prisms Of
Space, The Purple Brain, Telegraph
Plateau.

You have probably eclipsed the old

Astounding, with its three or four

years of life, with the new Astound-
ing’s mere six months. The main rea-

son undoubtedly is Rebirth, the most stir-

ring of all the science-fiction stories
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printed, with the exception of one or
two. That story was written with the
master’s touch. I have never heard of
Thomas Calvert McClary, but it seems
to me he has written quite a good deal

before Rebirth. Although there is prac-
tically no conversation in the entire

novel, it was intensely interesting

throughout.
More stories like my sixteen best, and

none like my six worst, and I am yours
for life (or until the magazine expires).

—Paul Cahendon, 322 W. 4th Street,

Cincinnati.

Not Even One?

Dear Editor:
As a constant reader of Astounding

Stories, ever since its inception, and
having never before voiced an opin-
ion, permit me to offer a suggestion. It

is—eliminate serials. I dropped your
two contemporaries because they both
went serial crazy and now, to my con-
sternation, you are doing likewise. Any
good science-ffction story must neces-
sarily have a rather complicated plot and
a wealth of explanatory data, and when
it comes in parts, with a month between
them, one loses the sequence of events,

and the story loses its grip on the im-
agination. Is there no other way that

book-length stories can be presented
other than by cutting them up and com-
pletely ruining th§m thereby? If not,

we would gladly pay more for the book-
length story if published complete under
separate cover, or incorporated in a
quarterly.

In this month’s issue, you commence
a six-part story by that excellent author
Jack Williamson, and the mere thought
of deliberately butchering one of his

stories is horrifying to say the least. I

would gladly pay double or triple the
price to get that story complete. How
about it, editor? Why not establish a
precedent and give us Complete Astound-
ing Stories? That’s all for the com-
plaints.

As for the compliments, aside from the
serial bug that is annoying us, you are
right on top of the heap; your stories

are all good, some better than others,

of course, but none of them bad. Let’s
hear what the other readers have to say
on the serial or rather “butchering” idea.

Hoping, even praying, that something can

be done.—Wm. C. Reid, 910 Lafayette
Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Absurd?

Dear Editor:

Just to advise you that I am glad to

have found Astounding Stories again on
the counter, and glad you have it in tow.
One of the best features of this maga-

zine is the variety of stories, and the
superabundance of thrills.

Some say such stories are absurd, and
that is just what they are intended to be.

I am taken out of the weary grind for an
hour and feel refreshed. Sometimes I

like the scientific kind, but I don’t know
enough about science to be too critical,

and just like stories for themselves.
I notice a new author now and then.

Wallace West in the March issue is a
new one for me, and the story seems to

be in the trend of the times, “New
Deals” and so on. I got a kick out of
the failure to make pure goodness suc-

ceed.

The Man Who Never Lived, by Don-
ald Wandrei, also has appeal—good
weirdness in that one.

A continued story is another thing I

like, just to have something interesting
to look forward to, or stories with se-

quels.—Elvia B. Scott, 446 E. Sth St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Good—Bad
Dear1 Editor:

I simply must write to congratulate
you on securing Charles Fort’s Lot;
truly a masterpiece. Let’s have more by
Fort.

The Legion Of Space is typically Wil-
liamson. And anything typically Wil-
liamson is great. How Jack can write
such consistently good stories is more
than I can see.

Nat Schachner rose to hitherto un-
sealed heights in the April thought-
variant, He From Procyon.
Otherwise (with the possible exception

of Bates’ A Matter of Size, which
wasn’t bad), you fell down on the cur-

rent issue.

I beg of you, get some stories by Clark
Ashton Smith, H. P. Lovecraft, and
Robert E. Howard.—Alvin Earl Perry,

Box 265, Rockdale, Texas.
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